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Abstract

How do people understand each other? Mainstream approaches to social
cognition (like Theory of Mind theory and simulation theory) have not been able to
answer this question satisfactorily. This is because they are methodologically
individualistic and have not been able to connect the individuals involved in a social
interaction. In the present work, existing alternatives to ToM that focus either on
embodiment and situatedness, or on aspects of social interaction, are evaluated. On the
basis of a framework of social interaction and coordination developed here, it is
proposed that a specific combination and elaboration of these two alternatives promises
a more fruitful approach to social understanding.
It is suggested that interactional and functional coordination are central to
interpersonal connection, and that temporal aspects of interaction processes play a
crucial role in this. A specific usage of the notion of interaction rhythm is put forward
to delineate and explain aspects of this temporality of social interactions. Combined
with this, the concept of a rhythmic capacity is set out, which refers to degree of
temporal flexibility in interactions (and is an interactional rather than a strictly
individual capacity).
These new concepts allow an explanation of how individuals in interaction
connect and how timing, experience and meaning are essential and intertwined
elements of social understanding. Together, they underlie a new conceptualisation of
social cognition as participatory sense-making.
Finally, the theoretical framework put forward is applied to the case of autism.
This allows a sketch of aspects of its future potential. Our current understanding of
autism is critically assessed and the possible advantages of the proposed framework for
comprehending this disorder are drawn out. It is suggested that an investigation of the
interaction and coordination processes in the social encounters of people with autism –
encompassing both the experience of the person with autism and of those interacting
with him – will be fruitful, and that this can be done using the embodied, interactional,
temporal account of social understanding proposed.

Voor Moeke en Papa
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Preface

What is thinking? What is intelligent behaviour? What is cognition? These are grand questions.
Nevertheless, they are about our everyday involvement with the world. That this engagement is a
true immersion is evident from the fact that we, most often, do not stand still and wonder. Most of
the time, it is not necessary to ponder these issues. We get by just fine without.
In the present work, a few thoughts are laid out of someone who started thinking about thinking
early on and hasn’t stopped doing it. The present work, though, is about social cognition. This came
about out of a dissatisfaction with contemporary explanatory theories of autism, which I focussed
on in the first year of my doctoral studies (and had read before for my Licentiate’s thesis). My
original plan for this dissertation was to write about autism and artificial intelligence and how
current developments in each of these fields compared and could complement and inform each
other (which could still be an interesting project). When I started reading the autism literature
however, I had the feeling all the existing theories got it somehow wrong. The topic of the present
thesis grew out of a little note that I put on the wall of my little room on campus in the first year,
reading: RHYTHMIC BEHAVIOUR. This referred to characteristics of autism such as the socalled stereotypical behaviour and rote-memory, which were not explained by the main theories, but
still seemed central to the disorder. Out of this grew the grappling with the question how we
humans understand each other laid down here, so that I may one day understand how cognition
works.
Many thanks go out to all the people who have helped me do this – though all the mishaps that
remain are wholly mine:
Ron Chrisley for his relentlessly logical discussing and sharp insight and teaching me about
effeciency. Also for assistance with teaching.
Steve Torrance for sharing his great insight into the issues that are important, now and in the
long term, and for heaps of encouragement and support. For being a wonderful mentor, for
believing in me and introducing me to people. For the opportunity to work as a research assistant at
Middlesex University in 2005 on a project entitled Autism and the Enactive Mind: Between the
Object and the Social Realms, and for the work we did together as part of that project. For instance,
we organised a symposium on Perception, Intersubjectivity and Development together, which was
held at Middlesex University/UCL Medical School in London on 24 June 2005. For caring and
making me go further than I sometimes thought I could.
Ezequiel Di Paolo for his enthusiasm, patience, tolerance, knowledge, wisdom, theoretical and
pastoral support, for sharing ideas, intuitions and work, for caring and encouraging, for invaluable
comments on numerous drafts. For changing my perspective when I most needed it, and reminding
me why I am doing this work when I forgot. For being a mentor and for being a person. For being
an equal. For teaching me that research is a collaborative endeavour. For the insights that developed
in the frequent discussions about the topics presented here that we had. The notion of ‘participatory
sense-making’ in particular, came about in a session of purposeful participatory sense-making (but
so did many other aspects of the work presented here).
Andy Clark for first taking me on as his student in Sussex and for those inspirational
discussions. For his questioning of the very foundational issues in cognitive science today, which
sits and ferments in the back of my mind.

Andreas Birk, Erik Myin, Luc Steels, Johan Stuy and Jean Paul Van Bendegem for
encouraging me to come here and believing I had a project to propose. Especially Erik as well for
subsequent support.
My colleagues, the parents, but most importantly the children, at the Southdowns Family
Centre of the Sussex Autistic Society in Angmering, where I have worked on Saturdays for about
four years now. Owen especially has taught me that even things autistic aren’t as straightforward as
they seem.
The former School of Cognitive and Computing Sciences (COGS) at the University of Sussex
for the initial scholarship and teaching assistantship.
The staff at the University of Hertfordshire Philosophy Group, where I have been a research
assistant since last May, for their flexibility and support in creating the space for me to finish.
Colwyn Trevarthen for discussion, and for help with literature. Adam Kendon for discussion.
Also Stephen Cowley, Fabia Franco, Satinder Gill, Peter Hobson, Dan Hutto, Takashi Ikegami,
Karl MacDorman, Jessica Meyer, Nikki Moran, Jacqueline Nadel, Donald Peterson, Jesse Prinz,
Brian Scassellati, Leonhard Schilbach, Andreas Stascheit, Beata Stawarska, Penny Stribling, Maria
Talero, the people of the Entrainment Network group.
I am also grateful to e-intentionality/PAICS and the CCNR – where several of the ideas
presented here have had a first chance at growth – especially (apart from some people mentioned in
other paragraphs here) to: Fernando Almeida e Costa, Marzieh Asgari-Targhi, Giovanna
Colombetti, Tom Froese, Hiroyuki Iizuka, Marek McGann, Duncan Kuhns, Paul Loader.
Sarah Angliss, Mike Beaton, William Brito, Rob Clowes, Rachel Cooper, Chrisantha Fernando,
Eva Esteve-Ferrer, Uschi Gatward, Marcello Ghin, Amanda Hellberg, Catherine Hollis, Eduardo
Izquierdo-Torres, Cornelius Jakhelln, Manuela Jungmann, Katie Waterhouse, Ranu Lord, Simon
McGregor, Tony and Mandy Morse, Will Napier, Alex Penn, Amy Riley, Lilia Rodriguez, Marieke
Rohde, Emmet Spier, Aisha Thorn, Colin Uttley, Rachel Wood, and anyone who remembers when I
forget, for creating a warm Brightonesque nest and being exemplary friends, without whom I could
not have done this.
The philosophers (and one and a half architects, a Germanist and a geographer) from Brussels,
for their colourful and eye-opening life-lessons, and for their long-distance support and
encouragement: Evelyn Adriaenssens, Jan Antheunis, Isabelle Barberis, Tom Bertels, Thomas
Crombez, Patricia De Keersmaecker, Sarah Leisdovich, Frank Maet and Ilse Mariën. And a warm
welcome to Stella, daughter of Isabelle and Thomas, born just in time to be included here!
Last but not least, my parents, Mieke Koppers and Luc De Jaegher, for their patience, for
believing in me, for their huge support, emotional, intellectual, and financial. For discussions we
had about thinking, about life, and about our experiences working with people who have autism, my
mother as a counselor, my father as a psychologist, and I eventually also, as a tutor. And definitely
also to Leen and Wim, for being these invaluable creatures that a sister and a brother are, for their
wisdom.
More last and less least, Eze, for all that warmth and support. Possibly even a lot more of it
than I can see at this moment.
Some of the ideas present here have, in less or more embryonic form, been presented at the
following conferences and seminars. Thanks to those colleagues that I had the pleasure to engage
with on those occasions.
August 2006. “Situated Cognition: Perspectives from Phenomenology and Science”,
International Association for Phenomenology and the Cognitive Sciences, Durham University,
Durham, UK. With Rachel Wood and Ezequiel Di Paolo.
May/June 2006. “Constructivisme et enaction. Un nouveau paradigme pour les science
cognitives.” Ecole thématique du CNRS. Ile d’Oleron, France.

December 2005. Entrainment Network Meeting, Cambridge University/Open University,
Cambridge and Milton Keynes.
September 2005. Consciousness and Experiential Psychology section of the BPS conference on
“Constructing Consciousness, Mind and Being”, Oxford, UK. With Steve Torrance.
June 2005. “Perception, Intersubjectivity and Development”, Middlesex University/UCL
Medical School, London. With Steve Torrance and with Ezequiel Di Paolo.
February 2005. Psychology Research Seminar, Middlesex University, Enfield, London.
July 2004. First Joint Conference of the Society for Philosophy and Psychology and the
European Society for Philosophy and Psychology, Barcelona, Spain.
November 2003. Mainzer Nachwuchsgruppe für Philosophie des Geistes, Mainz, Germany.
September 2003. “Intersubjectivity and Embodiment. Perspectives from Phenomenology and
the Cognitive Sciences”, Higher Institute for Philosphy, Leuven, Belgium.
June 2003. “Enactive Consciousness: Perception, Intersubjectivity and Empathy”, St. Anne’s
College, Oxford, UK.
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1
An investigation of social understanding

In March of this year (2006), there was a small item of news on the BBC ‘Health’
website.1 The headline read: “Emotion sensor detects boredom”. Scientists at MIT’s
Medialab are developing a device that can read the emotional state of your
conversation partner while you, the wearer of the device, receive feedback on whether
she is bored, interested, thinking, concentrating, unsure, and even whether she agrees
or disagrees (el Kaliouby, Teeters and Picard 2006). The apparatus consists of a
camera small enough to be mounted on a pair of glasses, software that can ‘read’ the
emotional state of the listener from the images, and a handheld part that vibrates to tell
you the emotional state your listener is in.
The reason why this was in the news is that it seems to hold a solution to many of
the problems that people with autism face. Individuals who have autism have trouble
engaging with others, they do not seem to be able to recognise others’ emotional states.
A device such as this ‘social-emotional prosthesis’ seems to be exactly what people
with autism need. It could do their mind-reading for them, and hence would make it a
lot easier to navigate the social world, and aid them to have fluent conversations.
The reason why it is worth mentioning this here is that it touches on several
aspects of the question that is the focus of the present work: how do we understand
each other in our everyday encounters? Or: how does social cognition work? The
answer given here to this question, however, will not be along the lines of promoting a
device like this one. Such an apparatus may come in handy at times, but it will never
be more than a prosthesis, and it will most likely not make conversations fluent. In
fact, the understanding of social cognition developed here will cast some doubts on
whether such a device would be able to do the job it is expected to do.

1

Http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/4856050.stm, accessed: 30 March 2006.
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1.1 Social cognition and general cognition
The question at the centre of the present work is How do people understand each
other in their everyday encounters? Or: How does social cognition work?
The reason why this question is important is that it is part of the larger question:
how does understanding work? What is cognition? These questions are intimately
related: social understanding could, at first sight, be said to come under the umbrella of
understanding in general, to be a subdomain of it.
But, in fact, social cognition is not just a subdomain of general cognition. In social
agents (the only place where there is social cognition), it is intricately intertwined with
general understanding of the world from the very beginning. From the viewpoint of
ontogeny, social development is often foundational for, or at least involved in the early
development of, general cognitive capacities of social agents. I am of course not the
first one to point out the primordiality of the social domain for individual cognition.
Mead (1934), Vygotsky (1978; 1986), Thompson (2001) and others have suggested
that social cognition is at the basis of general cognition.
The social emotional prosthesis developed at MIT does not have anything to do
with cognition, social or general: it is merely a perceptual aid. For instance, the
developers have not taken into account the fact that a user needs to know what to do
with the information the vibrator gives her. The user could learn rules about what to do
when the machine tells her that her listener is bored, for instance ‘if the listener is
bored, change the topic’ or ‘if the listener is bored, use more facial expression and
gesture more’. This would not necessarily lead her to have a fluent conversation
however. For one thing, in order for the conversation to be fluent or to regain fluency,
an intervention should not be abrupt. Suddenly converting to using a lot of gesture may
be rather awkward and would likely disturb the conversation more. In order to know
what to do with information such as that your listener is bored, you and the device
need to be immersed in a wider context, that of experience with conversations. You
need to know how to deal with the information it gives you. Perhaps, if users were
given a manual to study, with what to do in each case, they could be trained to use the
apparatus to good and fluent effect. Possibly, after a lot of practice, it could become
like a well-integrated extra sense. The present thesis argues that this is unlikely though.
Social cognition, it is argued here, is not based on the application of reasoning and
inference to one’s perceptions followed by a correct response, but it is rather a skill of
ongoing involvement.
One of the central threads that run through the present work is the question of
immersion in a situation and whether we achieve it by discrete perceptions and
propositional inference, or we get it from natural experience. It is the question of how
human cognition works. Can everyday human cognition be modelled on the scientific
practice of generating and testing hypotheses? Or should it rather be modelled on
embodied, experiential, perceptual and actively engaged involvement with the world
that develops over the lifetime of the cogniser?
Recently, in cognitive science, there is a trend towards viewing cognition in terms
of the latter. This is represented, roughly, by the embodiment school of thought. An
introduction to it will be delivered in chapter three, after critically discussing the
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traditional approach to social cognition, which views it as an application of scientific
reasoning techniques to the apparent everyday solving of the puzzles that other people
(other minds) are, in chapter two.

1.2 The problem of other minds versus the problem of connecting
The question of how we understand others has often been framed in terms of the
‘problem of other minds’. This is the problem of how we can know other minds. The
assumption behind this way of approaching the question is that other minds are opaque
to us. On this view, there is a great difference between how we know our own mind
and how we know that of another. We feel ourselves to be, in a sense, ‘inside’ of our
own mind. We seem to have an intimate knowledge of it. Others, on the other hand, are
outside of us. They are bodies which we can see, hear, smell, touch. As such, they
seem to be at a distance that is not there with regard to our own mind. Thus, we seem
to have a totally different access to each. This has been the traditional and longstanding starting point for thinking about interpersonal understanding.
The prosthetic device introduced above is an heir to this world view. The idea is
that conversation partners project mental states outwardly, which you may or may not
be able to read, and if the latter is the case, the device is there to help you pick up the
states presented by your conversation partner.
But do we really appear to each other like this? Do others really present
themselves to us like this?
The present work starts from and advocates a very different starting point. The
fertile ground upon which understanding between social agents happens, it is proposed
here, is our connection with each other. Or rather, our active connecting. In a lot of
previous work, as we will see in the chapters to come, connection between interaction
partners has been taken for granted. It has certainly hardly ever been thematised as an
activity. One of the motivations of the present work is to put the activity of connecting
with others at the centre of the study of intersubjectivity – though, to be sure, without
losing sight of the role of the individuals involved in a social encounter. Understanding
each other is here conceived of as an active, involved, mutual exploring of two
autonomous agents.
The present work does not only aim to redirect the focus of the investigation of
social cognition, it also aims to elucidate some principles of this interindividual
connecting and its relationship with social understanding. In order to simplify matters
somewhat, it was decided to focus on encounters that involve just two interactors and
to speak of interaction in that way, as between two people. Obviously, it is hoped that
this can be extended to larger interactions. What the present work does not address,
however, is matters at a societal level. The focus is on face-to-face inter-individual
interactions. This may seem to leave the larger societal and cultural context out of the
picture. Even though different contexts (society and culture, family life, school, job,
etc.) obviously influence face-to-face interactions and sometimes penetrate them quite
deeply, for matters of simplification, I have zoomed in on what happens in interindividual interactions. The objective is to get a grip on the processes by which
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interactions at this level work. Hardly any work in cognitive science has approached
the question of social understanding from the angle of the interaction as such as a
dynamical process. Evan Thompson’s work is an exception – though, even though his
proposals about social cognition make all the right pointers, he has not as yet proposed
a framework as such, in contrast to Gallagher, whose work features prominently in the
present work. In section 1.8, I will situate the present work in relation to Thompson’s
research. First however, I will present an overview of the structure of this dissertation.

1.3 Solving the problem of other minds and posing the question of
connecting
How does the present work proceed from the problem of other minds to the issue
of connecting?
Understanding others, in the traditional approach to social cognition that will be
discussed in chapter two, is based on the assumption of the ‘problem of other minds’ (a
problem that individual agents must solve). One of the focal points of the accounts
discussed in chapter two is the question of how children develop an understanding of
beliefs and desires. Within mainstream cognitive science, most of the interest in the
question of social cognition has come from the field of developmental psychology. The
answer given to it in this field is in terms of functional modules that will solve the
problem of other minds. These can include modules for detecting possible other minds
(or agency) and modules for making inferences about observed behaviour of those
other minds. Mental states need to be detected, formulated, represented in the mind of
the agent who is doing the social understanding, after which a reaction can be
formulated and executed. Social understanding, on this account, is a matter of the
classical ‘sandwich’ model of cognition (Hurley 1998), in which cognition is squeezed
in between, and relatively separate from, perceiving on the one hand and executing a
response on the other. On this account, social cognition is an essentially individualistic
happening. It happens in the head of each agent, essentially always at a remove from
the situation.
I criticise this kind of approach in chapter two, first on the grounds that agents
here are not connected. They are neither immersed in their situation, nor do they
connect to their interaction partners. Physical presence in the encounter and physical
contact between the interactors (hearing, seeing, smelling, touching the other) form
only a marginalised part of the process of understanding each other.
In order to further ground criticisms of this traditional approach, I introduce the
embodied approach to cognition in general in chapter three. This is useful because the
present work puts forward a specific embodied approach to social understanding, and
in order to place this, it is important to present what the embodiment school of thought
stands for in general. It also allows me to present a thread that runs centrally through
the present work: that of cognition as experiential understanding. In order to do this, a
specific set of ideas within embodiment will also be introduced, namely the enactive
approach to cognition, in which cognition is conceived as sense-making. Sense-making
is the active, engaged interaction of the cogniser with her situation, in which the
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generation and transformation of meaning happens. I will adapt this characterisation of
cognition as sense-making to the issue of social cognition. In chapter eight, social
understanding will be characterised as participatory sense-making. The development
of this concept, deriving from the enactive ideas and applied to social understanding, is
one of the central contributions of the present work.
But before we get there, some important intermediary steps need to be taken, in
order to ground the present work in the contemporary discussion about social
understanding, and to pave the way for the proposal made here.
After introducing the embodied approach to cognition in general, chapter four
presents contemporary accounts of social understanding within the field of philosophy
of cognitive science. In particular, it discusses and critically evaluates the work of
Shaun Gallagher. Gallagher has delivered a rounded criticism of the classical
framework of social understanding, and develops an alternative that is much more
embodied. It is based in the notions of the ‘embodied practice of mind’, ‘evaluative
understanding’ and ‘expressive movement’. These ideas will be evaluated and
criticised. The main criticism of this body of work will also centre around the issue of
connecting. Contrary to the traditional approaches, where the connection between
interaction partners was totally ignored, Gallagher is very aware of the connection. His
is a problem of not giving the connection a role that is central enough. Because of this,
I will argue, his approach remains individualistic.
Gallagher’s proposal exemplifies a current trend to relay certain capacities of
social cognition to so-called ‘innate’ processes, for instance neonate imitation and
mirror neurons. I will discuss research that challenges some of the studies that this
trend relies on, and will argue, 1) that what is relayed to innate neurological processes
is precisely the issue of connecting, and that this is no small matter, but should instead
be at the focus of investigations, and 2) it is not so clear that the innate capacities
referred to, even if they existed, could solve the problem of achieving connection.
Proposals such as these, including Gallagher’s, presuppose the connection,
whereas I argue that most of the work of interpersonal understanding is done in the
live, real time, sometimes precarious, connecting between people in an ongoing social
encounter. For this reason, I propose that the interaction process in social situations
needs to be taken seriously. This has not been done much in cognitive science, though
there exist more or less disparate investigations of the interaction process, which I
introduce and discuss in chapters five and six.

1.4 The interaction process and coordination
Chapters five and six form a cluster that introduces approaches that centre on the
interaction process. There is currently not one particular approach that does this within
philosophy of cognitive science – or within cognitive science, for that matter. Rather,
there are several studies in such diverse empirical disciplines as developmental
psychology, linguistics, anthropology and robotics, which investigate the interaction
process in some form or other. Because this research is so dispersed, it was necessary
to develop a conceptual framework that could be used to frame and evaluate it.
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Developing and setting out this framework is done in chapter five. It comprises of a
conceptualisation of the interaction process and the coordination that takes place in it.
This framework is also applied to evaluate the proposals about social cognition already
discussed in the previous chapters. The development of this framework, its application
to the evaluation of existing work in a diversity of disciplines, and its use in the
assessment of possible future work and even the proposal of future directions, is
another of the outcomes of the work presented here.
In chapter six, several examples of studies of the interaction process are discussed
in light of the specifications on interaction and coordination that were set out in chapter
five. The research discussed is divided into two rough categories: one which finds
aspects of interactions (presented in 6.1), and one which investigates underlying
principles of interaction and coordination (reported in 6.2). Findings at both these
levels are important for the investigation of the relationship between social interaction
and social cognition.
At this point in the dissertation, the argument is that the embodied alternative to
traditional approaches, exemplified by Gallagher’s work, and the interactional
alternative, to be discussed in chapters five and six, should complement each other.
The introduction of a conceptual framework of interaction and coordination and
the evaluation of experimental studies of these processes do not yet, however, explain,
in and of itself, how we connect.

1.5 How do we connect?
Now that we have arrived at the issue of connecting, how does it relate to social
understanding? And, first, how is connection (now conceptualised as coordination in
interaction) achieved?
In chapter seven, a start is made with the proposal that the basis of interpersonal
connecting lies in the timing of our embodied involvement in interaction, or in the
social interaction rhythm. Chapters seven and eight, like five and six, also form a close
pair. In chapter seven, the notion of social interaction rhythm is introduced as the
‘glue’ between interaction partners, in other words, as that which makes interaction
and coordination possible. This story unfolds on the basis of showing that temporal
coordination, from simple (e.g. synchrony) to increasingly complex forms, is present in
physical as well as biological systems, and can be observed at the intra- as well the
inter-individual level. Throughout the chapter, an account is presented of the
increasingly complex ways in which social interactors can engage with each other in
time. The meaning of the notion of rhythm as used here, therefore, is not the everyday
one of ‘periodicity’. Instead, interaction rhythm refers to the temporal characteristics of
coordination in interaction, which is a variable phenomenon, rather than a strictly
regular one.
In the discussion of the characteristics of temporal coordination in interaction, a
connection is made with an important aspect of social understanding: rapport. I show
how the variable rhythmicity of the interaction and coordination process is connected
to the affective aspects of connecting. No more intentionality is added into the mix
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than this up to this point. In other words, we are still not addressing the question of
how connecting relates to understanding – apart from the relationship between rapport
and interaction rhythm. So how do connecting and understanding relate?

1.6 Rhythmical connecting and participatory sense-making
In chapter eight, first of all two sets of examples are given to illustrate the role that
timing plays in social understanding. The notion of interaction rhythm is further
extended in order to account for the interindividuality of social cognition. It is a central
claim of the present work that social understanding is an interindividual, rather than an
individual capacity. This aspect of the present proposal is captured by the notion of
rhythmic capacity, which is introduced in chapter eight. Rhythmic capacity refers to the
degree of flexibility in the interaction rhythm that characterises each social encounter
as it happens. Please note that I didn’t say: ‘that characterises each interaction partner’s
performance’ or something along those lines. Rhythmic capacity allows me to address
at the same time interactional characteristics of social encounters at the level of timing,
and the role of the individual in them. Herewith, social capacity is no longer a faculty
that is located in an individual body, let alone head, but rather, it is interactional.
In this chapter, a characterisation of social understanding as participatory sensemaking is elaborated. This is done on the basis of a combination of interaction rhythm
and rhythmic capacity, and the enactive notion of sense-making introduced in chapters
three and four. Participatory sense-making is the extension into the interindividual
domain of the enactive notion of individual sense-making. It is the active, mutual,
participation of the individuals involved in a social encounter in the temporal
coordination of their sense-making activities, which may open up domains of sensemaking that were not accessible to each of them independently.

1.7 The question of autism
The rationale behind the device made at MIT is based on the disorder of autism,
the everyday reality of which indeed seems to be that, to a person who has autism,
other people are opaque and their internal states illegible. In chapter nine, the
phenomenon of autism is discussed. This chapter has three objectives within its
overarching aim: to serve as a testbed for the framework proposed in the present work.
The first objective is to highlight some developmental characteristics of the Interaction
Rhythm and Participatory Sense-Making account (IR & PSM). There was no space in
the present work to set out a developmental strand to the proposal, but it is crucial in an
approach concerned with social cognition that eventually aims to make a contribution
to the investigation of the relationship between social and general cognition. The
chapter on autism allows to present some elements of a potential future developmental
elaboration of the present proposal. Second, this chapter aims to evaluate two currently
influential approaches to the cognitive and behavioural characteristics of autism,
namely the one according to which people with autism have a hampered Theory of
Mind, and the Weak Central Coherence hypothesis. The third aim is to sketch how the
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interaction rhythm and participatory sense-making framework (IR & PSM) can suggest
new views on autism. A progression is made from the evalution of existing theories to
the implications of taking an IR & PSM view on autism, supported by evidence from
developmental and clinical research on autism.

1.8 A few qualifications regarding the role of affect and the status of
embodiment
The present work does not deal explicitly with affect and emotion beyond
discussing how interaction rhythm and rapport are related in chapter seven. It is amply
clear, however, that emotion and affect play a central role in the experience of our
daily social interactions. In the present work, social understanding is conceived of as
having two aspects: rapport and meaning. Meaning is the understanding-not-at-thelevel-of-rapport, i.e. more semantic understanding. I don’t think it is really useful to
tease them apart when discussing social interaction because in most situations they are
intimately intertwined. It is therefore also difficult to really separate them conceptually.
The word ‘understanding’ in its everyday use also can carry both connotations: saying
“I understand” can refer to both emotional and semantic comprehension, and
sometimes both at the same time. Nevertheless, it can be useful to realise that social
understanding has these two aspects, and in the present work, this realisation will
sometimes be made use of.
Emotion may not be treated explicitly in the present work, but it is not absent from
it. In order to show how it is interwoven, it is useful to discuss how Maxine SheetsJohnstone explicates the intimate relation between movement and affect.
Affect plays an important role in embodied experience. Maxine Sheets-Johnstone
(1999) finds an excellent illustration of the role of affect in embodied experience in the
research of Nina Bull (Bull 1951), a psychiatrist working in the forties and fifties, who
has shown how emotions are intrinsically coupled with bodily movement. Bull
hypnotised subjects, and then gave them an emotion word. Before doing this, she had
instructed them to experience and express the given emotion in a natural way in
movement and posture. In other words, she asked them to bodily express and ‘live
through’ these emotions while under hypnosis. Afterwards, she recorded the reports of
the subjects, who were asked to describe the bodily state that they were moved into by
the emotion word. They gave answers to this such as “first my jaws tightened, and then
my legs and feet . . . my toes bunched up until it hurt . . . and . . . well, I was just afraid
of something” (Sheets-Johnstone 1999, p. 263, quoting Bull). Bull investigated fear,
anger, joy, triumph, disgust, and depression in this way. After this, she reversed the
experiment. That is, she hypnotised the subjects again, and then read them one of their
own descriptions of the bodily states they had given her after the previous hypnosis.
For example she told them one of the following: “‘Your jaws are tightening’ (fear), or
‘You feel heavy all over’ (depression), or ‘There is a feeling of relaxation and lightness
in your whole body’ (joy)” (ibid.). Then she asked the participants, who were still
under hypnosis, to lock into this posture or bodily state, and to have no changes to their
bodily state, nor new bodily sensations, until they were unlocked by her. Then she told
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them the opposite emotion to the state that they had just put themselves in, and asked
them to experience it. For instance, if they were in a depressed bodily state, she would
ask them now to feel joy. During this, the participants were still under hypnosis. Then,
after finishing the hypnosis, she asked them to report on their experience. None of the
subjects could ‘reach’ the experiential feel of the emotion that they were told while
locked in the oppposite bodily state. Sheets-Johnstone concludes that “affective
feelings and tactile-kinaesthetic feelings are experientially intertwined” (SheetsJohnstone 1999, p. 264, the original was completely italicised).
The reason why it is important to mention this work is that, if it is true that
movement is so imbued with affect and affect is so closely linked with movement,
then, in the embodied, interactional approach to social understanding that is proposed
in the present work, ongoing emotional experience will be a loyal companion of the
interaction process, with its own role to play.
In the introduction to the interaction rhythm approach to social understanding in
chapter seven, I discuss the relationship between rapport and temporal coordination in
interaction. I only go into the relationship between semantic sense-making and rhythm
in chapter eight. Even though the topics of affect and emotion do not rise to the surface
of the present work much more than this, I believe that emotion and affect are
continually woven into the temporal structure of the interaction, and expressed and
experienced in each interactor. The precise relationship between emotion and social
understanding obviously warrants more investigation, but this is perhaps for a future
work.
Linked with this, another point needs to be made. In the progression of the present
work, theories within the embodied approach are explicitly discussed, even though
Sheets-Johnstone, in the conclusion of the article discussed above, rallies against the
continued use of the term embodied. According to Sheets-Johnstone, we will not bypass the dichotomy between body and mind and get to the core of the matter of
cognition until we start to investigate what she calls the ‘animate form’. She suggests
we stop using terms that refer to the mind/body dichotomy, such as the adjective
‘embodied’, and focus instead on studying what animate creatures do.
The fact that ‘embodiment’ still has to be thematised as explicitly as this, years
after Dreyfus first published What Computers Can’t Do, and also after the work of
phenomenologists like Merleau-Ponty, indeed reveals that the idea that cognisers are
‘bodyminds’ is not yet ingrained in our discourse at all. Peter Hobson (1991) proposes,
for exactly this reason, to speak about ‘persons’. He follows Strawson in this, who
defines the concept of a person as follows:
“What I mean by the concept of a person is the concept of a type of entity such
that both predicates ascribing states of consciousness and predicates ascribing
corporeal characteristics, a physical situation, etc. are equally applicable to a
single individual of that single type . . . The concept of a person is not to be
analysed as that of an animated body or of an embodied anima” (Hobson 1991,
p. 44, quoting from Strawson 1962, p. 135-137).
Notwithstanding these pertinent remarks, both embodiment as a general approach
to cognition and as an approach to social cognition will be discussed here. It is
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necessary to do this because, notwithstanding Sheets-Johnstone’s apt call, the current
state of affairs in cognitive science is such that we have not yet surpassed the
mind/body dichotomy. I hope, however, that the present work contributes something to
gluing the person back together. Or, more precisely, to present an insight into how
persons understand each other as integrated persons capable of embodied action and
experience in their everyday social encounters.
According to Evan Thompson, one of the chief proponents of enactivism,
cognition is rooted in embodiment and in the “dynamic co-determination of self and
other” (Thompson 2001). He refers to the neonate imitation literature to suggest that
our self-consciousness is inextricably linked to the perception of other humans. Affect
and emotion play an important role in this. Thompson describes the diverse dimensions
of affect:
“Affect has numerous dimensions that bind together virtually every aspect of the
organism – the psychosomatic network of the nervous system, immune system,
and endocrine system; physiological changes in the autonomic system, the
limbic system, and the superior cortex; facial-motor changes and global
differential motor readiness for approach or withdrawal; subjective experience
along a pleasure-displeasure valence axis; social signalling and coupling; and
conscious evaluation and assessment” (Thompson 2001, p. 4).
Clearly, affect involves the whole living body.2 Moreover, Thompson suggests
that it is even more impactful than this: it is a two-organism phenomenon. What binds
individuals together according to Thompson is empathy, and affect and emotion play a
crucial role in this. Thompson calls empathy is a “unique and irreducible kind of
intentionality” (Thompson 2001, p. 1), which allows us to see others as persons. It is
the true point of connection between myself and an other, because my experience of
self contains an experience of, and an openness to, other. Reviewing literature on
empathy, Thompson comes to the following three components of it: 1) understanding
another person, 2) mentally substituting yourself for another, and 3) empathy has an
affective/emotional dimension, in that one has to be able to be in affective states in
order to empathise, although not necessarily in those that the person one is trying to
understand is in.
Colwyn Trevarthen has pointed out however, that, from an etymological point of
view, the notion of empathy, as used by for instance Thompson, should be replaced by
‘sympathy’.3 In a chapter that he wrote with Vasu Reddy, he reminds us that empathy
derives from the Greek word empatheia, which means a projection of feeling, and this
is a one-sided, egocentric happening. Sympathy, on the other hand, means an equal
sharing of feelings, experiences and purposes (Trevarthen and Reddy In Press 2006,
see the coda).

2

For another account of the intimate, dynamical connection between emotion and cognition,
see (Colombetti 2003).
3
Colwyn Trevarthen, personal communication, September 2006.
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1.9 The issue under investigation and the methodology
Because of the criticisms that will be delivered of existing cognitivist and
embodied approaches to social cognition, and the conclusion from those that the
interaction process should be taken seriously, the focus of the present investigation is
the face-to-face interaction. Moreover, the emphasis is on what happens before, below
and besides the words, i.e. the timing of expressive movements, including utterances.
The framework developed here is in the philosophy of cognitive science. It grew
out of the development and coordination of insights from many different fields: from
developmental, experimental and clinical psychology over linguistics, anthropology,
conversation analysis, philosophy of mind and cognitive science, evolutionary robotics
and dynamical systems. Integrating the diverse findings and insights was not easy, and
putting them together was itself part of the job. This is a continuing endeavour, and
hopefully the present work also contributes in the way of providing an initial
conceptual map and terminological handles for future work in this new field, and to
enhance communication between these diverse disciplines.

1.10 Motto
In sum, this work intends to extend the embodied perspective on social cognition
by integrating into it the rich dynamics of the social interaction process. On the basis of
this, it aims at developing a novel framework that will inform further theoretical and
empirical research. Of course this work should also be seen as a first step in this
direction: it opens up new issues for future development as well as novel questions in
social understanding research from a dynamical, enactive perspective.
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2
Understanding other minds:
traditional approaches

(Understanding mindful heads)

One of the most influential answers given by experimental and developmental
psychology to the question how people understand each other in social encounters has
been that they use a Theory of Mind (see e.g. Baron-Cohen 1995; Davies and Stone
1995). The Theory of Mind approach is a widely accepted, well-established and
acknowledged paradigm about social understanding with its own field of research
within experimental and developmental psychology (see e.g. Carruthers and Smith
1996). It attempts to account for how people understand and predict each other’s
behaviour. According to some proponents, a Theory of Mind (ToM) is a computational
mechanism in the head that is responsible for our capacity for ‘mind-reading’. It is a
mechanism that performs operations on symbols and symbol structures. Using it
enables us to draw inferences about others’ mental states. By reckoning with
propositional states that contain information coming from perceptions of people’s
behaviour, knowledge of the world, and knowledge of regularities of the social world,
we come to knowledge about the world, and we can reason about others reasoning like
this. These inferences lead to understanding of others’ behaviour and/or to actions (see
e.g. Leslie 1987; and Baron-Cohen 1995).

2.1 The ToM-mechanism
Simon Baron-Cohen is one of the important proponents of the ToM approach. In
Mindblindness: An Essay on Autism and Theory of Mind he explains how a ToMmechanism is evolutionarily the best thing we could have come up with to understand
the behaviour of other agents. This, incidentally, is testament to how basic a
mechanism it is proposed to be, “[playing] a part in even the most basic forms of social
navigation and co-ordination” (Hutto 2004, p. 548). Baron-Cohen accounts for the
acquisition of the ToM capacity in children as follows. There are four mechanisms that
will eventually comprise the ToM-module which enables us to “mindread”. According
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to Baron-Cohen, these mechanisms form the innate building blocks for the
development of “the modern human infant’s innate endowment for reading mental
states in behavior” (Baron-Cohen 1995, p. 32). There are three precursory mechanisms,
eventually completed by the fourth, the full-fledged Theory of Mind-mechanism
(ToMM).4 The first precursor is the “intentionality detector”, in short ID. This ‘device’
is activated when something agent-like is perceived. According to Baron-Cohen, an
agent is something that has the most basic, generic capacities that all animals share,
“the primitive volitional mental states of goal and desire”, shown in approach and
avoidance behaviour (Baron-Cohen 1995, p. 32). This mechanism works whichever
modality the input comes from, be it sight, hearing or touch. It allows us to interpret a
motion we perceive as coming from an agent with goals and desires (rather than
inanimate objects), hence its name. This apparatus is not infallible, e.g. we can
perceive a moving curtain as being self-propelled, but we can later correct this
impression to ‘a curtain moving in the wind’. The second ‘device’ is the “eye-direction
detector” or EDD. When EDD detects eyes or eye-like stimuli on an agent, it computes
what the eyes are directed at, either at it (the organism itself) or at something else.
Subsequently the EDD “infers from its own case” that when eyes are directed at
something, the organism the eyes belong to sees the thing. This is an important aspect
of EDD, since it “allows the infant to attribute a perceptual state to another organism”
(Baron-Cohen 1995, p. 39). Baron-Cohen gives the example of the infant sensing that
“Mummy sees me” (Baron-Cohen 1995, p. 39). The intentionality detector and the eyedirection detector together allow dyadic representations, or representations about the
intentionality of an agent towards either an object (ID and EDD), or towards another
agent, initially the organism itself (EDD). The third mechanism proposed by BaronCohen is SAM: the “shared-attention mechanism”. This allows the organism to build
triadic representations, involving an agent, the self and an object (which could also be
a third agent). Here, the child is aware of the agent, the object, and the fact that the
agent is aware of the object and of the child’s relationship with the object. BaronCohen gives an example of such a representation: “[Mummy-sees-(I-see-the bus)]”
(idem, p. 45). The shared attention mechanism makes use of EDD for its functioning.
Although people can share attention about things they see, hear, feel or smell, BaronCohen argues that usually, even if the object of attention is perceived in one of the
non-visual modalities, sharing attention involves using the “eye-direction detector”.
Even if we communicate about a noise coming from somewhere, but we cannot see the
source, we will use visual cues to locate the sound. When the “intentionality detector”
is confused about the goal of an agent, it uses the “eye-direction detector” and the
“shared-attention mechanism” to find out what the agent’s goal is. ID, EDD and SAM
together establish interpretations of agents having mental states of desire, goal and
reference. Finally, the fourth device, the “Theory-of-Mind Mechanism” or ToMM for
short, enables someone not just to infer an agent’s goal, desire and reference (volitional
4

I use ToM and ToMM interchangeably here to refer to the completed mechanism for
mindreading. When the ToM paradigm is referred to I will write ToM theory, ToM approach,
account, paradigm, and so on.
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and perceptual mental states), but the full range of mental states (also including
epistemic states, such as to think, to believe, to know, to pretend, to imagine, to guess)
from behaviour. In representing epistemic mental states, we have an attitude towards a
proposition of the type ‘John believes it is raining’ (see Baron-Cohen 1995, p. 53).
The first function of ToMM is the understanding that someone can have a true
mental representation of a proposition even if the proposition or “expression” is false
(referential opacity), e.g. John can believe it is raining even if I know it is not. The
second function is to make a coherent whole of all of our knowledge of mental states in
order to make it into a parsimonious theory, on the basis of which to understand others.
Baron-Cohen grounds these two functions of ToMM with the following evidence.
First, there is the fact that children start to understand and engage in pretend play from
the age of two (Leslie 1987). About a year or two after that, they show an
understanding of other people having knowledge and of the fact that knowledge has its
roots in perception (Baron-Cohen 1995, p. 53). At around the same period in life,
children start to understand false belief (Baron-Cohen 1995, p. 53-54). This, according
to Baron-Cohen, is evidence for the first function of ToMM. The second function, he
claims, is evidenced by research done by Wellman. He showed that children have an
ontology dividing things in the world into mental objects on the one hand and physical
ones on the other (Wellman 1990). Children from three years old understand the
difference between objects in the head and objects in the world, and how they are
treated differently. For example, I cannot actually go into the house that I dreamt of,
and: another person does not know what the house in my dream looks like.
How does the ToMM relate to the other three mechanisms? Baron-Cohen claims
that ToMM cannot get started without the “shared-attention mechanism”, and this in
turn relies on ID and EDD for its input. He gives an overview of his theory and the
stages at which his mechanisms develop in the child. From 0 to 9 months, the child
only has the ID and the basic functions of the EDD; therefore the child can only
represent dyadic relations. According to Baron-Cohen, this phase in the child’s
development is what Trevarthen calls ‘primary intersubjectivity’ (Trevarthen 1979).
From 9 to 18 months, there is an important shift, because now SAM becomes
available, which can make triadic representations. The child can now share attention
with another agent. SAM, ID and EDD are linked to each other in such a way that “eye
direction [can] be read in terms of the basic mental states” (Baron-Cohen 1995, p. 56).
Then, from around 18 to 48 months, ToMM steps in, triggered by SAM. This is
another qualitative shift in development, because the child now starts to represent
epistemic states of other people, starting with pretending, but moving on to higherorder epistemic states such as believing and knowing. The advent of the new
mechanisms does not mean that the former disappear, they are all still in use. With
ToMM coming into play however, the child can now represent the full range of mental
states that people can have. The devices “come online” or get “switched on” one after
the other.
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2.2 Metarepresentation
Alan Leslie has a different view on how a ToM develops. In his article Pretense
and representation (1987), he considers pretend play to be the basis of the child’s
ToM-mechanism and, in fact, also the beginning of the child’s understanding of
cognition. How?
Leslie is a cognitivist, who is mainly interested in the computational mechanisms
underlying social cognition. In his view, children start out by building primary
representations of the world, which represent the world truthfully. These veridical
primary representations of the world are evolutionarily necessary. But around the age
of two, children start to engage in pretend play. How, Leslie asks, is it possible that
children can do this without their system of primary representations getting fatally
interfered with? For if a child pretends that a chair is a train, this would mean that the
concept chair now has two meanings, ‘chair’ and ‘train’. In the same fashion, the
concept ‘chair’ – and likewise for others – might end up having umpteen meanings.
This however, is not what Leslie can accept of primary representations, as they have to
represent the world truthfully. Therefore the child cannot be using primary
representations in pretend play. According to Leslie, in pretend play the child employs
meta-representations. Meta-representations are cast in the same code as primary
representations because, as we shall see, they are computed by the same mechanism.
Meta-representations however have to be “quarantined” (Leslie 1987, p. 415) from
primary representations, so that the normal semantics of the primary representation is
suspended (and thus protected) in the pretend situation. Therefore, Leslie introduces
the decoupling mechanism.
The form of a meta-representation is the following: Agent - Informational Relation
- “expression” (ibid., p. 417). Agent is the one who is entertaining the metarepresentation, either the child herself or someone else. The Informational Relation is
for example ‘to know’, ‘to think’ or ‘to pretend’. The agent knows it is raining, or she
thinks it is, or she pretends it is. This however is not where the quarantining is done.
The suspending of the ordinary meaning of the expression is done by the quotation
marks. This is because if the informational relation would be doing the decoupling,
there would be confusion with primary representations. The decoupling has to be
performed on the representation and nowhere else; otherwise it cannot be processed by
the same mechanism because the represented states would interfere with primary
representations. They are set apart from each other in a manner that nevertheless
permits the meta-representation to be processed by the same mechanism as the primary
representations. Later, in an article he wrote together with Daniel Roth (see also Leslie
and Roth 1993; Frith and Happé 1994), Leslie stressed that primary and metarepresentations have to be understood as data-structures. Usually, the processing of
these does not happen consciously, although it can. The child does not consciously
decouple primary representations for use in pretend play; this is done behind the scene
by the decoupler. For Leslie, meta-representation is a computational mechanism for
processing mental states underlying social cognition.
The reason why, according to Leslie, pretence is the precursor to the child’s ToM
is because in order to make use of a ToM, the child has to grasp the existence and
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nature of mental states in him/herself and other people. For Leslie, “pretend play is one
of the earliest manifestations of the ability to characterise and manipulate one’s own
and others’ cognitive relations to information” (Leslie 1987, p. 422). This happens
through the computation of data-structures in an inference device. This process is what
constitutes the beginnings of having a ToM. Knowing that you and other people have
mental states is crucial to social ability. Knowing how these mental states relate, what
they (might) mean, and how they link to an agent’s behaviour is what having a ToM
means.

2.3 Testing for the presence of a ToM-mechanism
In 1978, Premack and Woodruff presented a study they conducted on chimpanzees
in which they tested the animals for a Theory of Mind. They defined a Theory of Mind
as the ability to attribute mental states to others (Premack and Woodruff 1978). Their
seminal paper has generated a host of research. Dennett reviewed it and commented
that understanding of false belief is the best test of whether someone has a ToM. This
analysis has turned into the experimental crux of the ToM paradigm. According to
Dennett, in understanding false belief the subject unambiguously shows that she
understands that, even though she knows what the actual state of the world at a given
moment is, someone else can have a different belief about the situation and thus have a
different mental state than herself (Dennett 1978). This has become the ground for one
of the most ubiquitous ways of testing whether someone has a theory of mind.
In 1983, Wimmer and Perner developed the first false-belief test for ToM based on
Dennett’s idea that the best test of whether someone is employing a ToM is to find out
whether he understands false belief (Wimmer and Perner 1983). The test works as
follows (although different tests have been developed, they are mostly based on very
similar principles, so what follows contains the gist of most false belief tests). The
child is presented with either a cartoon or a play (with puppets or with real actors) of
the following scenario. The two protagonists in this play are Sally and Anne (hence
this test is known as the Sally-Anne test). Sally has a marble and puts it in her basket.
She then goes out of the room. While she’s gone, Anne takes the marble out of the
basket and puts it in her box. Then Sally comes back into the room. The child is now
asked where Sally will look for her marble. From the age of four, normal children
understand that Sally will look in her basket, where she left it. They thus show that
they understand that Sally thinks her marble will be there, even though they themselves
have seen it put elsewhere. They show a grasp of Sally’s false belief about where her
marble is.
Children with autism, like children below age four, on the other hand, most often
reply that Sally will look in the box, where the marble is (Baron-Cohen, Leslie and
Frith 1985). Even aged well over four years, most children with autism do not pass this
test (Happé and Frith 1995). Often when these tests are performed, the control group
also has children with Down syndrome and they perform the task equally well as
normal children. This test for false-belief therefore seems to single out children with
autism. The ToM paradigm was picked up by investigators of autism in the nineteen
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eighties, and quickly after that proposed as an explanatory theory of the disorder. Alan
Leslie, Uta Frith and Simon Baron-Cohen were the principal advocates of the ToMbased explanation of autism. Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith (1985) propose that
underlying autism is a meta-representational deficit, which is the cause of the social
5
difficulties people with autism exhibit. Their inability to meta-represent mental states,
according to the authors, means that autistic people do not have, or at least have an
impaired, ToM. We will later see that ToM as an account of autism has problems.
There is also a problem with false belief tests, which is the following: recognising
false belief does not necessarily imply that one possesses a ToM. Understanding false
belief only implies that one understands that another person can have a different belief
than oneself. It does not necessarily follow that one possesses a theory of mind. Other
mechanisms or processes could underlie a capacity to understand false belief. The
capacity itself is what needs to be explained, and hence it cannot be used to choose
between alternative explanations of how we understand other minds. So, false belief
tests investigate precisely that, understanding of false belief. It is not a test of whether
the ToM paradigm best explains our capacity of social understanding, as opposed to
other possible explanations of social cognition.6 False belief understanding is the
phenomenon to be explained. It is therefore not a conclusive test for the existence of a
ToM in a person. One could be able to pass false belief tests, yet not have a ToM.

2.4 Cognitivist understanding of minds
Although there are many versions of ToM theory (see e.g. Leslie 1987), differing
along various lines, such as their account of the development of the ToM (whether
innate or acquired, or a mix), and to what degree a ToM is conscious or unconscious,
they share the fact that they are cognitivist explanations. Cognitivism is characterised
as follows: “[i]n contrast to behaviourism this school of thought claims that
psychology should be concerned with a person's internal representations of the world
and with the internal or functional organization of the mind”.7 Theory of mind
approaches to social understanding are often explained by mechanisms for reasoning
with incoming perceptual information, which is transformed into data-structures,
which can then be processed by an inference mechanism. The results of this inferential
processing on the propositions are explanations of behaviour or instructions for action,
which can then be executed in some way. This process is similar to other cognitive

5

I say ‘exhibit’ and not ‘experience’ on purpose. High-functioning people with autism in their
self-reports do not put much emphasis on the kinds of social difficulties that the ToM-approach
talks about. They relay their perceptual strangeness and their feelings of not understanding
other people and not being understood by them. I will come back to this in my critique of the
ToM-approach. The social difficulties of people with autism that ToM deals with are
difficulties seen by non-autistic people, but not so much by autistic people – or rather, they are
seen differently by autistic people. Experience is an important issue, as we will see later on.
6
Thanks to Ezequiel Di Paolo for pointing this out to me.
7
Source: http://www.informatics.susx.ac.uk/books/computers-and-thought/gloss/ node1.html.
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processes within the cognitivist paradigm, which are sequences of temporally discrete,
disembodied steps of receiving incoming data, processing it, and then generating an
output, such as models of chess playing or of subtraction.
What are characteristics of theory of mind-theories? ToM theories fall within the
theory-theories. According to these, children are little ‘scientists’, who theorise about
the world. This happens not only in the social realm, but also for instance in the realm
of interactions between physical objects. Children are folk psychologists, folk
physicists, folk mathematicians, and so on. Of course, their initial theories are rather
naïve, but they develop with age (Miller 2002). In the same vein, according to ToM
theory, children are little psychologists, who develop an ever more complex theory of
minds and their contents. The characteristics of a theory are, first, that it has an
ontology: it says how the world is divided up into different sorts of ‘things’, e.g.
animate versus inanimate, and what things consist of, for instance minds consist of
mental representations and objects consist of physical substance. Second, a theory
deals with principles of causality. In the case of social cognition, it deals with a
specific causality, that of beliefs and desires, which can be compared to e.g. ‘force’ and
other principles in the domain of physical theory. As such, it implies generalisations
and laws. Third, a theory consists of a body of concepts that form a system. For
example: “[d]esires are connected to intentions to perform certain actions, as when a
desire for candy leads to the intention of obtaining some, which leads to a trip to the
store” (Miller 2002, p. 425-426). Theory of mind approaches to social cognition see
social cognition as a subset of general cognition that deals with information in ways
similar to other domains such as understanding the physical world. Cognitive science
has often taken influential technologies as an inspiration for explaining aspects of
cognition. Theory of mind theory is obviously rooted in the computer metaphor for
cognition. In the next chapter, we will see that this is an instance of modelling
understanding on what scientists do, and why this is confusing.
In order to understand others, we represent something of their behaviour and of
our knowledge of the world and the social world in propositional form, and draw
inferences based on these propositions. The content of the propositions has to come
from somewhere though, hence the precursory mechanisms like ID, EDD and SAM in
Baron-Cohen’s case.

2.5 Simulation theory and perspective-taking
Simulation theory was proposed out of unhappiness with the ToM theory’s overly
cognitive, overly reasoning-based mechanism. A meta-representational mechanism for
understanding others, such as that proposed by Leslie, is too cumbersome for
advocates of simulationism (Davies and Stone 1995). Simulationists propose that
understanding others can be done much more economically by using one’s own
capacities for entertaining certain thoughts and one’s imagination for doing that “in
someone else’s shoes”. The child then, for instance, does not have to think “John
believes ‘it is raining’”, but can imagine herself in John’s shoes, and think there “I
believe it is raining”. The idea here is that one transposes oneself into the situation of
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the other person, and imagines what one would do in that situation (this is the form of
simulationism proposed by Alvin Goldman among others (see e.g. Goldman 2005)).
This forms the basis for understanding the other person. The foundation for this lies in
the suggested analogy between my own mind and other minds.
How does simulation theory relate to ToM theory? In the introduction to their
edited volume on folk psychology, Davies and Stone (1995) characterise the debate
about how strictly to take the theory-aspect of the ToM approach in such a way that
simulation approaches fall under the ToM theories. This is because on one side of the
spectrum are advocates who say that theory should entail the features we expect from a
scientific theory: being a body of knowledge, i.e. consisting of generalisations, within
which one reckons with premises in order to come to conclusions. On the other hand of
the spectrum sits the view that for having a theory of mind, it is enough to be able to
attribute mental states to oneself and others. This can be done by empathy, simulation
or imaginative identification. In such a broad construal of the theory-theories, it makes
sense to place simulation theories under the same umbrella. This makes sense not only
for this reason however. Some of the criticisms, which have been cast on both these
ends of the spectrum alike, have also pointed out underlying features of the whole
spectrum (see e.g. Thompson 2001; Hutto 2003). For my purposes, it is useful to look
at criticisms of simulation and theory theories together.
One problem with both ToM theory and simulation theory is that both assume that
perspective-taking is clear-cut and can be ‘cleanly’ performed. Perspective-taking is
unproblematic and razor-sharp. By this I mean the following: before even speaking
about entertaining a theory or performing a simulation, these approaches assume that,
in social encounters, a person takes a removed stance towards the world and reasons
about it and its events (in the theory case) or performs a sort of imaginative internal
role-play (in the simulation case) in a detached way, and then enters back into the
world with the conclusions reached in the dark recesses of the calculating or imagining
brain. Even if ‘hot’ methodologies are possible, these still require one to flip between
perspectives coldly. Let me illustrate. In his chapter ‘Radical’ Simulationism, Gordon
proposes a ‘hot’ methodology (Gordon 1996). What does that entail?
Gordon gives an account of Hermia’s reaction to Lysander’s disappearance in
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. He contrasts his account with Fodor’s
interpretation of the scene. According to Fodor (1987), Hermia performs a thread of
reasoning about Demetrius’s jealousy, the fact that he sees Lysander as a rival and his
thinking about possible ways to get rid of Lysander. Fodor proposes that Hermia uses
laws of general social knowledge to come to her conclusion that Demetrius must have
killed Lysander, in the following way: “Hermia plugs these ascriptions into the law, ‘If
one wants that P, believes that not-P unless Q, and also believes one can bring it about
that Q, then (ceteris paribus) one tries to bring it about that Q’” (Gordon 1996, p. 12).
In contrast to this, what Gordon thinks Hermia must be doing, is to transform herself
imaginatively into Demetrius. Gordon imagines Hermia imagining herself in the state
of being in love and having a rival in love, and so effectively acting “‘in the role of’
Demetrius” (Gordon 1996, p. 12). This is what Gordon calls a hot methodology.
Rather than reasoning coldly and theoretically, one uses “one’s own motivational and
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emotional resources and one’s own capacity for practical reasoning” (Gordon 1996, p.
11) in order to achieve “imaginative transformation into the other” (Gordon 1996, p.
15) in order to know what the other would do or is thinking.8 Gordon draws in other
aspects of “hot cognition” by contrasting with aspects of Fodor’s cold methodology,
such as the impossibility to integrate ineffable aspects of social behaviour in such a
theoretical strategy. Gordon gives the following example: sometimes we see
someone’s facial expression, and we cannot put its meaning into words. Upon seeing
the facial expression however, we have the expression ourself. That is, we imitate the
expression. This, according to Gordon, is hot cognition. Where Gordon talks about the
distinction between Hermia’s emotions and her simulated emotions of Demetrius
(who, she reckons, must have killed Lysander), it gets messy, and Gordon does not
provide any ways to clean up the mess and this is maybe because he does not see it.
What Gordon does do, is to provide a framework that does not have to rely on
capacities for recognition and categorisation of people’s mental states, which indeed
seems to be a lot to ask from very young children (Hutto In press; Gallagher In press a)
and which ToM theory has also been criticised for. Gordon writes: “second-hand
desires and beliefs [i.e. those simulated], too, need only be ‘used’ and allowed to have
their influence on behaviour, rather than recognised and categorised” (Gordon 1996, p.
14). In this sense then, simulation seems a good alternative to ToM. According to
Gordon, mentalising initially does not require possession of psychological concepts.
This is an issue however that is particular to Gordon’s radical approach to
simulationism. The other kinds of simulation theories do struggle with whether
psychological concepts are needed in order to simulate or not, and in any case, they do
subscribe to the general tenet of the traditional approaches to explain social
understanding as attempts to explain and predict other people’s behaviour (see for
instance Gordon's classification of 'hot' and 'cold' approaches, 1996). This, according to
many, does include mental concepts (Dokic and Proust 2002, p. vii-xxi).
Another issue however is the following: Gordon’s radical simulationism seems to
necessitate the subject to empty herself, rid herself of her own predispositions
temporarily, then take in someone else’s dispositions, getting to know their position
and coming to conclusions on the basis of it, then getting rid of this again, and then
somehow incorporating it with her own behaviour, situation and expectations again.
That seems a very hard thing to do, and Gordon does not explain how we do it.
This, to me, is the most important problem with both ToM and simulation
approaches alike: how do they account for the reintegration of our theorising or
simulating stance with the social situation? Both accounts seem to assume an

8

This approach is not the same as the version of simulation theory mentioned briefly above, in
which the subject reasons about what she herself would do in the situation of the person she is
simulating (this is the approach that for example Alvin Goldman takes, see (Goldman 2002)).
Gordon’s approach is different, because he proposes that we imagine being the other person.
Here, the main focus is on Gordon’s simulation approach because that is the most radical
simulationist alternative to ToM and because the criticisms I deliver here are equally applicable
to Goldman-style simulationism.
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understanding of perspective-taking that is too radical and cut-off. According to ToM
approaches, we take a third person stance towards people in social situations; that is,
our perspective is that of an observer, trying to explain and predict behaviour
(Gallagher 2001; Gallagher 2004). On the simulation account, we take a first person
perspective on someone else’s behaviour, by imagining ourselves in his shoes
(Goldman-style simulation), or by acting as if we were him (the Gordon version),
again in order to predict and explain his behaviour. Regardless of the difficulties that
each of these engender, both approaches have the problem in common that the
perspectives taken, whether first-person or third-person, are conceived of as separated
from the situation. The cogniser has to retreat from the situation in order to perform
some action in order to understand the other. In fact, it is even the case that this
separation is part of the very method of understanding others. On the theory account,
we refer to our ToM in order to understand and predict others, on the simulation
account, we place ourselves in their shoes. And what is more, most often it is not even
noticed that the removed stances should be reintegrated with the actual situation, and
with my own position, expectations and actions in the situation. Regarding Gordon’s
account, when it comes to integrating my own behaviour with someone else’s, or
finding out what my simulation of his behaviour should subsequently amount to in the
situation, it seems that the hot methodology has lost its fire, and relies on a cold
method again. Or rather, on no method at all, because this problem is simply not seen
or taken up. The ToM account does not fare much better, for no evaluative
reintegration of the conclusions reached by the ToM-mechanism into the actual social
circumstance is part of the process there either. This is exemplified by the way in
which the ToM theory is tested for: in a laboratory setting where the subject is asked
questions about a scenario that she is essentially not herself involved in. The problem
is that both approaches assume a gap between my own behaviour in the situation, and
the other person’s. Hutto (2003) diagnoses similarly. According to him, both ToM
theory and simulation theory already require someone to know that others will have a
different viewpoint, to attribute a mental state or a perspective to someone else. About
simulation processes he says: "[it] would be an utterly hopeless means of coming to
understand another; at best it would be a means of becoming another" (2003, p. 353,
Hutto's emphasis). The implication of this is that, in order to understand another, one
has to become her, which seems to be the opposite of creating a gap. However, if one
becomes the other in the process of understanding her, a gap is now created between
myself-in-the-other’s-shoes and myself. The trouble now is: how to find myself again,
who was trying to understand the other in the first place?
It is as unrealistic to think that someone in an everyday natural social situation
readily and naturally takes a detached, third person stance in order to conduct a social
interaction, as that they are able to take someone else’s first person standpoint, in as
much detail and with as much penetration as described by Gordon in his (1996). Thus,
even though theory of mind approaches and simulation theories of understanding
others have generated a lot of interesting research and results, in order to understand
our social understanding, I hold that they are built on the wrong ground altogether.
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The essence of the problems of the ToM approach and, to a large extent,
simulation theory, is that they make the wrong assumption about social cognition and
then ask the wrong questions about it. The assumption is based on the way we proceed
in science to understand objects and events, namely ‘objectively’. This leads to the
problem of having to posit a method for understanding other people that is based on
retreating from the situation in which this understanding of others is at hand. This in
turn brings about problems such as the need for a mechanism for reintegrating the
results of the theorising or simulating with the present situation, a problem that is not
even thematised, not in ToM theory, nor in simulation theory. To me, the problem
itself indicates that the solution should be looked for in a different approach altogether.
The gap between the interacting persons that is generated by both simulation and
theory approaches to social understanding is simply too big, and does not correspond
to the everyday experience of social encounters.
Another way to put this is that the ToM or simulation theorist holds that her object
of study (a person in a social situation) treats their object of understanding, namely the
other person in the social situation, as precisely that, an object. Understanding an other
on these accounts is not really understanding an other, it is more like understanding an
object, which happens to be another person with thoughts. This fact, that the other is a
person with thoughts too, needs to be actively attributed to the situation on both the
simulation and the ToM accounts. The idea of children being ‘naïve psychologists’
brings it home very clearly: the way we understand others is very much like the way a
psychologist goes about understanding his object of study – minds. The stance of a
social interactor towards other people is like the stance of a scientist to her specimens.
ToM theory and simulation theory have failed to understand, or to take into account,
the fact that understanding others may be quite unlike this scientific stance. We will
spend some time further deepening out this difference between two different kinds of
understanding others, the scientific one and the everyday-experiential one, in the next
two chapters.

2.6 Autism, empathising and systemising
Another way to look at the problems of the ToM approach is to discuss it in the
light of Baron-Cohen’s recent proposal that autism is a form of ‘extreme male
thinking’ (Baron-Cohen 2002; Baron-Cohen 2003; Baron-Cohen, Richler, Bisarya et
al. 2003). What follows is an argument against the proposal that a ToM mechanism is
at the basis of our social understanding, based on the characteristics of a ToM and
Baron-Cohen’s ‘systemising’ theory of autism. Many of the criticisms of the ToM
approach coincide with a call for a more embodied approach (see e.g. Gallagher 2001;
McGeer 2001; Gallagher 2005). The argument I am going to present here also leads to
this conclusion.
Baron-Cohen has proposed that there is a spectrum of ways of thinking ranging
from empathising on the one hand, to systemising on the other, the former being
associated with ‘female thinking’ and the latter with ‘male thinking’. Empathising is
about perceiving others’ state of mind and emotion, tuning into their feelings, attention
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to persons, caring for them, knowing how it is with them. Systemising is about
understanding systems of many different kinds, which can include tools, timetables,
games, instruments and machines. By systemising one tries to understand the system in
a systematic way, through discovering the rules that govern it, so that one can make
predictions about it and explain its workings. Baron-Cohen has concentrated on this
side of the spectrum. He characterises systemising as a ‘male’ way of thinking.
Furthermore, he suggests that autistic thinking is located on the extreme end of this
side of the spectrum, in other words, that persons with autism are extremely good
systemisers, and bad at empathising. Empathising is a different kind of understanding
than systemising. Empathising is more closely related to know-how, whereas
systemising is more like scientific knowing, characterised by explanation and
prediction. In the next chapter, this distinction between these two kinds of
understanding will be discussed again.
Here goes the argument. If having a theory of mind means having the capacity to
attribute mental states to people, and employing an inference mechanism to reason
about mental states and their relation to behaviour in order to explain and predict
behaviour, then this could be said to be a way of systemising. Systemising, after all, is
the act of bringing order to a certain aspect of the world, so as to predict and explain it.
If we also believe that people with autism are good at systemising, as Simon-BaronCohen does, this would predict that people with autism are good at ToM. Furthermore,
if it is the case that a ToM is the basis of our social capacities, that would mean that
people with autism are good at social understanding.
Let’s unpack this. My objection focuses on the distinction between performing
well on ToM tests (i.e. being good at using one’s ToM) versus being able to do well in
naturally occurring, everyday social situations. First of all, contrary to what we saw
before, it might be partially right that people with autism are good at ToM, in the sense
of being able to use a conscious version of what it would be like to employ a theory of
mind. Research has found that some high-functioning people with autism can pass
false belief tests, even second order ones (Bowler 1992). It might even be suggested
that precisely people with autism will be good at ToM, because of the nature of the
capacity and because of findings which suggest that people with autism have good
general reasoning capacities, like those found by Marian Sigman and her colleagues
(Sigman, Yirmiya and Capps 1995). Second, however, it is clearly wrong that people
with autism are good at social understanding. Two of the criteria for a diagnosis of
autism are about their difficulties with social understanding. The criteria are: 1) an
impairment in social interaction, 2) an impairment in communication (language), and
3) a lack of imagination (Frith 2003).
So far in this objection, I have characterised ToM as a capacity that some people
with autism are predicted to be good at, while on the other hand the diagnostic criteria
for autism converge around the difficulties that people with autism have with everyday
social understanding. Research done by Ozonoff and Miller (Ozonoff and Miller 1995)
indeed suggests that improved performance of individuals with autism on ToM tests
(after being taught principles of how to make conscious use of a ToM – i.e. a set of
rules and inferences about the social world) does not correlate with better social
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competence in real life (as found in the ratings of the subjects’ social competence by
their teachers and parents), while it does seem to correlate with better verbal and
reasoning abilities (Happé 1995). Bowler’s subjects, even though good at passing false
belief tests, also still have autism (Bowler 1992). It therefore seems warranted to
suggest that ToM is not a realistic explanation of normal social competence.
Clearly, this reasoning is based on the premise that ToM is indeed a systemising
capacity. In many places it is indicated that this is the case (see e.g. Hobson 1991).
Many authors have taken issue with this aspect of the ToM proposal, and there is a
clear call for alternative approaches to social understanding.
I have not done full justice to Baron-Cohen’s ideas though. The picture is more
complicated than this. First of all, Baron-Cohen (2003) does consider the idea that
individuals might try to ‘systemise’ other people’s behaviour, i.e. to try and understand
it as if it is a system. There is no problem for him though, for he defines empathy and
empathising as the process of making sense of people, and systemising, in contrast, for
predicting everything else. Still, he does consider ToM to be a component of
empathising and, in the book, he still couches it in terms that are strongly suggestive of
a cognitivist, dryly systemising capacity. The crux is that there are two components to
empathising, a cognitive component, which he considers to be ToM, and an affective
component, “an observer’s appropriate emotional response to another person’s
emotional state” (p. 28), of which sympathy is one type. Baron-Cohen seems to focus
on the affective component in the book, though to me it is not really clear what his
response would be to the question of the exact status of ToM in our social capacities.
He has not disentangled the cognitive and the affective components of empathising
very well in the book, even though, within the cognitivist framework that his theorising
seems to make him part of, this would be what he would want to do. At the end of the
chapter in which he defines and explains what empathy is, he highlights the affective
component of the “natural, effortless empathizing” (p. 30). He says this is not
conveyed by for example Leslie’s cognitivist approach, which tries to capture social
understanding in terms of embedded representations. Baron-Cohen says about Leslie’s
approach: “of course what it fails to convey is how immediate and automatic empathy
is, that Jane does not have to grind through laborious cognitive reasoning to feel
concern at John’s sadness. She feels it as clearly as she feels fear if she looks over a
cliff edge, or disgust if she sees half a worm in her half-eaten apple” (p. 30). This quote
reveals clearly that Baron-Cohen isn’t such a believer in ToM as the ultimate and
primary basis of our social understanding anymore. In fact, throughout his book, he
does not seem to equate empathising with ToM, but rather with the ‘affective
component’. Is it this, then, that now merits investigation as underlying our capacities
for understanding others?
The problem of ToM, once again, lies in the fact that – in that view on social
interaction where social capacities are capacities of explanation and prediction – what
is believed to happen in social interaction is the continual systematic figuring out of
one individual by another. The systems systemised by a ToM are the individuals in
interaction. In the ToM view of the interpersonal world, individuals are the systems to
be understood, which is itself done by the individual possessors of a ToM. Of course,
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the kinds of systems Baron-Cohen talks about in his book do not include individuals.
He clearly indicates that persons are understood by different means. That, after all, is
the point of his suggestion that people with autism are extremely good at systemising.
What they are good at understanding is precisely all kinds of systems that are not
persons. It seems then, that even the recent moves of researchers who were pioneers of
the ToM-paradigm, are starting to point in different directions for the answer to the
question of how people understand each other. What is recognised as primarily
important in the investigation of social understanding nowadays, are the capacities that
fall under ‘empathy’. I think this is right.

2.7 The only game in town
To summarise, the ToM approach to social cognition was considered for some
time to be ‘the only game in town’, just like Fodor’s language of thought hypothesis
(Fodor 2000), and that seemed to be its strength. A strong criticism of ToM is that it is
possible for some people to be able to pass the litmus test for ToM, the false belief test,
while not being good at social interaction and communication in everyday situations.
The ToM approach has also been challenged by simulation theory. Both simulation
theory and ToM theory however, have similar problems, one of which is that they both
assume a strong and clear-cut taking of perspective every time we are engaged in some
social encounter with other people. This seems to make the process of social
interaction more complicated than it needs to be. Moreover, neither ToM theory, nor
simulation theory have recognised the problem of how to connect interactors involved
in social situations. On these accounts, our fellow socialites are puzzles for us to solve.
In order to do that, we retreat into our ‘headed’ cognition to make calculations about
their behaviour. The issue of how to reconnect those solutions to the situation and the
other we are dealing with, is not part of the concerns of ToM, nor of simulation
theory.9
In the present thesis therefore, an alternative is put forward, which is proposed to
be able to, first of all, connect individuals in interaction and, among other things,
account for the finding that individuals who have autism can sometimes pass ToM
tests, while not being fluent at social interaction. The approach developed here will be
strongly based in the embodiment of the social cogniser and the process of interaction
between interaction partners. In order to introduce this approach, I will consider two
lines of alternatives, embodiedness-situatedness in chapters three and four, and
interactional approaches in chapters five and six. It will be suggested that these are in
fact complementary and should be combined. This combination effort will be
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In the rest of the thesis, I will group simulation theory and ToM theory together and refer to
them as the traditional approaches to social understanding. This is for the reason that similar
criticisms can be voiced with regard to each of them, and because I will contrast both of them
with alternative approaches, embodied ones first, then interactional ones, and finally the
interaction rhythm and participatory sense-making approach.
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attempted through a framework on interaction and coordination put forward in chapter
four and continued in chapter five, where it will be proposed that interactional timing
provides a flexible ‘glue’ between the interaction partners. In chapter six, the ideas
developed will be put to the test by attempting an alternative account of autism based
on them.
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3
Embodied approaches to cognition

(Understanding Mindful Bodies)
“In acting I meet the Other, as support and
resistance to my action, and in this meeting lies my existence”
(MacMurray 1961/1991, p. 209)
In the previous chapter, I indicated that one problem with theory of mind and
simulation approaches is that there is a gap between the interactors involved on the one
hand, and between the interactor and the situation on the other, and that this gap is not
closed. Individuals in interaction do not connect on this approach. If we take another
route to social understanding, one which is not based on capacities of taking either a
3rd person or a 1st person point of view, then what happens? In the next chapter,
alternative approaches to social understanding based in embodiedness and situatedness
are discussed and evaluated in the light of the question of how they account for the
connection between social interactors. As we will see, however, even though embodied
and situated approaches lay down a lot of groundwork for how individuals in
interaction connect, they do not quite connect them yet.
First, however, an introduction to the embodied approach in cognitive science
more generally will be presented (3.1), as it is necessary to understand the general
tenets and the impact of the approach in cognitive science and, not least, it will provide
us with some helpful examples. The difficulties with a ToM-style approach, as a
cognitivist approach, will also continue to be addressed.
The introduction of the embodied approach here is just that: an introduction. It
will neither be discussed in depth at a philosophical level, nor will it be extensively
criticised. The aim is to set out this approach as one in which the present work is
situated, and which it aims to expand. The only (rather implicit) criticism is that
embodiment as an approach to cognition lacks an account of social understanding, but
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that it will benefit from including one within its ranks.10 More even, an embodied
approach is especially suited to provide an explanation of social understanding
because, as is proposed here, it has the potential to mend the holes in the traditional
approaches that where discussed in the previous chapter.
The embodied approach in general has two main tenets. The first one is
‘embodiment’: the taking seriously of the fact of having a body, and the implications
of this for the study and understanding of cognition. The second is the ‘situatedness’ or
‘embeddedness’ of a cogniser in her environment. A specific line of thought within the
embodied approach, enactivism, will be discussed at the end of this chapter. The
introduction of these ideas based in the ideas of embodiment and enactivism will form
the fertile ground for the alternative discussion of social cognition that is to follow.
More in particular, from enactivism, the notion of sense-making as a specific
interpretation of what it means to understand will be adapted, which will prove useful
in explicating my own proposal of social understanding.

3.1 Embodiment
What is embodiment? The embodied approach is sometimes – quasi threateningly
– characterised as merely an approach that argues against the traditional cognitivist
framework of cognitive science. It is hinted that it is just a ragbag of different ideas on
what kind of body is required (Ziemke 2001) and different claims on what cognition is
(Wilson 2002). Indeed, embodiment centres the investigation of cognition, rather than
on rational, reasoning capacities of the cogniser, on their bodily, situated action. Yes,
there are different ideas around about which requirements a cognitive body should
fulfil – for instance, should the cognitive system be merely physically instantiated,
should it display some characteristics of living bodies, or should it be an actual living
body (see Ziemke 2001; Chrisley and Ziemke 2002)? There are also several different
claims of what cognition is on this account, ranging from pointing out that cognition is
situated (Brooks 1991; Steels and Brooks 1995; Hendriks-Jansen 1996; Clark 1998;
Beer 2000), over emphasising the importance of the timing of cognition (Kelso 1995;
Port and van Gelder 1995), and pointing out that even so-called ‘off-line’ cognition
(e.g. abstract reasoning, imagination) is based in the body (Lakoff and Johnson 1980;
Barsalou 1999; Lakoff and Johnson 1999), to more exotic points of view such as the
idea that the environment is part of the cognitive system (Clark and Chalmers 1998).
There is a lot of evidence that it is indeed fruitful, in terms of research paradigms and
advancement on the quest for an explanation, to conceive of cognition in accordance
with each of these ideas and claims. Even though embodiment as an approach may still
have a lot of answers to give, the way it is asking the questions at least seems
promising. We will have a chance to discuss some of the claims listed in more depth in
the following. As was said above though, the aim of the present chapter is to introduce
the ideas that the present thesis affiliates itself with, not to give a philosophical
10

Though it is indeed debatable whether embodiment as such is, in itself, a coherent approach
yet, and this issue will be briefly touched on in section 3.1.
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argument for or against embodiment. The ideas on social cognition developed in the
present work situate themselves within the embodied approach to cognition, and
moreover a certain strand of embodiment called enactivism, and aim to expand it. In
the present section, I introduce embodiment, and in the next, this presentation will be
elaborated with an introduction to the central tenets of enactivism.
The brand of embodiment that the analysis of social cognition in the present work
subscribes to, and that it is hence necessary to introduce in some detail here, can best
be initially summarised by giving two quotes from Varela, Thompson and Rosch’s The
Embodied Mind. First, “cognition depends on the kinds of experience that come from
having a body with various sensorimotor capacities”, and second “these individual
sensorimotor capacities are themselves embedded in a more encompassing biological,
psychological, and cultural context” (Varela, Thompson and Rosch 1991, p. 173).
These quotes indicate two important elements: embodiedness and situatedness (the
latter is sometimes also called embeddedness), which can be considered to be the two
main tenets of the general embodied approach to cognition.11 The quotes do in fact
stand for more, for the Varela, Thompson and Rosch volume also is often seen as the
manifesto of a specific approach within embodiment, namely enactivism, which will be
discussed more in the next section. First, let us concentrate on the two main
characteristics of embodiment and situatedness. I will introduce these in the course of
presenting a brief history of the embodiment approach.
3.1.1 Classical cognitivist assumptions . . .
Embodiment as an approach came about out of an unhappiness with traditional
approaches to cognition, both in cognitive psychology and in artificial intelligence (AI)
– two fields that were in fact closely linked throughout much of the history of
cognitive science – even if cognitive psychology only got its name in 1967 (Bechtel,
Graham and Abrahamsen 1998). Think of the work of Newell and Simon for instance,
but also that of McCulloch and Pitts (McCulloch and Pitts 1943; Newell and Simon
1961; see Boden 1990; Dreyfus 1992; and Bechtel, Graham and Abrahamsen 1998).
The traditional approaches to social understanding discussed in the previous chapter
also fall within this ‘cognitivist’ approach, which takes cognition to consist in the
internal manipulation of symbols, some of which are internal representations of states
of affairs in the world, by following rules. Or, as Hutto puts it: “The motto of these
classical cognitivists is: No intelligent action without symbol-manipulation. Or to
make the claim more precise: ‘insofar as behaviour is properly traced to propositional
attitudes, it results from sententially driven computational processes’” (Hutto In press,
who cites from Mahoney 1989, p. 109).

11

When referring to embodiment or the embodied approach, therefore, I always refer to these
two tenets of embodiment or embodiedness and situatedness. Cognisers come with a body,
which is situated. When I refer specifically to the first tenet – the non-trivial importance of the
body in cognition – I will make it clear that that is what I am pointing to.
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In his book What Computers Still Can’t Do, Hubert Dreyfus sets out to undermine
the assumptions that underlie this classical, cognitivist outlook on intelligent
behaviour. Although Dreyfus presents his work as a critical evaluation of traditional
AI12, it can also be read as a critique of traditional (and indeed, much of current)
cognitive psychology. Even though they are not quite mainstream, new directions are
being explored both in AI and in cognitive psychology. In cognitive psychology, there
is the impressive work on dynamical approaches to psychological processes for
instance (see e.g. Fogel 1993; Thelen and Smith 1994; Granic 2000; Lewis and Granic
2000; Thelen, Schöner, Scheier et al. 2000). In AI, there is work such as that on
artificial life (ALife), evolutionary robotics, and behavioural robotics (see e.g. Nolfi
and Floreano 2000; Harvey, Di Paolo, Tuci et al. 2005). By showing what computers
cannot do, Dreyfus shows how human minds are different from computers and vice
versa. Most importantly for present purposes, he suggests an alternative starting point
for explanations of cognition, against the idea that the mind works like a digital
computer.
In order to explain embodiment, it is important to also give a flavour of the
approach against which it developed. Dreyfus exposes the assumptions underlying
traditional thinking about thinking in the fields of AI and cognitive psychology. The
ideas he exposes as underlying theorising about the mind have been taken as axioms by
the traditional community, practically without questioning. Dreyfus sets out to
undermine them one by one. There are good reasons for discussing Dreyfus: he clearly
shows the difficulties with traditional cognitivist approaches, in which ToM can
definitely be situated, and perhaps also simulation theory to an extent.13
In the following paragraphs, the four assumptions brought to the surface by
Dreyfus are discussed. The first is the biological assumption that the brain works, on a
certain operation level, like a digital computer. Dreyfus gives as an example the idea
that neurons function like on/off switches. He responds to this that it is, of course, an
empirical question whether the brain works in that way, and that, in fact, it has been
shown that neurons work in much more complicated ways than simple relays. In other
words, neurophysiology has shown that the biological plausibility of on/off switches in
the brain is very low. Second, there is the psychological assumption that the mind
works like a calculus device, operating on propositions with formal rules, in short:
“thinking as data-processing” (Dreyfus 1992, p. 156). The first two assumptions could
12

Or GOFAI, Good Old-Fashioned AI, the style of AI that treats the mind as if it is a digital
computer, working in the way prescribed by cognitivism. This is a style of work within AI in
which a lot is still invested today, which can be seen from the contents list of journals such as
Artificial Intelligence and Artificial Intelligence Review.
13
An interesting question is whether ToM has been modeled in an AI system. This has indeed
been done: there is Brian Scassellati’s implementation of a combination of Baron-Cohen
(Baron-Cohen 1995) and Leslie’s (Leslie 1994) models of ToM. Scassellati optimistically
aimed for constructing a system that can attribute goals, intentions or desires and aptly respond
to them (Scassellati 2000). From Scassellati’s discussion at the end of the thesis, it becomes
clear that the robot did not get further than “the basic intentional states of approach/desire and
avoidance/fear” (Scassellati 2001).
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be summarised by the metaphor that the brain is the hardware and the mind is the
software. We have seen in the previous chapter that Theory of Mind is based on such
ideas, as many versions of ToM consider social cognition to be the application of a
processing mechanism working on propositions about social perceptions and general
rules of social life in a calculus-like way (whether consciously or unconsciously).
Third, there is the epistemological assumption that all knowledge (though Dreyfus
extends this to intelligent, non-arbitrary behaviour, see Dreyfus 1992, p. 189) can be
formalized, i.e. that it can be described as the outcome of propositions with logical or
mathematical relations between them. Fourth, the ontological assumption that “the
world can be exhaustively analyzed in terms of context-free data or atomic facts” and
that “everything essential to intelligent behavior must in principle be understandable in
terms of a set of determinate independent elements” (Dreyfus 1992, p. 205 and p. 206).
The latter is of course an idea exquisitely reflected in Wittgenstein’s’ Tractatus
Logico-Philosophicus (1922), though he later changed his mind thoroughly about the
thoughts presented in this book (Wittgenstein 1958).
3.1.2 . . . and their persistent influence
That the style of thinking about cognition that Dreyfus attacks is still very much
present today is clear from the fact that much work in neuroscience unquestioningly
places itself within the cognitivist framework. One example is the range of studies of
social understanding in which the guiding principle behind research is that a ToM
mechanism is a specialised function, for which for precise neural underpinnings can be
found. Of course, the performance on a certain task implicates certain brain regions
and not others, but that is no proof for or against the existence of a ToM mechanism. It
is an assumption of this kind of research that such a mechanism exists. It would be
more interesting to design experiments that would question it. This, however, may not
be so easy to do, because of the many different ways in which a ToM mechanism is
characterised. To start with, it can be conscious or unconscious. But even when one of
those options is chosen, characterisations remain black-boxy in either case. That is, the
modules that are proposed to be what a ToM device consists of only shove the problem
ahead. For even if it can be decided which brain region corresponds to which of the
modules (SAM, ID, EDD or ToMM for example), it still needs to be explained what
happens as part of these modules. More modules? Submodules?
Fletcher et al., for example, gave their subjects a story comprehension task in
order to find out which brain regions were activated in relation to the attribution of
mental states. They conclude: “Our experiment allows us to make the surprising
inference that the attribution of mental states is particularly associated with the
function of a highly circumscribed brain system” (Fletcher, Happé, Frith et al. 1995, p.
118). This really is not a surprising finding however. It makes sense that certain
regions in the brain are more activated than others when a certain task is being
performed. What is surprising is that, in some research, such “neural correlates” are
implied to be the mechanism of that task, without further explanation of how the
mechanism works. Helen Gallagher and Chris Frith (2003) give a review of
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investigations similar to those of Fletcher et al. In their conclusion, they report that
“[n]euroimaging is set to play a significant role in determining the precise functions of
the neural substrates comprising this network [involved in social cognition] and the
mechanisms underlying theory of mind” (Gallagher and Frith 2003, p. 83).14 Here as
well then, it is clearly assumed that the mechanisms that underlie theory of mind are to
be found in the brain. Conclusions drawn in research like this seem the wrong way up
however: first, a cognitive device is designed, in the sense that a certain task is
delineated and the cognitive device is that which has to be done to solve the task. It is
not often defined precisely what kind of a device is at issue here, though, as this
research takes place within the cognitivist paradigm, it can be assumed that the device
is a symbol manipulator. Then a functional system is proposed in order to account for
this problem-solving, and then a brain region or network of brain regions is sought
which corresponds to the performance on the problem solving underlying the
functioning of that system. All such experiments can show however is which brain
region is more activated than others when a certain task is performed. They do not
show which brain region performs the task. Or, in fact, that brain regions suffice to
perform the task at all, which is often the assumption. Such research also does not bear
out the psychological assumption that Dreyfus has identified, for no propositions in the
brain are found, nor a calculating device. The experiments reported are interesting to
find out which brain regions are implicated in certain tasks, but they do not show 1)
that the brain works like a calculator processing propositions, nor 2) that the activated
brain regions form the whole of the mechanism that underlies the performance on that
task.15
3.1.3 Of planets, rules and understanding
The psychological, epistemological and ontological assumptions unearthed by
Dreyfus cluster around the idea that the logically independent elements that reality is
made up out of can be represented, that these representations can be manipulated by
reasoning devices and that intelligent behaviour consists of this kind of reasoning. Of
course it is possible that non-arbitrary behaviour can be described by rules, but to claim
that the formalization we can make of the behaviour equals its origin is going a step
too far. Dreyfus gives as an example the fact that the planets evolve around the sun
according to the laws of physics, and points out that this does not amount to the laws of
physics moving the planets. Nor are the planets making calculations in order to move.
Another example is riding a bicycle, described by Dreyfus based on an account by
Michael Polanyi (Polanyi 1958; Dreyfus 1992). Surely, the process of riding a bike can
be described as following the laws of physics: “The rule observed by the cyclist is this.

14

See also (Frith and Frith 2003).
It would be misleading though to suggest that all neuroscience is based on these premises.
For instance, the constructionist approach to the neural basis of development argues that brain
growth is dependent on the environment, more specifically on the tasks that cognisers are
confronted with (see e.g. Quartz and Sejnowski 1997).
15
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When he starts falling to the right he turns the handlebars to the right, so that the
course of the bicycle is deflected along a curve towards the right. This results in a
centrifugal force pushing the cyclist to the left and offsets the gravitational force
dragging him down to the right. This manoeuvre presently throws the cyclist out of
balance to the left, which he counteracts by turning the handlebars to the left; and so he
continues to keep himself in balance by winding along a series of appropriate
curvatures” (Polanyi 1958, as cited in Dreyfus 1992, p. 331). According to Polanyi,
these are the rules by which the behaviour of the cyclist can be described. However, it
does not describe what the cyclist is doing: “But does this tell us exactly how to ride a
bicycle? No. You obviously cannot adjust the curvature of your bicycle’s path in
proportion to the ratio of your unbalance over the square of your speed; and if you
could you would fall off the machine, for there are a number of other factors to be
taken account in practice which are left out of in the formulation of this rule” (ibid.).
According to Dreyfus, Polanyi does invoke rules however, namely ‘hidden rules’, and
Dreyfus does not agree with this. What he is getting at here is the confusion of
scientific knowledge about something with the mechanism by which that something
works. What makes the planets move around the sun is their mass and the forces at
work between them. It is not the rules of physics. When this confusion happens in the
realm of cognition, cognisers become characterised as calculating devices. It is,
perhaps, not wholly surprising that this has happened in the Western tradition. After
all, we – (Western) human cognisers – are doing the scientific knowing, so why
wouldn’t our everyday cognition fit easily into the model of scientific knowing? The
examples of the movement of the planets and of the cyclist are meant to illustrate the
mistake of taking the understanding that cognisers generally do to be of the same form
as that which scientists do. It is not the physics laws and calculations that make the
cyclist move, for those are scientific descriptions of her movement. Our scientific
understanding of her movement provides us with laws to explain her behaviour by.
Intelligent behaviour or cognition is indeed regular and non-arbitrary, and that means
that it can be described by rules, but it does not mean that those same rules necessarily
underlie it or give rise to it. For what would that mean? It would mean that there are
symbol-crunchers inside, which churn out logically deduced conclusions which are
subsequently put into execution and that is where action/behaviour comes from. We
have just seen that there is no evidence that such mechanisms are present in natural
cognitive systems. This is not to say that no rule-following mechanism could be
underlying cognition (we will later see an example that illustrates that this is possible,
see p. 60). Nor is it saying that models based on the laws of physics cannot be useful
for certain purposes, whether they are a description of the movements of the planets or
of cognitive behaviour. The point is that these models represent the way a scientific
observer characterises these phenomena. They do not necessarily represent the actual
workings of the cognitive system. In fact, when looking at natural cognitive systems, it
becomes clear that it is very unlikely that they work in this way.
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3.1.4 Looming infinite regress
Before going into how this view is incommensurate with the intelligent behaviour
of actual, real world cognisers, let’s remind ourselves of why this approach does not
work even on its own terms. The idea that knowledge of facts is of literal, veritable
representations of the world, and that these kinds of data are context-free, and that
intelligent behaviour is the result of the inferential processing of these data, leads to a
big problem. The trouble is that traditional AI programs and cognitive psychology
models of intelligence not only need rules for combining the representations of the
atomic elements of reality, but also for how to apply those rules, for example, for
which data to consider in a given situation. Situations are in principle infinitely rich. It
is not possible for a mere proposition-calculator to know which aspects of a situation
are relevant, let alone which ones are essential to a certain situation and which ones
aren’t. This problem is sometimes called the frame problem. It is illustrated by Dennett
in his article “Cognitive wheels” (1984). The example that Dennett gives is of an
imaginary robot which is given the task of getting its much needed spare battery out of
a room, and to save it from the time bomb in there that is about to go off. The robot
finds the battery sitting on a cart. Clever as it is, it rolls the cart out of the room.
Unfortunately, the bomb is also on the cart. The robot knows this, but simply hasn’t
inferred that pulling the cart out will also bring the bomb out. After the explosion, a
new version of the robot is built. This one is made to calculate all the implications of
its actions before undertaking any. The bomb explodes before the robot finishes its
deductions. It has gotten only as far as: the colour of the walls will not change if I pull
the cart out. Then the designers attempt to make a robot that can recognise relevant and
irrelevant implications, and ignore the latter. This one doesn’t even get to enter the
room, as it sits outside, compiling the list of irrelevant deductions, when the bomb goes
off.
Dennett asks in this paper: “How … can you give a system rules for ignoring – or
better, since explicit rule-following is not the problem, how can you design a system
that reliably ignores what it ought to ignore under a wide variety of different
circumstances in a complex action environment?” (Dennett 1984, p. 143, emphasis in
the original). This problem is a sub-problem of the looming infinite regress of rules.
When reading Dennett’s paper, one would think that the embodiment movement was
not underway yet. It sure was however, certainly in its predecessors in phenomenology,
but also in Dreyfus’ work, among others. The first publication of Dreyfus’ book, then
called What Computers Can’t Do, came out in 1972, well before the publication of
Dennett’s chapter.
3.1.5 Relevance: embodied and situated
According to embodiment thinkers, the answer to Dennett’s question would be: by
embodying and situating the system. How does that work? Dennett presumes that this
ignoring is an active capacity – it is performed, and rules are needed for its
performance. For Dreyfus and embodiment advocates however, ignoring is literally
‘not knowing’, the absence of knowing. It is not a capacity at all. On the embodied
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account, the kind of ignoring indicated above – ignoring the irrelevant facts – does not
even surface as a problem. Why not? Because an embodied and situated creature is
poised in its particular environment by its particular needs and history and by the task
at hand. There is no question of ignoring aspects of the environment, only of paying
attention to the relevant aspects, which holds within it an ignoring, but not an active
one. Ignoring the irrelevant facts falls out of attending to the relevant ones for free.
Moreover, ‘the facts’ are the relevant facts in many cases. That is because, on the
embodiment view, cognisers are situated. They are already in a meaningful “frame”
due to their properties, needs, the history of their bodies, their situation and their
coupling with the environment. There is then absolutely no reason to assume that, in
order to attend to the relevant facts, a list of the irrelevant ones needs to be made, and
then those on the list have to be ignored. The point is not about the list though: even
without considering making lists, in most of our daily activities, it is not necessary to
even actively ignore the irrelevant facts. Dealing with relevant versus irrelevant is a
much more immediate matter, not primarily one of decision making. It is rather the
case that decision making happens on facts relevant to the task or purpose at hand, and
these decisions at once make those facts relevant. The point about ignoring is not the
kernel of Dreyfus’s argument however. It isn’t one that he makes in the book, I merely
give it here as one of the many examples of how, within an embodied view, the
perspective on cognition is changed, and what that change entails. This point will be
deepened in the section on enactivism.
Dreyfus argues for the importance of the body in cognition in the following way.
Descartes had to posit an immaterial soul because of the inherent limitations of
physical mechanism, which can only be in a limited number of states, whereas the
mind can be in an infinite number of states. Because the body is merely a physical
mechanism, an immaterial soul is needed so that the mind can be in its endless number
of states. Dreyfus objects to this that modern day machines can be in a near-enough
unlimited number of states. Another objection can be made, which is that minds are
caught out too. Real minds, the ones we find in this world, are not in an unlimited
number of states, not even at the end of their life have they been in an endless number
of states. Possibly, they could have been in different states, if for example they had
made different choices, or been born in a different place. This is the sense in which the
mind can be in an infinite possibility of states. This, however, is the case of an abstract
mind. Actual minds are limited in all kinds of ways, they are caught out by their
situations and find themselves not able to solve certain problems, think certain
thoughts, envisage certain outcomes, imagine certain scenarios etc. And it is this that is
important. Minds cannot just solve every problem; they regularly find themselves
before metaphorical walls. What makes minds interesting and different from computers
is that they break down differently from computers, and find different ways out of
breakdown, and this is because they are embodied and situated. Dreyfus recognises this
and says: “what distinguishes persons from machines, no matter how cleverly
constructed, is not a detached, universal, immaterial soul but an involved, situated,
material body” (Dreyfus 1992, p. 236). It is the ‘involved, situated, material body’
which makes minds the way they are. Dreyfus argues that only a body allows what he
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calls “non-formalizable ‘information-processing’” to be possible. That is because
bodies have a global, indeterminate anticipation. This state is characteristic of the body
as a physical system and of the body as experienced. The body in both these senses
cannot be emulated by a computer. Because of this global indeterminate anticipation,
perception is context dependent. The world does not consist of unconnected facts, as it
does for a digital computer, but of anticipated, contextualised elements. When
perceiving, we have expectations based on our history and situation, and these
underdetermined expectations interact flexibly with the underdetermined data the
world provides us with. It is this that allows us to recognise patterns and provides us
with capacities for flexible, adaptive cognition.
‘Situation’ is a crucial term here. Even though Dreyfus is not hopeful about the
future of AI (p. 285: “further significant progress in Cognitive Simulation or in
Artificial Intelligence is extremely unlikely”) and, more broadly, cognitive science, his
remarks on situation and context are interesting and worthwhile. Earlier, when
discussing relevant and irrelevant facts, I used the word “situation” and I did so in a
very general sense of the word. Dreyfus points out however that ‘situation’ has a much
more specific meaning, one that is very helpful in regard to the study of cognition. A
situation is the environment particular to a certain cognitive agent at a certain time.
There is a big difference between a physical state and a situation, for instance. Dreyfus
gives the example of being at home: “[b]eing at home is a human situation, not in any
simple correspondence with the physical state of a human body in a house” (Dreyfus
1992, p. 214). Indeed, even if you are not in a house but, say, on a walking trip with
friends, or if you are in a café, you can be at home. And of course, even in your own
house, it is possible to not be at home. This is easy to understand for us, because it is
part of our human experience. For a computer however, it is not straightforward at all.
Digital computers are not situated in this way; they have no such immediate access to
the relevant facts. In Dreyfus’ words, “[f]or a computer, […] the context itself can only
be recognised according to a rule” (idem, p. 288).16 Recognising what to do in a certain
16

To illustrate this, let us return to the discussion of Scassellati’s ToM robot in footnote thirteen
above. Scassellati considers the implementation of ToM into a robot an example of an
embodied system (even though it is an implementation of a very representationalist theory,
which seems to be incongruent with this). However, although indeed the model is implemented
in a robotic platform, the embodiment is not the central focus of the investigation. One focus of
Scassellati’s investigation was, for instance, how to enable the robot to distinguish between
animate and inanimate objects. The embodiment of the robot was in no way exploited in order
to solve this task: everything involved in making this distinction happened computationally, i.e.
by making calculated inferences on the basis of formulae and the memory database. Compare
this with a robot that evolved (within the framework of ‘evolutionary robotics’, see section
6.2.1) to distinguish between triangles and rectangles on the basis of the way its visual sensors
scan the environment (Husbands and Harvey 1997). In this robot, in contrast to the one
developed by Scassellati, the distinction is made purely on the basis of how the sensors behave
in relation to the environment. The task for the robot is to find the triangles, in an environment
in which both triangles and rectangles are displayed on the circular wall that surrounds the
robot. It moves around in a circle, and it evolves to use its sensors in such a way as to
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circumstance is often not straightforward for people with autism either. Individuals
with autism lack flexibility of thinking and can get stuck on the sheer range of
possibilities for action that one has in a certain situation. For example, buying bread
can be a very complex problem. There is a whole range of questions you might need to
answer in order to do it successfully. Whether to go at this moment, or when it is
exactly a certain time, say eleven am. Whether to cross the street just in front of the
baker’s, where you are now, or at a legal crossing, which may be some distance away.
What will you do if the shop assistant that has always been there isn’t there today?
What if the baker ran out of the type of bread you always have? What should you do if
you don’t have the exact amount of change, let alone if you don’t have enough money,
and so on (see De Jaegher 2003)? Here, infinite regress looms again.
To come back to the example of riding a bicycle: our capacity to do this comes
from a set of learned actions, which we have mastered to such an extent that they
become automatic and second nature. Unlike Polanyi, Dreyfus argues that we do not
use any rules for riding a bicycle. In his account of skill acquisition (Dreyfus 2002),
based on Merleau-Ponty’s criticism of mental representation, Dreyfus describes the
progress from novice learner to expert of someone who is, say, learning to ride a
bicycle. Initially, the learner is told the rules to follow by her teacher, and is presented
with these rules as if they were decontextualised. During the progress through the
stages of advanced beginner, competent rider and expert rider, it becomes clear that the
rules initially provided are insufficient by far. They have really served as a step-up into
the process of learning the skill, and after this initial stage, the situations the learner
finds herself in become more and more complex, and there is a progress from the
initial rule-following over dissatisfaction with the insufficiency of the rules, over
learning to cope with situations that don’t neatly comply with the rule-strategy, to
expert competence. You learn to deal with the situations as they occur, based on what
you learned by being put in real-world situations – after having been given initial
instructions, being put on the bike, pushed ahead and let go of. Of course, acquiring the
capacity is usually not all there is to a skill. Often, there are also social and cultural
aspects to competence. Learning to ride a bicycle is a good example of this, because
while mastering the machine itself, you also have to learn the rules of traffic and the
style of traffic in the country you are in. According to Varela, Thompson and Rosch,
“successfully directed movement such as driving depends upon acquired motor skills
and the continuous use of common sense or background know-how” (p. 147). Knowdiscriminate between the two types of stimuli on the basis of how it positions its sensors. Of
course, one could object that the task set by Scassellati is of a level of difficulty that far exceeds
that of the triangle detector. This is true, but later on we will see an example of an investigation
of an aspect of social behaviour in the evolutionary robotics framework (see section 6.2.1).
In order for a system to be embodied in the manner in which that notion is understood here, it is
not sufficient that it is implemented in a robot. It is rather necessary that the robotic platform
exploits its embodiment, and that solving the task that it is given is based in that exploitation.
The evolved robot does this, whereas the system developed by Scassellati is in fact still very
representational.
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how is contrasted with knowing-that, which could be implemented in a disembodied
computer. The former cannot and is typical of animate cognition, or experiential
understanding. It is clear then that situatedness or embeddedness in a situation is one of
the crucial aspects of the embodiment view.
3.1.6 What kind of understanding?
Dreyfus uses the phrase “non-formalizable ‘information-processing’” to refer to
human intelligent behaviour (in the realm of the kinds of things that AI was
researching), because he argues that it is not formalisable in terms of heuristic
programs. Dreyfus emphasises human intelligence, but ‘human’ can safely be replaced
here with ‘natural’ (as opposed to machine, i.e. man-made) intelligence for the
purposes of the present exposition. Earlier in the book, he had identified four kinds of
this natural ‘information-processing’ that withstand formalisation in the form of
heuristic rules: fringe consciousness, ambiguity tolerance, essential/inessential
discrimination and perspicuous grouping. These are all aspects of human intelligence
that Dreyfus argues cannot be emulated by a digital computer. There is growing
evidence that animals do a wholly different kind of ‘information processing’ than
heuristic machines do.
However, I think Dreyfus’ use of the term ‘information processing’, even in
quotation marks, is confusing. This problem has been recognised before, and a solution
could be to speak of understanding. That may still be confusing, because one sort of
‘understanding’ is the scientific kind, which is precisely the one we are not referring to
here – remember the discussion about the cognitivist confusion of modelling social
cognition on scientific understanding. Maxine Sheets-Johnstone calls scientific
understanding “this experientially deficient understanding” (Sheets-Johnstone 1999, p.
274) and Evan Thompson characterises it as “the manipulation of affectless
representations” (Thompson 2001, p. 4). Another meaning of ‘understanding’ then, is
one that is closely related to experience. This is the kind of understanding that sits in
the “verstehen” tradition (Galbraith 1995), i.e. in hermeneutics. In this tradition,
understanding happens in the close interaction of a subject with its world. It is this kind
of understanding, which hermeneutics and phenomenology have grappled with, that
embodiment advocates want to flesh out. In the following, I will use the word ‘sensemaking’ when referring to this kind of understanding. Sense-making is a term that
comes from enactive approaches to cognition, both of which I will now introduce. The
notion of sense-making will play a central role in the explanation of social cognition
that will be proposed in the present work.

3.2 Enaction
3.2.1 Active perception, perceptually guided action
According to enactivists, the study of cognition is the study of embodied action,
where furthermore “sensory and motor processes, perception and action, are
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fundamentally inseparable … . Indeed, the two are not merely contingently linked in
individuals; they have also evolved together” (Varela, Thompson and Rosch 1991, p.
173). Moreover, “perception consists in perceptually guided action and … cognitive
structures emerge from the recurrent sensorimotor patterns that enable action to be
perceptually guided” (Varela, Thompson and Rosch 1991, p. 173). An example that is
often given of this interdependence of action and perception is that of feeling the
softness of a sponge. You cannot feel the softness without moving your hand and
fingers over its surface, squeezing it etc., in other words, without exploring the sponge.
This, on the enactive view, is a metaphor for all perceptual processes: they are a matter
of active, moving exploration of that which is perceived.17 Vision, touch, olfaction and
hearing are all dependent on activity, although the case is best worked out for vision so
far (see e.g. O'Regan and Noë 2001).
3.2.2 Mutual dependency of cogniser and world: world-making
In an embodied approach, “the reference point for understanding perception is no
longer a pre-given, perceiver-independent world but rather the sensorimotor structure
of the perceiver (the way in which the nervous system links sensory and motor
surfaces)” (Varela, Thompson and Rosch 1991, p. 173). This means that “perception is
not simply embedded within and constrained by the surrounding world; it also
contributes to the enactment of this surrounding world” (idem, p. 174). On the same
page they also acknowledge Merleau-Ponty’s recognition that “we must see the
organism and environment as bound together in reciprocal specification and selection”
(ibid.). There are strong empirical findings in support of these views according to
which perception and action are strongly interlinked. For example, Andy Clark
mentions the swimming capacities of the bluefin tuna (Clark 1999), which exploits the
dynamics of the surrounding water to significantly augment its mobility and speed.
Enactivism takes a more radical position on some points than the broad
embodiment movement (which, as said above, has been criticised for being too much
of an umbrella term, and can, according to some, only be sufficiently summarised by
its opposition to cognitivism). For one thing, on the enactivist account, a cogniser
constructs her world in interaction with it. In order to explain this, let’s see how it sets
the account apart from Gibson’s theory of perception (Gibson 1979), in which
cognisers perceive invariants that are present in the environment, ready for the cogniser
to discover or pick up (‘affordances’). Perception, on this account, is direct detection of
what is there in the environment. According to enactivism, on the contrary, a cogniser
enacts a world (for a discussion of this issue, see Varela, Thompson and Rosch 1991,
p. 203-204; and Di Paolo, Rohde and De Jaegher To appear). Perception, though on
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See also Thelen & Smith, when they claim to adhere to Eleanor Gibson’s work: “We share
her [Gibson’s] beliefs in the primacy of perception and action as the basis for cognition, and in
the fundamental role of exploration” (1994, p. xxi).
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both accounts very closely intertwined with action, is an active process of worldmaking for most enactivists.18
Varela, Thompson and Rosch emphasise the mutual dependency of cogniser and
situation: “knower and known, mind and world, stand in relation to each other through
mutual specification or dependent coorigination” (Varela, Thompson and Rosch 1991,
p. 150). To give a very simple example, the world of someone who is not able to ride a
bicycle does not contain the possibility of going shopping on the bike, whereas for
someone who can ride one, this is a possibility. For a bat, moving around in the dark is
a possibility because of the echolocation system that it possesses, for a human it is so
much less. Varela et al. give another example, that of Bittorio, a discrete system like a
cellular automaton that consists of a set of elements and deterministic rules. It deals
with the world by changing its structure in a regular way when it encounters specific
elements in the environment. As a result, it can be seen to recognise certain structures
in the environment. This kind of rule-following is different from the cognitivist one
described above. The present kind of rule following is internal to the system, but not
devised to solve a certain task, rather, which tasks are solvable by the system is
dependent on its structure. Criticising the view that behaviour is rule following
therefore is not incompatible with asserting that cognitive mechanisms can have
regularities. In cognitivist devices, the solution to a problem was based on a functional
dissection of the task. The world here is pre-given and the rules for dealing with it are
specified for dealing with the specific task. In the case of the enactive system, in
contrast, its own structure delineates certain aspects of the world, as in the example of
the bat. A cogniser’s perceptual system determines what it can perceive. Furthermore,
in a sense, it creates that which it can perceive, because perception involves selection,
action and interaction.19 It is the system’s structure that brings forth a world, the world
does not need to be represented into the system. In the view of Varela, Thompson and
Rosch, there is no objective view on the world independent of any observer and

18

Steve Torrance (2005) distinguishes two streams within enactivism: One that focuses on what
it is to be a cognitive agent more generally and one that focuses on perception and perceptual
experience. Sometimes, those working in the first take a more radically constructivist line than
those in the second. For example, Noë, whose work focuses on perception (see e.g. Noë 2004),
is not as radical as, say, Thompson (see e.g. his 2007) about world-making.
19
Some of this might sound as if it is equally applicable to old-fashioned AI systems. This point
is made by Chrisley (2003), who argues that every AI system, including GOFAI systems, is
embodied in precisely this sense. Their ‘embodiment’, i.e. their physical structure, determines
what they can do, for instance there is a physical limit to the level to which a certain computer
can perform calculations. Chrisley argues furthermore that, if this is all embodiment is about, it
brings nothing new. The point of the brand of enactivism that I am discussing here however, is
that the structure of a cogniser and that of the environment are mutually dependent. This
depends first of all on the plasticity of both cogniser and environment, and second on their
history of interactions with each other (Varela, Thompson and Rosch 1991). A GOFAI system,
on the other hand, even though it is true that it has real physical limitations, depends for its
functioning on the function for which the designer has built it. See also the discussion in
footnotes thirteen and sixteen above, in which an answer to this question is outlined.
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herewith they argue against the ontological assumption that Dreyfus unearthed. A
cognitive system perceives the world in terms of its own structure and activity, and can
therefore be said to bring forth its world, or, precisely, to enact it. A situation then is
that which is relevant to a certain cogniser, based on the structure of his capacities to
deal with a world, his sensory-motor capacities. The situation is not just the
environment of a cogniser, it is made by that cogniser. This view sits in between a
certain realism (cognition as inner reflection of pre-given world) and a kind of idealism
(cognition as projection of pre-given inner world): a cogniser and her world mutually
specify each other.
3.2.3 Sense-making
So what is sense-making? First of all, it is an active process. Meaning is not
passively derived, it is not the passive retrieval of information from the environment,
which is subsequently internally represented in the system. Meaning is made in the
ongoing active interaction with the environment.
Meaning-making, moreover, is intrinsically related to the organism’s being and
context. This comes out clearly in the following definition: “sense-making [is] the
instauration of a natural perspective from which encounters in the world are
intrinsically meaningful for the organism following the norm established by the
continuing process of self-production” (Di Paolo 2005, p. 429-430). This definition
represents a hard-line approach within enactivism, according to which sense-making is
ultimately grounded in the self-production of living systems. It is not my job to argue
for or against this view here20, but I find the notion of sense-making very useful for
capturing aspects of understanding that have been neglected in cognitivist approaches
to cognition in general and to social cognition in particular. The reason why I introduce
it here is that I will use it again when I come to the explanation of social meaninggeneration in chapters eight and nine.
I have already discussed the aspect of world-making that is inherent in enactive
sense-making. This of course relates to relevance, already discussed in section 3.1.5.
There, I discussed the situation, which is the world of relevance surrounding an
individual cogniser. This world of relevance (or significance, as Varela calls it, see his
1991; and 1997) is different from for instance the mere physical environment. To
illustrate this: the atoms making up the desk are not of interest to me as I am writing,
nor are the H2O molecules in the air that I am breathing, or the architecture of the
building. What is of relevance to me are the words that appear on the screen as I type,
20

But I would like to refer the interested reader to the following works: Maturana and Varela
were the first to spell out a theory of life as autopoiesis (self-production) as cognition (Maturana
and Varela 1980; Maturana and Varela 1987). Varela has written a lot on sense-making (see for
instance his 1991; 1997) and so has Thompson (his 2004; 2005; and 2007 are representative).
Hans Jonas’s biological philosophy (Jonas 1966) is also an influential body of work and two
papers which have recently significantly furthered the idea that cognition is based in autopoiesis
are (Weber and Varela 2002) and especially its critical appraisal and elaboration provided in
(Di Paolo 2005).
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the functioning of my word processing programme, the notes on the desk and the paper
I am currently referring to, but not, for example, the newspaper lying next to it, at least
not at this moment, and so on. Relevance is based in my perspective (which is one of
the reasons for arguing for an ultimate autopoietic basis of sense-making, but, as said,
the present work is not the place for discussing this, it would take too long to explain
all the implications that eventually lead to a flexible, creative kind of sense-making,
but see Di Paolo 2005).
Experience also takes up an important place in the enactivist endeavour of
understanding cognition, in two ways. Firstly, experience is considered an integral part
of a cogniser’s embodied engagement with the world, and therefore an important topic
for investigation. This allows us for example to start “thinking of perceptual
experience as a temporally extended form of skillful engagement with the world” (Noë
2001, p. 55) and base our investigations on such a starting point (as for instance
O'Regan and Noë have done, see their 2001). Secondly, experience is taken to be a
requirement of the methods of investigation of cognition (Varela, Thompson and
Rosch 1991). This has been effectuated by the development of new modes of
investigation such as neurophenomenology, in which experience informs experimental
data and vice versa. For a discussion of how such an interplay works, see e.g. (Varela
1996; Gallagher 2003; Grace 2003; Lutz and Thompson 2003).
As a consequence of all these factors, cognisers on this view are in the ongoing
business of generating and transforming meaning in active and involved engagement
with a world that is, in a sense, continually constructed by this very activity. It is this
characterisation of sense-making that I will be using again later on.

3.3 The connection with social understanding?
After this rather brief foray into embodied and enactive approaches to cognition,
the inevitable question is: why should we apply this kind of view of cognition to social
understanding? One answer is that embodiment and enactivism may be able to mend
the faults and mishaps in the study of social cognition in the traditional approaches,
which, as we have seen, have not been able to connect interactors. Like cognition in
general, the social understanding that we do in our everyday encounters with each
other is not a matter of using the scientific tools of explanation and prediction
(remember the confusion between what scientists do and what cognisers do), but rather
it is a matter of experiential, situated and embodied understanding, or: sense-making.
We have seen that an embodied approach to cognition opens the gates for the
investigation of understanding conceived in this way, with its emphasis on bodily
experience and the situatedness of the cogniser. Enactivism adds to this the important
qualifications that meaning is generated in interaction with the situation, that the
situation itself is in fact actively generated by the subject, and that experience plays a
crucial role in cognition.
Another answer is that an embodied or enactive approach could do with an
approach to social understanding. Because it is a central aspect of the cognition of
social agents, it needs to be explained in any account of such cognition. Evan
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Thompson puts this into practice: in his view, intersubjectivity or social cognition is
one of the three central tenets of enactivism, alongside emergence and embodiment
(Thompson 2001; Thompson 2007). Thompson proposes to conceive of
intersubjectivity as self-other co-determination, and the proposal made in the present
work is very much in line with what Thompson suggests.
We have seen in the previous chapter that perspective-taking in traditional
approaches to social cognition is conceived as very clear-cut, overly so in fact. The
third- or first-person point of view on the social situation that ToM theory and
simulation theory respectively suggest to be underlying our social understanding
capacity, are not realistic in social situations. These accounts assume that the social
situation is there for the subject to interpret, as is the person they interact with.
Approaches that envisage social understanding as embodied tend to champion secondperson approaches, and enactivism furthermore will hold that the social situation, like
any other situation, is created by the interactors.
In the following chapter, I discuss existing proposals for embodied approaches to
social understanding, taking that of Shaun Gallagher as exemplary. Gallagher has
criticised ToM extensively and has emphasised embodied social capacities instead. His
work draws on both phenomenological insights and scientific work. In his rounded
criticism of ToM he shows, on the one hand, that our experience of social
understanding isn’t like that – it is not plugging perceptions and general rules into a
reasoning machine and conclusions popping out. On the other hand, he points out that
empirical and experimental work is not decisively in favour of ToM as the main
explanation for our interpersonal capacities. The alternative he outlines provides a
more integrated picture than ToM approaches give, as he moves in the direction of
second-person approaches to social understanding. He does this in the form of his
proposal of the “embodied practice of mind”, which I will discuss and critically
evaluate. The argument is put forward that there are some gaps in Gallagher’s
approach to social understanding, because he focuses too selectively on the embodied
aspects and does not explore the connection between social interactors, even though he
does touch upon it.
Gallagher’s approach, I will show, is not yet an interactional approach. In fact, I
will suggest that this hiatus is crucial, and that an embodied account of social
understanding should be extended with an investigation and account of the interaction
between social agents, i.e. the coupling of the social agent and her social environment.
To that end, I will next elaborate and propose a framework for grasping what an
interaction process is (chapter five), and then discuss existing work research on
precisely that: the interaction process (chapter six). But let’s first take a closer look at
embodied proposals to social cognition.
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4
Embodied approaches to social cognition

(The understanding of expressive bodies)
“The key to a proper philosophical grasp of intersubjectivity . . . lies in rethinking
the mind. If we conceive of minds as essentially embodied we can understand how
intersubjectivity is possible”
(Overgaard 2006, p. 53)
Ryle writes about the Cartesian framework – in which minds are private – that, on
this view, “only our bodies can meet” (Ryle 1949/2000, p. 16).
This is an interesting dictum in the light of the present discussion. Rather than, as
cognitivist approaches do, conceive of minds as impenetrable to each other and thus
suggest that the only way we can understand each other is by solving the puzzles that
minds are through reasoning-style mechanisms, Ryle’s formulation could be taken up
by embodiment, and instead suggest the following: perhaps through our bodies, we
could meet. Or: when our bodies meet, our minds meet. This obviously relies on the
assumption that mind and body bear more than a simple link. Even if we assume that
mind and body are connected, does this work? Is it the case that if our bodies meet, our
minds meet, just like that? Is the study of social cognition only lacking a properly
embodied approach in line with those described in the previous chapter?
One critic of Cartesian approaches to social understanding is Shaun Gallagher. He
has suggested that explanation and prediction are not what is at the root of our
interpersonal understanding (Gallagher 2001). This does not imply that we never try to
explain and predict behaviour. We can do this, but it is a rather exceptional practice,
and it is not the basis of our social cognition (see also Hutto 2004). Gallagher points to
the large amounts of research showing that even before the age at which children are
claimed to have a theory of mind mechanism, they have abundant social capacities and
are convincing interactional partners. Therefore, he reckons, our attention should not
only go to the use of a theory or of simulation (Gallagher In press a), but first and
foremost to the ‘embodied practice’ that constitutes our primary basis for
understanding and interacting with others, not only in infancy, but throughout our
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lives. Among the contemporary philosophical proposals for embodied approaches to
the understanding of social understanding (see also Thompson 2001; and Hobson
2002; Stawarska 2006), Gallagher’s is probably the most clearly worked out at the
moment, and therefore I will discuss it in some depth here.21 If Gallagher’s proposal
had a motto, it could perhaps be ‘when our bodies meet, our minds meet’.

4.1 The Embodied Practice of Mind
Gallagher makes two claims with regard to social cognition and critical of ToM
approaches: a developmental claim and a pragmatic claim (Gallagher 2001). The
developmental claim says that even before very young children acquire the ability to
recognise false belief at around four years of age (Wimmer and Perner 1983) and are
thence said to exhibit a full-fledged ToM, they are competent social partners. Of
course, Gallagher is not the only one who has maintained this (see for example also
Hobson 1991). Ruffman (2000), for instance, also refers to the famous visual cliff
research done by Sorce, Emde et al. (1985), which shows that one-year-olds behave in
ways that suggest understanding of their mother’s emotional signalling; they do not
cross the visual cliff if their mother looks fearful, but they do if she smiles. Ruffman
also reports some of his own research which suggests that nonverbal social
understanding precedes representational social understanding. Gallagher himself refers
to imitation research among other things. Under his pragmatic claim, Gallagher argues
that even in adulthood, ToM is not our basis for interacting with others and
understanding them. Throughout our lives, our capacity for social understanding is
based primarily on something other than a ToM, and more like the social competence
that is already present in infants.
Gallagher’s alternative to ToM, on a developmental timescale as well as in the
pragmatics of everyday life, is an embodied practice of mind. The capacities that make
up this embodied practice of mind at first sight overlap with the precursors to ToM:
they are for instance imitation, perception of movements as goal-directed or
intentional, eye-tracking, detection of intentionality, perception of emotion and
meaning in movement and posture. On Gallagher’s view, however, these capabilities
are not precursors to, but rather our first and foremost way of understanding others.
Thus, he lifts the kinds of capacities that were considered precursors to a ToMmechanism out of the background and places them at the centre of an alternative
explanation of social ability. They are part of a ‘massively hermeneutic’ background of
pre-theoretical knowledge, which Gallagher, after Colwyn Trevarthen, calls ‘primary
intersubjectivity’. Conscious reasoning about other people’s mental states in order to
try to explain and predict their behaviour is indeed a possible, but rather rarely used,
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The ideas of Evan Thompson were mentioned before as being strongly in line with the
present work. Even though Thompson’s proposals regarding interpersonal understanding are
very relevant and interesting, he has not put forward a proposal as developed as that of
Gallagher yet.
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way of dealing with people in social interactions, which can emerge from this primary
intersubjectivity.
While in ToM-theories these capacities are interpreted in terms of the inference
mechanism that is going to develop from them, Gallagher wants to interpret them in a
non-representational way. In a fashion that is reminiscent of the discussion of scientific
versus everyday, experiential understanding presented in the previous two chapters,
Gallagher criticises ToM-approaches for being wrongly focused on conceiving of our
social cognition as a form of scientific understanding, i.e. as attempts to explain and
predict other people’s behaviour. Gallagher instead conceives of ‘understanding’ in the
interpersonal context as “a direct, pragmatic understanding of another person’s
intentions because their intentions are explicitly expressed in their embodied actions”
or an “emotional, sensory-motor, perceptual and nonconceptual” comprehension
(Gallagher 2001, p. 86 and 85).
Gallagher’s embodied practice of mind is both the expression of mind through and
as the body, and the perception of minds through and as the body. Gallagher uses the
term “body reading” for social understanding in his 2001 article. Hutto (2003) reckons
that this can be misleading however. He agrees with Gallagher’s exposition of the
embodied abilities for interpersonal understanding, but he points out that the notion of
‘body reading’ still has too much of a conceptual ring to it. I think Hutto is right to
point this out, but it is a minor point, if Gallagher indeed does see the embodied
practices as non-theoretical, non-conceptual. In short then, the “embodied practice of
mind” is: expressing, detecting and understanding mind through/as body.
4.1.1 Evaluative understanding
In his introduction to a special issue of Philosophy, Psychiatry, & Psychology on
autism and intersubjectivity, Richard Gipps suggests that when we move away from
the ToM-style, cognitivist approaches to social understanding, which concentrate on
processes of explanation, the incentive to look at the phenomenology of our
interactions increases (Gipps 2004, p. 196-197). Gallagher has been doing exactly that,
and, studying the phenomenology of our everyday social interactions, he observes that
we do not mostly try to explain and predict each other’s behaviour, but what we do is
to interact and evaluatively cope (Gallagher 2001, p. 96). Our experience of social
interaction is not that we are constantly making an effort to predict and explain, it is
rather that we act upon people’s utterances and behaviour. Behaviour in social
interactions influences us such that we consequently do things. Evaluative
understanding means pragmatic, contextualised, immersed and immediate dealing with
a situation we are in, in contrast to taking a reflective stance, retreating away from the
situation and into the head to calculate predictions and explanations. According to
Gallagher, our phenomenological experience of social situations is that we perceive
other people’s intentions and emotions. What is wrong with theory of mind and
simulation theories is that, according to them, we refer to abstract entities such as
beliefs and desires in order to understand others, which is not in accord with our
experience of the social situation.
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This may so far not seem to be a very compelling argument, for the ToM-theorist
could counter that her proposal is also pragmatic and contextualised. After all, one way
in which the ToM-mechanism is proposed to work is at a subpersonal level, where it
processes unconsciously and fast enough for us to interact with others in all the
accuracy and subtlety that we are used to. Furthermore, a theory of mind is sometimes
said to be working on the basis of three kinds of premises: propositions coming from
perceptions of people’s behaviour in the current situation, those containing knowledge
of the world, and those with knowledge of social regularities. The first are formed of
current perceptions of behaviour, and are thus contextualised. The last two kinds
however, requiring knowledge of the world and social regularities, are general and
therefore not context-specific (if they were not general, it would not be a theory on a
strong version of theory theory. Even in the weak version of ToM theory, where what
is needed is merely the attribution of mental states to people, this attribution still
requires an understanding that other people have different perspectives to one’s own
(see Hutto 2003)). Here then, the ToM mechanism is in fact trying to fit perceptions of
a present situation into general theory, so in that sense it has to detach. Contra this,
Gallagher suggests:
“For our understanding of other people, … we rarely need to go beyond
contextualized overt behaviours (actions, gestures, speech-acts, etc.). We are
rarely required to postulate an idealized and abstract mental belief standing
behind these behaviours in order to grasp the disposition that is overtly
constituted and expressed in the contextualized behaviour. In certain
contextualized interaction I need go no further than the person’s gestures or
emotional expressions to gain my understanding of how it is with that person”
(Gallagher 2001, p. 96).
Gallagher proposes that neither simulation theory, nor theory of mind, can account
for social cognition, but that understanding other persons is an embodied practice.
Evaluative understanding is not just embodied, but also situated. It can become
reflective (resembling something like a conscious ToM, in the sense that it is a
reflection on certain social goings-on), but even in that case it is not based on
reasoning about mental states, but rather on thinking about possibilities for action that
are given in the present situation (Gallagher 2005, p. 213). The embodied practices are
embedded or situated too, in the sense that they depend on the situation the person is
in. But how do we evaluate the possible actions in the social situation? In fact, how do
we get into the social situation in the first place? Also, when do we do the things
Gallagher suggests in the above quote? And when do we go beyond the situated
behaviour? These are questions that will be addressed in the next chapters.
The phenomenological work done here gives an insight into our experience, but it
cannot by itself be an argument for or against ToM, a fact that Gallagher recognises.
Deciding between ToM, simulation theory or other possible explanations is a question
of designing experiments that will discriminate between the options. If a theory
explains the observations and it is coherent with the phenomenology of social
understanding, that is a point in its favour.
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In chapter two, I have given criticisms of both the theoretical assumptions behind
ToM-style explanations of social understanding and behind the tests for ToM. Recall
especially the research that showed that, even though people with autism could be
taught principles of ToM, or could score high on false belief tests, they were still not
fluent in everyday social situations (Bowler 1992; Ozonoff and Miller 1995; see also
Teunisse, Cools, van Spaendonck et al. 2001), which seems to suggest that ToM is not
a good explanation of normal social understanding. It is this fluency that is quite
central to our experience of our everyday social understanding. Is Gallagher’s
embodied practice proposal a step in the direction that will lead us to a better
understanding of our engaged, perceptual, fluent interpersonal understanding? Let us
examine it in a bit more detail still.
4.1.2 Embodied practices of mind
Is there evidence for Gallagher’s proposal? Is there evidence for the existence of
these non-conceptual practices of primary intersubjectivity, for the embodied actions
that express emotions, goals, intentions, and meaning? Gallagher reports research on
several abilities of primary intersubjectivity, including: the capacity to perceive of
agency, to perceive intentionality (“the perception of meaning and emotion in
movement and posture” Gallagher 2001, p. 90), eye-tracking, joint attention, and
neonate imitation. In the following, I will briefly discuss some evidence for these and
some other embodied practices of the social mind. An examination of the last one, the
imitation that newborns seem to be capable of, will have to wait for the next section
however. Even though the evidence for this capacity is controversial – a fact that
Gallagher seems to have missed – the discussion of ‘expressive movement’ that
Gallagher links to it, is interesting and relevant. It will bring us back to a more in-depth
examination of what social understanding amounts to on Gallagher’s account. This will
eventually lead to its criticism, but that will have to wait until section 4.3.
There is a diversity of evidence to suggest that important precursors to, and
aspects of, communicative capabilities are in place. Jacqueline Nadel (2002) reviews
some evidence for preferences that human infants seem to have at birth: they seem to
prefer the human voice to other sounds, to look at faces and particularly at upright
faces (rather than upside down for example), they like human odours better than other
ones. Furthermore, they can differentiate between human faces and jumbled faces, and
they prefer their maternal language to other ones. Even though Nadel seems to suggest
that imitation is the most conspicuous means of social contact that infants have,
Colwyn Trevarthen, a leading investigator of infant social capacities, considers the
spectrum to be wider than that when he talks about the rhythmic interchange between
primary caregiver and infant in protoconversation22 (Trevarthen and Aitken 2001).
22

Mary Bateson was the first to use this term, in order to denote the interactions that infants are
able to have with their primary caregivers, and which are in many respects – for instance
prosody and rhythm – a lot like conversations between adults (Bateson 1971; Bateson 1979;
Trevarthen 1999).
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Trevarthen is one of the main proponents of the idea of innate intersubjectivity
(Trevarthen 1974; Trevarthen 1979; Trevarthen 1998). On his view, there is an innate
drive to communicate, which he calls the ‘communicative motivation’23 and for which
he finds evidence in the protoconversations that infants can have with their caregivers
(Trevarthen and Aitken 2001). In the same article, he and Aitken also present evidence
that brain growth in early development not only underlies social engagement, but is
also itself dependent on it (see also Trevarthen 2001). All this forms part of what
Trevarthen has called ‘primary intersubjectivity’ (Trevarthen 1979), which is the
possession of “an active and immediately responsive conscious appreciation of
[others’] communicative intentions” in interaction (Trevarthen and Aitken 2001, p. 5).
This view on infant social ability is still controversial (see Reddy, Hay, Murray et al.
1997) and this is not the place to argue for or against it. The evidence is compelling
though and can serve as a good starting point for the picture of social cognition that is
being sketched here. What is especially hopeful is that there is evidence for infant
sociability from many different fields. Moreover, there is research which suggests that
gestures, posture and movement are expressive to primates too (see e.g. Menzel and
Halperin 1975; de Waal 1982; Goodall 1986), which could be interpreted as
evolutionary evidence for primary intersubjectivity. For an example of work that
develops these findings on primates and presents results that indicate that chimpanzees
can spontaneously adapt their way of communicating with an experimenter to his
attentional state, see (Leavens, Hostetter, Wesley et al. 2004). The chimps in this
investigation used visual and auditory communicative behaviour when the
experimenter’s attention was directed at them (offered them a banana), to more
auditory when the experimenter offered a banana either to a cage-mate, or to an animal
in an adjacent cage.
What is the evidence for agency and intentionality detection in human infants?
There are quite a few examples of research that suggests that infants can perceive
intentionality or agency (see e.g. Johnson's review article, 2000), but it is worth
concentrating here on just one more of them: Meltzoff’s study of goal imitation
(Meltzoff 1995) (please note that this is not the same as neonate imitation, which will
be discussed later). In this study, eighteen-month-old infants are shown an adult
holding a toy dumbbell. The adult tries to take off one of the little weights on one end
of the toy. The infants are presented with three versions of this action: one where the
adult achieves getting one weight off, one where she tries but fails, and one where
there is no attempt at getting a weight off the toy. The infants pulled the weight off
their toy both when the adult had succeeded and when she had tried but failed, but not
when the adult did not show an attempt at taking the weight off. The infants were also
shown the same three conditions done by a machine. In none of the conditions where
they saw the actions performed by an inanimate object, did they pull a weight off.
Meltzoff suggests that these results show that infants attribute goals and desires to
23

This exists alongside two other basic motivations, the ergotropic and the trophotropic one, for
sensorimotor interaction with the world and for the regulation of the internal visceral state
respectively (Trevarthen and Aitken 2001).
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humans, and therefore see them as agents. Meltzoff later extended this experiment
(Meltzoff 1996). In this extension the task was the same as in the previous experiment:
to emulate the goal of the adult. However, Meltzoff had glued the child’s toy together.
When the children were shown the second condition where the adult attempts but does
not succeed at taking a weight off the dumbbell, their imitation with the tampered toy
could only go as far as literally what the adult did, at least on the surface. However, the
children’s reaction, in this case and in the first condition, was to grab the object several
times and attempt to get the weight off in different ways, to look up at the adult after
the failed attempt, and to vocalize. Meltzoff interprets as follows: “They had matched
the adult’s surface behavior, but evidently they were striving toward something else”
(Meltzoff 2002, p. 32). Again, infants seem to be aware of other’s goals, because they
emulate them even in conditions where the goals are not actually achieved in the act
that they are watching. Here, results of imitation research are used to argue that infants
can recognize agents, on the basis of the fact that they recognize and attempt to
emulate goals of actions.
Gallagher also considers Baron-Cohen’s EDD (the eye-direction-detector) and
SAM (the shared attention mechanism). Infants are not only capable of detecting and
recognising agents, they are also capable of detecting what agents are looking at and of
sharing attention with such an agent on a certain aspect of the world. For instance,
according to Baron-Cohen, EDD involves an inference from ‘the agent is looking at
something’ to ‘the agent is seeing it’ (Baron-Cohen 1995). Gallagher also contests this
however, and argues instead that it is more likely that there is no difference between
looking and seeing to begin with and that therefore no inference is necessary for
detecting what someone’s eyes are directed at and what they are seeing. That is,
according to Gallagher it is equally likely and experientially more economical that only
later, with experience, we come to realise that looking does not always involve seeing.
SAM starts to operate between nine and fourteen months (Baron-Cohen 1995).
Through this mechanism, the child is enabled to share attention on objects in the world
by looking at her communication partner, and alternating between looking at the object
and the communication partner. Again, before having developed a ToM, the child is
able to communicate with a partner, in this case even about objects in the world.
Pointing also starts to develop around this age. These capacities form part of what
Trevarthen calls secondary intersubjectivity, which is the kind of intersubjectivity that
involves, besides the two interaction partners, also objects in the world. While primary
intersubjectivity is based in person-to-person interaction, secondary intersubjectivity is
person-person-object interaction (Trevarthen 1979; Trevarthen and Aitken 2001;
Hobson 2002; Gallagher 2004). The second capacity follows from the first in
development.
So far in this section, we have seen research which suggests that infants can
emulate the goals of agents, that they can imitate, that they can see that agents are
looking at something and what they are looking at, and that they can share attention
with others. Gallagher suggests that these mechanisms, which are proposed as
precursors to the ToM-capacity, can in fact be construed as primary aspects of our
social capacities. They are at the basis of our social understanding from infancy and
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throughout adulthood. He also points out that they do not need to be seen as
theoretical, the phenomenology of social interaction suggests that they are better
conceived of as non-theoretical and perceptual. In other words, there is diverse
evidence for the embodied nature of social understanding.

4.2 The case of neonate imitation
4.2.1 The data and their initial explanation
Another impressive feat of early embodied social capacity seems to be the ability
of newborns to imitate. Infants as young as a day, or in fact, within minutes of birth,
seem to be able to imitate facial expressions such as tongue protrusions and mouth
openings (Meltzoff and Moore 1977; Kugiumutzakis 1988; Meltzoff 2002). Gallagher
lists this research as one more body of evidence for the embodied practice of mind. In a
paper that he presented at the Piaget Society meeting in 2002 (Gallagher 2002), he
discusses what could make this seemingly impossible capacity possible. His discussion
of existing answers is interesting, and it allows him to contrast them with his own, noncognitivist, account of what could be going on in the infant to make such very early
imitation possible.
Gallagher asserts that it cannot be the result of a reflex, as the sheer range of
gestures that can apparently be imitated makes this explanation unlikely, together with
the findings which suggest that infants can imitate after a delay and that they tend to
improve imitations (Meltzoff 2002). Gallagher also refers to Kinsbourne, who has
suggested that imitation is the result of motor priming that is not yet inhibited, as it will
be in later life. That is, imitation happens as a result of a sort of motoric contagion.
When somebody makes a gesture, this causes me to make the same gesture. In infants,
this behaviour is not inhibited yet, as it will be in adult life. Evidence for this
suggestion seems to come from people with injuries to the prefrontal lobes who cannot
refrain from imitating (Kinsbourne 2005). This idea is also the basis of Susan Hurley’s
shared circuits model (Hurley 2005). Gallagher finds this is an interesting possible
answer, but reports that it has not been experimentally tested yet.
A similar answer, as Gallagher mentions, can be found in the motor theory of
social cognition. On this approach, put forward by Wolpert and his colleagues
(Wolpert, Ghahramani and Flanagan 2001; see also Wolpert, Doya and Kawato 2003),
everything about cognition is reducible to movement. The brain’s whole purpose is the
production of movement, which provides the cogniser with interaction with the world,
including the social world. Social interaction, after all, happens through speech,
gestures and facial expressions, which are all forms of movement. Wolpert conjectures
that the same computational process subserves all action, perception of action and
social cognition for motor generation. Many researchers have suggested that mirror
neurons – neurons that fire both when the subject performs an action, and when she
witnesses the action performed by an other (Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Gallese et al. 1996;
Rizzolatti, Fogassi and Gallese 2000) – could provide the mechanism for this (Gallese
2001; Wohlschlager and Bekkering 2002; Gallese 2003; Gallese, Keysers and
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Rizzolatti 2004; Brass and Heyes 2005). This motor account of neonate imitation,
however, does not do any justice to the clearly intersubjective aspect of it. Imitation is
a two-person event, and thus has a strong interpersonal element to it. So what could
make neonate imitation, apart from motorically possible, also intersubjectively salient?
Gallagher also discusses the conclusions that Meltzoff and his colleagues
themselves attach to their findings of neonate imitation. Piaget thought that neonate
imitation was impossible because the neonate does not have a body schema yet that is
developed enough to allow this sort of feat. (An important contribution of Gallagher’s
work on embodiment is his clarification of the distinction between body image and
body schema. The body schema is “a system of sensory-motor capacities that function
without awareness or the necessity of perceptual monitoring” (Gallagher 2005, p. 24),
it is responsible for the automatic functioning of the body.) Meltzoff and Moore,
however, seem to have found that this kind of imitation is possible, and they conclude
that this must mean that the infant does have a body schema that is developed to a
sufficient extent, together with proprioception and intermodal perception.
Imitation is not only based on sensory-motor capacities though; Meltzoff and his
colleagues also argue that imitation serves an intersubjective function. In fact, they
even suggest that imitation is “the basis and the beginning of social cognition”
(Gallagher 2002). Gallagher agrees with Meltzoff that there are sensory-motor and
intersubjective bases of imitation. Gallagher’s question of how the motor events of
imitation relate to its intersubjectivity has not yet been answered, however.
Regarding this, Meltzoff proposes that infants make a plan for executing the
movement they have seen someone else perform. In other words, infants infer from
what they see to what they will do in reaction, and this is what underlies imitation. In
Meltzoff (2002) and continuing on from Meltzoff and Morre (1977), Meltzoff argues
that imitation is an intersubjective and intermodal mapping between action perception
and action performance. This mapping is an abstract representation (Meltzoff and
Moore 1977, p. 78) which allows “a matching-to-target process” (Meltzoff and Moore
2000, p. 177) in a common framework that is used both when watching one’s own and
others’ actions and when imitating actions. In other words, within this framework,
imitation happens through the use of a high-level cognitive representational
mechanism. Gopnik and Meltzoff (1997) suggest that infants devise a ‘plan’ for their
actions, which they map onto the actions they perceive in others. There is for instance
data showing that infants perfect their imitation. That is, they may start out an attempt
to imitate, but not quite get the right gesture or movement at first, and correct it until
they get it right (this research is reported in Gallagher 2001, see p. 87; and in Meltzoff
2002, p. 24). According to Meltzoff and Gopnik (1997) and Meltzoff (2002), the infant
uses an internal plan.
Elsewhere (see his 2001 and 2005), Gallagher contests this, and says that all the
infant needs in order to be able to achieve imitation, is the visual model that she sees in
front of herself and her own proprioceptive model, i.e. the facial gesture she is making
herself. What makes this possible according to Gallagher is what he calls a
‘performative awareness’, which is “the pre-reflective awareness that one has of one’s
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body in the normal performance of intentional action” (Gallagher 2005, p. 74). For
instance,
“[t]he nature of embodied action, and proprioception, is such that the infant
cannot make a mistake by attempting to imitate the facial gesture with its hand
or foot” (Gallagher 2005, p. 74).
And further,
“[t]his performative awareness that I have of my body is tied to my embodied
capabilities of movement and action. I am aware of what I can do with my hands
. . . but I am not aware of my hands as objects to manipulate. And my
knowledge of what I can do with my hands is in my body, not in a reflective or
intellectual attitude that I might take toward my hand” (p. 74).
What Gallagher argues here again is that no theory is necessary to understand the
social world and its agents at a sufficiently complex level to go about in it
appropriately most of the time. Rather, what we need and use is our body.
Gallagher’s explanation of what could make neonate imitation possible has
advantages over its rivals. On the motor theory of social cognition and the cognitivist
explanation of imitation delivered by Gopnik and Meltzoff, social cognition is either
reducible to instrumental movement, or it equals instrumental movement plus a process
of inferences about intentions based on the experience of the subject herself, which
seems to be an approach that could sit in between that of a ToM style explanation and a
simulationist one. Gallagher delivers a much more embodied proposal, which I will
discuss in a bit more detail now.
4.2.2 Expressive movement
Gallagher’s alternative centres on his suggestion that imitation is not an
instrumental kind of movement, but is instead based in what he calls expressive
movement. His rationale for this idea is the work he has done with Ian Waterman (IW),
a man who is deafferented, which means that he has lost his proprioception and tacticle
input from the neck down and does not have a working body schema. The latter is
responsible for the “automatic” functioning of the body. For example you do not have
to think about picking up a pen, or about your posture while sitting on the chair.
Because this system is broken in IW, he has lost his ability for locomotive and
instrumental movement. He has compensated strikingly for this by developing a way
of moving that is guided by visual guidance and conscious cognitive effort. That is, as
long as he can see his limbs while he moves them, and he devotes his attention to the
planning and execution of movements, he can move around and do things, even drive a
car.
What is especially interesting about IW with regard to the topic under discussion
is that his gestures, or communicative movements, are near enough normal, in the
sense that he does not need to employ conscious visual control to produce them (Cole,
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Gallagher, McNeill et al. 1998; Cole, Gallagher and McNeill 2002).24 This suggests to
Gallagher that there are four different kinds of movement: reflexive, instrumental, and
locomotive movement, and communicative or expressive movement, and that the latter
of those is not reducible to any of the other three. In his book (2005), Gallagher
suggests that these two groups of movement (excutive on the one hand and expressive
on the other) are dependent on different systems of control. Of course, it is not the case
that they are mutually exclusive; gesture and other communicative movement like
speech and facial expression depend on a general capacity to move. This is why IW
initially lost his expressive movement after he had his accident. But his ability to
gesture recovered more quickly and in a different way than his executive movement.
He does not guide his gestures through vision and conscious control. This was borne
out in a conversation test in which IW’s hands and arms were under a blind so that
they were not visible to him, a condition in which he gestured. His gestures are not
totally normal, that is, they are typical with regard to their launch, timing, and
morphokinesis, whereas the topokinetic aspects deviate. This means that the onset and
timing are normal in relation to his vocal utterances, and the shape of the gestures
(morphokinesis) is typical as well. Where they differ from the norm is in their
placement in space (topokinesis), for example in relation to each other and to other
parts of his body. To illustrate this, in one instance where he was recounting a cartoon,
IW drew a box in the air with both hands. Onset, timing and shape of the gesture were
all correct, only each hand started drawing the shape in a slightly different place, so
that the box seemed cut in half with one half drawn in the air higher than the other. It is
perhaps not surprising that IW’s gestures have precisely these characteristics, for
Gallagher remarks that gestures need to be quite precisely shaped in order to mean
something, but it often matters less where in one’s gesture space one makes the
gesture. All of this is different in non-communicative motion, where IW has to be able
to see his limbs and guide movement with conscious and visual control. His noncommunicative movement, which is generated consciously and effortfully like this,
does not share the nearly normal characteristics of his gesture described.
Thus, Gallagher concludes, expressive movement is a category of movement that
is different from the other kinds. It consists of both language and gesture, which, on
this view, are part of one and the same system. Expressive movement is not just
controlled by what normally controls movement (the motor system), but also by
communication. Moreover, Gallagher does not conceive of expression here as
something inside a cogniser that she brings to the outside. He understands language
and expression as close to, or even part of, thinking. Gallagher proposes an integrative
theory of gesture, in which gesture or expressive movement has three characteristics: it
is embodied (constrained and controlled by the motor system), communicative (serving
intersubjectivity, see also Talero 2005), and cognitive (it is also involved in shaping
thought, see e.g. the article by Goldin-Meadow 1999, which reviews evidence for this).
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Gallagher’s conclusion about what seems to make neonate imitation possible,
then, is that it might be a form of expressive movement, and he suggests that this is a
testable hypothesis. If infants can imitate at birth, imitation is a form of expressive
movement, and language and gesture seem to be guided by something other than just
the motor system but more like a communicative drive, as the research on IW seems to
suggest, then that must mean that expression and communicative abilities are present at
birth. Gallagher concludes: “the infant is born not simply with a body-schematic
capacity for motor control that serves as an ancillary to social interaction; the infant is
born already capable of action that is intrinsically social. Social cognition is built up,
not from elements of non-social movements, but from action that is already social”
(Gallagher 2002, last page).
4.2.3 A problem with the data
There is, however, a problem with the data on neonate imitation. These are not as
straightforward as they seem at first sight. Notwithstanding Meltzoff and Moore’s
enthralling evidence (and see also Hobson (2002), p. 29-32, for a lively and engaging
rendition of similar findings by Kugiumutzakis (1988)), it seems that neonate imitation
might not actually be occurring after all.
There are two lines of criticism against the findings of neonate imitation. First,
based on studies of the movements that are most prevalent in neonate infants’ natural
movement repertoire, it has been suggested that the motions that infants supposedly
imitate, according to the research referred to above, are just movements that infants
make a lot. Within a certain time window, it may seem as if infants are imitating,
whereas in fact they are just doing what they always do. For instance, Anisfeld, in two
review articles of neonate imitation experiments (1991; and 1996), finds that the only
gesture for which there is any evidence of imitation is tongue protrusion. The apparent
imitation of this gesture, he suggests moreover, does not need to be explained by
imitation. There are three other possibilities: 1) the infant protrudes her tongue in
response to any protruding object, because such objects generate a sucking reflex (also
called routing reflex), 2) tongue protrusion and other responses are innate facilitators of
interaction, and 3) it only seems as if the infants are imitating, because during the
demonstration phase of the gesture by the adult, the infant needs her energy resources
for paying attention to what is presented to her, and therefore does less tongue
protrusion, while after the demonstration, she can relax, and then sticks her tongue out
more, which makes it seem as if she is imitating. Other contrary evidence has come
from Hayes and Watson (1981), who made an attempt to replicate Meltzoff and
Moore’s (1977) findings of neonate imitation, but failed. They also suggest that
neonate imitation does not exist, and that data which suggests that it does is a result of
an artifact of the experimental procedure as a result of the use of a pacifier.
The second line of criticism argues that imitation is interactionally generated. For
instance, Jones (2006) recently investigated the development of imitation and found
that the capacity to imitate at a later age (such as the goal imitation discusses above)
develops through parental ‘training’. Her point is that imitation develops in interactions
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between infant and caregiver. Important elements of this development are that, in the
very beginning, the infant does not recognise the behavioural match between her
mother’s actions and her own. Rather, the infant repeats those of her own actions
which elicit interesting responses from her parent (for instance the imitations the parent
produces of her behaviour – though there is no reason to assume that the infant knows
these are imitations). Usually such actions are accompanied by sounds made by the
mother. Further evidence for the idea that imitation develops interactionally is that the
baby executes the action in reponse to both the stimulus-plus-sound and to the sound
alone, but not to the stimulus alone. Part of Jones’ proposal then is that development of
the capacity to imitate is based in associative learning. The babies match the outcomes,
not the forms, of the behaviours presented to them. Jones also found that infants first
imitate behaviours they can see and/or hear themselves perform (sometimes again
producing the sound that the action makes, but with the wrong muscles, for instance
tapping the table with the hand versus with the foot) and only later developed a
capacity for so-called invisible imitation.25 She also found that infants can differentiate
between being imitated and other contingent responses, and suggests that this is
because there is something about the amodal aspects of these behaviours that infants
can match. Interestingly for the present work, Jones suggests that the amodal
characteristics that infants may use to differentiate imitation from contingent but nonimitated behaviours is their rhythm and intensity. Combined with her finding that
imitation develops, rather than it being innate, this seems to be evidence in favour of
the overall thrust being developed in the present work.
With regard to the present argument in this chapter, what this counterevidence
regarding neonate imitation does is to question the innateness of expressive movement.
Whether it is innate or not, however, does not detract from its interest. But suppose that
it is not innate, then where could the expressiveness come from developmentally? Or,
if the innateness of expressive behaviour is contested, could it get its expressiveness
from somewhere else?
4.2.4 The tools and expressions of sense-making
It is time to come back to the running question of the present work: what is social
understanding? Gallagher proposes a perceptual, non-conceptual, alternative to the
cognitivist attempts of ToM theory and simulation theory. But what is social
understanding on Gallagher’s account? It is an immersed, highly situated, embodied,
affectively laden capacity.
This does not seem too far off from the proposal, discussed in the previous
chapter, to characterise understanding as sense-making: the active engagement with the
world, which makes the generation and transformation of meaning possible.
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If understanding is an activity, then movement and behaviour must be absolutely
central to it. And if this is the case, then movements are both the tools and the
expressions of sense-making.26 Behaviour is intentional.
It now becomes clear where Gallagher’s notion of expressive movement could get
its expressiveness from if it is debatable whether it is innate: it comes from the fact that
movements acquire expressiveness as part of the central role they play in the sensemaking activity that agents engage in. In this way, expressive movement can thus,
literally, be the ‘practice of mind’. Our movements are imbued with mind, and our
mind is at the centre of our movements. Moreover, as we have seen when discussing
Sheets-Johnstone’s account of movement and emotion in chapter one, movements are
also imbued with emotional sense, and thus movements are also emotionally
expressive, at least for the individual.
The suggestion made here that expressive movements may not be innate but
develop socially, would provide a more parsimonious explanation for their difference
with executive movement: their developmental pathways would be qualitatively very
different – and this may be compatible with IW’s relatively intact gesturing.
The important question is: We have now seen how gestures can be expressive if
not through an innate mechanism, but is this sufficient for social understanding? In the
next section, I will suggest that it is too early, based on what we have set out thus far,
to consider the communicative aspect of expressive movements.

4.3 When our bodies meet, do our minds meet?
It is time to evaluate Gallagher’s proposal about interpersonal understanding.
On Gallagher’s view, at the basis of our capacity to understand each other is our
expression of our minds in our actions. According to him, “in most intersubjective
situations we have a direct understanding of another person’s intentions because their
intentions are explicitly expressed in their embodied actions, and mirrored in our own
capabilities for action” (Gallagher 2005, p. 224).
However, questions remain. We now know which capacities fall under the
‘embodied practice of mind’. We still do not know however what the “direct,
pragmatic understanding of another person’s intentions” is, which we, as per
Gallagher, achieve “because their intentions are explicitly expressed in their embodied
actions” (Gallagher 2001, p. 86). Saying that they are expressed in their embodied
actions is not enough. How do we recognise those intentions? What does it mean for
embodied practices to enable us to understand others? Recognising other’s intentions
as expressed in their embodied actions and detecting them by our own embodied
perception-action is not the whole explanation, for how do we do that?
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Gallagher proposes that behaviour is expressive, and he assumes that this is
innately so. I have just shown that he does not need to rely on innateness in order to
make it possible for behaviour to be expressive.27
The other side of this coin, i.e. how we can perceive this expressiveness in others’
behaviours, however, is not so clear yet from his account as it stands. It seems, from
the quote from his book given at the beginning of this section, that we can detect and
recognise the meaning of others’ behaviours because of our experience with our own
expressive behaviour. This somehow does not seem enough though.
There is a growing trend to relegate the explanation back to mirror neurons (see
e.g. Gallagher 2005, chapters 3, 5 and 9; Hurley 2005; Lohmar 2005; Hutto In press),
but even this is not satisfactory. The mirror neuron argument is very simple: mirror
neurons fire when I perform an action and when I watch someone else perform that
action. Thus, the mirror neurons connect the perceiving and perceived subjects, and
hence they explain intersubjectivity. The problem with mirror neuron accounts,
though, is precisely the assumption that the neurons’ firing in both these cases forms
the basis for the connection between me and the person whose actions I see perform.
Logically, it is not clear that it might not just as well be the other way around: it is not
clear that mirror neurons do not already require there to be a connection between me
and the other in order to fire. The mirror neuron findings do not allow us to infer more
than: two people are performing actions and their mirror neurons are firing. From this
does not automatically spring social cognition, or even just imitation. And even if the
firing of both our sets of mirror neurons was the well spring of our connecting, we
would not get far in our interaction, let alone our interpersonal understanding, just on
the basis of this neurological mechanism. Just like the emotion sensor device
introduced on the first page of the present work, the mirror neuron mechanism does not
tell me what to do next. It doesn’t give me a clue about how to take that connection
further. Thus, we come back to the question I asked the ToM and simulation theorists:
how do interactors connect on this account?
That Gallagher realises the importance of the connection is evident from his paper
on autism and his proposal of an ‘interaction theory’ that should replace the ToM
proposal (Gallagher 2004). Gallagher has so far not really worked out his interactive
proposal however. He assumes that communication partners are already in interaction.
In several places in his book (2005), Gallagher presupposes coupling between social
agents. For instance: “Body schemas, working systematically with proprioceptive
awareness, constitute a proprioceptive self that is always already ‘coupled’ with the
other” and “from birth, actions of the infant and the perceived actions of others are
coded in the same ‘language’, in a cross-modal system that is directly attuned to the
actions and gestures of other humans” and “[t]here is . . . a common bodily
intentionality that is shared across the perceiving subject and the perceived other”
(Gallagher 2005, p. 81, p. 225 and p. 225, emphasis in the original). Also, about
intermodal perception he says: “no ‘translation’ or transfer [from one perceptual
modality to another] is necessary because it is already accomplished in the embodied
27
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perception itself, and is already intersubjective. An intermodal code already reaches
across the child’s relations with others” (p. 80). Even though Gallagher has a lot to say
about the embodiment of social cognition, this – the interaction – is the missing link in
his explanation of social understanding.
Partly, I think this trust in the presence of interaction could be due to his reliance
on the data of neonate imitation. He says: “[w]hether neonate imitation is an instance
of a priming effect or something closer to intentional action, it brings infants into a
direct relation with another person and starts them on a course of social interaction”
(Gallagher 2005, p. 128). In other words, he, like many others, relies a lot on imitation
being a sort of launch pad for social interaction. Imitation is often seen as the initial
means for an infant to start interacting with others (Nadel 2002). Many models of
imitation have also taken for granted that a connection was established between
interaction partners. But what if neonate imitation doesn’t exist? Even on a conceptual
level, it is not clear that the order could not equally well be the other way around: it
isn’t clear that a capacity to imitate (in general, this is not restricted to neonate
imitation) doesn’t already require a certain connection between the interaction
partners.
A way to reframe the question how do we do it, then, is: Are the embodied
practices all there is to social understanding? To illustrate this, we can ask how an
approach like the embodied practice would account for Murray and Trevarthen’s
double television monitor experiments (Murray and Trevarthen 1985; 1986; Nadel,
Carchon, Kervella et al. 1999). In these experiments, an infant and her mother are in
different rooms from each other, and interact with each other via a video link (a bit like
a video conference). At a certain point, the infant is no longer presented with her
mother’s live reactions, but with a replay of a previous section of the mother’s part of
the interaction. This distresses the infant, and the authors argue that this is because
there is a loss of contingency. In other words, the mother’s behaviour is somehow ‘out
of tune’. In the embodied practice account of social cognition presented here, there
seems to be no room for interpreting this kind of result from developmental
psychology.
Trevarthen sees a wide range of capabilities for interacting of infants. He, and I’m
sure many parents of infants with him, has found that infants can have what Bateson
calls “protoconversations” (Bateson 1971; Bateson 1979), which are exchanges with
adults that resemble adult conversations in the duration of utterances and their rhythm
and timing (Trevarthen 1999). Imitation, or any other gestures or communicative acts,
are single activities in social interaction, and what needs to be fleshed out further is
how the interaction itself is possible. Understanding how infants engage in interactions
could provide a shift in the explanatory focus from the individual capacities to the
interactive process. Gallagher still, in an important way, only focuses on the former.
Answering the interaction question will allow to start addressing some of the
unresolved questions of social cognition, such as how individuals in interaction
connect.
The problem is often that communication is seen as a sequential series of discrete
events, whereas it should be investigated as a continuous process (see also Fogel
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1993). Gallagher does indicate that another person is needed in order to bring out and
complete expression: “The relation between embodiment and language [...] is a selfreciprocating, self-organizing one only if there is another person. The body generates a
gestural expression. It is, however, another person who moves, motivates and mediates
this process. To say that language moves my body is already to say that other people
move me” (Gallagher 2005, p. 129). So far, however, this connecting with another
person is only part of his theory insofar as it is assumed that the coupling is already
there. As I will discuss in the following chapters, this is a non-trivial assumption. What
would be an interesting test to perform with Ian Waterman for example, would be to
find out how he moves in relation to his interaction partner when they are talking, how
he moves as a listener, whether he moves at all, and if this movement shows the same
characteristics as that found in his gesture. This interactive aspect of communication
needs to be taken a close look at next.
Another reason to make this point is the following. Gallagher lists his ‘embodied
practices’ in a non-exhaustive list: “imitation, intentionality detection, eye-tracking, the
perception of goal-related movements, and the perception of meaning and emotion in
movement and posture” (Gallagher 2001, p. 90). But is there not something strange
about this list? It seems as though the capacities enumerated are not all pitched at the
same level. It seems as though we can make the following sub-division: imitation and
eye-tracking form one subset, together with eye- and face-detection, and another subset
is made up of intentionality detection, perception of goal-directed movement, and
perception of meaning and emotion in posture and movement. The capacities in the
first subset are things that I can recognize when I see them: I can see when someone is
imitating someone; I can see whether they are detecting eyes or faces. I cannot,
however, see in the same way when she is detecting goals or perceiving meaning, the
capacities in the second subset. The former seem to be of a physically detectable
nature, whereas the latter still involve psychological terms such as intentions and goals.
It seems that the latter should be able to be simplified down to more basic mechanisms.
Can they be brought down to individual capacities such as eye and face detection, eyetracking? Or is there something else needed in order to account for the capacities of
goal detection, the perception of emotion and meaning, intentionality detection? In
other words, are the embodied capacities all there is to social cognition?
I suggest that an extra step indeed needs to be taken in order to explain these
capacities; the interaction in which they take place needs to be accounted for. When we
do this, two possibilities arise: either the person performs goal-directed or intentional
behaviour in relation with the world (which may include another person), or they
interact with us. It is the latter that I am interested in here, because it more clearly
constitutes social behaviour, but let me say something about the first. We can perceive
another individual’s sense-making in their active engagement with the world. We can
perceive that someone wants a drink from their putting a glass under a running tap.
Though we may be mistaken – they may want to water the plants instead – and this is
why we need to pay ongoing attention to someone’s interaction with the world. This
interaction with the world can include another agent. We may detect someone’s anger
with another person from how their posture changes with regard to her.
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How we do this may not be satisfactorily explained as yet, but what I am most
interested in here is the second kind of understanding: that between people as they
interact with each other. How do we understand people as we interact with them? And
how do we understand the world through interacting with others?
The capacities of eye-direction detection, detection of intentional behaviour and so
on are embodied and situated to the extent that they are embedded in a certain
environment. They are not yet situated however in the context of the connection with
the interaction partner. In spite of himself, Gallagher remains in a sense a
methodological individualist because his embodied practices of mind are still
individual capacities, executed as discrete sequential events. Gallagher seems to
presuppose interaction, whereas I argue that it is precisely what needs further
explication.

4.4 Discussion
Embodied approaches to social cognition were discussed in this chapter as an
alternative to the traditional cognitivist approaches presented in chapter two. There are
two reasons why I have chosen to discuss Gallagher’s work in particular. First, it is the
most developed philosophical approach to social cognition at the moment, and second,
it exemplifies aspects of other contemporary embodied proposals to social
understanding (for instance a reliance on innate mechanisms and/or mirror neurons),
and hence criticisms put to this work can equally be made of those other proposals.
Whereas Gallagher’s criticisms of traditional approaches to social cognition were
mostly concerned with Theory of Mind, he has recently also argued specifically against
simulation theory (Gallagher In press a). In this article, the centrality of perception in
his account of social cognition comes to the foreground again. In the very last
paragraph of his conclusion however, it becomes clear that Gallagher sees the role of
perception not as the one and only provider of what is needed for social understanding.
It seems that his idea for the future of research on social cognition is that the focus
should be extended to include secondary intersubjectivity (Gallagher 2001; Gallagher
2004), and the role of narrative and language, the latter of which is in accordance with
what Hutto suggests (Hutto 2003; Gallagher and Hutto 2007; Gallagher In press; Hutto
In press). I have suggested here however, that the primary interaction between social
interactors should not be underestimated and deserves more attention and investigation.
One aim of this chapter was to introduce and promote an application of the
embodied approach to the investigation of social cognition. In the above, I hope it has
become clear that this is a promising endeavour. In the discussion we just had for
example, it was indicated that language and gesture are strongly embodied, but also
that they have a definite communicative ground. The role of expressive movement in
thinking can be clarified with the proposal, referred to in the previous chapter, to
characterise ‘understanding’ as sense-making, or: as an active, experiential engagement
with the world, in which meaning generation and transformation take place. If
understanding is conceived of in this way, then movement is an essential component of
it, since sense-making is an activity. Movements are both the tools and the expressions
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of sense-making. Behaviours are also intentional because of this sense-making activity
that agents are engaging in. In this way, it makes sense to conceive of movements, or at
least those involved in many activities that humans undertake, as expressive. For a
consideration of how these expressive movements are moreover communicative, I have
suggested it is too early at this stage, for the reasons presented above.
Coupling is a central notion in embodiment and, if we want to apply embodiment
to the social realm, we have to work out how social agents are coupled in social
situations. To suggest that our minds meet when our bodies meet, is begging the
question of what the meeting consists of. Having a body, being embodied, even if it
seems to pre-dispose us for social interaction, does not suffice to give us social
understanding. I suggest that a meeting of minds becomes possible only when we as
persons (i.e. embodied minds, mindful bodies, see chapter one) interact, and moreover
coordinate. It is to the fleshing out of this claim that the next two chapters are devoted.
Perhaps, just like the communication between the conversation partners runs through
the interaction, the relationship between embodiment and language does so too.
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5
A framework on social interaction and
coordination

(Bodies interacting and coordinating)

In chapter two, we discussed cognitivist approaches to social understanding and
several of their problems, one important one being that there is no consideration of the
fact that partakers to a social situation connect. The alternative framework put forward
in chapter four, in which social cognition is based in the embodiment and situatedness
of the agent, recognises the connection between agents, but does not research it in any
dept. It has thus also left us with questions regarding how social agents interact.
The starting point of the present chapter is that the interaction process should be
taken seriously. Coupling is a central concept in general embodiment work and one
that still warrants investigation and development. The investigation of the interaction
in social cognition is not a very established field within embodied cognitive science
yet. In the next chapter, I will discuss existing work on the social interaction process.
Some of this research, as we will see, comes from fields currently situated outside of
cognitive science, or on its borders, such as linguistic anthropology.28 Many of them
have so far not construed themselves overtly as embodied, though I will suggest that
they can often be seen to be. One aspect of what this chapter and the next do, therefore,
is to examine some research on social interaction in the light of embodiment ideas, and
more in particular in the light of notions of coupling. To this end, sections 5.1.1 and
5.1.2 present an initial survey and mapping of some of the landmarks in the terrain of
what Hobson calls “interpersonal engagement” (Hobson and Lee 1998; Hobson 2002).
In particular, it provides the set-up for a framework on interaction and coordination.
Having such a framework can serve two goals: 1) if such a framework is to be
successful, it should be able to look to past, present and future of relevant research and
have a sensible contribution to make about each. Its first aim therefore is to serve as a
28

See chapter eight of Maggie Boden’s latest book Mind as Machine, in which she relates the
relationship of anthropology to cognitive science throughout the history of the latter (Boden
2006).
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tool to assess research on the social interaction. In section 5.1.3 therefore, I will assess
some of the work already presented here. 2) With regard to the interaction rhythm
proposal put forward in the present work, it will serve as part of its foundation, and in
that sense elements of it will recur in chapters seven and eight. Thus, its second aim is
to serve as a basis for the proposal to be made here. In a broader perspective, this aim
is also about contributing to the future of research in this area, by suggesting grounds
for new kinds of experiments, new ways of interpreting existing data of research on
social interaction, and making theoretical progress.
The embodied approach to social understanding, as I suggested at the end of the
previous chapter, has to be complemented with an account of the interaction between
agents. Their conceptual combination – an embodied, interactional approach to social
understanding – forms the fertile ground for the proposal made in this work: the
Interaction Rhythm approach to social sense-making.

5.1 Coupling in the social domain: interaction and coordination
5.1.1 Coupling and interaction
Central notions for the explanation that I will provide here are coupling,
interaction and coordination. These terms will often recur in the next parts of this
dissertation and so I will spend some time expanding on them here.
Coupling is the phenomenon in which one system’s dynamics are affected by the
states of another. This can be uni-directional (one system changing the other without
being affected by it) or bi-directional (both systems mutually affecting one another).
This is a general notion in the sense that it includes all kinds of coupling, also between
systems that are not agents (such as in the case of coupled oscillators). Many
investigations of cognition today are about precisely what the pre-conditions are for
couplings between certain kinds of agents and certain kinds of environments.
Interaction is used, from now on in this work, to describe coupling between
social agents. As we will see, coupling is usually bi-directional in social interactions
and so inter-action makes sense as a term for it. The ‘-action’ part is also important for
my usage of the term, because it is more proper to say of agents than of objects that
they “act”.29 An interaction therefore is the event that is described when one describes
the mutual influencing of the behaviour of two social agents. According to Kendon,
“[i]nteraction can be regarded as occurring whenever there is observable
interdependence between the behavior of two or more individuals” (Kendon 1990, p.
11), in other words, when the individuals are bi-directionally coupled in some way.
This definition asks for some specification however. First, as we will see later on in
this section, an interaction, though overall characterised by interdependence of
behaviours of the agents partaking, can have temporary phases of non-interdependence
29

When ‘interaction’ is used in this work, therefore, it most often refers to social interaction
and when it refers to its more general sense, this will either be clear from the context or made
explicit.
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of behaviours. An interaction between two people does not have to be characterised by
constant engagement, for instance, you can be distracted briefly while having a chat
over coffee with a friend. This phenomenon of local non-interaction in interactions will
be discussed more below. It also needs to be clarified which behaviours of the agents
are implicated, something that is not evident from Kendon’s definition alone. In fact, in
his characterisation, it seems as though all behaviours of the individuals are
interdependent. This is unlikely however. Which behaviours are involved will largely
depend on the specific interaction and situation. But, most importantly, what
‘interdependence’ means also needs to be spelled out. This is what we will now spend
some time discussing.
5.1.2 Kinds of coordination
What does it mean for behaviours to be interdependent? This section sets out an
array of possibilities of interdependence of behaviours in the social arena.
Behaviours of systems can be correlated.30 Of all the correlated behaviours, some
are accidentally correlated. The kinds of systems we are interested in here can behave
in many different ways. Behaviours are accidentally correlated when there is an
unexpected coherence between them – that is, a coherence beyond some that is to be
expected – but there is no common or connecting factor leading to the coherence.31
Because agents can behave in so many different ways, some coherence between
behaviours is to be expected, and some is less expected. Imagine two people walking
on a street, each in a different city. Suddenly, they turn their heads, at the very same
moment in time. Their walking on the street is not unexpected, people do that often.
Their turning their heads is not unexpected, people turn their heads. That they do it at
exactly the same time is unexpected, and therefore a correlation. However, there is no
common factor that connects the two cases, and therefore their correlation is
accidental.32
Of all the correlated behaviours, some are non-accidentally correlated, and we call
these coordinated. Coordination can thus be usefully defined as non-accidental
correlation. Coordination is brought about by one or more common or connecting
factors. Imagine the two people of the above example again. This time, they are
walking on the same street in the same city. Again, they turn their heads at exactly the
same time. In this case, it was because they heard a scream (coming from someone

30

These systems include social and non-social ones. Of course, what we are interested in here
however, is social interaction, that moreover between persons, and that is what will be
discussed below. Here, I mainly want to specify what is meant by coordination, and clarifying it
against cases that are not coordination does this.
31
Coherence includes: similarity, complementarity, repetition in time, etc.
32
There may indeed be a graded difference between expected and unexpected coherence, but let
us practically assume that whether behaviours are accidentally or non-accidentally correlated,
or correlated at all, is dependent on what the observer of the events is looking out for. The
observer thus decides when there is unexpected coherence.
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walking behind them). This is a case of non-accidental correlation or coordination,
because of the common factor of the scream.
Where does coordination come from? In the example just described, the
coordination was brought about externally, i.e. it was the coupling of each system
individually to a third system or event (the scream) that brought about the coordination
between their behaviours. Another example is: two trains leave Brighton station at the
same time. They don’t do this because they are coordinated with each other, but
because both are working according to the timetable. This is external coordination,
and it is characterised by an external factor that the behaviours have in common, the
scream in the first example and the timetable in the second.
Another possible source of coordination is pre-coordination. When the two
people turn their heads at the same time because they are both (for some strange
neurological reason, say) set to turn their heads every hour on the hour, the observed
coherence (which is beyond expectation – people generally do not turn their heads in
such a regularised fashion) is brought about by a pre-coordination: their shared
predisposition for hourly head-turning. Again, there is a common factor: their internal
head turning clock. Common factors in pre-coordination can be of diverse origin, but
often, it is a similar mechanism or history in the individual systems, or a situational
aspect, such as the scream above.
The head-turning examples are simple compared to the everyday complexity of
full-blown social interactions. Let’s take a look at another example of a precoordination: greeting behaviour. As I learnt English at secondary school in Belgium, I
was taught a strange succession of sentences that English people utter when they meet
(according to our textbook):
A: How do you do?
B: How do you do?
This was strange to me, and still is, for why do people ask this question if they do
not really want a meaningful answer (though I have since noticed that it is not actually
done quite like this most of the time)? On the other hand, though, it seemed, as it was
presented to us – even in its strangeness, to be something with which you could never
go wrong. In the parlance just introduced, it seemed to be a useful piece of precoordination. When I arrived to live and study in England however, I found it very
hard not to answer how I was doing when someone said to me “how are you”. I
sometimes gave an answer along the lines of “hmm, not so well”, or, more
enthusiastically, “oh, very well!”, each of which often necessitated more coordinating.
Hardly any social encounter, even if it is characterised by some pre-coordination,
can unfold on the basis of pre-coordination alone – though there is some precoordination present in almost all social encounters, even if only by a common cultural
background or shared purpose in the situation. That is, for most social encounters, precoordination on its own does not suffice to bring them to a good end. It is not enough
to have a common factor; a connection also needs to be made. More coordination is
needed, and it will be argued here that most of it is interactional coordination, which
will be defined below.
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Let’s look at another example. Imagine two DPhil students meeting at the
university of Sussex in Brighton, England. They have not spoken with each other
before, though both have been at the university for some time. One day, they
accidentally meet on the train to university and start talking to each other. They
discover that they have many things in common – their work interests overlap, they
read similar books, they are interested in art. One thing they also discover is that they
have both lived and studied in Brussels previously and that they both love the city and
its social life a lot. They end up spending that whole afternoon together,
enthusiastically conversing about their research, their past, their interests, their
boyfriends, their thoughts about England, Brussels, nostalgia. When it is time to go
their separate ways at the end of the afternoon, they each feel a lot of warmth for the
other (even though they have just met), and also a potential for a strong friendship,
even though neither of them expresses it in words – beyond exchanging email
addresses. It seems really one of those unexpected times when you encounter a soul
mate. Let us suppose, for the sake of drawing out the example, that people in England
never kiss each other upon saying goodbye. Let us also suppose that, in Brussels,
people always do, whether they have just met or have known each other for ages and
are best friends. Because these two women have just spent a lot of time talking about
their nostalgia for Brussels, about their current life in England, including English
customs, and because they feel very sympathetic towards each other, there is a bit of a
hassle at the goodbye and they both realise that they are trying to work out whether to
kiss or not. By some alertness, they express this, and decide, with some recognition
and relief, to give each other a kiss.
Let’s unpack this example a bit. We could say that their Brussels background, in
combination with the nostalgia they expressed, their conversation about England’s
more northern culture and so on, has pre-coordinated them to an extent for goodbyekissing, because that is what people do in Brussels. However, since they are in
England, this context also plays its part in the coordination of the goodbye-kissing.
There is not just the common factor of their background, there is also their current
context, with its different customs. Thus, they seem to be torn between two precoordinations, the habit of kissing goodbye that they know from Brussels, which their
conversation has made present to them on the one hand, and their being in England at
the moment on the other hand.
This example is meant to draw out the fact that pre-coordination often requires
something more, for the pre-coordination, whatever it is, needs to be dealt with at the
moment of interaction, between these two interaction partners. The girls in the example
need an extra factor, a connecting factor to complete the coordination. In this case,
there seem to be two connecting factors: the warmth they have developed for each
other over the course of the afternoon spent together on the one hand (which can be
seen, for the example, as sufficiently separate from any cultural or social context, past
or present) and the actual situated and embodied negotiation about whether or not to
kiss on the other hand. In the next chapter, when discussing Colwyn Trevarthen’s work
on infant intersubjectivity, this complexity of pre-coordination will be given another
chance at clarification by example.
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Now that we have discussed some sources of coordination, let us look at its role in
interaction. Two more aspects of coordination can be introduced here: interactional
coordination on the one hand, and functional coordination on the other.
Interactional coordination refers to the role that the interaction plays in
coordination. In the example above, the women negotiated whether they were going to
behave according to the Brussels pre-coordination and kiss, or the English one and not
kiss. This negotiating happened interactionally, i.e. in the gestures, facial expressions
and utterances they made between them. The interaction here influences and changes
the coordination. A goodbye kiss does not just come about because of the desire to do
it (which in itself could be a kind of pre-coordination as well) or because of being in a
situation (saying goodbye to a friend in Brussels, say). The actual interaction of kissing
each other still has to be achieved as the interaction unfolds, whatever the precoordination is. How many times have you found yourself on the wrong side of a
cheek? Perhaps not often, but in those cases where you did, something had gone
‘wrong’ in the coordination, which subsequently needed to be repaired. This reparation
might take a short while, as both people may move to the other side at the same time
and need to negotiate again. A similar example is that of two people trying to pass each
other in a narrow corridor and each repeatedly stepping out of the way to the same
side. The coordination here needs to be achieved by the joint action of the individuals
involved as the interaction unfolds. This may even consist of one person deciding not
to do anything and to let the other make the decisive move – a kind of solution that is
as negotiated as any other. When such hick-ups in coordination occur, the interaction
process itself often plays a great and important part in their active, on-the-spot
resolution. More examples of this will be given throughout the following.
Aspects of interactional coordination in humans can of course happen with the use
of words, but linguistic alignment is not my first concern here.33 Words obviously play
an important role in human interaction, but what I am interested in is the interaction
and coordination that take place before and below the level of words.34 All of the
examples above (except perhaps for the “how do you do?” example – though even here
I believe part of the solution is embodied) were of interactional coordinations achieved
through bodily expressive actions: facial expressions, movements of arms, torso, head,
and so on. Even in the case of words, there is a lot of embodied and situated action
going on that can influence the usage of language. On the one hand, words are
conventional, they represent previously agreed meanings, but on the other they are
also, to an extent, dynamic and changeable. What makes it possible for people who are
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Though see (Garrod and Pickering 2004; Pickering and Garrod 2004).
The reason for this is that I am eventually aiming for an account that is developmental. This
needs to be so if my proposal wants to be a viable alternative to approaches such as ToM. Not
only is ToM itself put forward as a developmental theory, but the account presented in the
present work also aims at giving elements of an alternative account of how we come to have
capacities to reason about others (the endresult of what ToM-proponents claim to be the fact of
having a ToM-mechanism). For this, I think we need first of all to understand what happens
before and ‘underneath’ language.
34
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quite familiar with each other to use words idiosyncratically? This often does not
require much explicit linguistic or representational negotiation, if any, but rather the
usage of the words in embodied and situated interactions.35 This is an aspect of what
the present and next chapter aim to explain.
Interaction furthermore can coordinate two people both in the short term (as in
deciding whether to kiss or not upon saying goodbye), and in the long term (for
example, good interactions often make it likely that the people who had them will meet
again).
The other side of the interaction-coordination coin is the fact that coordination can
also serve the interaction. An example of this is making an appointment in order to
meet. Coordination thus can have an interactional function, making the interaction
more likely to happen, to continue, or to work in some way. This is here called
functional coordination. The two students introduced above now regularly meet – by
checking whether the other is in her office at university, by regularly sending short
emails to each other, by arranging to meet and so on. Alan Fogel describes another
beautiful example of this; the case of wolf circling (Moran, Fentress and Golani 1981;
Fogel 1993b). Sometimes, as a wolf walks past another one that is seated, the second
one gets up and starts to move in the opposite direction. However, rather than pass
each other and walk away, they start to move in a circle, head to tail. This behaviour
seems to make it possible for the wolves to size each other up as it were, and to decide
upon fighting or not fighting, which can be said to be the function of this very
embodied and situated coordination. In human social contact, there is a lot of
functional coordination going on too – think about arranging to meet someone for
lunch, or staying in touch with each other via email when living in different countries
(or even the use of the mobile just before meeting each other – the “where are you, ah,
there, I can see you, I’m waving, can you see me?” phenomenon). This kind of
coordination serves an interactional purpose, namely that of bringing about,
facilitating, continuing or terminating the interaction, whatever it may lead to or
change into.

35

For an example of an investigation of the situatedness of word meaning development, with
the use of artificial agents, see (Steels, Kaplan, McIntyre et al. 2001).
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Figure 5.1 An illustration of the reciprocity of
interaction and coordination. On the left: coordination
serves interactional functions. On the right: interaction
can serve, support, enable, maintain coordination
In the above, the point of view was that interaction is an overwhelmingly two-way
phenomenon. The reciprocity of interaction and coordination is illustrated in figure 5.1.
This does not provide us with a complete enough picture yet however. Some further
aspects need to be taken into account in order to further fill in the picture of what goes
on in interaction processes. Interactions unfold over time, and even though an
interaction as a whole is defined as the mutual interdependence between social
behaviours of social agents, periods of non-engagement can happen at a more local
level. These occurrences of temporary non-involvement can play an important role in
the ongoing process that an interaction-as-a-whole is. I call them local noninteraction. Temporary absence of interacting does not necessarily mean that the
interaction process as a whole has ended. When such a period of non-engagement
happens, it may be that there is a break-down in the interaction, which can either
cause the larger interactive event to end (in other words: the local non-interaction had a
terminal effect on the interaction), or maybe it can be picked up again. There are
several possible ways in which the interaction can be continued after breakdown and
we will see examples of this later on in the present chapter and in the next.
One way in which local non-interaction can still serve an interactional function, is
by one-sided coordination. One-sided coordination refers to coordination of one
interaction partner to the other, as opposed to with the other. That is, it is possible for
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one interactor to track or monitor what is going on with her partner, while the latter is
occupied individually. For example, when a teacher gives her student an algebra
problem to solve individually, she may follow from a distance what he is doing, while
the student is concentrating on his task. Doing this allows her to pick up the interaction
and continue it after the task is finished with some knowledge of how the student
arrived at his solution. Strictly speaking, they have not been interacting, but the
coordination of the teacher to the student influences how the interaction will
continue.36 She can for example ask him why he made a certain choice without him
having to go through the whole trajectory of his solution first. This is an example of a
brief uni-directional coupling which can serve a function in the larger interaction
process. They do not always have to be so purposeful however. It can happen that one
partner (A) in the interaction temporarily ‘switches off’ to the interaction or briefly
loses attention, perhaps because of a salient event in the surroundings, or because of an
internal event – e.g. suddenly remembering something she must not forget to do later.
If her partner (B) remained coordinated however and notices the temporary lapse, he
has several possibilities to deal with it. He can pick up on it and thematise it in the
interaction itself, for example by asking A what is bothering her. Another possibility is
that it can be merely noted by B, and he may wonder in silence whether A is tired,
uninterested, or preoccupied, but continue with the interaction as if nothing happened.
One-sided coordination then, can serve an interactional purpose. Brian Cantwell Smith
describes an example of this: the super sunflower (Smith 1996). He refers to the
finding that sunflowers move with the sun, track it as it were, but once the sun
disappears, behind a cloud for instance, the sunflower drops its head. When the sun reemerges, the sunflower can lift up its head again and move towards the direction of the
sunrays. Now, Smith proposes, imagine a super sunflower, which continues to move
with the path of the sun, even when the sun is temporarily not there. The super
sunflower has the advantage that it will be ‘in touch’ with the sun again, after it has
temporarily disappeared, much sooner than the normal sunflower. Smith refers to this
to illustrate his idea that intentionality (aboutness) involves both an engagement with
and a disengagement with that which it is about. One-sided coordination is a functional
coordination that is temporarily in the absence of interaction. Most occurrences of
functional coordination are not like this, functional coordination most often happens in
interaction, but occurrences of one-sided coordination can nevertheless play an
important role in the interaction.
The above examples of one-sided coordination indicated two ways in which it can
have an interactional function. In the first, one-sided coordination was organised as
part of the interaction process. It served a function in the teaching process. In the
second, one-sided coordination was not intended. However, it still had an influence on
the interaction. One-sided coordination occurs in interactions, but occasionally. It is

36

This is of course a slightly idealised example. In reality, if a student was under direct
supervision from his teacher like this, there would probably be some interaction going on at
some level.
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one possibility for the interactors to behave together, but it is not the way interaction
and coordination are most generally organised.
Another aspect of coordination in interactions is what I call guiding or instructive
coordination. This is the phenomenon of a coordination that is controlled or guided by
one of the interaction partners. Here, one of the partners takes it upon herself to
coordinate the interaction. Whereas one-sided coordination can be characterised as
coordination to, instructed coordination can be seen as coordination-from-the-side: one
partner tries to coordinate the interaction process, by exercising some kind of control
over it. The coordination comes from one person, but guides it and involves both
partners. An example of this is the conception of interaction in the traditional view on
infant-caregiver interaction, where the behaviour of infants was seen as random and
meaningless and that of the caregiver as guiding the infant by interpreting its behaviour
as meaningful. The caregiver thus instructs the infant in interactional skill, ‘pulls her
in’ as it were.
The boundaries between these different aspects of coordination are a bit fuzzy. It
is sometimes hard to say precisely what kind of coordination we are dealing with. In
the example of the encounter in the narrow corridor for instance, the coordination was
not only interactional, but also functional– after all, the negotiation of passing each
other had a function, namely, in a sense, to stop the interaction, so that each individual
could continue on their way. Let’s look at another example: imagine two academics
working on a paper together. Plans are made and executed; for example we organise
meetings (longer-term coordination) and sit together and work (interactional
coordination). Interestingly, coordination in this example has two slightly different
interpretations. In the first case, we coordinate in order to have another interaction later
(we plan to meet later). In the other, the coordination serves the current interaction as it
goes on (during the meeting, we coordinate our utterances, movements, feelings,
knowledge, expectations, and so on). In both cases however, coordination serves
interaction. One possible effect of interactional coordination is: more interaction. On
the other hand, the interaction also makes the coordination possible. In order to set up a
meeting, we interact – perhaps we talk on the phone or send an email. When sitting and
working together, the interaction can facilitate coordination, guiding and steering it and
so on.
My aim here is not to divide the space of ways of describing interaction processes
up into separable sources or aspects of coordination and interaction. Rather, the aim is
to provide principled handles by which to describe and eventually probe the interaction
process. This does not imply that the sources and aspects of interaction that are
identified here identify features that are very separable in reality. In fact, as we will see
later, what affords meaning generation and transformation by individuals in interaction
is, in an important measure, the close interplay of the different aspects identified
above.
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5.1.3 Interaction and coordination in cognitivist and embodied approaches to
social understanding
One of the aims of developing the framework introduced here was to have a way
of evaluating existing research on social understanding. The other aim was to pave the
way for the future of research in this area, to suggest new ways of experimenting, new
handles on observation, and new ways of interpreting findings and theorising about
them. Most of this chapter is devoted to the first aim. The second will be dealt with in
the next chapter.
What can the interaction-coordination framework say about the social cognition
research discussed in chapters two and four of this thesis? Interaction and coordination
can have many different sources. In the view presented here, the sources of social
coordination are on a continuum from very interactive to less interactive, in the terms
of the framework just introduced: from interactional coordination to external
coordination. Traditionally, research on social understanding has mostly been situated
on the latter side of the continuum, often even risking falling off it. That is, most
explanations of social understanding so far have attempted to explain it by basing it in
individual capacities, and the interaction process itself is simply left out of the picture.
As we have seen in chapters two and three, this leads to difficulties with immersing the
agent into the social situation and to problems of connecting the individuals involved,
both to each other and to the interaction situation. It is hard to see how explanations of
social understanding can be successful if they do not take interaction into account.
In ToM theories and simulation accounts, social understanding is explained by
how an individual makes sense, in his or her head, of the other person. Of course, this
internal processing has a result and possibly leads to some active execution in the
social situation. ToM and simulation researchers however, as we have seen in chapter
two, are generally not concerned with how this execution is introduced into the
interaction situation, nor brought into connection with the interaction partner. With the
help of the interaction-coordination framework set out above, we can now reformulate
this in the following way: in ToM and simulation approaches, the partners in the
interaction are continually coordinating to each other, rather than with each other. That
is, their business is that of one-sided coordination. Individual A works out what the
behaviour that B presents her with means and what it may lead to, and what her
reaction to it will be. This is obviously not a very interactive way of conceiving of
social situations.
Gallagher’s alternative embodied account, which we discussed in the previous
chapter, draws in large part on another source of coordination: pre-coordination. For
Gallagher, being embodied is what makes us socially apt. His is not a case of omitting
to couple the interaction partners in his explanation, but rather of conceiving of them as
already coupled. In Gallagher’s view, coordination between interaction partners is
already there, by virtue of their being embodied agents. This is also borne out in the
discussion of Gallagher’s expressive movement, which is both embodied and
communicative, aspects that are both considered to ‘just be there’. That another person
is needed in order to bring out the expression of these movements in actual interactions
is recognised as important by Gallagher, but does not receive much explanation in
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itself. Gallagher seems to rely a lot on social agents having an innate communicative
drive. I have suggested, however, that innateness is not necessary to make behaviour
expressive within a conception of understanding as sense-making, but that something
more is needed in order to make it intersubjective.
Within the framework put forward, Gallagher’s ideas – as he has expressed them
in his publications so far – can be recast as a pre-coordination account of coordination
in interaction. He refers for example to the “affective and temporal coordination
between the gestures and expressions of the infant and those of the other persons with
whom they interact” (Gallagher 2001, p. 90), and explains how this coordination is
possible by the evaluative understanding that comes with having a body. Gallagher
concentrates primarily on the bodily aspects, but not on the way embodied minds
actually interact and coordinate. We have seen above, however, that even a precoordination needs to be actualised. Pre-coordination, whether it is a common internal
mechanism, a common history, or a situational effect, only delivers a potential for
coordination. The coordination still has to be achieved in every interaction, ‘live’ as it
were, no matter how pre-coordinated systems are.
Mirror neurons, which many thinkers seem happy to relegate the problem of
coordination to at the moment (Hurley 2005; Hutto In press), are another example of a
kind of pre-coordination which still needs to be ‘activated’ and developed in every
social situation, as discussed in the previous chapter.
5.1.4 Summary and conclusion
To conclude this chapter, let me summarise the presented notions of coordination,
interaction and so on, and how they relate to each other:
•
The collection of all the correlated behaviour contains two sub-sets: 1) that of
the accidental correlation and 2) that of non-accidental correlation or coordination. We
are concerned here with the second only.
•
Coordinated behaviours can be brought about externally: by each system being
individually coordinated to a third system, which can cause some of their behaviours to
become coordinated (i.e. non-accidentally correlated).
•
Coordinated systems that are not coupled externally are coupled to each other.
•
This coupling can be either in the non-social realm – i.e. between non-social
systems – or in the social realm – between social agents, in which case I have called it
interaction.
•
We are interested here in processes of social coordination, which make
possible and support social interactions.
•
Coordination has many sources, among which: external events, precoordinating elements, the interaction process itself.
•
Coordination can be a function of the interaction or have a function for the
interaction. Both can, and most often do, happen simultaneously.
•
Moreover, coordination can be brought about momentarily by one interaction
partner
only
(one-sided
coordination/coordinating
to,
and
instructed
coordination/coordination-from-the-side).
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•
The present work aims to account for the kind of coordination that takes place
in actual interactions, over and above possible pre-coordinations or external
coordinations between the behaviours of agents.
•
The point of view taken here is that pre-coordination, external coordination or
one-sided coordination do not suffice to generate the dynamics of interaction that result
in social meaning generation and transformation.
•
External coordination, pre-coordination, functional coordination, interactional
coordination, one-sided coordination and instructive coordination all form part and
parcel of coordination as it takes place in the social interaction process. Each has its
function with regard to the interaction and what is or can be communicated between
the interaction partners.
•
Because they have not been emphasised so much traditionally, the focus of the
present work is on functional, interactional and one-sided coordination, even though
the other ones will be discussed as well, especially in relation to existing research and
in order to build up a more complete picture.
•
The account put forward in the present work, as said above, is based on a
strong two-way ground for communication – more even, it proposes to centre on the
interaction process itself.
•
The social as understood in the present work refers to the collection of
coordinated but not externally generated behaviours, that is, behaviours whose
coordination is interactionally generated.
The next chapter is devoted to an examination of several areas of research into
interactions, which will allow me to explicate the implications of taking the interaction
process seriously.37

37

The concepts developed here will become clearer as more examples are examined in the
following chapters.
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6
Approaches to the interaction process

(Interaction as we see it)

One contribution of the previous and the present chapter is that the theoretical
possibility is put forward that social coordination can be a result of the process of
interaction itself. I will now assess this proposal by evaluating several existing
empirical studies of social interaction in the areas of developmental psychology and
anthropology, in section 6.1. The result of this evaluation suggests that the social
interaction process indeed merits study in its own right. The question will be asked of
the presented bodies of work what mechanisms or processes can be responsible for
coordination-in-interaction. None of them, except for Trevarthen’s work (6.1.1), really
give an answer to this. Related to this, it also turns out that they do not deliver much in
the way of principles of the interaction process. Principles of interaction, however, are
a necessary ingredient for an approach that promises to connect the workings of the
interaction process with the generation and transformation of meaning that social
interactors are capable of. In section 6.2, therefore, we will look into some research in
the fields of evolutionary robotics and dynamical systems theory that is specifically
concerned with principles of the interaction and coordination process. In the
concluding section, the interaction and coordination framework will be re-assessed,
and some pointers will be given regarding the future of interaction research, and
specifically a first glimpse will be given of the notion of interaction rhythm, which will
be explicated in the next two chapters.

6.1 The interaction process as we see it
6.1.1 The interaction in developmental psychology: a focus on early
coordination
For a long time, the received view in developmental psychology has been that in
situations where mother and infant play together, the mother is the only truly active
partner, and it is she who is pulling the infant into sociality. In this approach, these
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social interactions are conceived of as instructed coordinations, namely the mother
structures and guides the infant into the coordinated interaction. Even though it is still
a matter of debate in developmental psychology, several kinds of experiments suggest
that infants are active partners in these situations too. Nowadays, developmental
psychologists are starting to accept that infants themselves play a keen role (Reddy,
Hay, Murray et al. 1997; Trevarthen and Aitken 2001; Hobson 2002). In order to find
out what precisely the role of the infant is, several so-called ‘perturbation experiments’
were developed.
One such experiment is the still face paradigm. This manner of testing infant
social involvement was first developed by Edward Tronick and his colleagues
(Tronick, Als, Adamson et al. 1978; Tronick, Als and Adamson 1979). It explores
infants’ social proactiveness by presenting them with a situation in which the mother’s
engagement with the infant suddenly ceases. Generally, the test consists of three
phases. In the first phase the mother relates to the infant normally, i.e. they may play,
vocalise, smile, and move together. In the second period, the mother stops responding
to her infant and assumes a still or neutral face. In the third stage she relates with the
child normally again. Each phase is timed to last a certain amount of time (usually 2 or
3 minutes) and the mother changes from one phase to the next following instructions
by the experimenter. The whole sequence is filmed, and the video data is then viewed
by several independent judges who rate the behaviour of the infant over the course of
the whole session. At two months already, infants show dramatic reactions to the
second phase of these experiments. Usually, the infant at first vocalises, gestures and
smiles at the mother in clear efforts to re-engage her. After several unsuccessful
attempts at this, the infant retreats, starts to look away and becomes visibly saddened
and distressed (Trevarthen and Aitken 2001, p. 9; Hobson 2002, p. 36). The infant
seems to be trying to engage the mother with movements as well as vocalisations,
which is suggestive of the social proactivity of the infant. Hobson (2002) also
discusses a study into infants’ capacity to re-engage in the third phase of the
experiments (Kogan and Carter 1996). Here, it was shown that infants of mothers who
generally relate sensitively to them, quickly and easily pick up the to-and-fro after the
interruption. Babies of mothers who have a generally less sensitive style however, find
that much harder. It seems then, that “infants’ attempts to regulate their own emotions
depend on the emotional availability of their mothers” (Hobson 2002, p. 37).
In terms of the interaction-coordination framework, the infant is artificially put
into a situation of one-sided coordination, but when this lasts too long and does not
lead to interactional coordination, this seems to be frustrating for the infant. It seems
that interactional coordination is what the baby is trying to establish. When this fails,
the baby becomes distressed.
In order to test whether the infant is not simply disturbed by the neutrality and
stillness of the mother’s face, Murray and Trevarthen developed another test: the
double television monitor test. In these studies, mother and infant are each located in a
different room. Both are filmed, and they each have a TV screen in front of them,
showing the other’s actions as they happen. Mother and infant interact and coordinate
via the TV link. The perturbation applied in this research is that, after a period of
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normal, undisturbed, live contact over the TV connection, a pre-recorded video stream
of the mother (from a previous bit of interaction with the child) is played to the child.
Infants react to this with equal distress as to the still face (Murray and Trevarthen
1985; Murray and Trevarthen 1986; Trevarthen 2001). How could this be? One
suggestions is that it is important that the actions of mother and infant are contingent
upon each other in time, a result also found by Watson and Gergely (Watson 1979;
Gergely and Watson 1999; Gergely 2001).38 This suggests that mere one-sided
coordination – of the infant to the video replay of the mother – is either very difficult
to achieve, or very unsatisfactory. There is in fact no real coordination or interaction
here, which may be the source of the frustration of the child. This suggests, on the one
hand, that the infant is an active social partner, and on the other, that interactional
coordination is the most worthwhile or the most desirable or most pleasant phase of
interaction in general. Remember also the suggestion made at the end of chapter four
that an approach like Gallagher’s embodied practice has difficulty explaining findings
from these kinds of experiments, and that it was one of the reasons for calling for
adding an interactive component to the embodied approach to social cognition.
Perturbation tests suggest that infants care about the mother’s reaction, and
moreover about her activity as directed to them. This is shown by their distress when
something goes wrong or the mother stops abruptly and unexpectedly. These tests give
a strong indication that the behaviours of infants and their mothers in these situations
are coordinated rather than accidentally correlated.
Where does the coordination come from? We have seen above that possible
sources are: through individual coupling to a third system (external coordination),
which we can safely rule out in the above cases; through pre-coordination, which
seems to be part of Trevarthen’s solution, as we will see next (and it was Gallagher’s,
as seen in chapter four); through some kind of one-sided coordination, which could be
the mother’s, though, as we have seen, this is the traditional approach and a bypassed
idea now; through interaction, which is the approach that is put forward in the present
work, as will be discussed at the end of the chapter; or through instruction, which
could also be said to be the traditional view. Regarding all these aspects of
coordination in interaction, they all can be temporary phases in interaction, but it seems
that interactional coordination may be the most default state of the interaction.
Let us have a look at Trevarthen’s answer to the question where coordination
comes from. In chapter four, I have referred to findings which suggest that infants
38

A criticism that has been made of the double TV monitor research is that the infants may just
have become increasingly fussy over time and that this is what their apparent distress is due to.
This criticism was recently abated by an investigation by Jacqueline Nadel and her colleagues,
who modified the protocol slightly. Firstly, they included a third phase of live interaction
between mother and infant after the replay phase, and secondly, they made the transitions
between the phases seamless rather than abrupt, as they had been in the previous experiments.
Infants were found to re-engage in normal contact with the mother in the third phase, and
showed positive behaviour again, after behaving negatively (the apparent distress) in the second
phase. Nadel and her colleagues consider this to be decisive evidence for the sensitivity to
social contingency of infants (Nadel, Carchon, Kervella et al. 1999).
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have, from birth, some processes and capacities at their disposal which put them
actively and convincingly into the social world. Colwyn Trevarthen’s work challenges
the dominant individualist, cognitivist, object-centred and constructivist ways of
thinking about the abilities of infants, and he is not at all in favour of what is here
called one-sided coordination. In a review article on infant intersubjectivity research,
written together with Kenneth Aitken, he shows persuasively how much of infants’
behaviour is geared towards seeking and maintaining interpersonal interactions. But
how? Trevarthen and his colleagues suggest, first of all, that coordination is subserved
by a specific neurological system: the intrinsic motive formation, which is suggested to
be at the basis of human intersubjectivity. For example, he suggests that it underlies the
intermodal sensorimotor coordination needed for imitation discussed in the last
chapter. Trevarthen locates the intrinsic motive formation (IMF) in the brain’s reticular
and limbic core (Trevarthen and Aitken 1994). It is responsible for integrating and
coordinating movement and also emotion, in patterns that are hierarchically organised
in time. It subserves expression of emotions, communicative interaction with the world
and intersubjective connection with others and it does so through the hierarchical,
temporally organised generation of “well-regulated transformations of the body as one
system” (Trevarthen 1999, p. 160).
So far, because of its roots in a brain structure that humans have in common,
Trevarthen’s explanation in terms of the IMF and IMP is a kind of pre-coordination.
Infants get to communicate with others through their bodily movements, which are
subserved by the intrinsic motive formation in the brain and executed by the intrinsic
motive pulse in function of intersubjectivity. We have already seen however, that precoordinations cannot explain interaction and coordination on the spot. The IMF and
IMP cannot be the sole explanation of social interaction. Again, pre-coordination on its
own does not suffice and we need to add a connecting factor.
The IMF and IMP, as pre-coordinators, can be seen as mechanisms that put
constraints on possibilities for interaction. At a low level, there are the constraints of
the way our bodies can move, added to which Trevarthen and other researchers point to
intersubjective preferences and motives (see also Nadel 2002 for example). These
constraints contribute to a pre-coordination, which is very important, and could indeed
be at the base of much of our human social capacities. So far, it is in a sense similar to
Gallagher’s proposal of the embodied practice of mind. Even though these several
specific (neural, physical) pre-dispositions to coordinate socially may be present (and
many investigations suggest indeed that they are), they do not in and of themselves
explain how persons get into a meaningful conversation with each other. Neither
Trevarthen nor his colleagues or Gallagher can be accused of being totally blind to this,
for their accounts give a distinct impression of the complexity and richness of the
phenomenon they are studying. Both Gallagher and Trevarthen’s explanations of
interaction and coordination so far, have focused on pre-coordination features, even
though their descriptions of the phenomena are rich with interactional aspects. As has
been suggested in the previous chapter, most social interactions originate from a
combination of pre-coordination and interactional coordination, and the explanation of
social interaction should include both. While pre-coordination is important in
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constraining possibilities for interaction and coordination, something must bring the
pre-coordinated minded bodies together. Part of that something may be the human
preferences for looking at humans and listening to the human voice, but this on its own
does not explain how interaction arises, can continue and end, and can acquire
meaning. In the present work, the emphasis is on the interactional aspects, for they
have not been given the attention they deserve yet.
However, Trevarthen himself proposes more than a pre-coordination account. The
IMF and IMP are not all there is to infant intersubjectivity. According to Trevarthen,
mothers and infants make certain elements of utterances and movements responsive to
each other in a musical way, and this facilitates emotional connection between them. It
is as if mother and child improvise a dance or song together.39 Stephen Malloch, one of
Trevarthen’s students, has found that an infant, while the mother was saying a nursery
rhyme in a naturalistic setting, joined in in a musically apt fashion, making short
vocalisations. These vocalisations were in time with the mother, during one verse
coming consistently on the upbeat, while in another verse contributing on the beat. He
suggests therefore that the infant’s input had at the same time musical consistency and
variety (see Malloch 1999, p. 46, for an illustrative diagram of this finding).
Trevarthen expresses it thus: “[o]bservation of infants listening to and moving with
mother’s singing and dancing movements, or to recorded music, shows that from the
earliest months the babies are seeking to become physically involved in the expressive
message – to dance with the melodic narrative” (Trevarthen 1999, p. 171). It seems
that Trevarthen sees these capacities and actions as functional, serving the function of
physical involvement with the message expressed, or even with the other person.
Whether or not humans have innate abilities and propensities for social interaction
and communication, what needs to be dissected still, is how the elements of the abovedescribed communicative musicality allow emotional and mental sharing between
persons in live interactions. Trevarthen’s work seems to suggest that rhythmical
interaction is a central factor in this. In his abstract to his article on Musicality and the
Intrinsic Motive Pulse, he writes: “Gestural mimesis and rhythmic narrative expression
of purposes and images of awareness, regulated by, and regulating, dynamic emotional
processes, form the foundations of human intersubjectivity, and of musicality”
(Trevarthen 1999, p. 155). But towards the end of the article, he finds himself
admitting that “[i]t is our loss that we know so little about the generation and
regulation of this remarkable natural behaviour” (Trevarthen 1999, p. 193).40
Trevarthen’s work goes a long way towards extending a pre-coordination approach
with an interactional one, even though there remains something ungrasped in his work.
Rhythm and musicality may be the means through which interactors connect, but how
this leads to understanding is not so clear.
Trevarthen’s ideas are based on infancy research, but the findings are also
applicable to adult communicative behaviour, in which the same well coordinated and
39

See also (Shanker and King 2002).
In a recent email exchange, Trevarthen put emphasis on the emotions as regulators between
the IMF and IMP (Trevarthen, personal communication, September 2006).
40
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regulated organisation can be discerned. In the next section, research on adult
interaction is presented and evaluated.
6.1.2 The analysis of conversations: a focus on adult coordination
This section starts with a brief introduction of several approaches to the analysis of
discourse. Then a seminal paper in the field of conversation analysis by Sacks,
Schegloff and Jefferson is explored (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974). This work,
even though it is focused on linguistic utterances, already provides us with some
principles of the organisation of everyday social interactions. In the next section, I will
discuss an approach that is concerned with face-to-face interactions more broadly
conceived than the linguistic aspects: Context Analysis, of which especially the work
of Adam Kendon will be taken as exemplary here. All this work, both in Conversation
Analysis and Context Analysis, adds up to an enormous amount, and it is my aim here
merely to give an indication of some of the ideas formulated, as one way of
investigating social coordination among the others discussed in this chapter. My aim in
this section is, again, to discuss and evaluate certain existing approaches to social
interaction, and find out which possibilities are offered as to how social interaction and
coordination work.
A focus on face-to-face interaction can be found in the work of many researchers
in the fields of anthropology, sociology and ethnography, especially in the sixties,
seventies and eighties of the last century. Different traditional approaches within the
study of conversation (Schiffrin 1994) put emphasis on linguistic utterances in the first
place, and on their relationship with social and cultural background and influences.
Speech act theory for example focuses on the communicative acts performed by
utterances. Interactional sociolinguistics puts the emphasis on social and linguistic
meanings created during interaction. Ethnography of communication concentrates on
language and communication as cultural behaviour. In pragmatics the communicative
meaning of an utterance “is derived through general assumptions about human
rationality and conduct” (Schiffrin 1994, p. 12). In conversation analysis the sequential
structures and the ‘mechanics’ of conversation are the foundation on which social
order (including a sense of ‘context’) is built. In variation theory, the focus is on
structural categories within texts and on syntactic structure and how the latter helps
define and realise the first. Investigations of communication in these fields often
concentrate on linguistic utterances and background knowledge and therefore often
miss out on the particular aspects of the complexity of conversations that are the focus
of the present investigation. On the other hand, there are many very important
exceptions to this.
Out of these different approaches to the analysis of discourse, Conversation
Analysis is the most immediately interesting in the present investigation. It concerns
itself with how social order arises out of and is reflected in conversation. Conversation
analysts maintain that conversation itself exhibits order and structure. Harvey Sacks
was one of the pioneers of this field in the 1960’s. The approach was developed and
used in sociology initially, and later taken up by linguistics and anthropology as well.
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The central tenet is that all meaning is created and negotiated in the interaction (and is
therefore also accessible to the analyst). This is in contrast to the traditional view in
linguistics according to which meaning is created in the intention of one of the
participants in the conversation. Sacks decided to study conversation more closely
because he was unhappy with the idealisations of many sociologists. He concentrated
on the detail of actual events and was looking for their formal structure. He did this by
studying spontaneous conversations in natural settings. According to Schiffrin,
conversation analysis “considers the way participants in a conversation construct
systematic solutions to recurrent organizational problems of talk” (Schiffrin 1994, p.
273). It has lead to interesting research on the process of social interactions, because
the emphasis was on the locally relevant aspects of the conversation, as opposed to,
say, the job or status of the participants.
Conversation analysis as an approach focuses on structure, and hence came up
with notions such as turn taking, adjacency pairs and topic management. A seminal
work here is Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson’s paper on the systematics of conversation,
namely that of turn-taking41 (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974). They use
‘conversation’ to mean everyday spoken encounters between people, and find that the
process of turn-taking in different ‘speech-exchange systems’ (such as conversation,
debate or interview) are all characterised by differing mechanisms for turn taking. One
of their findings is that specific techniques are used for allocating turns in
conversation, such as addressing a question to a certain person, or self-selecting by
starting to speak first. My purposes in discussing this work are to find out more about
how interaction works, and how meaning can be generated in interaction. Even though
the analysis of Sacks et al. is very much grounded in linguistic approaches, i.e.
focussing on verbal exchanges, and furthermore situated within a broadly sociological
approach – both different starting points to the primary focus of the present work –
some more general aspects of their findings are interesting with regard to interaction
more broadly conceived. It has to be said therefore, as Kendon also explains (Kendon
1990, p. 46), that the focus on spoken language in this work was mainly driven by
practical constraints; talk was easiest to record. Being sociologists and not linguists,
the authors were mainly interested in the structure and organisation of interaction and
focused on the language part out of practical necessity, which they saw as only a
temporary drawback. Thus, it is not surprising that some of their findings should be
41

The term ‘turn-taking’ has a strong connotation with a strict sequentiality. The authors’ use of
the term is more interesting than it sounds at first though, because they conceive turns to have
transition points at which they are not finished, but may become finished, depending on the
interventions of others. A conversation is not a sequence of discrete utterances in a strict sense,
but rather a succession of utterances which hold in them the possibility of being discrete and
finishable, but which are in effect changed continuously according to the linguistic actions of all
the participants in the conversation. If the authors did not have to rely on audio recordings of
spoken utterances alone, therefore, they might have found something different. Their turntaking mechanism is very interesting and contains rich possibilities for further elaboration,
especially if extended with techniques that also take into account other actions of the
participants, such as facial expression, body movement and spacing between the interactors.
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more widely applicable than just to the spoken aspect of encounters, namely to the
more broad interactional process. It is already clear, then, that this approach is one that
emphasises interactional coordination, and is geared towards finding out how that
works.
One very interesting characteristic of conversation concerns the repair
mechanisms that are employed when there are errors in turn taking. There are several
options, for example using a formula which is meant for this purpose, such as asking
“who, me?” when it is not clear who is being addressed. Sometimes several speakers
start talking at the same time, which can be repaired by ending an utterance
prematurely and so giving the floor to another. Interestingly, Sacks et al. note that
these repair mechanisms often form part of the same system of which they repair the
problems. Hence, some of the rules of the authors’ turn-taking systematics can be
construed as possible repair processes. In the last example, the turn-units (construed as
having a completion point), for example a sentence, are not completed (whereas they
usually would be completed towards the end of the turn, before someone else takes
over). Furthermore, when something needing to be repaired happens within a turn,
such as a slip of the tongue, either the speaker herself can mend it within her turn, or,
when she does not, another speaker may do it. Usually the other speaker does so after
the initial speaker’s turn and within the constraints of the turn-taking process, i.e. the
repair is a turn in itself, with all the characteristics of one. In other words, the turntaking system operates most of the time, and also (re-)organises events that may
initially threaten to break up the turn-taking process, such as repairs. The authors
describe this mutual interaction of the turn-taking system and repair mechanisms thus:
“the turn-taking system lends itself to, and incorporates devices for, repair of its
troubles; and the turn-taking system is a basic organizational device for the repair of
any other troubles in conversation. The turn-taking system and the organization of
repair are thus ‘made for each other’ in a double sense” (Sacks, Schegloff and
Jefferson 1974, p. 724). Breakdowns in the interaction are interesting: they are crucial
to the generation of meaning, and are mechanisms in interaction more generally, not
just in the verbal layer of interactions. They will be discussed more in the conclusion to
this chapter.
Another important generalisable finding in Sacks et al.’s paper is that conversation
is locally and interactionally managed. That is, turns are organised by the turn-taking
system and not by semantic or syntactic features of utterances. In this model, the
allocation of someone’s turn is contingent upon the actions of the participants. This
was a new idea at the time. Previous approaches, like that of Jaffe and Feldstein
(1970), divided conversation into units recognisable by an observer, such as the on-off
of speaking versus pauses, which is not so interesting from the point of view of
interactional organisation. According to Sacks and his colleagues, in contrast, units are
interactionally constructed. One feature that allows for this is that each turn has
“transition places” (Sacks et al. 1974, p. 726), i.e. places where it is possible for
interlocutors to interject something – at which point the turn of the current speaker
might or might not end. The speaker herself can also make use of these transition
points, and the course of the turn-taking process is a matter of the joint labour of the
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active participants in the conversation. Not one participant in conversation has the
solitary control over the process. Sacks et al. put it thus: “the turn as a unit is
interactively determined” (p. 727). Again, in line with what was suggested in the
previous section, it seems that a good part of the order in conversations is sustained
interactionally. Sacks et al. describe the system of rules by which the process of
conversation works.
A problem that can be put to these authors is the question of where their turntaking device resides. This brings us back to the discussion in section 3.1 of the
relationship between the manner in which scientists use scientific methods to describe
the rule-following behaviour of the system on the one hand and how this rule-like
behaviour comes about on the other. Here again, it is possible that the rules governing
the behaviour in the eyes of the scientist are not the rules that the system follows. The
question we are left with is: How is their system possible? How does the turn-taking
system handle the local and interactional management? It was an important step to
notice that the organisation of conversation takes place at that level, but what in the
turn-taking system permits it to organise conversation thus?
So far it seems that, in the way in which Sacks et al. have described their work,
coordination is both interactional and functional: it is achieved by the interaction as
interaction, and perhaps it also has an interactional function itself, at least to repair the
breakdowns. In the final pages of their paper however, Sacks et al. seem to give some
further answers to these questions that, surprisingly, seem to take away from the great
value of their characterisation of conversation as interactionally and functionally
coordinated. For example, they propose a mechanism that they call ‘recipient design’
(p. 727) and which underlies the context-specificity of conversation. It refers to the fact
that the talk of a speaker is influenced by her co-participants; it is geared towards them
in the sense that she chooses her topics and words with regard to them, but also that the
turn organisation itself is designed for the recipients. Another claim the authors make
is that there has to be a motivation for listening, which any prospective speaker in the
situation needs to have, i.e. they have to pay attention to and “analyse” the utterances
of the current speaker in order to know whether they are selected to be the next
speaker. To say that a listener needs to have an intrinsic motivation in order to be able
to participate makes sense (this is a possible pre-coordination aspect of interaction).
What is strange is that the authors here put the emphasis on hearing the speaker out
before deciding whose turn it is, whereas before, they hinted at how certain
characteristics of the ongoing utterance opened up opportunities for changes in turn
allocation and turn duration. It also seems to contravene another idea they discussed,
namely that, often, next speakers select themselves. Under the caption of this intrinsic
listener motivation, the listener seems to be doing all the work of figuring out whether
it is going to be her turn next (one-sided coordination), whereas in other places in the
same article, this work was divided across the participants and organised in the process
of interaction (interactional coordination). Once again, researchers who describe the
richness and organisation of the process of interaction seem tempted in the end to put
most of the responsibility for this organisation in individual mechanisms (here a
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mixture of pre-coordination and one-sided coordination) and less in the dynamics of
the process itself (interactional and functional coordination).
What about the understanding of utterances? The authors claim that the listener’s
having to listen for whether it is going to be his turn prompts him to understand the
utterance at least at the level of whether there was a kind of summons that would select
him as next speaker, such as a question directed at him. Furthermore, an utterance
displays understanding of a previous utterance, or any other one that it is directed at.
The authors also mention as a specific conversational mechanism that there is a bias
for previous speakers to speak again. Regarding utterances conveying an understanding
of another utterance, the person who uttered the first one may respond to the displayed
understanding – or misunderstanding, as the case may be. One last point is that the
authors emphasise once again the succession of turns by one person at a time in
conversation. What is most interesting about their approach however is how, when
they discuss how conversations are locally and interactionally managed, they give an
idea of the interwovenness in time of the turn sequence. A turn’s “transition places”
may be picked up on immediately by other participants, or, when they are not, can still
play a role in the understanding of what is being said and otherwise conveyed in the
interaction. It is not so much the sequentiality of utterances, but the way the interaction
is organised, into which Sacks et al.’s article gives quite a lot of insight. The discussion
of timing will take off properly in the next chapter however.
6.1.3 Context analysis: describing and analysing interaction
Context analysis is one of the most important and structured approaches to the
investigation of social interaction conceived more broadly than spoken conversations
between people (Kendon 1990).42 It is, in a sense, a more embodied approach than
conversation analysis, in that the role of body movements is taken seriously, even
though this never surfaces as a theoretical topic in its own right. It seems to be rather
one of the basic, unquestioned assumptions of the field. Because of this starting point,
it relates closely to the goal of this dissertation: to propose an embodied, interactional
approach to social understanding. My aim here is to focus on this assumption and bring
out its significance for an embodied, interactional approach to social understanding.
Context analysis has roots in many different fields, which include interpersonal
psychiatry, anthropology, linguistics, sociology, cybernetics and information theory
(Kendon 1990). The conceptual ideology that informs it comes from interpersonal
psychiatry and the interactionist tradition in American social science, which see the
self as the result of interactions with others: “it is not ‘selves’ that interact, it is
interaction that produces selves” (Kendon, 1990, p. 19). Context analysts wanted to
develop an approach to interaction that was as unprejudiced and open as possible, with
no pre-conceived categories for interactional behaviour. They also held that “any
42

This section is based on chapter two in Kendon’s book Conducting Interaction, which is
entitled: “Some context for Context Analysis: a view of the origins of structural studies of faceto-face interaction”.
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aspect of behaviour could be thought of in communicational terms” (Kendon 1990, p.
43) and that the interaction is central, therefore it is itself the topic of investigation.
The interaction is not seen as a sequence of actions of individuals in discrete turns,
but rather the actions of individuals are seen as constantly guiding each other. Thus it
becomes conceivable to investigate what interactors are doing at the same time,
because their actions are constantly interrelated – one influencing the other while the
other is influencing one. Interactions are now seen as systems that can change or
remain stable for parts of their unfolding. The best way to study this process has to be
by scrutinising actual interactions, describing them in detail. This is best done with
data captured on sound-film.43
How do context analysts go from sound film data to records that can be analysed?
Structural or descriptive linguistics played an important role in developing techniques
for making data records. One implication of adapting the methods used by descriptive
linguistics is that what one is looking for in the data are “recurrent patterns in terms of
units of behavior that are relevant for the communication system that is in operation”
(ibid., p. 35). Another finding is that interactional behaviours, as well as linguistic
ones, are organised hierarchically, with behaviours at one level forming part of those at
higher, more inclusive levels. Although in the very early years of context analysis the
emphasis was on the individuals participating in the encounter, it evolved towards an
approach to interaction as one whole system consisting of different hierarchically
organised interactional events. Albert Scheflen, for example, did research mainly on
psychotherapeutic sessions as interactional events and found that there was a structure
to them, with different sub-events, which can be seen in the posture of the therapist and
client (Scheflen 1973). When this is more broadly applied, it is clear to see that
postural changes and changes in bodily orientation can indicate to the participants that
a change in the interaction is taking place, which can then either be picked up by the
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Kendon discusses some advantages and some disadvantages of this method of data gathering.
First, filmed interaction can be looked at again and again, which makes it possible to get as
much detail out of it as possible and to record and plot it in tables and detailed descriptions. On
the other hand, describing what happens in a film is always an act of interpretation, and even
taking the shot is not neutral, because one makes a choice as to what to film and when to begin
and stop filming. Moreover, Kendon points to the fact that filmed data asks for film-maker’s
techniques to be used, i.e. for using camera movement and camera angle, editing the material,
and so on, which makes the material even more interpreted. On the other hand though, it is
pointed out, when used in certain ways, filmed material can deliver genuine data. For example,
filmed data can contain unforeseen snippets of behaviour and in this way, filmed material can
be a real treasure trove. If one understands the cinematographic techniques in detail, Kendon
argues, it is possible to get “true specimens” (Kendon 1990, p. 31, emphasis in the original).
One piece of advice Kendon gives, is to film more than one thinks one should film, as, in that
way, it is more likely that events or behaviours will be captured that fall outside of what one
had preconceived to find. Again, it is important to have as open and unprejudiced an approach
to the material as possible. This has led to interesting findings, for instance in the work of
Kendon himself, which will be discussed below.
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other and continued, or not, and then lead to a next phase. This is an important aspect
of the organisation of social interactions.44
Conversation analysis has been deeply influenced by the work of Erving Goffman.
He proposed, in the 1950’s already, that social interactions should be studied in their
own right. Goffman looked for the general principles that govern all communicative
behaviour – which includes all occasions at which two people are co-present – and the
norms and expectations by which they are governed. Goffman, even though he was one
himself, stood apart from other sociologists because he was not interested in using the
study of interpersonal interactions to explain other societal matters, but in studying
them in their own right (Goffman 1983; Drew and Wootton 1988; Kendon 1988). He
developed a framework of concepts with which to set about investigating social
interaction. The methodology used in context analysis derives a lot from ethology. One
aspect of this methodology is the intercultural comparison of interactional findings.
What is important in interaction research is to strike a good balance between microanalytic work and comparative work, i.e. between analysis of one particular interaction
on the one hand, and whether the patterns found there can be generalised on the other.
Kendon also discusses conversation analysis and the similarities between it and context
analysis. Both approaches use film- or audio-recordings of naturally occurring
interaction events, and thus neither ‘contrive’ their data45, nor rely on experiments.
Both are in search of the general characteristics of social encounters. Kendon also
makes an interesting point about why there is no use of statistics in the analysis of the
data, because individuals are conceived of as persons that are “capable of employing
strategies of action and [they] follow shared principles to do so” (Kendon 1990, p. 47).
The emphasis here is thus on the interaction as a whole. Researching this, according to
Kendon, is not about counting the occurrences of a certain interactional event, but
about studying the patterns one finds (but of course, one can ask whether this does not,
in a sense, amount to contriving the data). The frequency with which certain
behaviours or behavioural patterns occur is not central. What is important is their
occurrence itself, the findings about which are continually revised. Kendon gives the
example of different kinds of silences. A silence may be an integral part of someone’s
turn (for example when she is thinking about how precisely to express something), or
they can be awkward and unexpected. The way the analyst can find out about these
different kinds of silences springs from her approach to the interaction as a whole,
which includes how the interactors themselves deal with the interactional events. This
is a very interesting implication of taking the interaction as a whole seriously, the fact
that the interactors themselves ‘tell’ the investigator a lot about what is going on.
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Here, if one does not pick up on this on time, this will lead to difficulties in the coordination
and interaction, for example misunderstandings, based in the fact that one is in a different phase
or trying to change the direction the interaction is taking. If this is not picked up, some repair
will be necessary.
45
In the sense that they do not set up conversations especially to record them, instead they
record them as they happen. Of course, it is not contrived, but with the provisos given in
footnote forty three about the problems of recorded material.
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According to Kendon, “[e]xternally developed categorizations cannot reveal the
interactional significance of what people do in relation to one another” (1990, p. 48). It
seems, then, that context analysis is the field par excellence which will give us clues
about interactional coordination.
After this more general introduction to the field of context analysis, we will now
examine some of Kendon’s results that are interesting for the purposes of the present
research. It has to be noted from the outset that Kendon himself did not provide many
conclusions about general principles of social interaction, but rather he provides
findings on what he calls ‘behavioural foundations’ for the interaction.
Kendon has done a wonderful study of interactional coordination, entitled “Spatial
organization in social encounters: the F-formation system” (chapter 7 in Kendon
1990). As the title suggests, it is an investigation of the spatial organisation of
participants in a conversation. Kendon calls the way people in conversation group
themselves ‘formations’. One specific formation is the ‘F-formation’, which “arises
whenever two or more people sustain a spatial and orientational relationship in which
the space between them is one to which they have equal, direct, and exclusive access”
(p. 209).46 The F-formation is maintained by a behavioural organisation of the
members of the group, and this behavioural maintenance is called the ‘F-formation
system’. The interest of this spatial-orientational organisation for our purposes is that it
serves as a kind of demarcation, through the continued embodied action of the
participants, of an interactional situation. As Kendon puts it: “the F-formation system
provides us with an excellent means of defining a social encounter as a unit for
analysis” (Kendon 1990, p. 209).
But there is more to the F-formation, for one of the central questions in social
interaction research is how to delineate the unit one wants to study? In a study on
greetings, an aspect of which I will discuss next, Kendon found that people often orient
their lower bodies towards each other at the start of a joint social event. This seems to
be a common organisation for conversations and other kinds of face-to-face encounters
and it forms the basis for Kendon’s notion of an F-formation.
A further question is: how do interactors achieve and sustain this organisation?
Kendon maintains that it is a cooperative achievement, in the sense that movements by
each will result in the preservation of the basic interactional space. For instance, it may
happen that when one person moves away from it, the other will move in slightly, and
so on. People also enter and leave conversational gatherings, and Kendon describes
this as a strongly coordinated activity as well. Participants, old as well as new, act
together to maintain the boundaries of the interactional system they are engaged in.
Kendon notes that “[a]n outsider only becomes a member of an existing system
through cooperative action between himself and members of the existing system”
(Kendon 1990, p. 230). Kendon’s findings on the F-formation and F-formation system
46

Why it is called ‘F-formation’ seems to have gotten lost in history (Kendon, personal
communication, December 2005), though another context analyst, Charles Goodwin, refers to it
as ‘facing formation’ (see e.g. Goodwin 1995), which seems close to what Kendon is describing
here.
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suggest, once again, that interactions exist in their own right, and should be studied as
such, and moreover that coordination can serve an interactional function.
Kendon conceives of the F-formation system as one level – the spatialorientational one – at which interactors can organise their behaviour, among others
such as the topic, content or purpose of the interaction. For example, when a salutation
is made and subsequently changes into an ensuing conversation (within the same
dyad), this often co-occurs with changes in position and orientation towards each other.
Changes in the environment may also affect the F-formation. In one filmed sequence
for instance, at the start of cutting the cake and singing happy birthday, two bystanders who were already talking to each other move to attend to this event, changing
but not losing their initial F-formation. They may have been standing facing each other
when talking, and move so as to open their spatial orientation to the cake-cutting, while
remaining a little turned towards each other also. There are then at least two levels of
coordination here. First, there is that between the participants to maintain their Fformations and other levels of the conversation. Second – and this represents a deep
recognition of the social interaction as a system in its own right by Kendon – elements
such as F-formation, topic, and openness to changes in the environment, within the
interaction, also coordinate with each other, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. This is thus not
only coordination between the interaction partners, but also coordination between the
different levels of activity going on in an interaction. In a way, there is vertical as well
as horizontal coordination. As Kendon has shown here, the F-formation system is itself
coordinated with the topic system. That is, topic changes coordinate with changes in
the spatial-orientational arrangement. The precise meaning of coordination here is that
changes in topic co-occur with changes in F-formation. However, mere co-occurrence
does not sufficiently capture what is going on. It is rather the case that changes in
spatial organisation can allow, anticipate, facilitate, and so forth, changes in topic, and
vice versa.
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Figure 6.1 An illustration of how different elements
of interactional coordination coordinate with each other as
well.
Kendon even remarks that this high level of flexibility in the coordination of
conversational elements is prevalent especially in standing encounters. When sitting,
the furniture often strongly constrains the possibilities of spatial-orientational change,
though changes in posture can compensate for this to a large degree. This is perhaps a
matter that could be experimentally tested. A more interesting question however is,
does this imply that one has different conversations when sitting from when standing?
It is perhaps rather nonsensical to put the question like this, for it would mean that the
principles that are being aimed for in the present work would be of the kind of:
‘characteristics of seated interactions’ versus ‘those of standing conversations’, etc.
Instead, the framework being gradually built up in the present work does predict that
each particular interaction would have been different had it taken place seated or
standing, or, for that matter, in a noisy street or inside a cathedral. The level of
abstraction at which to describe interactions aimed for here is that of how changes in
interaction are correlated with changes in the environment, the internal state (moods,
thoughts, etc.) of the interactors, and so on. Before we go into this influence of several
factors on the interaction, however, let us continue to investigate how elements internal
to the interaction change, and change it.
To go back to the discussion of Kendon’s findings: what allows the behaviour of
interactors to be organised like this? Kendon leaves no doubt that the mutual
coordination of both interaction partners and the different “interaction systems” are
responsible. He delivers overall a truly interaction-based account of coordination. How
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it is achieved, however, is unfortunately not one of his main concerns. Nevertheless,
there is an aspect of his findings that in a way foreshadows what will be discussed in
the next chapter. In some places throughout the book, he discusses instances of
interactional synchrony. In the F-formation paper, for example, Kendon notes that new
participants can become involved in existing formations by “entering into a shared
rhythm of movement” (Kendon 1990, p. 6). However, he does not elaborate much on
this remark, even though it raises several important questions, for example: where is
the rhythm that they share in? ‘Entering into a shared rhythm of movement’ may
suggest that the F-formation system they are attempting to join in with is already
characterised by such a shared rhythm of movement. Or is he talking about one that
will be generated by new and established participants as the joining-in process
happens? In other words, is such entering a case of interactional coordination or onesided coordination?
There are other examples in which Kendon comments on temporal aspects of
coordination. In a study on greeting behaviour (first published in 1973 and reprinted as
chapter 6 in his 1990), he describes some examples of the fact that two people who are
about to greet sometimes first establish a relationship of synchronised movement,
before the actual greeting (Kendon 1990, p. 6 and p. 169). In many of these examples,
the persons about to greet each other were engaged in other conversations just before
the salutation (these findings are based on data from a garden party). They thus had to
make a change in the interaction they were engaged in before proceeding to greet
someone else. The interesting thing is that Kendon describes this behaviour here
almost always as that of one person synchronising their behaviours to the other person,
the person they are about to greet. For example: “In these cases we see p hinting to q
that he wants to approach him, for example by subtly synchronizing his movements
with him, but not approaching him until this hint has been acknowledged with an
explicit signal” (ibid., p. 166). Or: “GG [one of the participants], by synchronizing his
head turns with movements of MG may be said to have signalled his wish for contact”
(ibid., p. 171). It is not clear, in either of these studies, precisely how Kendon
conceives of the role of synchrony in the interaction. It is especially unclear whether
rhythm is established by mutually coordinating participants (coordinating with), or
whether one participant coordinates to another in a one-sided coordination.
Here is another example from the F-formation system paper. A person
approaching an existing F-formation (the “outsider”) has reached the duo he wants to
join, and stands just outside their spatial-orientational configuration. “An exchange of
gestures and utterances then takes place which serves as the outsider’s announcement
of his wish to join in, and the insider’s acknowledgement of this. This is then followed
by a spatial-orientational move by an insider, with which the outsider coordinates a
spatial-orientational move of his own, and which allows the outsider access to the
[space of action shared between the interactors in the F-formation]. This move, it is to
be noted, is timed to coincide with some change in the outsider’s behavior. That is, the
insider conjoins his maneuver with the rhythmical structure of the outsider’s behavior,
thus establishing the behavioral coordination that is characteristic of participants in an
F-formation system” (Kendon 1990, p. 231). Here again: is what is happening a
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coordinating to, coordinating with, or a combination of both? The difficulty with this
is, in part, I believe, generated by our not having appropriate language to discuss these
matters in. Part of what a new outlook on interaction and coordination needs to provide
therefore, is a new way of speaking and formulating. Better linguistic handles on the
material are needed or at least a beginning and a direction need to be set out for this.
In describing those examples, Kendon is not so clear about the details of
synchrony or rhythm because he is not proposing it as a way in which interactional
coordination is achieved. In fact, he is not so interested in the question of how social
coordination is achieved. This may be a result of the fact that his research is part of a
broader sociological, rather than psychological, framework. That is, his interest in
interaction processes is probably greater than that in cognition. Kendon’s remarks on
synchrony are remarks on an aspect of interactions. They do not amount to a welldeveloped concept, because they do not serve an explanatory purpose. At times, they
seem to convey no more than an intuition that there is sometimes something temporal
to the way we manage to interact. Kendon wonderfully describes how coordination is
achieved through the interaction process, but his account of how this happens is not
very precise.
Even though context analysis is especially concerned with and focusing on the
interaction as its topic of study, it is somewhat surprising to find that the way
interaction is achieved is, in those rare cases where it is a topic of discussion,
sometimes relayed to the individual in terms that make it seem as if it is the
individual’s responsibility – think of the discussion of Sacks et al. above.47 In fact, as
can be seen from the previous chapters in this thesis – in which it was indicated that
both traditional as well as more contemporary approaches to social understanding are
largely individual-based – it is clear that if Kendon had been interested in underlying
mechanisms of social understanding, and would have looked for those in psychological
literature, he would most likely have found individual accounts. The individualist way
of thinking is so pervasive – not only in research, but also in our everyday, private,
non-academic, thinking and talking about ourselves and others – that it influences our
way of thinking without being much questioned by us. The focus and onus are on
individual capacities. This seems to be the case to such an extent that even when we
are investigating interpersonal interaction processes as whole systems in themselves,
our intuitions about the explanation of these have a strongly individual flavour.
Could one at least give an indication of whether the synchronisation that Kendon
discusses is a one-way or a two-way process? One way to clarify it could be to ask
how it compares with the findings on Murray and Trevarthen’s double TV monitor
tests with infants. We have seen that infants entrain with live video of their mother as
she interacts with them and that episodes of apparent one-sided coordination seem to
frustrate them. Kendon sometimes seems to suggest however that an adult is able to
47

Although recently, new directions are emerging. For instance, in her presentation at the last
meeting of the International Society for Gesture Studies, Janet Bavelas presented a move in the
direction of addressing the influence the interaction has on the shape of gestures that the
individuals involved in it make (Bavelas 2005).
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temporally coordinate to another person (one-sided coordination). Does the expectation
of contingency work differently in adults and in infants? When Kendon describes a
person adjusting his rhythm of movement to another, how should this finding be
interpreted? Do the adults here coordinate to one another, or with one another? Is it a
mutual coordination or a one-sided one? Or are both kinds of coordinating, both to and
with, phenomena that can be found in interaction as conjectured in the previous
chapter? Even when Kendon discusses this aspect of interactions at a more general
level, he seems as unsure as he is in the various examples he gives.48 He accounts for
rhythmical coordination or synchronisation in terms of one individual adjusting their
pace to that of another: “[t]he point is that a person can modulate the rate at which he is
carrying out any line of action that he may happen to be engaged in in such a way that
it conforms to the rate of another. By allowing his actions to be performed at the same
rate as those of another he lets the other know of his attentiveness and openness to him
without in any way altering the nature of what he is doing” (p. 257). Clearly, the state
of temporality in interaction is not clear. Does the other not respond or adjust his own
rhythm? There is, however, a study by Kendon in which he investigates precisely this.
In a study entitled “Movement coordination in social interaction: some examples
described” (first published in 1970, chapter 4 in the book), he describes interactions
between listeners and speakers, and seems to consider mainly the synchrony of listener
to speaker, which seems to be an overwhelmingly one-sided take on the process as
well. The findings in this paper, however, will have to wait to be discussed until the
next chapter. In a way, this foray into interaction rhythm was a taster for the next
chapter, where some specific aspects of Kendon’s discussion of movement
coordination between speakers and listeners will be picked up again.
In summary, it is clear that Kendon’s work is a testimony to the idea that social
coordination is interactionally generated. Precisely how this is done seems largely to
fall outside the realm of Kendon’s primary interests. Even though he does note that
people do some sort of synchronising, this finding overall is not elaborated much. A
discussion of Kendon’s remarks on rhythm and synchrony is therefore a bit premature,
for this is the topic of the next chapter.
6.1.4 Co-regulation: it’s all in the relation
The investigations discussed so far were experimental and observational. We have
seen that, often, even though the researchers emphasised the interaction, their
explanations (if they were interested in one) veered towards the individual side of the
spectrum (one-sided coordination and pre-coordination). It is time to examine the work
of Alan Fogel, who proposes a relational approach to self, communication and culture
(Fogel 1993a; and 1993b). Fogel, like Kendon, focuses fully and unblinkingly on the
48

He does this in a paper entitled “Behavioral foundations for the process of frame-attunement
in face-to-face interaction”, reprinted as chapter 8 in his (1990). This is the only place in which
he attempts to characterise some general principles of social interaction (also personal
communication, February 2006).
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interaction. He does this within a relational approach to developmental psychology –
that is, he is interested in “how humans enter into relationships early in life and how
they develop through relationships” (1993b, p. 5). Fogel’s view is centred on two
principles of communication: co-regulation and frame.
Fogel defines co-regulation as “a social process by which individuals dynamically
alter their actions with respect to the ongoing and anticipated actions of their partners”
(1993a, p. 12). This is definitely an interactional and coordinated approach, according
to the characterisations given in chapter five. Fogel gives several examples in which
communication is brought about by a continuous process of mutual adaptation. In one,
he gives a description of an infant boy handing a fork to his mother, based on a filmed
play session between them. Fogel describes how the child extends his arm with the
object in his hand. Mother meanwhile moves her open hand underneath his and then
the child gently lets the fork slip onto the mother’s hand. This, Fogel argues, is not an
action that is done merely on the initiative of the child. The action is jointly brought
about. The mother moves her hand to meet that of the child, and the child drops the
fork gently into her hand at the moment when it is there and she receives it. As Fogel
himself puts it: “both mother and infant are continuously moving toward each other,
toward the point of mutual contact with the object. This point in space is not a pre-set
location, but is dynamically constituted by the continuous co-regulated actions of the
partners” (Fogel 1993a, p. 10).49
In Fogel’s view, actions are not exchanged between individuals, and interactions
are continuous, rather than discrete, processes. They are “dynamically created coregulated system[s]” (1993b p. 29), constrained by individual constraints on body
movement and action. He criticises approaches that conceive of interactions as series
of exchanges of behaviour (under which he also classes different approaches to
interpersonal synchrony, some of which will be discussed in the next chapter). Coregulation also has nothing to do with following rules about interactional behaviour –
remember the discussion on this topic above. Rules about the behaviour can be
perceived to be at play by an observer, but the people in conversation themselves may
not be following these kinds of rules – contrary to what ToM proponents generally
believe, as we have seen in chapter two. Participants can infer rules about co-regulation
(which are not necessarily the same as those of ToM), and these can – exceptionally –
become part of the interaction mechanism (cf. the idea expressed in chapter three that
ToM is only occasionally used), but they are only one part of it. What kinds of rules
interactors may be following instead will be discussed next.
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This is a bit like the example sometimes given by philosophers of embodiment of a person
catching a ball, where the catching is not done by calculating where the ball is going to be and
putting one’s hand in that position, but by moving the hand in a sense with the ball, so that they
end up close enough to each other for the ball to be caught. Catching the ball is the result of the
embodied interaction with it, rather than of a calculation of positions in the head, and then
executing the result of the calculation (see for instance Michaels and Oudejans 1992; and
McLeod and Dienes 1993).
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The second principle of communication, framing, or consensual frames refers to
an agreement between the interaction partners about the topic or focus, location, setting
and the relevant and irrelevant acts for the discourse. This concept has its roots in
context analysis, and it was first used by Gregory Bateson (Bateson 1955), and later
also by others, for instance Kendon (Kendon 1985; Fogel 1993a, p. 17 and 1993b, p.
37). Bateson (1955) also referred to it as ‘metacommunication’, i.e. a communication
about what the social interaction is about, how it is conducted, where and so on. The
interactors situate the situation together, and they do this, according to Fogel, in a coregulated way. Consensual frames have some basic constituents, which Fogel derives
from Kendon (Kendon 1985; Kendon 1990; Fogel 1993a; Fogel 1993b). First, the
participants share a direction or focus of attention, which refers to the objects of joint
attention. It can also refer to either the grammar of what is being said, or the content, or
perhaps both. Second, participants share a spatial location, for instance distance
between interactors can have a big effect on the interaction. Third, they will be
posturally oriented towards each other in specific ways. Posture plays a role in rapport
between interaction partners. Fourth, the interactors agree on a topic, on what the
conversation is about. Topics can be very constrained by a situation or the relationship
between interaction partners. For example, in a couple of friends, there is a wider range
of topics that can be discussed (though perhaps not everything), determined by the
history of their interactions, than in many other encounters. In a more formal setting,
such as in one of those annoying phone calls where people try to sell you something,
the topic is more constrained. Consensual frames come into existence as “a negotiated
and dynamic process in which whatever is shared is created through the process of coregulation” (Fogel 1993a, p. 19). The aspects of the encounter are usually not
separately known in advance by one of the partners and communicated to the other as a
message. Fogel also says that consensual frames are closer to negotiation than to
manipulation (1993b, p. 32).
What is interesting is that Fogel gives a place in his framework to the generation
of meaning – something that did not figure prominently in the other works already
discussed. Fogel assumes that meaning is created continuously as part of the
interaction, rather than as pre-existing or inherently present in objects or actions. He
gives the example of someone at a party who is thinking that she would like to leave
soon. This intention is often only partially conveyed, by finishing a drink, taking one’s
coat or moving gently in the direction of the door. These actions can also go in other
directions still though. The person doing them is still open to possibilities, someone
might grab her still, a conversation may still ensue. A person’s actions and their
meaning are created and changed in and through the interaction. For instance, only
when the host opens the door for her, will the meaning of ‘leaving’ be fully created.
Finally leaving the party usually only happens when this intention is brought to a close
in cooperation with the host. This is a clear case of interactional coordination,
interwoven with functional coordination.
Fogel places the interaction centrally, just like the researchers already discussed
above did. The critical point put to them was often: but how does interaction work?
The same can be asked of Fogel. He does not really explain how the interaction works
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beyond emphasising how closely coupled individuals are – to such an extent even that
individual behaviour is shaped by the interaction process. There is a danger in such an
approach to go too far. Fogel’s emphasis on fluid individual actions when with others
and the continuous fluid coupling between the actions of interactors points to an
extremely close coupling. Some quotes back this up. He says for example that we “coregulate by continuous monitoring of attention and quality of action using continuous
variations in timing such as pausing and hesitation, glances, postural adjustments and
missed opportunities for taking a turn” (1993a, p. 12). He also explains that “[t]he coregulation metaphor captures the dynamics of the communication process, its
continuously variable features and the fluidity of individual actions when in the
company of others” (1993b, p. 54). One could wonder how individuals achieve this
very close coupling. However, a more valid question is: do they? For, some of the
research discussed above, for instance that of Sacks et al., found that they don’t. More
importantly though, it is unlikely that any meaning can be generated in a system
consisting of interactors who are too tightly coupled.
What Fogel risks missing out on by doing this, is not so much the individuals –
though he does do this, and he succeeds in defeating an individualist outlook – as their
enaction of their world. In my view, interaction and social understanding (i.e.
interactional meaning generation and transformation), are generated by active
interaction partners, but not ones that are practically glued together. In the following
characterisation, Fogel is more careful: “[a] continuous process of mutual social coordination requires that there be a continuous unfolding of individual action that is
susceptible to being continuously modified by the continuously changing actions of the
partner” (Fogel 1993a, p. 11). An individual’s actions here are merely susceptible to
changes induced by those of the others. The actions of the individuals here do not have
to be completely contingent. Even with this care however, it can be asked whether this
kind of characterisation is precise enough to be very useful to account for the detail and
intricacies of social interaction that underlie social understanding.
Fogel also emphasises the creativity of interaction: “[t]he essence of
communication, in my view, is mutual creativity. It is from creativity in
communication that we inherit creativity in personal action. Communication that is coregulated occurs when both partners feel free to contribute to the process and when
each respects the other’s right to do so. When we are focusing on the regularities of
communication, packaging actions into discrete units, formulating the supposed rules
of discourse, or ignoring variability and playful creativity, we miss the core of the
process and the excitement that keeps us involved” (1993b, p. 41). Creativity is an
important aspect of interaction, but its positive aspects are emphasised too much here.
This enthusiasm threatens to overshadow the need to explain how the ‘core process’ of
interaction works. Another way to put this criticism is to ask whether there are ways to
test whether an interaction is co-regulated. Is it possible to determine when an
interaction is not co-regulated?
Related to this, Fogel also suffers slightly from not wanting to discuss interactions
that are not extremely fluent. There is too much emphasis on ‘good’ interactions and it
is perhaps this which blinds him to the importance of aspects such as breakdown and
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repair. Granic, who discusses how a relationship between parents and child can turn
sour in the long run, provides a good alternative to this. She uses a dynamical systems
framework to explain this and is able to give an account of the development of such a
relationship, which incorporates breakdowns and the influence they have on it (Granic
2000). Fogel, on the other hand, does not want to explain coercive or abusive
relationships (1993b, p. 42, footnote 29). But if he is writing a general theory of social
interaction and wants to explain social understanding, he will have to explain ‘bad’
relationships too. He does occasionally mention fights, and says that they “can be coregulated as long as each partner adapts to the other and [meaning] is created between
them” (1993b, p. 55).50 But fights usually arise out of not understanding each other.
What is the meaning created between them that Fogel refers to here? Fighting partners
may agree on every aspect of the consensual frame, but still not get on at that moment.
What does co-regulation mean with regard to social understanding if it, as a process,
does not allow for openings in which to create meaning? Fogel’s primary outlook on
relationships seems to be coloured too rosily to see the need for incorporating
breakdowns into the basics of his account of social development.
If everything is in the interaction, there is no reason to ask where it itself comes
from. But if everything is in the interaction, how can meaning be generated for the
individuals involved – or for an observer?
The question asked of all the works discussed so far in this chapter is: how does
the interaction work? The correspondence between the interaction partners in Fogel’s
account is too close. Individuals are always co-regulating. In reality, however, they
may not be. There are many breakdowns in real interactions, and it is in these that, in
my view, meaning or sense is created – in the breakdowns and in the way interaction
partners go about repairing them. By focussing on the interaction in the way he does,
Fogel has introduced a sort of passivity in the individual, who merely has to hint at a
certain meaning, co-regulate with another, and let the co-regulation determine the
meaning for him. I agree with Fogel that meaning is brought about in interaction, but I
think individuals are more active in the interaction than Fogel seems to think. There is
a coupling and a tension not only between the participants of an interaction, but also
between the individuals and the interactions they have.

6.2 Principles of interaction
The investigations discussed so far have added flesh to the theoretical claim that
the interaction should be central to explanations of social cognition. However, on the
side of the principles of interaction they were a bit light. If we want to make progress
on the study of social cognition based in the interaction, we need to complement the
above findings with principles. Therefore, this section introduces research in some
fields of investigation that are capable of doing just that. They are: firstly, probings of
50

Fogel uses the terms ‘information’ and ‘meaning’ interchangeably (see his 1993b, p. 75-76),
but the term meaning fits better with the present discussion, and so I have exchanged them for
this quote.
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principles in evolutionary robotics (6.2.1) and secondly, the mathematical theoretical
framework of interaction of dynamical systems theory (6.2.2). As regards the latter, it
is not necessary for the purposes of the present work to go into the mathematics – it
will suffice to give some of the concepts derived from the maths here that will be
useful later.
The principles introduced in the present section concern the interaction process as
such, not yet how interaction can be meaningful for the interactors. For this, we will
have to wait until chapters seven and eight.
6.2.1 Evolutionary robotics: the interaction process stripped bare
How is interaction achieved? This is a question that can be put to all of the above
research. Most, even though they focus on the interaction, when thinking about the
achievement of coordination, either seem to veer towards pre-coordination
explanations, or refer to individual capacities – if they are even concerned with
explaining the process – and some, as we have just seen, focus too exclusively on the
interaction. It is clear now that interaction and coordination need the individuals too.
One particular way of going about investigating interaction was done by Ezequiel
Di Paolo, in an investigation within the field of evolutionary robotics (Di Paolo 1999;
Di Paolo 2000).51 Evolutionary robots can ‘reproduce’, a process that includes passing
on ‘genetic material’ to the next generation. Only the ones that perform well with
regard to a pre-set fitness function are allowed to reproduce. In this way, certain
behaviours can be evolved. Di Paolo performed an experiment on turn-taking with
(simulated) robots. The fitness function that is given to pairs of these robots is to locate
each other and stay close to each other for as long as possible on the basis of acoustic
interaction. The robots have two motorised wheels, an organ for producing sound on
the top of their body, and two auditory sensors. The robots only have the auditory
modality to go by, they cannot see and therefore cannot use visual cues. The ‘ears’ are
placed on each side of the body, so that sound will have travelled partly through the
body when the agents hears it, depending on how it is oriented with regard to the sound
source. At each run, two agents are placed in an arena together. Each robot gets several
opportunities to ‘play’ with several other ones. It is important to note that no two
robots are exactly the same. After several generations, the robots evolved to move
towards each other. Moreover, Di Paolo found that the agents evolved to mutually
51

There is other robotics research on social interaction, but the line of research I discuss here is
the most interesting for my purposes. Research such as that on Cog or Kismet at MIT (Breazeal
and Scassellati 2000; Breazeal and Scassellati 2002; Breazeal 2003) is interesting from the
point of view of how humans interact with robots that display some facets of sociality, e.g.
facial expression, but it does not really reach the underlying principles of social interaction,
which some work in evolutionary robotics, like the one discussed here, does (see also Harvey,
Di Paolo, Tuci et al. 2005). Other interesting work in a similar vein is Matt Quinn’s (2001),
which investigated communicative behaviour in robots which did not have designated
communication channels – the robots evolved to communicate by coordinating their
movements.
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coordinate or to entrain. To test whether this coordination was not the result of
individual capacities of the robots, a variation on the experiment was made that is
reminiscent of the double TV monitor test. Here, instead of two robots, one robot was
placed in the arena with a fixed beacon. The beacon could also emit sounds. The aim
was to find out whether a robot would also entrain to this beacon. In one condition, the
beacon emitted a string of patterned sound, but robots did not entrain to this. To test
even further, the beacon was made to produce the recorded sound made by one agent
in a previous interaction between two agents (a bit like the replay phase in the double
TV monitor test). Even in this condition, the robots did not entrain. This is a proof of
concept that entrainment or coordination requires a mutual effort of autonomous
agents, and thus that interactional coordination is possible.
Sometimes, the sceptic remarks that robots are never going to be as efficient,
intelligent, etc. as humans as a criticism of robotics research. This is quite possibly
true. However, not all robotics research tries to emulate human or animal level
intelligence. The style of the investigation dicussed here is part of an approach called
‘minimal systems’ or ‘minimal cognition’ research (Beer 1995; Beer 2000). In this
field of robotics, the aim is not to produce electronic humans or animals, but to
investigate the most minimal conditions under which interesting cognitive behaviour is
still produced. In this way, cognitive tasks and environments are stripped to their bare
essentials in an attempt to draw principled conclusions regarding the behaviour under
investigation. Therefore, this kind of robotics research is very valuable when trying to
understand the principles of a certain phenomenon of intelligent behaviour – social
interaction in this case.
6.2.2 Relative versus absolute coordination
The robots in these experiments do not coordinate all the time. Rather, they move
in and out of phases of coordination (see also Wood 2006). This is reminiscent of the
difference between relative and absolute coordination, explained by Scott Kelso
(1995). Kelso explains that coordination does not always have to be perfect, that is,
coordination can be relative. Perhaps unintentionally, but very usefully for the present
purpose, Kelso gives a social example to illustrate this. He asks his reader to imagine
an adult and a child taking a walk together. Unless they hold hands, they are not
physically coupled. Imagine they are talking to each other, in which case, Kelso
suggests, they are informationally coupled. In order to remain together – that is, to stay
coordinated – one or the other has to adjust either the frequency of their step or the
length of their stride. This kind of synchronisation does not come easy (even though
we often hardly notice it going on and thus take if for granted). To keep up with each
other and remain together, the adult may now and again slow down a bit, and the child
may sometimes skip a step or two. Kelso considers this to be a kind of coordination,
but a “far more variable, plastic, and fluid one than pure phase locking” (Kelso 1995,
p. 98). Pure phase locking is a form of absolute coordination, where the synchrony is
perfect: two series of events are perfectly time-locked to each other. In absolute
coordination, transitions in the coupling of the systems happen between one stable,
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perfectly locking state to another. This is difficult to achieve in such complex and
multivariable systems as living organisms and their relations with their environments.
Relative coordination, in contrast, has a much wider range of possibilities, as there are
no such transitions from one strictly coupled state to another. Systems in relative
coordination do not phase lock or entrain perfectly. Instead they show phase attraction,
which means that they go near perfect synchrony, and move into and out of the zone
that surrounds it. This is in fact a biologically plausible mechanism, Kelso explains,
with reference to neurological and physiological phenomena (see e.g. Cook 1991;
Haken and Köpchen 1991). What happens in relatively coordinated systems is that
there may be a tendency to move towards a highly coordinated state, but the difference
between the interacting systems may be too great, and pull them away from perfect
coordination repeatedly. Nevertheless, the systems are in some sort of coordination,
but one that is more like a swaying in and out of the zones that surround stable states.
These insights form a useful vantage point from which to evaluate Fogel’s work.
His definition of co-regulation (“a social process by which individuals dynamically
alter their actions with respect to the ongoing and anticipated actions of their partners”,
referenced above) seems close to Kelso’s characterisation of relative coordination,
though it is much less precise. This is because Fogel seems unable to make a choice
between giving either a psychological or a systemic account of social processes, and
therefore remains on the surface of what he wants to say. The solution to this, I
suggest, is to probe the process of interaction more deeply, and to map its workings in
more detail. Then we can investigate whether it is possible to feed into that process of
probing and mapping, at the right times, more standard psychological and experiential
notions of interpersonal understanding, and to see how they link up. An attempt at
doing this will be made in the next chapter, on the basis of further discussions of
empirical work, and eventually leading to the proposals of new tests at the end of
chapter eight.
In other words, in order to be able to explain communication in philosophical
terms, let us first make sure we can know the basics of interaction and coordination.
We have to be careful, however, to maintain a constant view on psychological aspects
while doing this.
From the examination of the diverse kinds of research discussed so far in the
present chapter, it can be concluded that social interaction is indeed a process in itself,
which deserves to be studied in its own right. How did the framework of coordination
and interaction put forward in the previous chapter fare in the light of the empirical
work discussed? To this question, the conclusion section of this chapter is devoted.

6.3 Recap: coupling, interaction, coordination and timing
The reason why we have looked into interaction and coordination is because the
question of how people understand each other was not satisfactorily answered by the
research discussed in the previous chapters, which focused on inferential reasoning and
embodiment. It was argued, on the basis of what was discussed in those chapters, that
the interaction between social partners needs to be examined closely. In chapter five
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and the present chapter we have made a start with this, and added to it: the
coordination between interaction partners. But what is the role of interaction and
coordination in social understanding? None of the investigations discussed so far have
answered this question.
What can we conclude about interaction, coordination and their various aspects
and sources after the examination of this broad, though certainly not exhaustive, range
of empirical and experimental investigations performed above? It was suggested in the
previous chapter that, in order for the suggested framework on interaction and
coordination to carry weight, it should be able to shed light on past, present and future
research.
We discussed that much research in psychology mainly views the origins of social
coordination as, in some measure, pre-coordinated. A lot of traditional research
moreover is uninterested in the question of coordination, and chooses to concentrate
exclusively on individual capacities. We have seen that being pre-coordinated (for
instance sharing an interactional history, a cultural background, or an internal
mechanism) is not sufficient for interaction and coordination to get off the ground. A
pre-coordination only engenders a potential for a social encounter to work, but actual
interaction and coordination still need to be achieved in actual social situations.
It was also found that forced one-sided coordination most often is frustrating or
does not work. This was borne out by investigations with infants and with autonomous
robots: one-sided coordination led to distress in the first and proper interlock of
behaviours could not be achieved by the second. In chapter five (the theoretical twin of
the present chapter), however, it was suggested that one-sided coordination could serve
an interactional function. We also saw, when discussing the perturbation experiments,
that some infants are able to pick up protoconversation again after it was interrupted by
the still face phase. In order to find out more about one-sided coordination then, we
need to devise experiments in which periods of one-sided coordination can be
manipulated and their effect on the overall interaction explored. The crucial point here
is that periods of one-sided coordination are embedded in real, everyday natural
interactions. In the research discussed so far, however, these periods were too set apart
from the interaction; they were not integrated enough into a longer interaction. The
infants tried re-engaging the mother in the still face phase, but the experimental design
did not allow them to do this, and the robots had no way of re-engaging in two-way
interaction by design. The embeddedness in whole interactions of occurrences of onesided coordination therefore merits further investigation.
Another important point to discuss is that of the control over the interaction. In
traditional approaches, the control over the interaction was only viewed from the
vantage point of one of the individuals involved. The focus of investigation was on
what an individual did in the interaction. In some traditional views on infant sociality
moreover, only one partner was thought to be truly social. In many of the
investigations discussed in the present chapter however, the focus seems to have
shifted towards the process of interaction. The possibility that interactions can also be
partly under the control of the interaction process itself starts to open up. Sacks et al.,
for example, pointed out that turns were determined not just by one speaker, but by all
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the participants, and in collaboration. Kendon found that maintaining an F-formation,
as well as joining one, is a group effort. There is a continuing need to focus on
interaction and coordination as explanations of social understanding, rather than on
mechanisms that place the explanation solely outside of the interaction (or: in the
individuals).
Our everyday experience of social interaction suggests that coordination is not a
continually smooth phenomenon. The framework put forward here and the discussion
of the works above strongly confirm this. Interactions are full of irregularities,
breakdowns and so on. Communication between humans is often an erratic process,
with many hits and misses. Still, we manage to understand each other (sometimes
eventually) in many cases. In the present work, it is suggested that what can explain
this best is not the fallibility of internal mechanisms such as ToM, but the process of
the regular irregularity of real-world interactions.
What makes this imperfect coordination, full of breakdown and repair,
negotiation, try-out and friction, communicative? In other words: how is social
understanding generated out of these less than perfect processes? This question is
central to the exposition of the next two chapters, but some preliminary pointers can be
provided here. First, the question of where this relative coordination comes from needs
to be answered. Then we can look at how it is related to meaning generation and
transformation. First, the relativeness of coordination is due to many different aspects.
There is Kendon’s suggestion that interaction and coordination are internally and
contextually organised – that is, both the context and the internal machinery of the
interaction influence the coordination, both interactionally and functionally. Of course,
the individuals’ moods, histories, emotions, attention and so on, also influence the
interaction. Individuals do not stop being individuals during interaction, as we have
seen in the discussion of Fogel’s work, and, obviously, their ‘idiosyncrasies’ have
various effects on the interaction and coordination.
Interaction and coordination are irregular because they do not take place in a
vacuum. In contrast, they happen in both internally and externally contextualised
settings.52 Interaction and coordination are complicated events that take place in
complicated and variable environments, on the basis of complicated, imperfect
mechanisms, with forces pulling and pushing from all sides, which all make it unlikely
that the process will be smooth. In order for individuals to be ‘successfully’ involved
in such complex phenomena, there needs to be a degree of flexibility in the individuals,
and, arguably, also in the process. Kendon, for example, suggested that there is more
flexibility in the coordination of standing F-formations than in seated ones because
there is more possibility for changes in posture, orientation and so on. Does this
suggest that talking to each other while standing is more likely to generate social
understanding than while sitting? Of course not, though it is possible that the same
conversation would be conducted differently standing or sitting. The point is, however,
52

‘Internally contextualised’ refers to the influence of on the one hand the individuals and on
the other the interaction and coordination itself on the interaction, and ‘externally’ refers to the
situation in which the interaction takes place.
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that differences in context will have an influence on conversations. Also, as Kendon
has hinted himself, in a seated arrangement we have other resources for conversational
dealings.
These originary reasons are not the only ones why coordination and interaction are
not perfect. In order for them to be able to generate and transform meaning, they
cannot be smooth. If coordination and interaction were perfectly smooth, as described
slightly caricaturally in the discussion of Fogel’s work, they would lock interactors
together perfectly, and there would be no space for the emergence of meaning. The
flexibility in interaction is not only needed for physical reasons, it is also needed for
reasons of meaning generation. Breakdown of coordination, imperfect coordination
and repair, as we have seen and will see again in the next two chapters, are themselves
conducive to social understanding. Chapters seven and eight will be devoted
specifically to the question of meaning generation and transformation in interaction
and coordination.
The aim of the present investigation is to contribute to the understanding of social
cognition, not merely social interaction. For this, it is important to give a precise and
detailed account of how social interaction and social coordination are achieved – an
aim which will be continued to be pursued in the next chapter. Let us remind ourselves
again what social understanding is. Social understanding, it was argued in chapters two
and three, is for the most part not based in a kind of reasoning that is modelled on the
process of doing science, involving inference, reasoned explanations and predictions
and attributions to other persons of mental states. The kind of understanding that is at
the centre of this work, and has been argued to be at work in social situations, is of an
experiential, involved kind, as opposed to the detached kind of cognitivist
explanations. An involved, even concerned, understanding arises in embodied and
situated contexts. What role do fluctuating interaction and coordination play in this
experiential, involved social understanding?
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7
Interaction rhythm and rapport

(Persons interacting)

Time to lay the cards out on the table once more. So far, it has been explained why
inferential accounts are not the most fruitful way to approach social cognition, what the
role of the body and the situation are in social understanding, and why an embodied
and situated explanation of social cognition has to be richly interactional. The present
chapter and the next together introduce a specific framework of social capacity and
intersubjectivity based on these requirements of embodiment, situatedness and
interactionality. After having laid out some elements with which to characterise the
interaction process, it is now time to go deeper into how it works first (this chapter),
and then to explain how social understanding happens interactionally (chapter eight).

7.1 The temporality of interpersonal coordination: Social interaction
rhythm
The questions that we reached at the end of chapter six were “what role does
interactional coordination play in social understanding?” and “how is interactional
coordination achieved?” We have seen how coordination can be achieved
interactionally, in other words that the interaction is an effective process. But we still
have not answered how that works. How can the interaction, and for that matter the
coordination, be effective, i.e. have effects such as meaning generation and
transformation? In this chapter, the proposal is put forward that the timing of the
continuously acting and perceiving person in interaction is a foundational aspect of our
ability to understand others and the world. As a consequence of the requirements for
this research to take into account embodiment, development and interaction, the focus
of the present investigation is on everyday face-to-face interactions.53 In what follows,
some aspects of the temporality of these everyday social interactions will be
53

This is not intended to minimise the importance of other forms of social interaction, it is
merely a question of focusing the present work.
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unravelled, how that temporality can be described, what it does in the interaction and
how it does that. This exposition is divided over this chapter and the next. In the
present chapter, characteristics of interactional timing are introduced and discussed,
and it is linked mainly to the first aspect of social understanding: rapport. In the next
chapter, sense-making in interactions is explained.
In what has gone before, we examined alternatives to Theory of Mind
explanations. In chapters three and four, embodied and situated aspects of agents in
general and social agents in particular were discussed. These focus on capacities in
which the body and the situational context play a central role, and include capacities
such as imitation, the perception of goal-directed movement, and the perception of
agency. It was concluded however, that they do not allow a grasp of the whole picture
of social understanding yet because, even though proponents are interested in
developing a second-person approach, it is often taken for granted that social partners
are already in an established interaction. It was argued however, that the process of
establishing an interaction needs to be understood in order to be able to explain social
understanding, just like coupling has to be understood to give an embodied account of
general cognitive capacities. An embodied approach highlights the need to investigate
precisely what the relationship is between agent and environment, in this case the agent
and the social environment, i.e. other social agents. Thus, in chapter six, we explored
approaches to social interaction. These came from such diverse directions as
developmental psychology, sociology, and robotics. It emerged from their evaluation
that interactions deserve to be studied as processes in their own right. However, a story
about precisely how the interaction is established and how its unfolding works, was
found to be wanting in most of the presented approaches. In chapter five, a framework
was proposed for the evaluation of interactional approaches, which included a notion
of coordination. Coordination in interaction can have many different forms and origins.
One possible origin of coordination that has not been discussed much in relevant
research as yet was put forward: that coordination in interaction can be generated by
the interaction process itself. In fact, it was argued that if we are aiming for a fullblown explanation of human social understanding, it is essential to complement
existing approaches with an investigation of the role of interaction and processes in the
origin of social understanding. A sketch was also provided of the complexity and
multi-dimensionality of coordination in interaction. The question we are now
confronted with is: how to approach social interaction next, in a picture as complicated
as this?
The account given here cannot be but, like the others, an endeavour of
simplification. In the present work, simplification is brought about not by focussing on
one or a few elements while leaving the others in the background, but rather by
focussing on a characteristic that may be a feature of all the elements of social
interactions: the fact that they are ongoing over time. This is hypothesised to be what
keeps all the elements together and account for how they interact and influence each
other in order to make social understanding possible. In our everyday experience, it is
clear that embodiment, situatedness and detached thinking about social situations are
not separate, and in fact, that they are closely intertwined. What makes these elements
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– most of the time – cohere with each other? What organises the movements of our
head, face, and hands, our semantic utterances, thoughts, experience, attention,
situation, expectations and so on, together into a coherent, meaningful process? In fact,
what makes it even often meaningful if they do not work together coherently? It is
suggested here that the feature of social interaction that keeps it together in one person,
intraindividual coordination (Kelso 1995), also keeps it together between persons.
What could possibly pull off such a feat? In this chapter, centre stage will be given to
the social interaction rhythm of interactions and interactors. By doing so, it is hoped
that several of the traps that previous approaches seem to (partially at least) fall prey to
can be avoided.
Proposals about the existence of rhythm(s) in social interactions have been made
before (Jaffe and Feldstein 1970; Condon and Ogston 1971; Condon 1975; Stern
1977/2002; Tronick, Als, Adamson et al. 1978; Stern and Gibbon 1979; Condon 1982;
Lomax 1982; Sheflen 1982; Hall 1983; Evans and Clynes 1986; Warner 1988; Kendon
1990; Trevarthen 1999; Gill, Kawamori, Katagiri et al. 2000; Jaffe, Beebe, Feldstein et
al. 2001; Shanker and King 2002). Notwithstanding all this work, there is as yet no
satisfactory theoretical framework that illuminates the connection between social
interaction rhythm and sense-making in social situations. The social interaction rhythm
approach to social interaction and understanding put forward in this work aims to do
precisely that: to make a start with the explanation and understanding of the
relationship between interactional timing (or: interactional temporal coordination) and
social understanding.
Social interaction rhythm refers to the diverse aspects of the temporality of the
interaction – a necessary, though not sufficient, requirement for establishing,
maintaining and closing social interactions. Timing coordination in interaction is done
at many different levels of movement in the interaction, including utterances (in
accordance with Gallagher’s notion of expressive movement, which includes both
gestures and language production, as we saw in chapter four), posture maintenance and
so on. Rhythm as a term is preferred over the more general ‘temporality’ because it
captures the active role that these elements play in the generation and organisation of
interaction. The term rhythm is of course familiar from its use in music. In the way the
term is employed here, it does indeed have some elements in common with that usage,
such as it being an underlying temporal structure upon which the melody for example
is played or sung. In the social realm, this roughly coincides with meaning being spun
around the dynamical, temporally unfolding form of the interaction. On the other hand,
however, rhythm as it is used here is not as fixed as in its musical application. Social
interaction rhythm refers to the structure in time of an interaction, in particular with
respect to the presence and absence of coordination. Hence, since there is no continual
coordination in interactions, it is clear that rhythm, as used here, contrary to the general
received understanding of the word, does not necessarily refer to a strict temporal
regularity, but rather to the variability of timing in interaction.54 Interactional timing or
social interaction rhythm, at one level, includes different ways of temporally
54
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coordinating, such as synchronising, moving into and out of synchrony, coordinating
activity in time55 and so on. These characteristics of interaction rhythm will be
discussed in section 7.2 below.
Social interaction rhythm at the same time constrains and enables what happens in
an interaction, as well as being generated by the interaction. This is part of the reason
why social interaction rhythm and interpersonal understanding are so intimately
intertwined – an aspect that will be explained and illustrated in the next chapter.
Social interaction rhythm also thematises the unintuitive issue of who is in control
in a social situation, the dyad or the individual? This issue will also be addressed in the
next chapter. It relates to the introduction of another new concept: that of rhythmic
capacity, which refers to the ability for interactional timing or temporal coordination,
but which is not a strictly individual capacity. In contrast to ToM-modules or mirror
neurons, the rhythmic capacity is not located exclusively in the individual, but is rather
co-determined by the unfolding interaction, the interactors with their background,
mood, possibly shared history and so on, and the situation. An important aspect of
rhythmic capacity furthermore is flexibility, a factor that will turn out to play a crucial
role in explaining the connection between rhythm and understanding, as we will see in
the next chapter as well. For now, let’s focus on the characteristics of interactional
timing and its relationship with rapport.

7.2 The variable temporality of social interactional coordination
This section aims to show that social interactional timing is a variable affair, and
not rigid. In order to do this, we begin by looking into a very simple form of
coordinated timing, namely synchrony. Then it will be shown that social interaction
timing involves more than instances of synchrony, which is one of the reasons why it is
called social interaction rhythm (rather than synchrony, for instance).
As seen in the chapter five, when behaviours are non-accidentally correlated, i.e.
when there is a common and or a connecting factor, we say that they are coordinated.
We are most interested here in cases of coordination, and will not discuss accidental
correlation.
7.2.1 Physical and biological synchrony
Let us start with synchrony in general, not specifically in the social realm. The aim
of this subsection is to make it clear that temporal coordination is not something rare in
physical and biological systems, but rather a ubiquitous and non-mysterious
phenomenon.
Synchrony is a kind of coordination where events coincide in time, for example
two objects pulsing at the same rate. Physical objects can synchronise, like when two
lights flash repeatedly at the same time. What started off the subfield of mathematics
that is concerned with the theory of coupled oscillators was the synchronisation of two
55
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pendulum clocks (Strogatz and Stewart 1993; Clayton, Sager and Will 2004).
Huygens, the 17th century Dutch physicist and clockmaker, observed that two of them
standing next to each other would become perfectly synchronised after a while.
Moreover, they became synchronised again shortly after being disturbed. When the
clocks were put in different places, they lost synchrony. When they were put in each
other’s vicinity again, they shortly returned to synchronous swinging. It seems that
oscillatory systems, i.e. systems that execute periodic behaviour, can entrain with each
other (though this of course does not always happen). Another paradigmatic case of
synchrony are fireflies of Southeast Asia, described in Buck and Buck (1976). Fireflies
usually flash individually, but some species that live in Southeast Asia and the Pacific
region flash in group. Buck and Buck characterise group synchrony as an ability
“requiring a group of organisms to repeat an action simultaneously and at regular
intervals” (p. 74). How is this synchrony possible?
Setting aside cases of accidental correlation or of the systems being both joined up
to a third system (cf. external coordination as defined in the previous chapter) for this
kind of synchrony to be possible, the synchronising systems need to be coupled in
some way. In the case of Huygens’ clocks, this may have been established by the
mechanical vibrations of the surfaces they were hanging from (or standing on). In
biological systems, coupling can be achieved by a sensorimotor system, i.e. a system
that can perceive a stimulus and react to it.56 Coupling does not always have to lead to
synchrony or be characterised by synchrony, but here we are interested in aspects of
temporal coupling, and a very simple form of it is synchrony.
Humans (and other animals) also synchronise to outside events, for example our
sleep-wake cycle generally coincides with the circadian rhythm, women’s menstrual
cycles can coincide with the lunar period, and our ability for this kind of coordination
seems to be fairly plastic (Fraisse 1964; Winfree 2001).
Temporal coordination also happens intra-individually. The research of Russian
physiologist Nikolai Aleksandrovich Bernstein is important here because it sheds light
on what coordination does for an organism. He saw the animal body as a very complex
kinematic system that has to coordinate “inertia, reactive forces, and initial postural
conditions [...] with active muscle forces” to produce movement and he thus “ruled out
any straightforward, unambiguous relation between the nervous impulses innervating
movements and the movements themselves” (Turvey 1990, p. 938). Bernstein’s
research program was the study of movement, and he saw it as a problem of
coordinating the very many degrees of freedom a body has and thus of reducing the
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many independent variables that need to be controlled. A moving body is a complex
system that deals with its complexity in action by organising itself and reducing the
number of independent variables involved. Bernstein’s notion of coordination concerns
“the organization of the control of the motor apparatus” (ibid.). Control and
organisation, for Bernstein, do not consist in the intervention of an extra, in some way
external, system that gives instructions, but rather in the self-organisation of the
system, which consists in the reduction of high-dimensional state spaces into lowdimensional ones. Turvey gives an illustrative example of this. His article features two
pictures of different marionettes. The first is of a hand controlled marionette
performing a complex movement. In this marionette, there are many strings, connected
to the handheld ‘control unit’. In a second picture, he depicts a different kind of
marionette, a ‘self-organising’ one. This one is not attached to a hand control unit. It
has strings, like the first one, but they are between the different body parts of the doll
and there are much fewer of them. The strings in this marionette represent the
synergistic relations between the body parts that are responsible for the production of
movement. It is this kind of organisation that Bernstein is interested in, the one that
exists between the parts of the moving body, i.e. self-organisation, rather than that
between the body parts and an external controller. High dimensionality refers to the
many degrees of freedom that a body has, but this dimensionality can be reduced by
the relationships that form and persist between the moving body parts, for example, in
the light of a certain task. In such an approach, the relationships between the parts are
exploited for the organisation of the whole, rather than this organisation needing to be
controlled by some extra mechanism. That this is necessary is summarised by Kelso as
follows: “the large number of potential degrees of freedom precluded the possibility
that each is controlled individually at every point in time” (Kelso 1995, p. 38, his
emphasis). Basically, in cases where there are many degrees of freedom, it is much
more economical to self-organise than to be externally controlled.
In this view on physiology, self-organisation and coordination are very familiar
phenomena for complex biological systems. Bodies coordinate many different
activities at many different levels, both to the outside world and internally, and precise
timing plays a crucial role in this (van Gelder and Port 1995; Iverson and Thelen
1999). An approach to social understanding based on temporal coordination, being
such a pervasive phenomenon in natural systems, promises to be more parsimonious
than one that is based on a ToM- or simulation mechanism. The extra cognitive load
required by these traditional mechanisms, whether at the sub-personal level or at the
level of conscious awareness, is avoided in an approach that bases social understanding
in a physical temporal coordination account.
Thus, synchrony and temporal coordination are indeed ubiquitous and nonmysterious behaviours of physical and biological systems. Biological systems in
particular are able to coordinate many different temporal processes at different levels
(Schmidt, Treffner, Beek et al. 1991). Of course synchrony does not always occur
between physical systems. Whether it does often depends on the natural rhythms of the
systems involved. If these are too divergent, synchrony does not easily occur. If they
are close to each other, it can. Systems have a tendency to follow their natural
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individual dynamics and to coordinate with systems whose dynamics are close to
theirs. The result of coordination in these cases is often a rhythm that is different from
either of the rhythms of the participating systems. If the individual tendency is strong,
synchrony can be disrupted or coordination may be intermittent, as in relative
coordination.
Yet we do not interpret the physical and biological synchronising systems in
psychological terms, nor do they understand each other psychologically. Is there
synchrony in social interactions? And if so, what is its relation to social understanding?
Let us start with the first question.
7.2.2 Interpersonal synchrony
There are also findings on synchrony in social situations. In subsection 6.1.3, I
have mentioned the studies of filmed dialogue that the context analysts carried out.
William Condon is one of the people who did this kind of work, and one of the
pioneers of the investigation of the temporality of face-to-face interactions.57 There
were others (see for example the articles in the book edited by Martha Davis 1982), but
Condon’s work provides the most fruitful starting point for the discussion here. An
initial discussion of his work on synchrony between interactors will serve to suggest
and examine several possible ways of characterising the temporality of social
interactions. Remember, what we are looking for is how social understanding and the
temporality of the interactions are related, or: whether temporality and timing of
interaction underlie the generation of social meaning. In order to be able to start
answering this question, we need to know more about the nature of social interactional
timing. In this subsection and the next, an increasingly complex picture of interactional
timing will be revealed, and we will gradually start making a connection between this
picture and social understanding.
Condon carefully analysed films (video and audio) of dialogues between people.
He found that the body parts of a speaker that are moving as she is speaking move in
temporal relation to each other and to her speech. According to Condon, the flow of
body motion and that of the articulation of speech coincide in time. Condon dubbed
this temporal relation between body motions and speech of a speaker self-synchrony, in
which “[a] speaker’s body is observed to move in organizations of change which are
precisely synchronized with the articulatory structure of his own speech across
multiple levels” (Condon 1986). These findings are analogous to Bernstein’s findings
on motor coordination and could be explained in similar ways (we will come back to
this in 8.2.1).
Condon’s self-synchrony is only one side of the coin he dug up though, for he also
found what he calls “interactional synchrony”, in which listeners synchronise their
body movements with the utterances and movements of the speaker (Condon and
Ogston 1971; Condon 1986). The synchrony that Condon refers to here is manifested
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as a concurrence in time of the flow of body motion on the one hand and that of the
articulation of speech on the other. For instance, changes in the direction and speed of
the movement of certain body parts co-occur with changes in speech, for example with
the transition points identified by Sacks, Scheglof and Jefferson that were mentioned in
the last chapter. Condon and Ogston were the first to articulate findings of interactional
synchrony (Condon and Ogston 1966; Condon and Ogston 1967; Condon and Ogston
1971; Kendon 1990).
An important aspect of Condon’s ideas that needs explaining at this point is what
he considers to be units of behaviour and their hierarchical organisation. In an account
that is reminiscent of Bernstein’s motor coordination, Condon explains that the microunits of behaviour are units at the level of relationships between movements (Condon
and Ogston 1971; Condon 1986). Behaviour is organised already at the lowest level.
Behaviour, he asserts, is not carved up along the lines of individual limbs or body parts
moving, which are then added together to form body movements. The units of
behaviour rather, Condon says, are constituted by relationships of change among
moving body parts, and between body parts moving and speech. Condon therefore
prefers the term ‘process unit’ over ‘behaviour unit’ to make this clear, and also to
illustrate that what a unit is, changes from instance to instance. According to Condon,
process units are hierarchically organised clusters, i.e. smaller behavioural units fit into
bigger ones and these themselves are part of bigger units again. The analogy with
linguistic units is straightforward and illustrative here (though these are not always
processes in time, they can be when spoken): several phonemes form words, words
form phrases and phrases make up sentences. The same goes for movement
organisation, says Condon. Both movements and speech events are formed from each
other, with each event constraining the next and itself being constrained by what
happened just before. Movements concur with speech at a certain time, and the point at
which one behavioural/process unit ends and another begins can be when the
organisational cluster changes speed, or direction. According to Condon, this change of
speed or direction does not have to happen in all the body parts, but may only take
place in some of the participating limbs. These levels in behavioural units are
organised in themselves and with each other, in the sense that the start of an event at
one level often coincides with the start of an event at another level or a change in it
(e.g. the start of a word may also be the start of a phrase, which also coincides with a
change in the movement in several body parts), or the start of an articulatory event may
coincide with a change in direction and/or speed of the movement of one or a cluster of
body parts. Body motions and spoken utterances are, according to Condon, organised
over time, and hierarchically (with regard to the hierarchical organisation of body
motion in relation to speech, see also Kendon 1972). In some ways, this is an extension
of Bernstein’s ideas on motor coordination in a body, now including speech.58
Kendon captures what Condon means by interactional synchrony a bit more
clearly. Synchrony as it is used here refers to the co-occurrence of boundaries of
58
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movement components. It is only these boundaries that count. That is, listener and
speaker can be moving in very different ways – what coincides are the boundaries of
their “movement waves” (Kendon 1990, p. 93), which are changes in direction and/or
speed of the movement.
Furthermore, Condon has found self-synchrony and interactional synchrony across
cultures and in infants (Condon 1982; Condon 1986). Newborns, at only twenty
minutes after birth, entrain with adults’ speech almost as well as adults (see also
Trevarthen and Aitken 2001, in which they report infancy research which produced
similar results). The fact that this is found across cultures and in infants seems to
suggest that it is a universal capacity of humans.
It is clear then that there is synchrony in social encounters.59 In order to advance
on the question of how it is related to social understanding though, we need to delve
deeper into the phenomena of temporal coordination in interaction. In the next two
subsections we find out more.
7.2.3 Social interactional temporal coordination involves other forms of
coordination apart from synchrony
There are many technical and theoretical problems with Condon’s work, most of
which we will not go into here (but see Webster, Westerblom, Oxman et al. 1980, who
could not replicate Condon's findings; and Rosenfeld 1981, who gives theoretical and
methodological criticisms). One of these criticisms which it is worth discussing here
comes from Adam Kendon who, as we know, has also analysed films of dialogue. In
one particular study, entitled “Movement coordination in social interaction”,60 he
examined a dialogue between two people having a conversation in a group. Kendon
found interactional synchrony too. He describes it as coincidence of the boundaries of
components of movement, in agreement with Condon (Kendon 1990, p. 110).61 In line
with Gallagher’s point that expressive movement includes utterances, we can
conjecture that the movements under discussion here include utterances, even if
Kendon does not explicitly make this point.
Kendon filmed a group of people having a conversation in a hotel lobby. This setup enabled him to compare interactional behaviour of those directly involved in the
main dialogue with those who are part of the group, but not directly involved in that
dialogue (whom he calls non-axial participants because they are not engaged in the
‘interactional axis’, i.e. the main dialogue). He describes many instances of synchrony
between movements and gestures of people who are attentive to one another, even
59
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when they are not on the central dialogue axis. For example, he describes the
synchronisation of movements between two men, one offering the other a cigar.
During the whole sequence consisting of getting the cigar box out of the jacket pocket,
the offering, then the offering of a light and lighting each cigar in turn, the movements
of these two people are highly synchronised with each other. What is interesting is that
these are two participants peripheral to the interactional axis, that is, they are not the
ones carrying out the dialogue in the group, but rather they would be non-participating
listeners. Their cigar-exchange session happens at the beginning of the speech of the
main speaker in the group, called T. When the cigars are lit, both men turn to listen to
T. Here, Kendon describes an instance of what I have called external coordination
between these two men. At first, during the cigar-exchanging part, they were
coordinated to each other. But when they both turn to T after their cigars are lit,
Kendon describes what happens as follows (the men are labelled P and L in the
analysis): “What is of particular interest here, however, is that the movements of P and
L, though now not reciprocal and quite different in form, are nonetheless synchronous
– boundaries of their components coincide, that is. It is as if both are dancing to the
same beat, though the movements they make are quite different. This analogy is not
too far fetched. They are now both attending to T and in doing so, they both move
synchronously with him and hence synchronously with each other” (Kendon 1990, p.
110). These constitute two examples of synchrony, one where individuals are engaging
with each other (during the cigar exchange) and thus displaying coordination in
interaction, and one where individuals are both attending to a third, which is an
instance of external coordination. He also describes how listeners who are not actively
involved in the conversation move in close synchrony with the speaker.62
Kendon differentiates between different ways of moving interactionally – apart
from the timing – namely mirroring and moving in a way that isn’t mirroring. He finds
that especially the people directly involved in a dialogue go through phases in which
there is mirroring of each other’s movements, and other phases in which there is none.
For instance in one dialogic exchange that he describes, the beginning is characterised
by the listener mirroring the movements of the speaker. In the middle of the exchange,
they move synchronously, but are not mirroring. At the end of the exchange, the
speaker mirrors the movements of the listener. This is not to say, of course, that
dialogues always follow this pattern of mirroring, non-mirroring, mirroring. Kendon
here also remarks that listeners not directly involved sometimes move in time with the
speaker, and sometimes they don’t.
Kendon’s criticism of Condon – and this is the crux – is of the latter’s finding of
continual synchrony. Kendon could not replicate this finding. He does report finding
synchrony, but only occasionally (Kendon 1990). Unfortunately, even though Kendon
62
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describes the behaviour of the participants in much detail, he does not give many
examples of instances where he did not find synchrony, or indicate what characterises
this non-synchrony. There is one exception though: an instance in the interactional
behaviour of the two main interactors, the speaker and his principal addressee. At one
point in their conversation, the listener nods his head repeatedly during the speaker’s
address. This multiple head nod was happening out of time with the speaker’s speech.
Kendon makes a point of the interest of this instance. According to him, the lack of
synchrony at this point in an otherwise highly synchronised exchange may point to the
fact that when a listener is starting a response, he “organizes his behaviour in his own
time, not that of the speaker” (Kendon 1990, p. 101).
Notwithstanding the fact that Kendon does not give many examples of nonsynchrony, he emphasises the fact that he did not find continual synchrony. This
finding of an absence of continual synchrony seems, at first sight, to refute Condon’s
work. However, what Kendon seems to be suggesting is that temporal coordination in
social interactions is more complicated than mere continual synchrony. Taken together,
Condon and Kendon’s results suggest that it is indeed the case that there is a rich
temporality in interaction, but that it is not as simple as continual perfect synchrony.
7.2.4 Interaction rhythm and rapport
Kendon gives an explanation of his finding of occasional rather than continual
synchrony. He suggests that synchronisation between interaction partners happens only
when their mutual expectations of each other are exceptionally well attuned in the
interaction. According to him, synchrony characterises phases of the interaction where
the affect and attention of both individuals are closely met by each other. In other
words, he suggests that synchrony is related to rapport between interaction partners.
This connection between synchrony and the aspect of rapport in social encounters is
one that we are familiar with in our everyday experience of social interactions. This
connection has even found its way into common expressions. In descriptions of
conversations we have had with someone, we might use phrases such as ‘we were on
the same wavelength’, ‘we were in sync’, ‘we clicked’ (positive), or ‘we were beating
to a different drum’ (negative). But what is the connection between synchrony and
social understanding?
Kendon’s suggestion could be extended into a hypothesis. We could conjecture
that a continuum of degrees of synchrony, from low to high, can be described and
correlated with a similar continuum of ascending degree of attunement or rapport. A
high degree of synchrony/rapport can be reached and lost again in an interaction, and
the interaction is in a continual flux between differing degrees of synchrony/rapport.
The degree of synchrony and of rapport in the interaction varies over time.
Furthermore, if this is true, a further conjecture can perhaps be made. Different
psychological characterisations of the interaction or of the feelings of the individuals
involved (agreement, like/dislike, perhaps even how well the interactors know each
other, or how long they have known each other for) could be similarly associated with
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specific observable temporal characteristics of the encounter, not necessarily
synchronic.
7.2.5 Measuring synchrony
There thus seem to be different kinds of temporal alignment in social interaction,
from high to low levels of synchrony. What is synchrony? In the above accounts of
interpersonal synchrony, it is taken to refer to the coincidence of boundaries of
movement waves of two interactors, including speech flow. Boundaries of movement
waves are those points in time where they change speed or direction. Synchrony in
general can be measured in many different ways, however.63 Measuring synchrony is
not a straightforward matter. In fact, it is an aspect of science, like many others, that
requires a lot of decision making from the investigators as to how to do it. Neural
synchrony is an area in which some headway is made with it (see for instance Lachaux,
Rodriguez, Martinerie et al. 1999; Rodriguez, George, Lachaux et al. 1999; Engel,
Fries and Singer 2001; Engel and Singer 2001) and which can serve as a source of
inspiration and information for the kind of research which the present work suggests
should be done in the area of social interaction.64
In the present work, synchrony refers to the coincidence of events. We can
identify a continuum of synchrony: from high to low synchrony, meaning from perfect
coincidence to ‘lagging’ or to irregularity. On the one hand, it has been suggested
above that certain kinds of temporal coordination (low/high synchrony and others)
could be mapped onto certain aspects of rapport between interactors. It is an empirical
question which kinds of temporal coordination, whether high-level (near-perfect)
synchrony or low-level or something else still, are correlated in this way with which
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Synchrony can refer to a coincidence in time (or co-occurrence) of events. In a very simple
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perfectly alternating in time, one falling right in the middle of the interval between two others
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that they are synchronised, and this is what we will take perfect synchrony to mean here.
Above, it has been suggested that perhaps there is a sliding scale of synchrony, from perfect
synchrony, i.e. perfect coincidence in time of events, to lower synchrony, referring to events
that coincide, but with a margin, i.e. less perfectly. At some point, of course, this will turn into
either anti-phase synchrony, or it will stop making sense to call it synchrony, because the
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ways of measuring synchrony are considered outside the realm of the present, philosophicaltheoretical work. It is a very important issue however, and one that can perhaps be dealt with in
future work.
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aspects of rapport and meaning generation/transformation in interaction. Thus far, to
my knowledge,65 this has not been investigated.
However, is measuring correlation the right way to go about things? If we try to
answer the question of how interpersonal understanding and timing relate by pointing
to a mapping between the two domains, will we really have explained how they relate?
It seems unlikely. Such an approach is based on assuming that they are separate issues,
whereas the point of the present work is that they are strongly intertwined. In
attempting to give an answer in terms of a mapping, this point would overridden and
we will therefore not be able to make any headway on it. In order to investigate that
interrelation, another way to go about explicating the relationship between temporality
of interaction and meaning generation/transformation needs to be proposed. One that is
able to probe that interconnection. Before doing that, however, we need to return to the
unveiling of the picture of timing in interaction, as we have not yet reached its full
complexity.
The findings that we have discussed so far suggest that there are different kinds of
temporal coordinating taking place in social interactions. The next subsection is
devoted to presenting in some more detail the variability and non-rigidity of
interactional timing, i.e. the characteristic of social interaction rhythm that it includes
different ways of temporally coordinating. A model that implements a perception
system based on non-continual synchrony will also be discussed and tentatively used
as an inspiration for the investigation of social interaction rhythm. This will again
bring us a step closer to the question of how to address the interrelationship between
timing and interpersonal understanding.
7.2.6 Relative temporal coordination and adaptive oscillation
So far, we have established that temporal coordination is a non-mysterious
phenomenon in physical and biological systems, of which synchrony is a relatively
simple form. Furthermore, synchrony not only happens between the elements internal
to a system, but also between systems. It even happens between people in social
encounters. We have also seen that synchrony between people, or interactional
synchrony, is not a feature that remains constant throughout an interaction. Rather, it
seems that a high degree of synchrony is one possible way in which individuals in
interaction coordinate temporally, and that they move into and out of high and lower
levels of synchrony. The picture of temporality in social interaction so far is one in
which the interaction of two social agents appears to be characterised by transitions
between different levels of synchrony.
Is such a thing physically plausible? Can there be a mechanism that accounts for
such diversity in social temporal coordination?
Let’s take another look at the findings of Condon and Kendon. Condon suggests in
several places that these kinds of synchrony can be seen as related to the hearing
process (Condon 1982, p. 57 and p. 72) or even as an “inevitable product of the
65
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reception of auditory stimuli”, as Kendon characterises Condon’s position (Kendon
1990, p. 114). Condon suggests that auditory perception works in the following way:
“[t]here is physical continuity in the flow of sound between interactants as the sound
waves perturb the air between them. Assemblies of cells in the listener’s auditory
system reflect and carry on the physical structure of the sound which is being received”
(Condon 1979, p. 137). Condon suggests that we not only entrain with auditory
stimuli, but in conversations we similarly entrain with the utterances and movements
of our interaction partner. His findings are that “[w]ithin a latency of 50 milliseconds
or less the organization of change of the body motion of a listener holistically reflects
the organizations of change in the structure of the speech he is listening to” (Condon
1979, p. 137). In several places, Condon goes into the timing of these events, but in
Condon (1982), which is a report of a conference presentation, including an account of
the questions asked by the audience and his replies to them, he goes into them more
deeply after a question from Daniel Stern. Condon has found that entrainment or
interlocking with sounds (not only speech but also inanimate sounds) can happen
within a time span of 50 milliseconds. Muscle responses to sound stimuli can happen
within 10 to 50 milliseconds, depending on whether the muscle activity was already
time-locked with the stimulus. The smallest reaction time however, is about 200
milliseconds, a considerably larger time-span. Stern’s question therefore was: What
mechanism is it that makes interactional synchrony happen, since the time lag between
the entrained events of the interaction is too small for one to be contingent upon the
other? Condon replied to this that we entrain with our interaction partner in ways
similar to a perceptual system, and within apparently the same time span as a
perceptual system, which is shorter than reaction time. That means, according to
Condon, that the listener’s active engagement with the speaker could be a by-product
of his perceiving her speech.
In summary, Condon has suggested that the time lag between the entrained events
in the interaction is too small for one to be contingent upon the other and he has tried
to explain this by saying that interactional synchrony works much like the auditory
system and in fact could be a product of it. This works as follows: partners are latched
onto each other in some way already, which results in them being able to respond to
each other more quickly than reaction time. In other words, interactors are in a
continual state of anticipation of their interlocutor’s actions. This concords well with
the broader framework that the present work adheres to, in which action and perception
of cognisers are intimately intertwined.
We have also seen however, with Kendon, that this kind of close synchrony is not
actually a continual and ever-present aspect of social interactions. Instead, what is
much more likely to be going on is that periods of high synchrony fluctuate with
periods of lesser synchrony, and perhaps even kinds of temporal coordination that are
not synchrony, for example patterned regularities that do not necessarily manifest
themselves as temporally entrained. Scott Kelso (Kelso 1995), as we saw in the
previous chapter, already suggested that, rather than speak of absolute coordination,
we can speak of relative coordination. It is fair to see synchrony as belonging to
Kelso’s more general notion of coordination; therefore what matters is not continuous
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perfect synchrony but rather relative synchrony. That is, the coordinating mechanisms
move into and out of perfect or near-perfect synchrony and other possible states of
temporal coordination. This is also in line with what I suggested in the discussion of
Fogel’s work and in the conclusion of the previous chapter, namely that coordination
can and should not be smooth if it is to be able to generate and transform meaning.
This combination of Condon’s, Kendon’s and Kelso’s findings can be brought into
dialogue with a contemporary model of auditory perception proposed by Port,
Cummins and McAuley (1995). The questions that should inform our examination of
this model are:
1) is it physically plausible to have temporal coordination that is characterised by
phases of moving into and out of synchrony, in other words by relative temporal
coordination? And
2) is it possible to have a mechanism that can anticipate another system’s actions,
but does not rely on computations with internal representations of the other
system’s current states in order to predict its future states?
If so, what would such a model look like? The second question is important in
order to consider the possibility that a mechanism that is less computationally intensive
and therefore more economical could exist and to find out what, if any, it could be. It is
a hypothesis in the present work, and some research has already been presented in
favour of it, that social cognition could exploit the physics and mechanics of
embodiment and situatedness.
Port et al. (1995) developed an adaptive oscillator model of auditory perception. It
involves an oscillator capable of putting itself into phase with a time-varying stimulus,
in other words, synchronising with it. It does this on the condition that the stimulus is
relatively close to the preferred frequency of its own mechanism. The system can
comprise of more than one such oscillator, and each can lock onto a certain temporal
pattern in the stimulus, so that it is possible to recognise fairly complex stimuli. The
authors claim that by putting itself into phase (synchronising) with the rhythm of the
input pattern, the auditory system can recognise the stimulus as it unfolds in real time.
This model contrasts with earlier models of speech recognition (e.g. Lesser, Fennel,
Erman et al. 1975), where the mechanism first received the input as a whole, then
found a pattern in it and then recognised (or not) the pattern. The oscillator system
proposed by Port and his colleagues starts to adapt temporally to the stimulus from the
beginning of presentation, based on its own structure, i.e. its own initial rhythm and its
preferred rhythms.
Port and his colleagues claim that their system, in contrast to traditional proposals,
is able to recognise auditory stimuli on the fly. One flaw of older proposals, they claim,
is that they rely on a representation that would have to invoke a homunculus for its
recognition, the process of which would produce a biologically unrealistic time lag.
Another flaw is that in old-fashioned models, there are no time constraints. The upshot
of that is that events which last milliseconds can be stretched to hours without affecting
the model’s performance. Such models are not properly temporally embedded, and are
therefore less plausible as models of real, everyday ongoing cognition. Furthermore,
there is research which suggests that this stimulus-determined temporal processing
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could be underlying the working of other sensory modalities as well (Cariani 2004).
This is also related to the idea of global anticipation in the nervous system (Lashley
1930).
An important feature of this system is that the oscillators of the auditory system
entrain with the oscillations of the stimulus through different mechanisms, one of
which is phase locking, another is anti-phase locking. Both of these represent a high
degree of synchrony. However, because the system consists of adaptive oscillators, it
is not restricted to mechanisms of temporal coordination that continually achieve high
levels of synchrony. Rather, the system can move into and out of periods with different
degrees of synchrony. This is especially likely to happen in situations where there are
many rhythms being produced at the same time, as is the case in social interaction – the
movements of several body parts and facial features and the utterance flow. Adaptively
changing from high to low synchrony or vice versa can take time, and therefore the
systems can be seen to move in and out of synchrony. In sum, Port et al.’s model is an
example of both coupling to external stimuli – and can thus possibly be extended to
social interaction – and of adaptive oscillation, which can implement Kelso’s relative
coordination. Thus it seems to be an apt inspiration for what the mechanism behind the
diversity of timing in social interactional coordination could look like.
Does this model provide an answer to the two questions above? Regarding the first
question, adaptive oscillators can indeed implement relative coordination or the effect
of moving into and out of synchrony, so this question is answered positively. There is a
further aspect that can perhaps account for the fact that social interactions are
characterised by different phases with different degrees of synchrony. As we will
discuss in the next chapter, the tension between individuals following their own
temporality on the one hand, and the temporal coordination of the interaction process
on the other can also play a role in this.66 Regarding the second question, the model has
also shown that a system can exist that is capable of anticipating without computing
the other system’s states.
How do these questions and their answers relate to our investigation of social
interaction and social understanding? The temporal events and processes at work in
individuals in interaction could be like adaptive oscillators, adaptively ‘oscillating’
with each other. They can do this in diverse ways, making it possible to achieve
different degrees of synchrony in the interaction, and to move into and out of
synchrony. As we have seen, according to Kendon, this aspect of temporal relating is
connected to rapport between interaction partners. What is also interesting about the
auditory model put forward by Port et al. is that something in principle external to the
agent (the temporality of the stimulus) is recognised by a process that produces a
similar temporality in a subsystem of the agent itself, by in a way appropriating the
temporality of the stimulus, based on the own internal structure of that subsystem. This
is related to understanding. Let’s think back for a moment to the discussion of
66
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prediction and explanation in the ToM-approach that we had in chapters two, three and
four (the characterisation of ‘understanding’ based on scientific reasoning). A ToMmechanism requires a kind of prediction that is based on the syntactic computation of
propositions. We have suggested however, that this is not a very plausible or
parsimonious approach to social understanding. Nevertheless, it seems that what
interactors do does involve an aspect of prediction and anticipation. What we have
shown thus far in the present chapter suggests that at least anticipation (a form of
prediction) can happen in an embodied and interactional way. According to the model
of social interaction outlined here on the basis of Condon and Kendon’s interactional
synchrony and Port et al.’s adaptive oscillator model, I don’t really need to work out
your rhythm. Rather what happens is that we both participate in an interactive rhythm,
which at the same time also already manifests itself in ourselves. The interaction
rhythm is one process, but one in which the individual interactors actively participate.
More on the role of the individuals in the next chapter.
One consequence of this aspect of the adaptive oscillator model is that the more
the rhythm of the stimulus is out of time with the system’s own rhythm, the more
difficult it is for the system to anticipate. In social experience, this is analogous to the
fact that it is often easier to interact with people with whom you share a culture,
background or history. This is because it is likely that individuals have developed a
certain way of generating rhythms interactionally, depending in part on their
interaction history, i.e. the interactions they had while growing up. Thus, it is possible
that you will be able to generate an interaction rhythm more easily with someone from
the same region as you for example. This is exemplified in the work of Alan Lomax,
who has investigated the relationship between economical and political societal
structures and rhythmic styles in communication, ritual as well as interpersonal. He
claims that certain kinds of society, characterised by a particular political system and a
certain production system, are associated with specific rhythmic styles both of
expression in communal art forms such as music and dance, and speech. Those rhythm
styles pervade dance and music, down to the level of the rhythmic communication
styles of the individuals of the society, i.e. their temporal style of conversing with each
other (Lomax 1982).
The social interaction rhythm approach put forward in the present work differs
from Lomax’s in several ways, however. For one, the focus in the present work is on
small inter-individual encounters, involving only two people for simplicity, and thus
not much can be said about the relationship between society and individual rhythmic
styles. Lomax claims that rhythm is culturally defined, whereas the perspective taken
here is that rhythm is in part biologically grounded, more specifically in the precoordination structures that we have discussed in chapters four, five and six (of which
Trevarthen’s IMF and IMP and Gallagher’s embodied practice of mind are examples),
and develops in a certain environment. Lomax does make an interesting point that is
relevant to the discussion of rhythm and regularity of timing however. He suggests that
having high rhythmicity – by which he means a very repetitive and regular rhythm – in
speech is not helpful when information that is contained in the words of an encounter
needs to be conveyed. What he seems to be saying is that a very stable, regular and
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repetitive temporality in expressive behaviour would make it difficult to convey
complex semantic meaning. Very strict patternedness in temporal behaviour often
serves to bond and has the effect of taking individuals up into the group. This is not a
situation in which much complicated information can be exchanged. Lomax found that
in the least complex societies, rhythmic styles in dance and musical expression, and in
communication style, are rigid and regularly patterned, i.e. strongly rhythmical in the
everyday meaning of the word. The more complex a society becomes, Lomax claims,
the less rhythmic (here in the ordinary sense of ‘regular’) its speech styles and forms of
expression become.
Lomax clearly uses the term rhythm in a very different way than the one in which
I am using it here. The term rhythm was chosen in the present work precisely, though
perhaps counterintuitively, to include the possibility of variability in interactional
timing. Social interaction rhythm here refers to the variety of forms of temporal
coordination that social interactions can be built out of, and which can range from rigid
and very regular to vary variable, as this chapter has indicated. Perhaps it is true that
more complex societies are associated with more varied timing in speech rhythm, and
that simpler ones find their members expressing themselves in more regular timing.
These matters at the level of society are not within the scope of the present work
however. The work that I want the notion of rhythm to do here is to elucidate face-toface interactions.
Another point is that Lomax holds that a very strict regular timing is characteristic
of almost all human action (and we have seen that this is indeed useful for all kinds of
intra- and interpersonal coordinations), but that in dialogues in which complicated
meanings are conveyed in words and sentences, this strict regularity of timing sinks
into the background. In other words, the timing of activity can be present either in the
background or at the surface of behaviour. Having it in the foreground, resulting in a
very overt, detectable, regular pulse to the dialogue, would interfere with the
conveying of complicated meanings. It is possible that a strict and regular timing
underlies dialogue, even if it is perhaps not obvious on the surface. This claim of
Lomax’s seems to be in contrast with the suggestions made earlier in the present work
that social encounters are characterised by variations in rhythm, i.e. variations in the
strictness and regularity of the temporal coordination. One possibility however is that
there is an underlying bodily coordination of people participating in social encounters,
which lies beneath and makes possible their encounter by coordinating it, and that, on
top of that, the actual conveying of meaning has its own rhythm, which can be quite
variable. Lomax equates rhythmicity in conversation with redundancy. And so, when
there is little redundancy in conversation, there is little rhythmicity. This seems not too
far off again from saying that in different phases in the conversation different aspects
of meaning generation and transformation and of rapport or bonding take place,
possibly over and above the background of quite strict and regular temporality.
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7.3 Characteristics of social interaction rhythm
Rhythm refers to the self-organisation in time of several elements and processes,
spanning the individuals, i.e. of the interaction process. By this is meant: the
organisation of elements across and between individuals. A self-organising process can
take on a strong role and momentum of its own and the same may happen in the social
interaction. Rhythm refers to the intricate timings that take place in this selforganisation and generate it.
What does temporal coordination between interaction partners look like?
Coordination in general is achieved most easily through very high-level synchrony, i.e.
when it is very regular in time (remember the physical systems such as the pendulum
clocks). We have just seen, however, that interaction is characterised by variability and
flexibility in timing. Why is there such a variation in the level of regularity in social
interactions?
First of all, a high degree of regularity is found in social interactional coordination
(Condon and Ogston 1971; Jaffe and Anderson 1979; Montagu and Matson 1979;
Stern and Gibbon 1979; von Raffler-Engel 1980; Warner 1988; Kendon 1990;
Schmidt, Carello and Turvey 1990; Couper-Kuhlen 1993; Grammer, Kruck and
Magnusson 1998; Auer, Couper-Kuhlen and Müeller 1999; Malloch 1999; Trevarthen
1999; Gill, Martin and Sethi 2001; Jaffe, Beebe, Feldstein et al. 2001; Trevarthen and
Aitken 2001; Pickering and Garrod 2004).
Second, though, even at times when it is not found, the overt irregularity could
concord nonetheless with a higher internal (to the interaction or the interactors)
regularity than is readily observable (as was also suggested by Lomax). It is possible
that observable behaviours of interaction partners do not look very regular, but that the
interactors are nevertheless, though perhaps at a level that is not easily observable,
sharing a regular temporality. An example is the finding that the heartbeats of client
and therapist in a session of improvised music therapy become synchronised
(Neugebauer and Aldridge 1998). This accords well with the notion of rhythm as used
in music, because there it does refer to an underlying regularity, with a beat, upon
which a different expression (a melody for example) can be overlaid. This overlaying
expression is mostly in accord with the underlying rhythm, though there is also the
possibility of sometimes briefly playing ‘against’ it. The use of the term rhythm makes
it possible to speak of an interaction as a process in itself, but without losing track of
the role of the participating individuals. In fact, it allows us to give an account of social
interaction and social understanding that does justice to both the interaction as a
process and the autonomy of the individuals involved. A shared rhythm will not
necessarily be manifested as observable synchrony.
Third, individuals have their own ‘rhythms’ (speech has a rhythm, as do individual
motor coordination, heartbeat, breathing etc.). These are influenced by moods,
situation, goals, health, and so on. Thus, when individuals interact, they do not
generate an interaction rhythm from scratch. What is more likely to happen is that their
individual rhythms mutually align to each other (or not). This alignment happens under
the influence of many factors. First, the individual rhythms, one’s own as well as the
other’s, help determine the interaction rhythm, or form a starting ground for it. In
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motor coordination, the rhythm of each limb is on the one hand conservative of its own
timing, while on the other hand trying to draw the other ones into its own tempo and
subject to their influences. And similarly in social interaction, each individual’s actions
will at times have the effect of pulling the other into your own rhythm and vice versa.
Second, the environment and context also play a role in rhythm coordination. For
example, when something startling happens, like a loud bang, the behaviour of the
individuals may briefly change because of this. This in turn has an influence on the
interaction process itself, in the sense that the rhythm in the interaction is interrupted,
or changes pace.
If rhythm consists in part of the existing individual rhythms adjusting to each
other, an interaction rhythm starts to be generated as soon as people meet, just like the
adaptive oscillation in Port et al.’s model. There is thus no need to posit the existence
of a dedicated rhythm perception device – another aspect that makes this explanation
parsimonious. Once an interaction rhythm between two people has gotten off the
ground, this exerts its own influence on the encounter, and in turn on the interaction
and its rhythm itself. In a sense then, one could say that there is no such thing as an
individual rhythm, or that an individual rhythm is only seldom fully individual because
many people are often in contact with others, and their rhythms accordingly are
adjusting to others’ a lot of the time. On the other hand, there is an individual readiness
to adjust or remain in one’s own rhythm. We will come back to this when talking about
the rhythmic capacity in the next chapter.
Fourth, not only the interaction changes and evolves, but as a result of that, the
individuals in it also change. This in turn influences the interaction. Thus, influence in
interaction continually runs back and forth between interaction process and individuals.
Interaction rhythm accounts for two things at the same time. On the one hand,
interaction rhythm connects individuals. They connect through the coordination of
their individual rhythms, which is not the sole act or responsibility of one individual
alone, but the effect of an interplay between rhythmic aspects of individuals and the
rhythmic interaction process. That is why individuals on this account truly interact and
connect. On the other hand, interaction rhythm also manages to account for the
individual’s contribution to the interaction. We have seen in the last chapter that Fogel
was going too far the other way. His proposal suggested that the individuals were born
out of the interaction: “individual behaviour takes its characteristic form by virtue of
its engagement with others; behavior is created in the process of co-regulation” (Fogel
1993, p. 57). In contrast, rhythm as a concept is proposed precisely in order to account
for the connection between individuals who are different and each have built up
different experiences of interaction rhythm throughout their lives. The interplay
between the individual level and that of the interaction process will be addressed in
more detail in the next chapter.
Fifth, if any meaning generation and meaning transformation are to emerge from
social interaction, we could not have continually perfectly synchronised interactors.
Such interactors, completely glued to each other in time, would never get a chance for
some individual expression, nor would the interaction as a process have opportunity
for opening up. Instances of highly synchronised interaction which generate a strong
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feeling of bonding, such as the feeling of dissolving in the group at a particularly
entrancing pop concert, or dancing with a partner and achieving perfect attunement.
These are exceptional states however, and the feelings of connection that they generate
are most often those of extreme bonding. As we have seen in the previous section, an
important aspect of meaning generation and transformation in interactional
coordination is the flexibility of the interactional timing. Why? The ability to change
one’s rhythm and one’s role or actions in the interaction is one of the crucial factors in
making understanding between people possible. We will see examples in the next
chapter of how meanings can be transformed according to the timing of contributions
of interaction partners.
The phenomena of generating, reaching, transforming and so on, states of high
rhythmic attunement (with their experiential facets) play a necessary but not sufficient
role in levels of interactional rapport as well as in generating and transforming
meaning. Transitions between states of high and low temporal coordination usually has
a connection with experiences of tension and release. Meaning and rapport come from
how, in the interaction, gestures and other actions serve to disrupt or recover these
states/experiences.
In sum, interactions may become self-sustaining, and show many signs of wellknown cases of self-organisation, such as mutual influences between levels. A crucial
aspect of this self-organisation is the temporality of interaction. This process may
occur merely for the sake of continuing the interaction. A sustained interaction, or even
a highly synchronised (part of an) interaction is not necessarily a ‘positive’ interaction.
(For an example of an analysis of a negative self-organisation process in interactions,
in this case how the relationship between parents and teenage child can turn sour, see
Granic (2000).) All these observations about the process of interaction directly relate to
how rapport and meaning are generated, perceived and transformed in the interaction.

7.4 Summary and discussion
In this chapter, the notion of social interaction rhythm was introduced. Social
interaction rhythm is not characterised by a strictly regular timing, rather it is variable
and flexible. Thus far, the discussion has concentrated on achieving interactional
synchrony and the possibility of it. We have seen some evidence that suggests that it is
indeed possible. Furthermore, the different aspects of timing discussed until now –
differing degrees of synchrony and interactional transitions between them – were
connected to the rapport aspect of social understanding. We have seen how moving
into and out of synchrony could be related to how well interactors are attuned to each
other attentionally, emotionally and behaviourally. This, it must be added, does not
imply that highly synchronised interactions are always positive, in the sense of
reflecting a good interaction. Two people who are fighting intensely can also be very
highly synchronised.
What about sense-making, the second aspect of social understanding? An account
of social interaction rhythm, if it wants to have something to say about meaning
generation and transformation as well, needs to be made still more complex. A more
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complete picture should take account of the tension between adaptive, equalising
processes on the one hand and processes that tend to manifest the individuals’ own
rhythms on the other. Explaining this is one of the focuses of the next chapter. We will
also see that there is a strong interplay and connection between interactional rapport
and interpersonal sense-making, and I will elaborate on that theme, since it is one of
the focal points of social understanding as put forward here. One thing that can be said
here already, and will be elaborated in some depth in the next chapter, is the fact that
social behaviour is of course not merely physical, but intentional, in other words,
embodied. In the present and the previous chapter, the account of interactional
behaviour has remained fairly ‘dry’, in the sense that we have discussed movements
and utterances, but we have not spoken about them in a way that does justice to how
rich with meaning they appear to us in our everyday experience of them. Thus, the next
chapter focuses on how social interaction rhythm and sense-making relate.
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8
Participatory Sense-Making

(Interpersonal understanding)

In the previous chapter, we have concentrated on the relation between temporal
interactional coordination and rapport. Maybe it has struck the reader however that the
presentation of what goes on in interactions so far has been very behaviouristic. We
have discussed the analogy between intra-individual motor coordination and social
interactional coordination, but this analogy can not go much further than the purely
mechanistic aspects of these kinds of coordination. The aim of this chapter is to
augment the discussion and explicate the intentionality of social interactional
coordination. If behaviour is intentional, and behaviours can be coordinated, can
intentionality and meanings also be coordinated? This is the question this chapter will
investigate, and answer positively.
This chapter presents the argument that the other aspect of social understanding
besides rapport, namely the generation and transformation of semantic meaning in
interaction, also has a basis in temporality/interactional timing. (One of the reasons
why this is so is because the two elements are deeply intertwined in the temporal
interactional practice, as we will see.) In this chapter, section 8.1 is devoted to an
illustration of this idea with examples. After that, from section 8.2 onwards, the
elaboration of the theoretical framework of social interaction rhythm continues, this
time with the aim of establishing how social understanding is grounded in interaction
and coordination.

8.1 Sense-making is interaction-rhythmically generated
In this section, two sets of examples will be given to illustrate the relationship
between temporality and semantic meaning.
8.1.1 Who is he?
The first example has previously been used by both Simon Baron-Cohen (who in
fact cites it from Pinker 1994) and Shaun Gallagher. Baron-Cohen (1995) uses it to
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show how having a Theory of Mind is necessary for finding out what the
communicative intention is of a speaker. ‘What does she mean,’ we ask when someone
says something, in other words ‘what does she “intend me to understand”’ (BaronCohen 1995, p. 27). The example goes like this:
Woman: I’m leaving you
Man:
Who is he?
In Baron-Cohen’s view, someone witnessing this dialogue needs to make it ‘hang
together’ in order to make sense of it. We do this by employing our Theory of Mind,
i.e. our knowledge of the world, of the situation and our inference mechanism that
connects this knowledge and calculates explanations and predictions about the
behaviours of others that we encounter. Gallagher summarises Baron-Cohen’s
explanation of how we understand this example as follows: we think something along
the lines of “the man must have thought (formed a belief) that the woman was leaving
him for another man” (Gallagher 2001, p. 96).
Gallagher invites us to consider another possibility for grasping what is going on
in this situation. Rather than explain a behaviour we encounter, he says, it is more
likely that we “comprehend it in an evaluative way” (Gallagher 2001, p. 96).
Gallagher’s point of view is that we do not have to explain the man’s utterance by
referring to his thoughts or inferring what his thoughts may have been. Rather,
Gallagher claims, we take a stance towards the situation and perhaps undertake some
action, e.g. take sides or close the door and leave the couple alone. As we have seen in
chapter four, according to Gallagher, a person’s posture, gestures and so on give us a
lot of understanding of another’s behaviour, because our bodies are what we ourselves
express our opinions, thoughts and so on with.
However, concerning Gallagher’s explanation, the present work asked how we can
do this, how we are able to understand minds as expressed in our moving, experiencing
bodies. Gallagher makes the point that we understand each other because we are
ourselves embodied; it is by virtue of our embodiment that we both express our mind
and understand minds (our own as well as others’). In Gallagher’s view, the coupling
between persons in interaction is ‘always already there’, as we have seen. I have
questioned this, and have explained in chapter five that pre-coordination (which I
consider Gallagher’s proposal to largely be) does not necessarily give us a full account
of actual coordination in a current interaction. The question was then asked how
coordination in actual interactions is achieved. I have tried to answer this question by
looking at social interactions, and it became apparent that the interaction itself can play
a crucial role in that. The above example can be used to show how crucial timing and
temporal coordination are to interactional coordination.
In order to see how central timing is to interaction, imagine a slightly different
version of the above dialogue. The woman and the man speak the same words, but now
their utterances overlap slightly. The man starts to say his sentence when the woman
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starts to say the word ‘leaving’. Using notation techniques as conversation analysts
might use them67, this can be written down as follows:
Woman: I am leaving you.
Man:
[Who is he?
The square bracket indicates the beginning of overlap, and where the overlap
begins is represented by where the sentence is placed underneath the woman’s
utterance. Now this exchange can mean a very different thing, but it does not have
anything to do with affairs anymore. An unknown man could have walked into the
room, and that could have been why the man asked the question.
Similarly, if the man utters his sentence after several seconds, the meaning
changes again. Look at this:
Woman: I am leaving you.
(Pause)
Man:
Who is he?
One way in which the situation may now be interpreted is as graver than in the
original example. In the original example, the man may have expected the woman to
say what she said, hence his quick response. In the case of a later response, the man
may not have expected it, and may have taken some time to figure out what was going
on. The rhythm of utterances in relation to each other significantly changes their
meaning, even if some form of ‘mindreading’ is required.
The point of the present work is not to completely discard the idea that we
sometimes reason about other people’s behaviours and figure out what they intended.
We can do this, but that it is not our most basic way of understanding others. The
question is whether we generally use a Theory of Mind mechanism to do this, and
whether there could be a more parsimonious account. The aim of the present
discussion is to elucidate the important role that timing plays in interaction and in
social cognition. The interaction rhythm approach provides an account of how people
connect, which, we have seen, is crucial to how they understand each other.
It is true, in order to make this example, I – and presumably the reader as well –
have had to imagine a different situation. A ToM-theorist may say: “aha! See, you are
using your ToM!” I would not agree with this. One problem with ToM approaches is
precisely that its proponents regularly confuse what a person does in interaction, with,
on the one hand, what someone observing an interaction does, and even with what he,
the theorist himself, does in order to understand the phenomenon he is studying.
Observers of cognitive events do very different things than the cognisers immersed in
the event (see Maturana and Varela 1980; Maturana and Varela 1987; De Jaegher
2001). In the ToM-approach especially, what an observer does and what an interactor
does are conflated – and to a confusing effect. According to ToM-theory, both we as
observers of the dialogue presented above and the woman and man involved infer
things in order to explain and predict people’s behaviours. It is indeed legitimate to say
of an observer, especially a scientific observer who is researching this phenomenon,
67
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that she is trying to explain and predict what goes on. However, of the man and woman
in the example it may be more parsimonious to say that they are coordinating in time
and to explain what that gives us in terms of understanding (sense-making).
Even our capacity to understand what goes on in a dialogue like the one above as
an observer, i.e. as an outsider – for instance as a housemate who walked in to a
conversation like this by accident – has its roots in interpersonal coordination and
interaction. On the one hand, the roots of development of our social understanding lie
in interpersonal experience (Bullowa 1979; Gallagher 2001; Hobson 2002; Hutto In
press). On the other, even in situations of observing an interaction, it is likely that
coordination at some level is going on. The latter however, is a matter for further
research, and is not touched upon much in the present work.
Let’s have a look at another set of examples before we draw together the
theoretical elements of what is being argued here in section 8.2.
8.1.2 If you’re into that kind of work
Two more anecdotal examples come from a discussion over email with Leon van
Noorden68, one of the organisers of a conference in the series called the “Rhythm
Perception and Production Workshop”69 (RPPW) in 2005. He told me about one of his
colleagues who worked at the Dutch telecommunications agency (PTT) and was
responsible for quality control of the telephone lines at a time when many connections
were made via satellite. In this capacity, this person was able to tap telephone
conversations. He found that when there was a delay on the line, many fights started.
People seemed to interpret these delays as a sign that their conversation partner was
hesitating in thinking of a reply. Van Noorden also told me that his wife, who is deaf,
prefers Minitel70 communication over Internet chat, because it allows a better
perception of the rhythm of the communication.71
Research on video-conferencing unearths a phenomenon that all these kinds of
examples seem to hint at: that understanding can go wrong when the timing is wrong.
Ruhleder and Jordan (2001) investigated precisely this. They started from previous
findings which suggested that the use of new technologies for communication,
including telephony, may make people feel uncomfortable about each other, not trust
each other as much, and make them feel unsure about the competence of their
interaction partner, without being able to ascertain why this is the case. Ruhleder and
Jordan give a clarifying hypothetical example of such technology-mediated
communication:
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Van Noorden works at the Institute for Psychoacoustics and Electronic Music at the
University of Ghent, Belgium.
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For the interested reader, there is more information at www.rppw.org.
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A precursor of the Internet, popular especially in France.
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One person asks her collaborator a question, which he answers as soon as
he hears; his response then travels back to her. She thus hears the response
as coming after a gap determined by double the length of the delay
inherent in the technology, a gap she can interpret in a number of ways.
He, however, thinks he has answered promptly, but may now perceive a
gap before receiving her acknowledgment. What is said and heard by users
on each side of the communications link is thus different, but in such a
way that neither side is aware of the discrepancy. To put it another way,
communicants are not co-present to the communication in the same way
(Ruhleder and Jordan 2001, p. 116).
In other words, the technology does not allow the interactors to coordinate
temporally with each other as smoothly as they are used to in most live, unmediated
social interaction. Note how Ruhleder and Jordan put emphasis on the experience of
the interactors. The authors show in their research how a lack of accurate temporal
coordination can lead to problems of coordination at other levels, first of all the level
of rapport, but immediately following from that, also at the level of meaning
generation and transformation in the conversation. Some problems that can occur are:
gaps that are perceived by one party only, interruptions that were not intended, words
that get swapped and overlapped. The participants in such interactions are only aware
of the results of the technical difficulties, not of their cause, and so their unease is often
not readily appeased. The reason why this work on technology-mediated
communication is especially interesting is that the trouble is not discovered as easily as
in everyday conversations and therefore not so easily repaired either. The interactors
are confronted with the problems without knowing the cause or having the resources to
deal with it. These cases are therefore, in a way, stark versions of the conversational
hick-ups that can happen in everyday interaction.
Let us consider another example. In conversation analysis, there is a notion of
‘adjacency pairs’. These are occurrences of an utterance, which are generally followed
by a response from the other person, such as greeting-greeting, question-answer and
offer-accept/decline. After the first half of each of these pairs, either a preferred
response can be given, or a dispreferred one. Preferred or dispreferred in this case
refers to expectation, and so either of them can be negative or positive. For example if
I ask you: “you don’t want to go to the film, do you”, the preferred (in other words:
expected), response is: “no, I don’t”. Preferred responses are given differently from
dispreferred ones. When someone gives a preferred/expected response, this is done
immediately, with no perceptible pause or hesitation. Dispreferred responses often
come after a short gap, which may or may not be filled up with something like an “err”
or “uhm”. What also sometimes happens, is that the first speaker adjusts her first
utterance when the response is taking a little while to come, indicating that it will be
unexpected. Ruhleder and Jordan give an example of this (Ruhleder and Jordan 2001,
p. 121):
A:
That was a pretty good presentation.
(Pause)
If you’re into that kind of work.
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B:
Well, I suppose someone has to do it.
Because B did not immediately respond, A rephrased what she said and slightly
diminished her praise, thus altering its meaning. This example illustrates two things: 1)
how the different meanings that each person attaches to the situation become adjusted
to each other, and 2) that a crucial element in this adjustment is the temporality of the
interaction. It is easy to see how this quick modification can lead to mounting trouble
in technology-mediated interactions where it is not self-evident whether the delays are
caused by disagreement between the speakers, or by a less-than-perfectly-working
apparatus. If the disagreement is real, then adjustment or another way of dealing with it
may be necessary. If the apparatus causes it, any adjustment that is not based on that
knowledge may only cause more disagreement and misunderstanding. The adjustment
in that case is likely not really to be in the service of understanding, because the causes
of misunderstanding are not attributed rightly.
Ruhleder and Jordan have shown that delay causes meaning change and
difficulties in understanding. In the examples in the previous subsection, we also saw
that the opposite of delay, overlap, can cause different meanings to be perceived as
well, compared with more typical temporal alignment. This suggests that there is an
optimal timing window, within which the understanding of utterances can take place
with the least problems. So how do meaning and timing in interaction or temporal
coordination relate to each other?
The adjustment example given here clearly shows how interactions can take a
direction of their own and influence the interactors. Without the pause between the first
utterance and the expected answer from B, A would probably not have changed her
appraisal of the presentation they have just been at. The interaction has changed her
formulation of her opinion and perhaps with that, also her opinion itself. Moreover, the
example shows one of the possible ways to deal with breakdown. When the path of an
interaction breaks, interactors may revert to techniques of interpretation of the other’s
behaviour, such as figuring out what they may intend in some way that may be
reminiscent of employing a conscious Theory of Mind. Even while dealing with
breakdowns however, timing is crucially important.

8.2 Social sense-making
In the previous chapter, we have seen the intricate temporal coordination that takes
place between interaction partners. We have just seen examples of how sense-making
can change in accordance with timing issues in interactions. But how does meaning get
conveyed between interaction partners? What is the role of the interaction rhythm in it?
This section aims to elucidate the relation between rhythm in interaction and social
sense-making. First, we take another look at issues of coordination in physical terms.
Then, I ask how we get from there to coordinations that can lead to meaning generation
and transformation.
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8.2.1 Synergetic and intentional coordination
Let us have another look at Bernstein’s approach to motor coordination that was
discussed in subsection 7.2.1. We have seen that in the body, with its many degrees of
freedom, elements and processes can become organised together. How is the
coordination of so many degrees of freedom in the body possible? Bernstein’s answer
lies in the concept of synergy. Synergy has two aspects: on the one hand, a subset of
bodily variables become organised together (such a subset has reduced dimensionality
and is easier to control than several independent variables) and on the other hand,
importantly, this organisation is functional, that is, specific to a task. In other words:
the organisation is for something. Body parts organise themselves around the task at
hand, and they do so flexibly and temporally. This is what Bernstein calls a synergy,
the self-organisation of a subset of the body’s degrees of freedom in function of a
certain action (Turvey 1990; Kelso 1995).
This idea has been tested and confirmed in many different areas of movement,
such as walking, upright posture, pointing and object grasping. Kelso and his
colleagues have tested the proposal in the area of human speech production (Kelso
1995). Their hypothesis was that, if the speech production system is organised
synergetically, it should be possible to disturb one part without disrupting the
functioning of the whole system, for the other parts would compensate by readjusting
immediately and spontaneously. Therefore, it was investigated how the speechmuscular system compensated for sudden perturbations to the possibility to move
certain muscles or parts of the mouth, in this case the jaw. They developed a precision
system with which they could measure many aspects of movement at work in speech
production – of lips, tongue and so on. This allowed them to do very precise
perturbation experiments. When they perturbed the jaw’s upwards movement briefly
just before the pronunciation of a ‘b’ for example, the lower and upper lip immediately
compensated and the b was nevertheless produced. When they halted the jaw for the
pronunciation of a different letter, a different part of the speech system
counterbalanced this disruption. The compensations were thus “not rigid and
stereotypic [but rather] flexible, fast, and adapted precisely to accomplish the task”
(Kelso 1995, p. 41). This research makes it indeed seem more apt to conclude that the
motor system self-organises than that it is centrally controlled. It is also more
economical to assume that that is what is happening (see also Iverson and Thelen
1999).
We have seen in the previous chapter that not only elements of physical and
biological systems, but also those of social interactions, i.e. those spanning the
individuals, can also temporally coordinate. What we need to take home from
Bernstein’s approach and see whether we can apply it to the social case is the concept
of synergy. It is characterised by self-organisation and functionality. That is, the selforganisation of several elements and processes in the system happens in function of
something, solving a certain task for example. The function of the motor organisation
is often: to accomplish a certain task, for example to pick up something or to go
somewhere, or to adopt an appropriate posture, etc. We have seen that elements
(movements, gestures, utterances, etc.) of the social system (consisting of the two
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interaction partners) can self-organise together, just like they do intra-individually or
between physical systems and other biological ones. But what about the functional
aspect? Do the elements in the system become organised, or are they organised, for a
function? What is (temporal) coordination for? What is interaction (social coupling
between social agents) for?
There are degrees of functionality of interactions. For instance, a social interaction
can serve a function that is external to it, for example if we want to get something done
together, such as write a paper or build a shed. In cases such as these, the interaction is
for something, it serves to achieve something, possibly even something that one person
alone cannot achieve. In such interactions, what the interactors do is, in large part,
given meaning by their common goal. Often, however, the ‘function’ of a social
encounter is not (just) to achieve a certain external task, and so I would like to suggest
that this is not where the weight of the answer to the intentionality question lies.
In chapter five, we have seen that it is also possible that coordination and/or
interaction can serve the interaction/coordination itself. On the one hand, coordination
influences whether the interaction continues or not, can change its course, and so on.
This is a function internal to the interaction. The interaction itself is its own goal here. I
have called this functional coordination, because the function of the coordination is the
maintenance of the interaction, it serves the interaction. This happens for example
when arranging to meet up with friends. On the other hand, the interaction can also
introduce constraints that facilitate the coordination, maintain it, and so on. That is,
often, coordination is achieved in large part through or by the interaction, it is
interaction that generates coordination.72 I have called this interactional coordination,
and an example of this is the embodied and situated deciding whether to or not to kissgoodbye that was described in chapter five. Functional coordination and interactional
coordination are not mutually exclusive. Rather, they often appear together and work
together in one interaction. The interaction can generate the coordination, which in turn
maintains and furthers the interaction. It is in this interplay that I argue the bulk of
social understanding is done.
But how? From all the above, it still isn’t clear where intentionality is. It seems
that functionality does not necessarily give us a full account of meaning. The picture as
presented so far is not yet complete. The unresolved problems are: 1) So far, we are
still in the mechanistic realm of explanation. That interaction and coordination work
together and are deeply intertwined has been explained, but how do interactors achieve
social sense-making? 2) A related question is: Where are the individuals in this
account? We have focused very much on the mechanisms at play in the interaction
process but did we not warn against losing track of the individuals when discussing
Fogel’s work in chapter six? Answering the second question will help us to answer the
first one.
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In the following, I will discuss answers to these problems. In doing so, an
approach to the generation and transformation of meaning in interaction rhythm will
arise that forms the last step in the argument that social understanding is based in
temporal coordination in interaction, or in interaction rhythm. If our aim is to
understand social understanding or intentionality in interaction, we need to provide
solutions to these questions and present them in a coherent picture that will be able to
produce hypotheses and make predictions. Whereas in the first section of this chapter
we saw examples to the effect that social sense-making happens in the interaction, here
the aim is to find out how temporal coordination in interaction is conducive to social
understanding.
8.2.2 The individual in social understanding: the rhythmic capacity
First, I would like to attempt an answer to the second question and say something
about the role of the individuals in the interaction process. This is important because,
even though the interaction process has interesting and important characteristics (and
is therefore a central element in the current proposal), if we want to explain social
understanding, we need to address the role of the individuals involved. Individuals
come to an interaction with rich inner lives; they have backgrounds and histories,
plans, agendas, feelings, moods and so on. Interaction and coordination in some way or
another involve what the individuals bring to an interaction, and also what they ‘get
out of it’. Individuals do sense-making, as we’ve seen in chapter three, and when they
come together in interaction, their sense-making activities come to interact in particular
ways. Individuals are autonomous systems and a view that does not factor this in runs
the risk of rendering individuals totally submissive to a social structuring process.73
There is a strong interplay between each individual involved in the interaction on
the one hand and the interaction process on the other. This is why the aspect of social
skill that we are focusing on here cannot be located simply in the individual. An
example that might help to understand this interplay is von Holst’s74 characterisation of
coordination between limbs, as described in Iverson and Thelen (1999). Characteristics
of this phenomenon centre on a pushing and pulling between the individual elements,
into and out of coordination. There is a kind of fluctuation between the individual
activity of the limbs on the one hand, and the pull of their interaction on the other.
Limbs, according to von Holst, have an individual preferred frequency of movement.
For example, in fish, one fin will try to draw the other fins into its own tempo of
movement. On the other hand, each fin also tries to maintain its own preferred
frequency. In the end, the fins move into and out of an equilibrium that is an ongoing
balancing between the preferred frequencies of all fins involved. Iverson and Thelen
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characterise it thus: “there is a tension between maintaining the preferred frequency
and the strength of the entrainment to other oscillators” (1999, p. 28).
Similar things may happen in social interaction. First of all, social interaction, as
we have seen in this work, is embodied, implicating movement and perception-action,
and these are often rhythmically organised, as the work of Bernstein, Kelso, von Holst
and others shows. Speech, for example, is also rhythmical (speech is motion after all –
rhythmical here in the sense of: having periodicity) (see e.g. Port, Cummins and Gasser
1995)75, and individual speakers have a preferred rhythm at which they speak (Mathiot
and Carlock 1982). It could thus be that what is described to happen between fins can
be equally applied to what happens between persons, only it will be even more
complicated at that level. In the social realm, this kind of tension is one aspect of what
I have called interaction rhythm: the friction between individual and interactional
processes. Remember Kendon’s example of the multiple head nod, described above, in
which there seemed to be a tension between the behaviour of listener and speaker at the
point where the listener was initiating a response, and was thus going to become
speaker. It is likely that this is not the only place in dialogues where there is this kind
of tension.
It is essentially here that I situate what I call the rhythmic capacity, i.e. the
capacity to flexibly, temporally coordinate, through and in the interaction, with
another person. This capacity draws on the potential for such a coordination, present
in properties and states of the individuals, the situation, the interaction channel and
process, and so on – in sum, factors that enable and constrain the opportunities to share
and change rhythm.
Someone might want to ask at this point where this rhythmic capacity resides.
This is not really the right question to ask. We can talk about rhythmic capacity as if it
is an individual capacity, and therefore situate it in the individual. However, its
relationship of mutual influence with the interaction process is so extensive that it is
better to conceive of it as, in some way, also an interactional capacity. Rhythmic
capacity is not a purely individual capacity. This can be seen from the fact that the
initial capacity for rhythm with which you as an individual come to any given
interaction can be – and often is – transformed or determined to a very large extent by
your interaction partner, the interaction and coordination processes that unfold between
you, and the situation. Since rhythm is generated essentially in the interplay between
interacting individuals on the one hand, and between them and the interaction process
on the other, the rhythmic capacity itself will also be dependent on these factors.
Moreover, it is a capacity that is, to an extent, generated anew in each new
interaction. Of course, an individual brings some background to the interaction, and
this includes a certain predisposition for rhythm, i.e. a certain capacity for flexible
interactional timing (perhaps based in the IMF and IMP that Trevarthen proposes).
However, this aspect of rhythmic capacity is not only a neurological capacity.
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Interaction rhythm is an embodied and situated capacity par excellence. In a particular
interactional situation at a specific moment your bodily being, with its moods, histories
etc. makes interaction happen, in collaboration with your interaction partner. Of course
interaction rhythm is constrained by the individuals’ neurologies, physiologies, current
bodily states, including moods and emotions, physical well-being and so on, and to that
extent it is individually determined. On the other hand, the specifics of each interaction
situation, including whom you are interacting with, the space you are in and so on, and
the interaction process generated in each interaction, equally constrain it. The
individual you interact with influences and constrains your capacity for rhythm (and
this is an idea that will be illustrated in the next chapter). There is no such thing as a
completely individually determined rhythmic capacity. Firstly, because it is determined
as much by each individual as by the interplay between interaction partners, and
secondly, because interaction rhythms are only generated in actual interactions.
The influence of the interaction on the individual factors affecting the rhythm
capacity may also produce longer term effects that transcend a particular interaction.
One aspect of this is the fact that interactors who have a history together – what we
might call a history of interaction or a relationship – are likely to create a greater
rhythmic capacity together on the next occasion when they interact with each other.
That is, an attunement may not only happen in the rhythm of an actual interaction, but
also over longer timescales, at the level of relationships.76 It may also affect the
capacity of interactors to manage such a rhythm in interaction in the long term. These
features of rhythmic capacity explain the experience that encounters with people are
more fluent on some days than on others, that interacting with some people is easier
than with others, that you sometimes feel ‘at home’ faster with someone who comes
from the same culture or region or has a similar background to you, and so on. On the
other hand, interactions that maintain or expand the rhythm capacity generally will
sustain themselves better and be more likely to recur. Hence a sustained relationship
may develop out of this initially spontaneous trend towards better and more reliable
coordination in an interaction.
Impressive examples of what I call rhythmic capacity are Charles Goodwin’s
investigations, for instance those of Rob and Chil (Goodwin 1995; and Goodwin,
Harness Goodwin and Olsher 2002 respectively). Chil is a subject of Goodwin’s (his
father in fact, who became aphasic after a severe stroke) who can only use three words
(yes, no and and) and can only move his right arm and hand for gesturing.
Nevertheless, he can have conversations with people. Goodwin and his collaborators
found that Chil’s contributions to social interactions (i.e. his utterances and gestures)
are greatly intertwined with those of other people. Non-aphasics do not need to rely on
this capacity so extensively. Often, indeed, it is quite possible to understand each other
in situations where the timing isn’t optimal, for instance when internet-chatting, or
even in conversations that are spun out over a long time period, for instance in letters.
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We do, after all, have words, which have convenient and conventional meaning.77
Therefore, the aspects of understanding that are the subject of the present work are
those that come before or underlie the words.
Chil and Rob’s cases show that it is possible to convey plenty of meaning with
few words and a lot of interactional timing. This interactional timing is not something
that only the individual does – Chil and Rob, through the papers of Goodwin, show
very clearly how big the roles of the other interactors and the interaction as a process in
itself are.
A significant factor in the capacity to understand each other socially is to be able
to engage in coordinated interactions through the rhythmic capacity. Like in Kelso’s
experiment on synergy in speech production, the disruption of one part of the selforganising system is often compensated by other parts and the functionality is
maintained in that way. In the above example, the speech limitations of an individual
still allow him to partake of an interaction, partly because of the help of his interaction
partners, and partly because he himself falls back on ways of communicating other
than the words he cannot use anymore. The achievement of coordination here leaves
the participants with a sense of understanding each other, and not only that, it also
allows them to actually achieve understanding: there is an example in the text of how
Chil, his wife and his nurse work together to figure out and then make, after a lot of
coordination, exactly the breakfast that Chill wants.
But is this picture complete? Even if rhythmic capacity and the self-organising
properties of the interaction can account for coordination, how does this relate to
understanding each other? Do the fins and limbs above understand each other? Of
course not, they coordinate, but do not understand.
8.2.3 Rhythm in meaning, meaning in rhythm
The elements brought to the fore so far are: synergy, consisting of selforganisation (we have seen that this is not a mysterious, but rather a quite ubiquitous
phenomenon in physical, biological, as well as social interactional systems), and
functionality. With regard to functionality of interaction processes, we have seen that
sometimes they can have an external goal, i.e. a goal at which the interaction is aimed.
But more often, goals are internal to the interaction, or become generated as it unfolds.
And lastly, we saw that there can be a tension and friction between the activities of
individuals involved and the interaction process, the interactional management of
which we have called the rhythmic capacity.
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Stephen Cowley calls words a “semi-independent province of language” (Cowley 1994, p.
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So what is social understanding? The self-organisation of elements in the
interaction (of movements of each partner, including of course expressive movements)
is not that of purely mechanistic elements. Individuals, as we have seen in chapter
three, are engaged in sense-making activity. In section 4.2.3, we saw that movements
are the tools and expressions of sense-making. Behaviour, therefore, is not pure
movement. Behaviour is intentional action; it is goal directed and expressive. It is at
the same time part of and expressive of the sense-making activity of the agent.78 The
behaviours of social interactors that self-organise together are activities that are already
involved in individual sense-making activities. Thus, what coordinates in
interactions are the sense-making activities of individuals.
In the previous chapter we have seen that individuals in the interaction connect
through temporal coordination. Interactional temporal coordination of behaviours and
movements in social encounters is the coordination of the continual individual sensemaking expressed in and resulting in individual behaviours.
8.2.4 New domains of sense-making
The interactional coordination of sense-making opens up a spectrum of new
domains of meaning-making that is not available to individual sense-making. At one
end of the spectrum there is the case of orientation,79 in which individual A orients B to
aspects of B’s cognitive domain. This happens in certain kinds of teaching situations
for instance, especially old-fashioned styles of teaching in which the teacher instils the
pupil with knowledge. This is a form of one-sided and/or instructive coordination (see
chapter five), in which one individual, but not the other, changes because of the
interaction. It can also happen (though the very extreme version probably takes place
rather sporadically) in everyday conversations, for instance when someone tells you
something you did not know before, or when someone reminds you of something you
had forgotten. At this extreme end, the sense-making of the instructed individual is
altered by the instructing partner. Even though it seems that this process is not very
mutual, it still happens through interaction and coordination. No instruction can take
place without some coordination and interaction or, implicitly, without the
receptiveness of the ‘instructed’ partner who accepts to alter her sense-making activity.
As we move away from this end of the continuum, the sense-making activities of
both individuals are increasingly mutually changed by their coordinated sense-making,
and also change it. At the extreme other end, the individuals truly connect their sensemaking activities, with consequences for each in the process, in the form of the
interactional generation of new meanings and the transformation of existing meanings.
A close-to-the-bone example is what can sometimes happen in academic
collaborations. Sometimes a whole new view on a problem or a whole new
interpretation of a result comes into existence, with no possibility to attribute the idea
78
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to any of the individual collaborators. Rather, it seems to have come out of the
dialogue, and be only truly attributable to the conversation.
The above could be argued to be quite exotic cases. The point of the present work
however, was to give an account of everyday interaction. Here too, sense-making is
continually interactional. This can be seen from the following examples. Orientation
happens for instance when one interaction partner points something out to the other
that he hadn’t noticed before (e.g. “can you see how she is giving all her attention to
that man in the front row?”). Here, orientation takes the form of bringing someone to
make sense of an aspect of the world that was indifferent to him before the interaction.
Coordination in these cases makes both partners look at an aspect as meaningful that,
before the interaction, was only meaningful to one of them. Orientation can also be
directed towards topics internal to the interaction or to the participants’ appraisal of it
(“do you think she likes him?”), to the (fact of the) interaction itself (“shh, I’d like to
hear what she’s saying”), or to topics that relate to the participants (“why are you in
such a mood?”). Interactional sense-making activity can be altered in terms of the
objects of its sense-making.
Not only the objects of sense-making can be altered in interaction, however.
Interactional sense-making can also change an interactor’s viewpoints on aspects of the
world. Your interaction partner’s sense-making can contagiously influence your own.
For instance, having frequent encounters with a rather worrisome person can cause you
to see the world through a bleaker lens as well. This is an example of how styles of
sense-making can become coordinated. Interactional sense-making also not only
involves the coordination of individual sense-making activity, it can in turn influence
and even bring about new individual activities of sense-making, even after an
interaction has taken place and each individual has gone home so to speak.
8.2.5 Rapport and interactional sense-making
An important aspect of interactional sense-making, besides the coordination of
individual sense-making (and the new domains of understanding-activity that it
engenders) is the continual evaluation that accompanies it and that, in fact, also
interacts with it. As I specified in the introduction, social understanding can be
characterised as involving two aspects: rapport on the one hand, and the generation and
transformation of meaning on the other. Apart from rapport being interactionrhythmically generated in much the same way as sense-making, rapport plays an active
role in the whole of understanding too. Its role (apart from, of course, its more general
affective role and its role in bonding) is that of a continual, active evaluation of
ongoing sense-making. As Stephen Cowley puts it: “Timing typically matters because,
as we talk, we express understanding in how we connect with others” (Cowley 1998, p.
567). This seems to me to be a hypothesis about rapport serving as a kind of continual
feedback to the ongoing communication. Thus, establishing coordination itself can
acquire a certain meaning for interaction partners. When we have understood each
other, we will bond more, i.e. experience and sometimes also ‘express’ – though not
necessarily through words (alone) – higher rapport. Conversely, when we have not
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understood each other, rapport will be of lower quality. Rapport and meaning-making
interplay in this way. One serves as a feedback for the other, and the unfolding of
interactions is motored by this process of temporal coordination that intertwines –
because of its embeddedness in the social situation and the active involvement of the
individuals – both the active generation and transformation of rapport and that of
sense.
Interaction rhythm then not only provides the flexible glue between interaction
partners. It is also the glue between the two aspects of understanding as I have
characterised it in the present work: sense-making and rapport.
8.2.6 Participatory sense-making
It is important to emphasise again that sense-making, and therefore also
interactional sense-making, is an active process. Meaning is actively made. I have
presented a stack of examples to show that there is no mystery in the coordination of
movement. Since, as we saw in chapter four, the movements of agents are the tools,
products and expressions of their sense-making, the interpersonal coordination of
movements is also the coordination of sense-making activity. It is important to stress
that I am not talking here about the coordination merely of sense – i.e. of ready-fixed
meanings – but the coordination of sense-making, i.e. of an active process of meaningmaking (whether it is generation or transformation). If it was the coordination of sense,
we would have to invoke representations, like for instance Garrod and Pickering do in
their ‘interactive alignment’ account of interpersonal understanding (Garrod and
Pickering 2004; Pickering and Garrod 2004). Representations, in the cognitivist
fashion, are neither a parsimonious, nor a biologically plausible explanatory tool in the
explanation of understanding.
Sense-making is coordinated through the movement of the interactors, but
interactional sense-making itself coordinates the individuals’ movements, since
movements are both the tools and expressions of individual sense-making. In fact, it is
through movement that not only movements, but also sense-making (and more fixed
‘senses’) are coordinated.
To summarise, coordinating in interaction is a kind of sense-making of interactors,
in analogy with individual sense-making, which is an active, ongoing, experiential,
physical involvement with the world. Sometimes we passively observe meaning in the
other’s behaviour (but, as Gallagher says, we need to move beyond this in order to
understand social cognition80). Most often however, social understanding is an activity.
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(Gallagher In press a): “I do not claim that we get a full account of human intersubjectivity in
the idea that we have perceptual access to the intentions of others. Perceptual access to the
other person’s bodily movements, gestures, facial expressions, and so forth does give us a sense
of what is going on with them, what they mean and what they feel, and this, together with our
interactions with them in pragmatic and social contexts, gives us a relatively reliable, but still
minimal understanding of them.” Gallagher advocates as an elaboration the narrative approach
(as does Hutto, see Hutto 1997; Hutto 2003; Hutto 2004; Gallagher and Hutto 2007; Hutto In
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We participate in social understanding. Just like enactive sense-making involves
participating in active meaning-generation in interaction with the world, social
understanding involves participation in interactional coordination, or in short:
participatory coordination. Accounts of social understanding so far seem to have
focused on the individual powers of meaning-observation, whether through cognitivist
mechanisms or through embodied practices. We need to go a step further and
acknowledge and investigate the participation in meaning that social understanding is.
This participation is mutual. This is interactional or participatory sense-making.
Why was it important to elucidate the role of the individuals in this process? The
tension between individual tendencies on the one hand and those of the interaction
process on the other, breakdowns, and flexibility in dealing with those and with other
variations in the interaction process, account for a lot of participatory sense-making.
Participatory sense-making is the activity of two (or more) individuals’ coordination of
sense-making, generating novel interactional sense-making and transforming existing
meaning. Precisely because the individuals are also involved in their own sensemaking, there will sometimes be tensions between participants. These may lead to
breakdowns of the interaction and of the participatory sense-making activity, where
these processes are hampered or get stuck. This leads to a way of qualifying the
rhythmic capacity: better social interactors are those with a greater rhythmic capacity.
A greater rhythmic capacity is one that is more flexible. Worse interaction partners are
those with a less flexible rhythmic capacity. Good social skill is defined here as a
capacity to deal with many different social partners in different situations, with highly
unpredictable partners, partners whose sense- and world-making is very different to
one’s own, and so on. Because a rhythmic capacity is not defined as a strictly
individual faculty, but characterised as more of an interactional capacity, persons can
be generally good or bad social interactors (have a more or less flexible rhythmic
capacity), while still, in some situations or with some partners, being
uncharacteristically bad or good at social interaction respectively. People with lesser
interactional skills may do much better or even excel when a certain interaction they
engage in affords it. Highly socially skilled persons may, in given situations and with
given partners, have a lot of trouble. Better or worse interaction partners are
characterised by whether, in a certain social situation, they are better or worse at
dealing with change and unexpectedness in social interaction. In other words,
performance in social interactions lies on a continuum of different degrees of
flexibility of dealing with tension, breakdown, and unexpectedness. No single
individual’s skills are fixed on this continuum for life. Individuals slide on the
continuum in relation with their interaction partners and the social situations they
become involved in.

press; Gallagher In press b), but I think we haven’t understood interpersonal understanding
before the use of language enough yet.
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8.2.7 Persons participate in meeting
On the account presented here, not just our expressions meet when we meet, but
we participate in each other’s sense-making. When our bodies meet, our minds don’t
meet unless we actively engage and participate in this meeting. Participating is
achieved through the temporal coordination in interaction, which at the same time
connects us affectively (rapport) and allows us to mutually participate in sense-making.
Participatory sense-making can only happen when the interaction process is there,
embedded in its situation and fuelled by the individuals’ histories, moods, emotions,
expectations and so on.

8.3 Implications
How does the approach put forward here compare with existing accounts of
interpersonal cognition?
8.3.1 Comparison with traditional, cognitivist approaches
One aspect of social cognition that has not been given much attention in the
present work is observational social cognition: our understanding of social agents as
we watch them do their thing, or of social events as we observe them unfold, without
taking part. Social understanding can also mean: grasping social events without being a
partner in them. Even without being participants, we often understand what a social
situation is about or what goes on. The present work has focused on the involved,
participatory social understanding – that in which you are yourself an active partner.
This is because it is hypothesised here that participatory social understanding plays a
formative role in observational social understanding. Participatory sense-making is
developmentally prior to observational social meaning-making. Even in observational
situations though, there is likely to be some coordination going on, even if it is only a
coordinating to. For instance, even when watching a film or a show on TV, there is no
possibility of mutual coordination. Still, you the viewer has to coordinate to what
happens on the screen, and moreover, the latter can orient you within your cognitive
domain.
Relating this back to the question of where ‘mindreading’ or ToM capacities come
from, one problem with ToM style explanations was that they conceived of social
understanding as observational rather than involved and participatory. The present
work suggests that participatory social understanding is primary, therefore capacities
such as those addressed by ToM style approaches, are possible but developmentally
secondary outcomes of social development through participatory sense-making.
With respect to traditional cognitivist accounts, the main advantage of the present
proposal is that it explains how individuals connect, which the former could not do,
and in fact saw no need to do. Traditional individualistic approaches have to invoke
internal representations and these are problematic, as we have seen in chapter three. A
connection can be described as a well adjusting rhythm capacity, managing individual
and interactional factors adaptively to cope with different situations and deploying a
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large range of interactive resources to cope with breakdowns. This underlying temporal
connection can be expressed in characteristics of the behaviour of the system that
consists of the two interactors. Even if the observable behaviours of the interaction
partners show no coordination for a while, the interactors can still be coordinating at a
certain level during that time, maybe by internal physiological coupling (think about
the heartbeats in music therapy example) or other processes not observable by the
interactors. As we have seen, the existence of coordination at the time scale of an
interaction does not necessarily imply that there is constant local coordination. I have
introduced the notion of relative or adaptive coordination to be able to account for the
fact that interactors are not constantly aligned. This is an integral part of the process of
coordination in interaction.
When is a coordination a connection? When the systems are interlocked, and their
behaviours are thereby coordinated. Interactional coordination then refers to the
interaction of systems whose behaviours are coordinated because of their interaction.
Another important question with regard to traditional approaches is of course:
could the approach put forward here account for the development of ToM capacities?
Could participatory sense-making account for the fact that we can question, reason and
gossip about others’ states of mind? The first question to ask is what we understand
those ToM capacities to be. On the present account, first of all, no propositional
inference mechanisms in the brain would be necessary. Reasoning about other’s mental
states, on the present account, only happens at the level of awareness. What develops
so that we can reason about other people’s mental states, and mental states tout court,
is a general reasoning capacity in combination with more and more experience with
everyday social interactions. These social interactions provide a rich tapestry of
possibilities for learning, either through instructions by parents, teachers, and so on, or
by direct involved experience or a combination of both (see also Hutto In press).
Thus, the capacities that ToM has investigated come about interactionally, through
experience with everyday social encounters. As I said, the motivation behind the
present research was to further our understanding of the kind of interpersonal
understanding that we do before and underneath the words, as it were. Even if
participatory sense-making addresses social understanding at that level in the first
instance, and does not explicitly address lexical or conceptual understanding at present,
there are many possibilities to extend it. The account as presented here does not yet
have a well worked out developmental account. However, one possible way to take it
further is to investigate how the development of language and the acquisition of
concepts work within this framework. The development of capacities associated with
the traditional ToM, such as reasoning about others’ behaviours and mental states is, I
suggest, intricately interwoven with the development of language and concepts. In
order to understand this, ultimately, an account of how interactors engage in a
connection and sustain different patterns of coordination, and of how these embodied
capacities help develop participatory sense-making is required. The development of
language happens interpersonally, and the interaction rhythm and participatory sensemaking approach could, given the relevant extensions, account for that development.
Whereas some ToM accounts, as we saw above, conceptualise the development of
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belief understanding as a step-wise progression and rely heavily on the ‘switching on’
of neurological devices, the account provided here allows a much smoother account of
the development of social understanding. On the present account, infants and children
would gradually incorporate more and more practices and activities that they learn
from observing and interacting with others and from their own experience, include
language and belief understanding. This is in line with both Hobson’s account of how
thinking and symbolic capacities develop out of early affective interpersonal
relationships (Hobson 2002) and the recent revival of narrative accounts of social
understanding (Hutto 2003; Gallagher and Hutto 2007; Hutto In press).
8.3.2 Comparison with the embodied practice of mind
Gallagher’s proposal of the embodied practice, even though the connection
between individuals is central to it, does not thematise the connection as such. Hence,
on that account as well, interpersonal connection has been largely overlooked. In
Gallagher’s approach, embodied minds face each other, and what connects them in
their encounters is the fact that they have a body, that their behaviours are expressive.
We have seen however, that this kind of pre-coordination leaves open the question
how meaning is generated and transformed in social encounters. Even when
individuals are pre-coordinated, either by neurological (e.g. Trevarthen 1999) or by
bodily (Gallagher 2001; Gallagher 2005; Gallagher 2005) predispositions, they still
have to achieve coordination in each interaction. The approach put forward in the
present work establishes a way in which this might happen.
Gallagher briefly mentioned the importance of temporality in his (2001) article.
What can a sufficiently worked out account of social interaction rhythm and
participatory sense-making do for his ideas on social interaction? I think it can account
for what he largely takes for granted: the connectedness of the individuals. I hope to
have shown this above.
Embodiment views are taken on board in the present proposal. I have, however,
added an interactional dimension to them. The participatory sense-making approach
goes beyond most existing embodied approaches to social understanding in that it
places the interaction process centrally. The consequences of this move for the issue of
interpersonal understanding are that the active elements of sense-making are altered in
social interaction both in terms of their objects and their form. These interactional
alterations of sense-making are in important parts due to the interaction rhythm and its
associated rhythmic capacity. So far, social understanding has been treated as the
solving of the puzzle that the other we are confronted with is. In the participatory
picture sketched here, two persons act together and, in doing so, open up the possibility
for constructing social understanding jointly, by altering, coordinating and orienting
their individual capacities to make-sense of the world.
A concrete example can perhaps illuminate the progress made in the present
proposal in relation to that put forward by Gallagher. I have already indicated that
Gallagher’s approach (or one like his, in which the expressiveness of the embodied
mind is the crux to social understanding) would have difficulty accounting for an
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experiment like the double TV monitor (Murray and Trevarthen 1985; Murray and
Trevarthen 1986; Nadel and Tremblay-Leveau 1999). We have seen that infants
become distressed when their interaction partner’s behaviour suddenly is not
contingent upon her own anymore, and that autonomous, evolving robots cannot
coordinate with an interaction partner whose sound pattern is pre-programmed or
determined beforehand. Pre-recordings of the behaviour of one interaction partner,
with their intact expressiveness, do not do the trick. It is the interaction that makes the
situation a social one. This may seem a trivial point, but it has taken the comparison of
all the different bodies of work presented here to drive this point home.
Another example is described by Tronick (2005). Tronick found that infants and
mothers of the Gusii81 culture do not greet each other in the exuberant way that can be
seen in Western mother-infant dyads. He observed that a Gusii infant did make big
gestures, with a grand smile and waving of the arms, seemingly to greet the mother.
The mother’s reaction to this, however, was to look away. Tronick observed that this
pattern was repeated over several interactions – the mother never returned this greeting
with equal exuberance. The immediate effect of this on the interaction is that infant and
mother experience disconnection. Tronick also calls this a lack of coherence between
the meaning making of the infant and that of the mother (his paper generally has many
parallels with the proposal I have set out here, though in a much more obviously
developmental vein). Tronick found that the reason for this behaviour of mothers is
cultural; women in this population do not share elated affect. Over time, however, a
way of greeting did develop between mother and infant. The infant makes gradually
less and less big smiley greeting attempts. At some point, he may briefly look at the
mother soberly. When this happens, the mother looks soberly back at him – she
reciprocates. This instance may develop into their way of greeting. A more subdued
greeting develops then, but one in which there is coherence between the sense-making
activities, just like in the Western, more gay greetings between infant and mother. It is
also equally developed. Both styles of greeting, in Tronick’s words, “are assembled
through a reiterated selective process of increasing the coherence of the sense of what
their shared greeting is” (Tronick 2005, p. 310).
8.3.3 Comparison with Fogel’s concept of co-regulation
Another approach that demands some comparative attention is Fogel’s coregulation account. The account presented here and that worked out by Fogel largely
concur. The most conspicuous difference between the present account and Fogel’s is
that his is not as concrete and precise with regard to how interaction, coordination and
participatory sense-making happen physically. Fogel does not go down to a level at
which he has to explain how co-regulation and consensual framing happen in the
physical interaction. The present work proposes a rhythmic account in order to do that.
With regard to how interactional understanding happens, Fogel’s account and the one
presented here seem to concur largely. Meaning is, on both accounts, continually
81

An agricultural society in the west of Kenya.
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generated through action. However, Fogel refers to Gibson’s invariance theory (Gibson
1979) when he wants to explain sense-making of the non-social world. For him, the
contrast between social understanding and non-social understanding is this: non-social
understanding is about picking up invariances in the environment, whereas social
understanding is truly co-regulated.
To me, it seems that this is not where the difference lies. In fact, it is perhaps not
so interesting to ask the question of what the difference is precisely. It seems to me that
sense-making in the coupling between agent and non social world and that between
agent and agent are quite closely related to each other. In both cases, there is an active
constructing of meaning in coupling or interaction. In both cases even the process of
coordination acquires meaning, if only because breakdown of coordination shows that
something is wrong and a repair of coupling is called for. What is different in the
social versus the non-social ‘realm’82 is that in the one, sense-making is participatory,
i.e. it is a joint sense-making, where the interaction is between two sense-makers who
orient each other, whereas in the other, sense-making happens only on one side of the
equation. The non-social can change, but usually only by your interventions. A social
partner can change for internal reasons, or reason that are nothing to do with you, and
bring these changes to bear on the interaction. They can moreover also actively change
you.83 Establishing coordination itself can acquire meaning for interaction partners.
Another difference between the present account and Fogel’s is that, as I mentioned
in chapter six, Fogel’s approach tends to focus too much on the interaction process, to
such an extent almost that individuals are ‘made’ by it. On the account produced here,
in contrast, what individuals bring to the interaction – and not only that, also the
context of an interaction – play a crucial role in the interaction and coordination
processes. The interaction and coordination process are open systems that can come
under the influence of both internal (interactors) and external (situation) factors. Fogel
focuses too much on the powers of the interaction process, while neglecting those of
the individuals too much. And, as already mentioned, he does not want to discuss ‘bad
stuff’, only good interactions. Bad interactions, however, are also interactionally
coordinated.
8.3.4 Comparison with Trevarthen’s musicality notion
In chapter six, we discussed the work of Colwyn Trevarthen. Trevarthen has
articulated his ideas on infant intersubjectivity in three main areas: the experimental
probing of the phenomenon in developmental psychology, the neurological
mechanisms that could underlie it, and the musicality and rhythm that bring it about.
Trevarthen’s body of work is very large, multifaceted and multilayered. It is also very
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I put this in scare quotes, because the word realm seems to indicate a great separation,
whereas I think that they actually are not so far apart, see chapter one about social
understanding underlying general cognition in social agents.
83
Mead captures this well: “the act or adjustive response of the second organism gives to the
gesture of the first organism the meaning which it has” (Mead 1934, p. 77-78).
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complementary with the present work. At first, I criticised his work in chapter six for
its pre-coordinated solution to the problem of how we understand others, in the form of
the IMF and the IMP. He also, however, proposes that infants engage with their
primary caregivers in active participation, and that they do this through rhythm and
musicality. This is obviously very compatible with the present work, both in that it
places the interaction process centrally, and that it proposes rhythmicality to be at the
basis of it.
Work like Trevarthen’s is hugely important for and has contributed enormously to
our understanding of the developmentally preparatory capacities of social cognition.
Because Trevarthen concentrates mainly on infant intersubjectivity however, he does
not give an account of social cognition as such, which is the question we are trying to
answer in the present work. Trevarthen does not really explain how rhythmical and
musical interaction work, apart from being based in the IMF and IMP. More
importantly though, he does not explain precisely how emotional and cognitive states
become coordinated through them precisely.
The present work extends Trevarthen’s ideas in precisely this way. Because I have
the liberty of working at a fairly abstracted level, and am looking into the origins of
social understanding more generally than just in infants, I have been able to make a
first pass at a proposal of how social understanding works that is in accordance with
most of what Trevarthen proposes, and can possibly go a bit further. One of the
advances made by the present work on that of Trevarthen is that it proposes a
framework on interaction and coordination and the several sources of coordination. As
we will see in the next section on future directions, this can be useful for extending
work like Trevarthen’s. A second advance is that the present work expands that of
Trevarthen with the notion of participatory sense-making. The activity of participatory
sense-making allows a smooth continuation from the capacities found and explicated
by Trevarthen and those of social cognition that develop from and within them. The
point of Trevarthen’s research, that of Gallagher, of other philosophers of social
cognition, and of the present work is that there is no real division between infant social
capacities and social cognition. The present work has provided tools to extend the
research in that direction.

8.4 Future directions
A measure of the worth of the present work, apart from providing ways to
reconceptualise social cognition research and hence opportunities for rephrasing both
research and conceptual questions, would also be whether it can generate new
hypotheses. In this section, I will present a few suggestions.
In chapter five, it was suggested that one-sided coordination can serve an
interactional function. The double TV monitor research presented in chapter six,
however, suggested that one-sided coordination in social situations was frustrating in
the case of the infants confronted with temporary still interaction partners. Forced onesided coordination in the evolutionary robotics research also did not work: the robots
were unable to coordinate to a fixed beacon that produced a pre-programmed or
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recorded sound series. In the conclusion to that chapter, I suggested that this research,
as it stands, does not allow for investigating the functionality of one-sided
coordination. In the infancy research, the period of forced one-sided coordination was
not integrated into the interaction as a whole. The robotic turntaker research also did
not investigate a possible functional role for one-sided coordination, though it was
found that different ‘kinds’ of coordination can take place in a single interaction (for
instance, from high to relative coordination), while the goal of finding each other was
still attained (Di Paolo 2000; Wood 2006).84 Whether these different levels of
coordination served an interactional function – and if so, which – was not investigated
though.
Could the interactive function of one-sided coordination be investigated? In a
recent discussion with Ezequiel Di Paolo, we developed a possible way of
investigating an aspect of this, using the robotics methodology already mentioned. One
way to go about it would be to create a situation much like the beacon-condition, but to
have not only the beacon in the arena, but also another autonomous robot. If the robots
could somehow be given the choice of either continuing to try and (re-)engage with the
beacon, or to engage with another autonomous agent, what would happen? Would they
choose the other agent to interact with instead? This experiment, however, would not
investigate interactional function of one-sided coordination – it could at the most lead
to findings about preference for two-way versus one-sided coordination. Another
possibility would be to create a situation of two autonomous agents that can interact
(through sound, say, as in the original experiment) but where one agent is ‘hard of
hearing’, say – that is, it cannot perceive the other’s production below a certain
threshold. Would the other agent start shouting in order to achieve interaction and
coordination? Similar investigations could be made in human-human interactions.
A potentially useful source of research which has not been delved into in the
present work, but which could provide inspiration for future experiments to probe the
interaction-coordination process and for further theoretical work, is neuroscience.
Neuroscience, as was briefly mentioned in the previous chapter, is one field in which
synchrony has been investigated in depth. Inspiration could be gained from this
discipline as to the precise temporal characteristics of interaction rhythm. This is a
level of detail that was not immediately relevant for the present work, but which could
certainly be fruitful in the future. Some other topics into which neuroscience perhaps
gives insights are the related themes of anticipation, prediction and exploration. These
kinds of capacities also play an important role in the proposed interaction rhythmical
framework at a more technical level. It seems that the cerebellum plays a crucial role in
this (Courchesne and Allen 1997). Looking into research on the cerebellum may open
up further avenues for research.
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This was also illustrated to me by Wood and Di Paolo in extensive conversations that I had
with them about this work – out of which also resulted a conference paper (De Jaegher, Wood
and Di Paolo 2006).
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8.5 Conclusion
An interaction, its coordination and the meanings generated in it, at the rapport
level as well as that of semantics, all unfold together. All these aspects influence each
other throughout the ‘life’ of an interaction. This also happens at the level of the
history of interactions between the same two partners.
We have seen that the interaction process and the interactors mutually influence
each other. So what do interactors do? I have introduced the idea that a capacity for
interacting is not an individual capacity. Rather, both the individuals involved and the
interaction that ensues between them determine it. For example, it can happen that an
interaction ends in misunderstanding and tension, even though the individuals involved
are both making an effort to avoid this. The next chapter, on autism, provides an
opportunity to elaborate and illustrate some implications of this viewpoint.
This chapter introduced the concept of participatory sense-making, which
complements the behaviouristic picture of interaction and coordination drawn up in the
previous chapters with an account of how the dynamics of an interaction can both
transform and generate semantic meaning. This move completes the framework of
embodied, interactional, temporal social understanding proposed here. I have done this
by extending the enactivist concept of sense-making into the social domain, thereby
characterising social understanding as the proper coordination of the active, involved
sense-making activities of individuals. New domains of sense-making arise in the
activities of participatory sense-making that are not present in individual sense-making
activities.
The present account goes further than previous proposals. In particular, it is able to
connect the individuals, where this connection was either neglected or taken for
granted in cognitivist and embodied approaches respectively. The proposal shows how
the connection is not a trivial or static relation, but an ongoing process of interaction,
the dynamics of which have direct consequences for social understanding. It also does
justice to the role of the individuals in the interaction process, an area that was
overlooked in Fogel’s work. The present work has a strong affiliation with
Trevarthen’s research, though the framework of interaction and coordination put
forward here suggests further tools for getting a grip on the roles and functions of
different phases of the interaction process, in order to find out more precisely how
social understanding emerges in interaction. I have made some suggestions for further
research that makes use of the present framework.
It should be clear that the present work proposes that social cognition develops
from the experience of social interactions, in line with Hobson’s view (Hobson 1993;
Hobson 2002). There is a whole story to tell about the development of social and
general cognition though, and one of the jobs of the next chapter is to give some clues
as to what are essential ingredients of this story. The focus on the developmental social
disorder of autism in the next chapter provides an opportunity to further elaborate and
illustrate the major points of the present work, and to propose one area of future work
based on it.
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9
Participatory sense-making in autism?

(Persons having trouble connecting)

The present chapter intends to give a flavour of some possible directions for the
future of the interaction rhythm and participatory sense-making (IR & PSM) account
provided in the previous chapters. I will introduce some aspects of the social
developmental disorder of autism and some of its explanatory frameworks. This will
allow me to apply elements of the IR & PSM approach to a well-researched social
phenomenon, while at the same time allowing me to ‘try out’ some of the concepts
developed against a very real issue and to indicate some of the potential of the
approach.
The chapter aims to fulfil three objectives. First of all, a discussion of autism will
allow me to highlight some issues that are central to a developmental PSM approach.
In other words, a discussion of the developmental social disorder of autism can give us
some clues towards how the PSM account of social understanding can be extended on
the developmental front. The second aim is to evaluate existing approaches to autism
in terms of participatory sense-making. Which of the main current explanatory theories
that I will discuss makes most sense from the PSM starting point? And what sense do
they make in the first place? The third aim is to sketch how the PSM framework can
suggest new views on autism. I will bring those suggestions together with some very
recent research into autism, and also discuss issues of remediation.
An evaluation of existing autism research within the IR & PSM approach has two
strands: what criticisms could be made from the point of view of the framework, and
second: what would an alternative look like. In the following, I will touch upon both of
these. I will put forward a very tentative and initial sketch of a view on autism from the
IR & PSM approach, and illustrate it with some recent trends in both research and
remediation that are compatible with the IR & PSM ideas.
Autism is characterised by the following range of symptoms: deficits in social
interaction, problems with communication (language), and a restricted imagination and
range of interests (American Psychiatric Association 2000). This is the so-called triad
of symptoms (Wing and Gould 1979). This listing of symptoms is of course not very
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revealing as such, and a more rounded picture of the disorder will be built up
throughout the chapter.
Autism these days is seen more as a syndrome or as a spectrum of disorders than
as a single phenomenon. For instance, sometimes a distinction is made between ‘highfunctioning’ and ‘low-functioning’ autism. Asperger’s syndrome, named after one of
the pioneers of the disorder (Asperger 1944), is sometimes characterised as a highfunctioning kind of autism, meaning that people with Asperger’s have less severe
autistic symptoms. For instance, people with Asperger’s are more likely to have good
language skills. There is no real agreement in the literature however about whether to
consider Asperger’s syndrome as really different from autism or not (Leekam, Libby,
Wing et al. 2000). Some researchers clump them together and others work to
distinguish them. The present work is pitched at a general and speculative enough level
to, for now at least, ignore those differences, and in line with a recent trend to speak of
‘autism spectrum disorders’ (ASD), I will use the same characterisation. However, in
order to avoid having to use long phrases like ‘people with an autism spectrum
disorder’, I will use the terms ‘autism’, the abbreviation ASD, and sometimes the
phrase ‘on the spectrum’ to refer to autism spectrum disorders.
So much has been written about the disorder, the aim here is not to be exhaustive,
but rather to set the stage for testing the present proposal in the area of a disorder of
social interaction. Eventually, though not yet in the limited space I have here, I hope
that the present ideas will contribute to autism understanding and possibly therapy. The
aim of the chapter is to provide some pointers in that direction.
Even though many Anglo-Saxon autism specialists consider the following three to
be the most important explanatory theories of autism: the Theory of Mind theory, the
Weak Central Coherence theory and the executive function theory, I will only discuss
the first two here, because the criticisms that will be presented of them are based on
their cognitivist nature, and the executive function approach does not differ from the
other two in being a cognitivist explanation.85 Because of the limited space I have here,
it also makes more sense to move on to the positive discussion involving the ideas
proposed in the present work.

9.1 Autism: from cognitivist to perceptuo-motor explanations
9.1.1 A hampered Theory of Mind
Autism, as we have seen in chapter two, has received extensive attention from
researchers in the field of Theory of Mind. In 1985, Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith first
proposed that autism was a deficit in ToM (Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith 1985). In
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But see (Russell 1998) for an introduction to and discussions of the executive function
account. See also (Ozonoff, Pennington and Rogers 1991; Bishop 1993; Ozonoff, Strayer,
McMahon et al. 1994; Baron-Cohen and Swettenham 1997; Stone, Baron-Cohen and Knight
1998; Russell, Saltmarsh and Hill 1999; Perner and Lang 2000) for critical discussions, also of
the relationship between executive function and the other explanatory theories of autism.
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fact, they proposed that it was a metarepresentational deficit. They performed an
investigation into the false belief capacities of children with autism using the SallyAnne task (see chapter two) and found that many children with autism cannot employ a
ToM. The authors claim that this is due to an incapacity to “represent mental states”
(idem, p. 43).86 If this is the case, the problems of people with autism should be wider
than just understanding false belief. Indeed, in a test in which subjects with autism read
or listened to a story, and were asked to answer two different kinds of questions, some
about physical causes and effects, and some about mental states and their relation to
behaviour, they did not do well in the mental state questions, whereas they scored well
on the questions about physical events. For example, they had trouble understanding
that a burglar reported himself to the police because he believed they knew he did it,
whereas they had no problem understanding that an alarm went off because an animal
had walked through the detector beam (Happé 1994). Thus, individuals with autism
seem indeed to have problems with understanding a range of mental states. Research
by Leekam and Perner (1991), who used a non-social task, suggests however that
people with autism do not have a general meta-representational deficit, i.e. they can do
meta-level reasoning in non-social tasks.
Not all people with autism fail the ToM-tests however. In fact, in all experiments
there is a minority that does pass (Happé 1994, p. 50, 58). In the first test of ToM in
autism (Baron-Cohen et al. 1985) for example, twenty percent of the children did pass
the test.87 Remember also the research presented in chapter two, which found that highfunctioning persons with autism especially can perform well on these tests (Bowler
1992). Therefore, ToM does not seem to single out people with autism as well as was
first thought. Bloom and German (2000) make some interesting remarks in this regard,
based on their observation that a false belief test is not a good test of ToM. Especially
interesting in their paper is the idea that ToM explanations of autism lump together
neurotypical three year olds and most people with autism, on the basis that both groups
do not pass false belief tests (remember that the age threshold, after which neurotypical
children pass false belief tests, lies at four years).88 However, as Bloom and German
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The deficit was later called ‘mindblindness’ or a problem in ‘mentalising’ (Baron-Cohen
1995).
87
In fact, most of these children also did well on another test, in which they had to order the
pictures of a cartoon story that involved mental states (Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith 1986),
which suggests that their understanding of mental states is quite firmly rooted (Frith and Happé
1994).
88
“Neurotypicals” is a term used by people with autism to denote non-autistics, see
http://isnt.autistics.org/ (a satirical website by people with autism), http://www.autistics.org/ (a
site
by
people
with
autism
for
people
with
autism)
and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurotypical. Even though these sources are not academic, they are
hugely important for the understanding of autism, since they provide an insight into the disorder
that cannot be got from academic papers. Anyone who meets and knows individuals with
autism will know that papers alone cannot get at the diversity of forms of autism, the various
ways in which it interplays with personal history, context and so on. The above websites by
people with autism do give a glimpse of autism ‘from the inside’, as do the many
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suggest, these groups are not like each other at all in every other interesting respect. It
seems that the difference between the two populations is that the one can develop a
capacity to pass false belief tests, and the other cannot. The question then seems to
become: What is it that allows people to develop a capacity to understand false belief?
Let us hold on to this question, while we look at another criticism of the ToM
explanation formulated from within the autism research-corner, and an alternative,
complementary explanatory proposal.
One internal criticism of the ToM explanation of autism is that it does not explain
all the aspects of the disorder. It only explains the so-called triad symptoms: social
interaction, communication and limited range of interests (Baron-Cohen 2003; Frith
2003). But what about non-triadic symptoms such as stereotypic behaviour, resistance
to change, a preference for repetition, excellent rote memory, and the presence of what
Kanner called ‘islets of ability’ (Kanner 1943; Frith and Happé 1994; Happé and Frith
1995; Baron-Cohen 2003)? In her seminal book Autism. Explaining the Enigma, first
published in 1989, Uta Frith proposed another, complementary explanatory
explanation of autism in order to account for those: the weak central coherence
hypothesis (WCC).
9.1.2 Weak central coherence
Central coherence refers to the effect of the context of a phenomenon on the
meaning that we give it. Context and meaning are the central terms here. Seeing a man
cry signifies something very different depending on whether we know that he has just
accepted an Oscar, or that he was just told that his house has burnt down.
Neurotypicals, Frith suggests, have a strong drive for coherence: for them, the gist of a
situation is what matters most of the time, and in order for this to be so, attention to its
context is crucial. Meaning-giving happens on the basis of contextual information and
integrational processing of information. Gist and context are strongly intertwined, for
context is what allows you to draw together the elements of a situation and
comprehend its overall meaning. This often takes place at the expense of the details –
e.g. it is unlikely that we notice whether the man is well-shaven or what colour the wall
paper behind him is. This is reminiscent of Dennett’s robot who had to find a way to
discard all those details in order to get to the main issue: getting the battery out of the
room, but not the bomb (section 3.1). For neurotypicals, there is no issue of discarding
the irrelevant details; as we saw, what is important in a situation is often quite clear.89
autobiographies written in recent years. Concerning the latter, see also Happé’s article on
autistic autobiography (1991).
89
Related to this, a comparison can be made between autistic thinking and Good Old-Fashioned
AI systems. People with autism often take things literally and make meaning with disregard of
the context. This is very reminiscent of AI systems in the good old computational fashion. The
parallel between autism and AI does not stop there though. An interesting area for research in
the history of ideas, for instance, could be an investigation of how views on autism and views
on intelligence in cognitive science evolved, and the parallels between them. And there is even
more, such a study could also look towards the future and let the most current autism research
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For persons with autism, the context does not seem to matter so much. Based on
the findings that they often focus on extreme detail and disregard context, Frith (1989)
proposed that individuals with autism have a weak drive for central coherence. This
refers to the lack of a drive for global meaning and of a spontaneous taking into
account of the context. This can lead to difficulties such as understanding the gist of a
story. At the same time, however, it can be associated with exceptional capacities such
as drawing from memory in extreme and precise detail, or solving very difficult jigsaw
puzzles in no time (Happé 1999).
Another way to characterise weak central coherence is as a preference for
piecemeal over integrative processing. It can take place at different levels. Happé has
shown weak central coherence at the semantic level in persons with autism in a test
that involved reading homographs90 in context (Happé 1997).91 Weak coherence has
also been shown at more perceptual, less semantic levels. For instance, Happé has
shown that people with autism do not succumb to visual illusions like the Titchener
circles or the Müller-Lyer lines92 as easily as non-autistics do (Happé 1996).93 Another
indication of weak coherence are the tests performed by Shah and Frith (1983; 1993),
which suggest that coherence is also weak at the visuo-perceptual constructional level.
In some of the tests they performed, subjects were asked to copy block designs, either
from presegmented figures or from non-segmented figures.94 The performance of
subjects with autism was hardly affected by whether the blocks were presegmented or
not, whereas for the non-autistic control group, this did make a significant difference.
and that in AI, Artificial Life and the newest insights from robotics inform and inspire each
other, with a view to understanding (social) cognition better.
90
These are words that have one spelling, but different meanings and pronunciations. E.g.
compare ‘lead’ in these two sentences: (1) ‘She took the dog for a walk on a long lead’ and (2)
‘The box was as heavy as lead’ (Frith 2003, p. 158).
91
Earlier tests of WCC at this level were performed by Frith and Snowling (Frith and Snowling
1983; Snowling and Frith 1986).
92
The Titchener circles illusion, for example, consists of two circles that are shown next to each
other. Each of them is surrounded by six other circles. Around one of them the circles are small,
around the other big. The middle circles appear to be of different sizes, even though actually
they are the same size. The surrounding circles, large in one case, little in the other, make the
ones in the middle seem of different size. For an illustration of these illusions, see
http://perso.orange.fr/jean-paul.davalan/jeux/illusions/index.html.
93
However, Ropar and Mitchell (1999; 2001) found that subjects with autism do succumb to
visual illusions, in a way that was no different from non-autistics. Whereas subjects in Happé’s
study had to verbally answer questions about the illusions, Ropar and Mitchell adjusted the task
so that subjects could adjust the size of the lines and circles on screen. What is potentially
strange about their experimental set-up however is that they instructed participants to change
the objects on screen, and even said which object needed changing. This could have precluded
the option of not changing the object. People with autism often take instructions very literally,
and hence saying to them something like “change this line” may not leave them a choice but to
change it, even if their honest intuition is that it should not be changed.
94
For an illustration, see http://www.brown.edu/Research/Memlab/py47/diagrams/WAISblock.jpg.
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Memory in people with autism has also been shown to be not much influenced by the
gist of a story or the context in which an event to be remembered happens, which
results in persons with autism being very good at rote memory, but worse at, for
example, remembering the general thrust of a story (Hermelin and O'Connor 1970;
Beversdorf, Anderson, Manning et al. 1998; Happé 1999; Mottron, Morasse and
Belleville 2001).
The strong version of WCC – the idea that people with autism have a deficit in
central coherence in the sense of having an impairment in global processing capacities
– has been weakened by research that suggests that it is rather the case that local
processing takes precedence. Mottron and his colleagues repeatedly found that global
processing is possible for persons with autism, but that it is just not their preferred or
spontaneous way of processing information (Mottron, Belleville and Ménard 1999;
Mottron, Burack, Stauder et al. 1999; Mottron, Peretz and Ménard 2000). In other
words, there seems to be not so much a deficit in global processing or central
coherence, but rather a preference for local or piecemeal processing (Plaisted,
Swettenham and Rees 1999). Some even argue that WCC is not so valuable as an
explanatory theory of autism, because investigations of autistic performance on various
levels of coherence have shown there to be very little difference with the performance
of non-autistics (Ropar and Mitchell 1999; Ropar and Mitchell 2001; Hoy, Hatton and
Hare 2004). This could be attributed to the vagueness of the concept of central
coherence however (Vermeulen 2002). Nevertheless, whatever the status of the
hypothesis, what is significant about it is that it placed the investigation of autistic
perception back on the map, an issue which is very relevant for the present discussion
and will be elaborated more below.
Another important reason for addressing WCC in more detail than ToM here, even
though WCC is not, on the face of it, mainly concerned with social cognition, is that it
asks questions in terms of autistic sense-making. Notwithstanding the fact that the use
of the notion ‘information processing’ in WCC has a definite cognitivist ring to it,
some of the experiments and findings inspired by it clearly show a difference between
aspects of the sense-making activities of people with autism and those of
neurotypicals, namely at the level of detail at which they attended to the world.
9.1.3 Development
Let’s zoom out from this close-up on autism research for a moment and come back
to the more general issues at stake. One of the reasons why it is interesting to study
autism in light of the present proposal is that the most conspicuous handicaps of the
phenomenon are in the social domain. Moreover, ToM, one of its central explanatory
theories, is also a theory of social cognition generally. I have criticised this theory both
in its latter form (chapter two), and in this chapter I have already expressed some
worries about its value as an explanation of autism. ToM research centres on the
question: What is it that allows people to develop a capacity to understand false belief?
Let us have another look at this conundrum.
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Within the framework put forward in the present work, this is the wrong question
to ask. Remember the criticism, presented in chapter two, of the idea that the false
belief test is the litmus-test for the possession of a ToM. What needs to be explained is
the capacity to understand false belief itself, and hence it cannot be the decider
between alternative explanations of our capacity to understand other minds. Looking
into the understanding of false belief when interested in the capacity for social
cognition is really a red herring. It is better to ask the bigger question: How do we
develop a capacity for social understanding tout court?95
Many thinkers and researchers have pointed out that something must be wrong in
autism at a lower level than the inferential capacities proposed by cognitivist
approaches. This line of criticism has come from the philosophical corner, and was
made by for instance Hendriks-Jansen (1997), Gallagher (Gallagher 2001; Gallagher
2004; Gallagher 2004), Zahavi (Zahavi and Parnas 2003), McGeer (McGeer 2001),
Hutto (Hutto 2003), Hobson (Hobson 1991; Hobson 1993) and also several articles in
the 2004 special issue of the journal Philosophy, Psychiatry and Psychology on autism
and intersubjectivity edited by Richard Gipps (see Gallagher 2004; Gipps 2004;
McGeer 2004; Shanker 2004). It has also come from developmental psychology and
psychopathology (see for instance Klin, Volkmar and Sparrow 1992).
Of course, to a certain extent, WCC is also an expression of this worry, even
though it is most often proposed that WCC should be a complementary explanation to
ToM, not one that should replace it (Happé 1997; Baron-Cohen 2003; Frith 2003).
There is work on the relation between WCC and ToM (Frith and Happé 1994), but
there is also evidence that suggests that there is no relationship between them (Happé
2000; Happé 2001; see also Happé and Frith 2006). There seems to be an – even if
somewhat careful – consensus to the effect that WCC and ToM explain different
aspects of the phenomenon of autism, but Happé and Frith, in their review article
(2006), suggest that there is a need for longitudinal studies. It would seem strange for
there to be no connection between these two apparently central aspects of the disorder.
The general framework of research in developmental psychology seems to favour a
disparate approach to issues like this, investigating different aspects of cognition and
perception in isolation. However, when taking a broader look of what is going on,
patterns can be detected. One such pattern will be proposed in the present chapter,
tentatively bringing together several aspects of the disorder.
Another answer to the second question above is given by Hobson (Hobson and
Lee 1998; Hobson and Lee 1999; Hobson 2002), who has proposed that rather than
from representing and reasoning, our understanding of each other comes from the
experience of affectively relating to each other, and his proposal regarding autism is
that affected individuals have problems with more low level, and moreover
interindividual, behaviour. His account is thus closer to an embodiment/situatedness
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Even though, obviously, alternative explanations of social understanding should be able to
explain how we understand false belief – please see section 8.3.1 for how the present proposal
does that.
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story and is in close accordance with the ideas presented in this dissertation. We will
come back to Hobson’s work below.
A criticism of ToM approaches that has not been mentioned yet is that they are not
genuinely developmental, for they give a mere on-off account of the capacities
involved. This can be illustrated by Baron-Cohen’s account of the sequential switching
on of the four core elements (or even ‘devices’, as he calls them, see his 1995 book) of
the full-fledged ToM-mechanism between ages 0 months and four years (see the
discussion in chapter two above). Hendriks-Jansen (1997), who makes exactly this
criticism, also refers to Morton and Frith (1994) and Happé (1994), for they also
merely give an account of what follows what over time. A genuinely developmental
account, according to Hendriks-Jansen, is one that accounts for change over time, i.e.
one that “sees capacities and deficits as not just following each other, but following
from each other” (ibid. p. 383, emphasis in original). This view is shared by dynamical
systems approaches to development (such as those of Fogel 1993; Thelen and Smith
1994; Lewis and Granic 2000; Shanker and King 2002; Shanker 2004). This is another
reason for concluding that ToM accounts of autism, or of cognition in general, do not
give a satisfactory account of the development of social capacities.
Does WCC fare any better with regard to development? No real developmental
proposal regarding WCC has been made. However, one possibility could be to suggest
a development from lower level weak coherence towards higher level weak coherence.
That is, perhaps coherence is weak at lower levels to start with, and as higher levels of
perception and cognition develop, they are also characterised by weak coherence. This
is for example proposed by Plaisted, Saksida, Alcántara et al. (2003). Most existing
proposals are simpler than this: they simply state that there is WCC at low levels
and/or at high levels. In such an account, there is no developmental story at all. That
there is a developmental aspect to this feature of autism, however, seems to be a
distinct possibility. What would make the WCC explanatory framework interesting
would be an account of how the lower and higher levels are related. This would
automatically have a developmental flavour because, logically, it is to be expected that
higher cognition develops from lower level capabilities. Nevertheless, weak central
coherence as it stands focuses on disparate aspects of cognition, not on their
connection to each other, nor their development from each other.
Another criticism of ToM is that, rather than people on the autism spectrum being
bad at mindreading, it could be that high-functioning people with autism are the ones
who use a ToM, and not neurotypicals (De Jaegher 2006, see also section 2.6). Being
able to use a ToM (in its strict sense) seems to be more dependent on reasoning
capacities and strict application of rules than on any other, social, skills. Those
individuals with autism who have good reasoning capacities generally can ‘calculate’
ToM-like inferences and explanations of behaviour, precisely because they are so good
at reasoning. After all, that is what ToM-theorists believe a ToM-mechanism does. On
the basis of rules of the social world that they either learn themselves or are taught by
someone, they can explain and predict behaviours. As we saw above, it is indeed the
case that some individuals on the spectrum pass ToM tests. This does not, however,
make them more socially adept in the same way as neurotypicals are. For instance,
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when Ozonoff and Miller taught people with autism how to use ToM style reasoning,
this did not make them more at home in the social world (Ozonoff and Miller 1995). It
could be argued that some people with autism could be the ones actually basing the
majority of their social actions on an (at least conscious) employment of a theory of
mind. However, the findings seem to show that the development of a Theory of Mind
does not seem to have much to do with the development of social skills.

9.2 A new hypothesis
If ToM is not at the basis of social understanding, then it is not likely that the
difficulties of individuals with autism to connect with other people are based on a
ToM-deficit. Perhaps they are based on the abilities that are related to the so-called
precursory capacities then? As we have seen throughout the present work, before and
besides employing a conscious ToM (which we rarely do), people have other ways of
understanding each other. However, as we saw in chapters two and four, the precursors
to ToM are a motley crew, and what is needed is a truly alternative account of the
origins and bases of social cognition, rather than one that merely relegates to the
precursors. A capacity to read minds is a result rather than a source of understanding
others, and a rather rare one at that. If ToM is not core to social ability, there is an
equal need to re-open the debate about the lack of social skills in the disorder of
autism.
In chapter two moreover, I have also pointed out that the ToM style accounts, or in
fact nearly all accounts of social cognition generally, do not thematise the interaction
process that takes place between social partners – in other words: these theories are not
interested in interindividual connection. This was a criticism of ToM theory as a
general approach, not a criticism of ToM as an account of autism. Nevertheless, all of
the presented criticisms, both of the generic level and of ToM as a specific explanation
of autism, point to a strong need for situating the social subject – whether autistic or
not – much more firmly in the interaction. If ToM is not inclined to investigate the
connection between interaction partners, it obviously cannot propose that at the root of
autism may lie a problem with connecting. This, however, is precisely what I would
like to suggest is going on in autism.
The hypothesis put forward here is that people with autism have difficulty with
connecting, and more specifically with participatory sense-making. This implies
that they have trouble with interaction and coordination and that the underlying
rhythmic capacity of their interactions is hampered.
Is there evidence for this conjecture? What underlies sense-making in general and
social sense-making more specifically is the specific embodiment of the agent, her
needs and her situation. If a deficient participatory sense-making plays a part in autism,
then we should first of all expect to find deficits of embodiment, that is: of sensory,
perceptual and motor capacities. Section 9.3 concentrates first of all on individual
aspects of sense-making in autism, in relation to evidence from recent studies of
perception and movement in autism. Differences in these domains, according to the
sense-making framework of cognition introduced in chapter three, correspond with a
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different enactment and therefore understanding of the world. In section 9.4, we will
finally discuss the interindividual aspects of the hypothesis, and also relate them to
possible evidence.

9.3 Evidence at the individual level: a different sense-making in autism
9.3.1 Perception in autism
Perception is a very interesting issue in autism. Why should we study autistic
perception? Even though autistic perception was a legitimate area of study in the
nineteen sixties,96 in nineteen eighty seven Frith and Baron-Cohen asserted that there
were no perceptual problems in autism (Frith and Baron-Cohen 1987). A few years
later, however, Frith proposed the WCC approach to address some of the symptoms
that ToM could not explain, among which were the more perceptual aspects such as
attention to detail. The WCC proposal has inspired the recent re-upsurge of research on
perception in autism. It is therefore one reason for studying perception in autism. We
have discussed some aspects of it above. A second reason is the fact that many people
with autism report perceptual differences and hypo- and hypersensitivity in their
autobiographical accounts (for a few famous examples, see Williams 1992; Grandin
1995; and Gerland 1996, but many more relevant accounts have been written). One
area of research that is inspired by WCC is that of motion perception in autism. These
matters are important in light of the general trend in the present work to view cognition
as embodied and therefore movement as central to it. Because perception and motion
are so closely related, some aspects of movement in autism will be discussed below.
9.3.2 Hyper- and hyposensitivity
The second issue is sensory sensitivity. Even though sensory and perceptual
differences are not considered centrally in the main explanatory theories of autism,
they feature prominently in many autobiographical accounts by individuals with autism
or their family members. Temple Grandin must be one of the most famous reporters of
this. She relates how some sensations that neurotypicals generally are not even aware
of, such as the touch of the fabrics of a pair of new trousers on the skin, can hurt
people with autism. Some loud noises, and especially sudden ones, may be unpleasant,
while others (such as the humming of the vacuum cleaner in her case) are pleasant
(Grandin 1995; Grandin 2000a; Grandin 2000b). Gunilla Gerland has also reported on
her differences in perception (Gerland 1996), and many other examples can be found
in the autistic autobiography literature. Kanner reported on these aspects as well
(Kanner 1943). Which stimuli are painful and which are not does not seem to
generalise across the spectrum.

96

See e.g. Rimland (1964), Hermelin and O’Connor (1965), Frith and Hermelin (1969),
Hermelin and O’Connor (1970).
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Sensory sensitivity has been linked to problems with attention and attentionshifting (Liss, Saulnier, Fein et al. 2006). Attention-shifting has been found to be
slower in autism than in the non-autistic population (Casey, Gordon, Mannheim et al.
1993; Courchesne, Townsend, Akshoomoff et al. 1994; Courchesne, Townsend,
Akshoomoff et al. 1994; Townsend, Harris and Courchesne 1996), and Liss et al.
(2006) hypothesise that hyper- and hyposensitivity are due to a decreased ability to
modulate attention (see also Landry and Bryson 2004). It would therefore seem to be a
kind of strategy to deal with overstimulation.
9.3.3 Movement in autism
The idea that individuals with autism have perceptuo-motor difficulties is far from
mainstream in much of the current autism literature. Illustrative in this regard is the
fact that Hill and Frith, in a recent review that is an introduction to an important British
journal issue on autism (Hill and Frith 2003), only give the slightest mention of
motoric problems, which they mention as merely phenomena that are often associated
with autism. Obviously, in their view, such problems, insofar as they exist at all, are
not central to the disorder.
When looking at autism from an embodied, enactivist perspective however, the
question arises whether such difficulties – motoric, perceptual and sensory – could not
be central to the disorder. This is why the central coherence proposal holds a good
promise: because within it, it becomes conceivable that core problems in autism could
be at least perceptual.
So what does the relatively little research on motion or motor differences that is
out there show? One study that exemplifies how the weak central coherence hypothesis
has generated research into the perceptual aspects of the disorder is Milne et al.’s
investigation of motion perception (Milne, Swettenham, Hansen et al. 2002). Their
experiment involved stimuli consisting of presentations of arrays of dots randomly
moving about on a screen. The task for the participant was to recognise a general
direction of movement of the dots. It was tested how small the amount of dots moving
in the same direction had to be for the participant to still achieve the recognition of
direction of movement (the motion coherence threshold). Most of the subjects with
autism needed a greater number of dots to move in the same direction than the nonautistic subjects in the control group. This, according to the authors, supports the weak
central coherence hypothesis, in that it seems that, here as well, people with autism
focus on details rather than on wholes (i.e. the general movement of the dots needs to
be made very obvious by having many dots move in the same direction – if too few
dots are moving in the same direction, the pattern will not be picked up on).
Other research also suggests that children with autism process visual motion in
different ways than non-autistics. Gepner, Mestre, Masson et al. (1995), for instance,
found that children with autism have a weaker postural response to the perception of
movement than non-autistic children. Gepner and Mestre (2002a) also propose that
there is a ‘rapid visual motion integration deficit’ in autism. Children with autism can
often be seen to rapidly blink or to look at things through their fingers while moving
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the fingers rapidly in front of their eyes (see also Williams 1992). Gepner and Mestre
propose that the world moves too fast for children with autism, and suggest that this is
why they need to ‘slow the world down’ by looking at it in the ways just mentioned.
The authors have established this experimentally through research which suggests that
the effect of rapid, rhythmic, involuntary eye-movements when perceiving moving
objects (optokinetic nystagmus), especially when they move very fast, is weaker in
children with autism than in non-autistic children (Gepner and Massion 2002; Gepner
and Mestre 2002a). They also found that children with autism have a weaker postural
reaction than non-autistics when visually perceiving motion in the environment
(Gepner, Mestre, Masson et al. 1995), especially when the movement is very fast
(Gepner and Mestre 2002b).97 Furthermore, people with autism find it easier to
perceive emotion in moving displays of faces when the materials are shown slowed
down (Gepner, Deruelle and Grynfeltt 2001). Apart from the research mentioned above
which showed that people with autism have a high motion coherence threshold,
children with autism have also been found to have difficulties with discriminating
direction of motion (Bertone, Mottron, Jelenic et al. 2003). Gepner and Mestre (2002)
also propose possible underlying neurological mechanisms, mainly involving the
cerebellum.98 Some of the recent research into motion and autism happened on the
back of the WCC idea, but not all. For instance, the research discussed in this
paragraph does not feature much in mainstream, i.e. Anglo-Saxon, autism research.
Recently however – in Anglophone circles as well – a view has started to emerge
and take shape that the symptoms of the autistic syndrome could be based in
movement disturbances. For instance, the very issue that Hill and Frith’s 2003 article,
mentioned above, is the introduction to, features a paper in which the suggestion is
made that motoric problems should be considered as basic to the disorder (Mari,
Castiello, Marks et al. 2003). The authors made an investigation of the reach-to-grasp
movement and found that their group of children with autism did a lot worse in the
areas of planning the movement and movement execution than the neurotypical control
group.
It is important to recognise that there is no real agreement on motor disturbances
in autism. Several kinds of impairments are found, and a variation of causes indicated
(Vilensky, Damasio and Maurer 1981; Jones and Prior 1985; Bauman 1992; Hallet,
Lebiedowska, Thomas et al. 1993; Gepner, Mestre, Masson et al. 1995; Haas,
Townsend, Courchesne et al. 1996; Rapin 1997; Ghaziuddin and Butler 1998;
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They also suggest that this effect differentiates children with autism from children with
Asperger’s syndrome. However, in the same investigation, they found that children with
Asperger’s sometimes showed overreactivity to the same stimuli. As said in the beginning, as
this is a tentative chapter, and even the experts cannot agree on whether autism and Asperger
syndrome are different, I have grouped them together here for purposes of making a rather
general point. Obviously what I am proposing here needs a lot of further work and the autismAsperger issue is perhaps one that can be sorted later.
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As already mentioned in the previous chapter, the role of the cerebellum is a very relevant
issue, and a possibly fruitful topic for future research, as it is implicated in movement and
timing.
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Teitelbaum, Teitelbaum, Nye et al. 1998; Turner 1999; Brasic 2000; Müller, Pierce,
Ambrose et al. 2001; Rinehart, Bradshaw, Brereton et al. 2001; Gepner and Mestre
2002b; Teitelbaum, Benton, Shah et al. 2004). In contrast to all this evidence, Minshew
and her colleagues did not find low-level perceptuo-motor deficits in autism (Minshew,
Goldstein and Siegel 1997; Minshew, Luna and Sweeny 1999).
Leary and Hill (not the same Hill as in the first paragraph of this section), in their
review article on motor disturbances in autism (1996), argue that motor difficulties
should be seen as core to the disorder, and moreover that they are at the basis of the
social difficulties of people affected. According to these researchers, motor difficulties
in autism include problems of motor function such as posture, muscle tone, non-goal
directed movements such as nervous tics and action-accompanying movements,
difficulties with voluntary movements, which implicate language (we have seen that
this is expressive movement in chapter three) and motor planning.
It seems then, that the usefulness of the present work could consist in proposing
more specific impairments to look out for, based on the proposed disruption in the fine
movements that are picked up by and form an essential part of the interaction process.
9.3.4 Individual sense-making in autism
If sense-making is an active engagement with the world, this implies that your
particular body (or: your embodiment) will make a difference to your sense-making
activity. The ‘world’ is moreover yours, and not that of an external observer. That is,
your particular sensorimotor activities will pick out and construct things that are
meaningful to you, but not necessarily to everyone else. If people with autism have the
sensory sensitivities, and the motor and perceptual difficulties described in this section,
then this will impact on their sense-making. For instance, if they have a difficulty
perceiving movement at a certain speed, this may impact on their seeing people’s
movements, especially subtle gestures. It might even turn them off of seeing persons,
because the perception of persons can be painful in different ways. For example, some
people with autism report that looking at people’s eyes can be profoundly painful. If
this is the case, then it is not hard to see that these individuals’ social sense-making
could be severely disrupted, at least in a social world enthusiastically populated by
non-autistics.
This brief discussion of sensory sensitivity, motion perception and movement in
autism calls out for a more integrated picture. The WCC idea that people with autism
have difficulty integrating what they perceive into a coherent and contextualised
perception is definitely an interesting proposal and rings true with the experience of
autism, both as described in autobiographical work (see e.g. van Dalen 1994), as
related by care-workers,99 and in diagnostic discussions (Vermeulen 2002). Autism
99

For example, the mother of an autistic child told her home care-worker about one evening
where she was watching a soap on TV. Her son, with autism, who was watching as well, asked
her what he should be looking at. She later found out that all he had seen was a lemonade bottle.
When she checked this, she noticed that there was indeed such a bottle in the corner of the
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researchers like Frith and Happé characterise the weak central coherence of individuals
on the spectrum as a matter of detail-focussed information processing. Within the
enactive school of thought, this is a misleading way of portraying what goes on in
cognitive behaviour. From an enactive perspective, weak central coherence findings
can be better characterised as a difference in relevance. The question is: what is
meaningful to an individual? It seems that details are often more relevant for
individuals with autism, and sense is preferentially made on the basis of the fine grain
of a scene or situation. This is in contrast to non-autistics, for whom sense-making
generally takes place with regard to the context and gist of a situation (often at the
expense of being blind to details). It is well known that some people with autism are
for example able to instantly tell you the day of the week that any date 100 years from
now falls on. This information may not seem to be very useful to a neurotypical
person, but it seems meaningful enough for the person with autism. Thus, even though
there is still a strong tendency to explain the weak central coherence proposal in
cognitivist, high-level reasoning terms, for example in the work of researchers like
Frith and Happé, this approach can also be meaningfully viewed within an enactive
sense-making framework.
We have looked at some low-level perceptual work inspired by the WCC
proposal, and at some other perceptual problems in autism. But what about the social
aspects? How to integrate this cognitive processing account of autism with the social
differences?
As we saw in subsection 9.1.3, integrating cognitive processing (WCC) and social
information processing (ToM) in autism seems to be quite difficult to do. What is
interesting is that in autism research as well as in cognitive science, there is a trend to
move away from individual brains-in-vats and towards more encompassing
embodiment, away from inferences and towards cognition as a perception- and
context-determined activity, in other words: as sense-making. In the next section, I will
discuss participatory sense-making in autism and present support for the hypothesis put
forward here from recent existing investigations that try to integrate the social
difficulties of people with autism with their perceptual and cognitive difficulties in a
more embodied, and perhaps even enactive way.

9.4 Bodies that have difficulty meeting and meaning
One of the running questions of this chapter is: how do we develop a capacity to
understand each other? It is amply clear by now that development of social cognition
does not equal the development of inferential capacities together with the amassment
of an ever larger database of knowledge of the world and the social world in particular.
Rather, I propose here, it is the development of the capacity to flexibly engage with
your social partner from moment to moment. This engagement involves emotion,
screen at some point (Mieke Koppers, personal communication, September 2006). Klin and his
colleagues have investigated this phenomenon of unusual attention in an investigation that will
be discussed in the next section.
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knowledge, mood, physiology, background, thought, and so on. In the present work, I
have conjectured that a temporal perceptuo-motor interactional ability is at the basis of
this connection. How is it with this in autism?
If we look at the question of the development of social understanding in terms of
participatory sense-making, perception and motor abilities are central issues. We have
just discussed the range of difficulties with these in autism. We can assume from the
research presented above that motor aspects are implicated in autism, even if there is
no consensus yet about what precisely characterises the motor and/or perceptual
difficulties of autism (there is also no consensus about the precise nature of the ToM or
the WCC deficits in autism (Happé and Frith 2006)).
If there are perceptuo-motor differences in autism, then autistic sense-making will
be different. Sense-making, after all, is the active engagement with your world. A
different embodiment entails different saliencies and different relevancies.
If this is the case, then it is also likely that interactive sense-making is hampered.
If there are perceptuo-motor differences, especially ones that involve temporal aspects
of perception and movement, then it is at least possible that interaction and
coordination in social encounters is different, and therefore that participatory sensemaking (i.e. social understanding) is different. In the following, I will paint an
increasingly interindividual picture of social understanding in autism and its problems.
9.4.1 A differently salient social world
There is research that suggests that different aspects of the social environment are
relevant to people with autism than to non-autistics. Klin, Jones, Schultz et al. (2003)
aimed explicitly at developing an ‘enactive mind’ approach to autism. They present
their own research and a review of relevant research by others that suggests that people
with autism experience the world as differently salient. For instance, they used an eyetracking device to analyse the way persons with autism scan film scenes in comparison
with neurotypicals. Significant differences were found between the two groups of
participants. People with autism looked a lot less at socially salient aspects (eyes and
mouths of protagonists, the object of a pointing gesture). The paper also reports
research which shows that children with autism do not pay spontaneous attention to
social stimuli that are very salient to typically developing children, such as human
sounds and faces (Klin, Jones, Schultz et al. 2003, p. 350). Furthermore, research
suggests that children with autism prefer to attend to inanimate objects over other
humans (ibid.).
Even though Klin et al. rightly place emphasis on the active anchoring of
cognition in embodiment and on the developmental process of acquiring social
cognition, their work still has a strongly individualistic and representational flavour.
They ask for example “how a representation acquires meaning to a given child” or
“how . . . we progress from having a representation of a person’s intention, to
experiencing that intention by reacting to it in a certain way?” (ibid., p. 351). The
authors do not get the implications of the enactive view the right way up. By still
assuming that representations are the pinnacle of cognition, they subordinate any
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enactive process to the goal of rendering the supposed representations meaningful.
According to enactivism, however, meaning is formed and transformed in the active,
embodied, situated engagement with the agent’s environment. This is why what needs
to be investigated is the process of engagement, and how and why that is meaningful,
not how ‘representations’ get to be meaningful.
Klin and his colleagues get at the crux of the problem in autism, but they
circumvent the most important issue. Let me illustrate. They write
In autism, the EM [enactive mind] approach proposes the theory that the . . .
process [of developing social cognition through social interaction] is derailed
from its incipience, because the typical overriding salience of social stimuli is
not present. In its place is a range of physical stimuli, which attracts the child’s
selective attention, leading into a path of ever greater specialization in things
rather than people. Clearly, individuals with autism are capable of acquiring
language and concepts, and even a vast body of information on people. But
these tools of thought are acquired outside the realm of active social engagement
and the embodied experiences predicated by them (Klin et al. 2003, p. 357).
It is perhaps possible that an initial salience of social stimuli is missing in some
way, for example if there is an absence of some innate preference for human stimuli.
As we have seen however, positing such innate mechanisms is not necessary. The scant
attraction of human stimuli for very young infants on the autism spectrum could be
explained more parsimoniously. If we consider what we have got before us, plain and
clear for everyone to observe (in contrast to posited innate preferences for perceiving
this or that), we can conjecture that it could be based on an incapacity to connect with
human stimuli. Maybe it is easier for children with autism to engage with objects than
with humans. This is the reason why Kerstin Dautenhahn proposes that children with
autism can perhaps be gently drawn into social interactions through giving them the
opportunity of an intermediate stage of interactions with autonomous robots, which are
less predictable than other toys or objects, but more predictable than humans (see for
instance Dautenhahn 1997; 1999; Werry and Dautenhahn 1999; 2006).100
Klin and colleagues hit the nail on the head when they say that “the [non-autistic]
child ‘enacts the social world’, perceiving it selectively in terms of what is
immediately essential for social action”, but when they go on to say that “mental
representations of that individualized social world arise from repeated experiences
resulting from such perceptually guided actions” (p. 349), their account becomes
vague. This is because even though they are rightly convinced that social interaction is
the basis of social cognition and they study social capacities from an embodied
perspective, the only thing they do not put up for investigation is the interaction
process.
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See also http://www.aurora-project.com/.
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9.4.2 Interpersonal engagement in autism
On the IR & PSM account, the crux of the matter in both social cognition in
general and in autism in particular is the capacity to connect. The way to find out more
about this capacity, I have argued, is to investigate the interaction. If people on the
autism spectrum have difficulty connecting, what needs to be given attention is the
social interactions they engage in (or fail to engage in). This is in accordance with the
work of another chief autism researcher, Peter Hobson, to which I now turn.
Hobson argues that “a conceptual grasp of the nature of ‘minds’ . . . is acquired
through an individual’s experience of affectively patterned, intersubjectively coordinated relations with other people” (Hobson 1993, p. 4-5, emphasis in original). In
other words, social cognition is based in ‘interpersonal engagement’ (Hobson 2002).
With regard to autism, he makes the conjoined claim that what underlies the deficits of
autism is a hampered ‘intersubjective engagement’ with social partners from very early
in life. Hobson also proposes that these engagements are the foundation of flexible and
creative thought. Therefore, a deficit in this area would at once explain the problems
with social interaction and communication of individuals with autism and the peculiar
characteristics of their way of thinking (especially literal and decontextualised
thinking, which are well-known to anyone who regularly interacts with people with
autism, see also some of the WCC research discussed above, and Vermeulen 2001).
Hobson goes further than Klin et al. in the sense that he not only proposes that
autistic social cognition deficits are based in social interaction, but probes those
interactions and especially the experience of them, to find out in what way they differ
from interactions that neurotypicals have. Hobson aims to put his finger on the
qualities of relatedness and connectedness. For instance, in one imitation study, he
found that, even though children on the spectrum are perfectly able to copy actions,
they did not generally copy the way an action is performed – for instance, whether it
was performed harshly or gently (Hobson and Lee 1999; see also Meyer and Hobson
2003). Hobson and his colleagues refer to this as the style of the action. In a later study,
it was again found that both children in the autistic group and in the control group
copied the action presented by the experimenter, but whereas the neurotypical children
copied whether the action was performed in some way directed to the experimenter
herself or towards the child (self- or other-orientation), the children with autism hardly
imitated this aspect of the action, if they did at all (Meyer and Hobson 2005). In both
cases thus, children with autism were as able to imitate actions as the non-autistic
participants. The difference between the two groups lay in the style or the orientation
with which the imitation was performed. In these studies, it was also the case that some
of the children with autism did copy style or orientation. It is just that they are
generally not spontaneously101 drawn to do so.102 Hobson and his colleagues interpret
101

The experimental set-up guaranteed spontaneity, in that the children were not explicitly
prompted to imitate.
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This is reminiscent of the body of WCC experiments described above, in which it was also
found that persons with autism have a local preference, rather than a global deficit. Often, they
can do it the way neurotypicals do, they just prefer to do it differently.
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these findings as an indication that children with autism identify with others less than
neurotypicals do. Hobson and Lee put it like this: “We propose that the autistic
individuals were not so much abnormal in their attempts to imitate the actions
modelled, but instead were abnormal in their attempts to imitate the person who
modelled” (Hobson and Lee 1999, p. 657, emphasis in original). What is missing is an
imitation of the “expressive quality of another person’s behaviour” (ibid.). What causes
this is unclear, but there is undoubtedly a link with interpersonal engagement. In fact,
in Hobson’s overall œuvre, the idea that what underlies many of the problems that
people with autism experience is rooted in their trouble with connecting with others, is
central. This is in line with what I am proposing here.
In order to tease out the differences between Hobson’s proposal and mine, I will
now focus on one more of his investigations. In 1998, Hobson and Lee performed an
investigation aimed at probing the quality of interpersonal engagement in autism. They
did this by setting up an experiment such that the greetings and farewells of the
participants could be filmed and analysed. Participants consisted of a group of children
with autism and a control group with learning difficulties, matched for chronological
and mental age. The participants were brought into a room where they were going to
perform a task at a table with an experimenter (Hobson himself), who sat opposite
them (the task being no more than a pretext for creating the opportunities for greeting
and farewell behaviour). Upon entering the room, they were introduced to Hobson by
his colleague.
Independent judges, who were unaware of both the aim of the study and the
diagnostic group that each participant belonged to, rated the videotaped episodes of
introduction, greeting and farewell. They counted the amount of smiling, nodding,
waving and vocalising that each of the participants did. The hypothesis from which the
experimenters started was confirmed: the children with autism showed fewer of these
behaviours than the control group, and also combined them less. This is not so
surprising given that this result bears out the diagnostic criteria for autism. The judges
were also given a more subjective item to rate: they were asked to assess how much
interpersonal engagement there was between participant and experimenter at each of
the significant time points in the session. Their judgement was that, in the interactions
with the participants with autism, there was much less intersubjective engagement at
the different stages of the interaction than in those with the non-autistic group.
In a description in his book The Cradle of Thought of this same study, Hobson
also relates something that isn’t reported in the paper: that, from the videotapes, one
could have the clear impression that, regarding Hobson’s own behaviour as the
interactor,
“there was a deliberateness to my own gestures and actions [and that] I was less
outgoing and more hesitant in my efforts to make contact, and my ‘Goodbye’
seemed forced. It was clear that I was doing my best to be relaxed and engaging,
but I did a poor job when I did not have an engaging partner.”
He adds: “The lesson is: interpersonal engagement is just that – interpersonal”
(Hobson 2002, p. 50-51). Indeed, that is right, and it is also the message of the present
work.
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The present work wants to go a bit further than Hobson’s account though. In order
to explain how, I need to discuss another telling aspect of this piece of research: the
story of its publication, which Hobson also relates in his book. Hobson and Lee had
some trouble getting the paper published as the investigation of intersubjectivity that it
was. The editor of the journal did not seem to want to publish it under the title “Hello
and Goodbye: A Study of Interpersonal Engagement in Autism”. He preferred to give
it a more neutral title pointing to the study of the behaviour of the children. Hobson
and Lee didn’t agree however, and fortunately could draw upon the fact that the
independent judges had rated the interpersonal engagement of the children to be much
less in the case of the autistic children. They thus had an argument for calling it indeed
a study of ‘social engagement’.
In this study, Hobson and Lee were concerned with ‘measuring’ the experiential
aspect of social interaction that is indeed extremely difficult to grasp with the
traditional methods of scientific psychology. This is where the framework developed in
the present work comes in. It seems that Hobson, even though his work is very exciting
and leading the way, is, perhaps inevitably, still too constrained by the accepted
experimental psychological framework. Hobson is a psychiatrist and an experimental
psychologist who writes beautifully, but he is not a theorist. The realm of ideas
regarding human relating that he goes out and tests is enormously important, but it
could do with some theoretical structuring.
Within the framework in which Hobson works, it is still not possible to investigate
the interaction process, even though his work and ideas certainly steer in that
direction. This is another area where the concepts developed in the present work can
show their worth. I have proposed that, in order to get at the essence of social
understanding, we need to find a way to investigate the interaction and coordination
processes that go on at that level. I have suggested that we need to look into
interindividual processes, rather than individual ones. Hobson aims at this, I think, but
he is constrained by his field to remain in the realm where he can investigate what
individuals do. He goes a long way towards investigating relatedness, probably based
in part on his experience as an analytical psychiatrist.103 He succeeds at getting at the
experience of relating, but stops short of really investigating the interaction as such. He
investigates the experience of a person being affected by what another does and vice
versa, and does this, in my view, by probing effects of relating.
Even though investigating the experience of interactors is very important, and
even though all these aspects of relating are probably crucial to developing the flexible
and creative thinking that is so characteristic of neurotypicals, I believe that how we
get there precisely is, even though Hobson touches on many aspects of it, not quite
investigated by him. What is central in understanding each other is the flexibility with
which we deal with different interaction styles, and with breakdowns in interaction as
they happen in real-time interactions. Hobson zooms in on this more closely than Klin
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See for instance the very interesting things he has to say about his role in his other
profession as psychiatrist and the kind of experiment on relating that psychoanalytic therapy is
according to him (see Hobson 2002, p. 18-25).
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et al., but he still does not focus on exactly this. Perhaps this is because of the
constraints put on his work by his field of research – experimental psychology – with
its quite strong tradition and its limitations on renewal, but perhaps it is also because he
has not theorised that interaction is central to social cognition.
As soon as this realisation is made, however, a framework like the one developed
here can be put into place, and can then be used to, on the one hand, evaluate existing
research on social cognition and on disorders of social ability, and on the other, to start
proposing new ways of investigating social cognition that can take the role of the
interaction in social cognition further.
Hobson describes what he investigates with high-level psychological terms like
‘identification’ (Hobson and Lee 1999; Wimpory, Hobson, Williams et al. 2000;
Meyer and Hobson 2005). The question he does not yet answer is, again, ‘how do we
do it?’ Hobson investigates variables of the experience of interpersonal relating, but we
need to investigate the relationship between these variables. Perhaps doing this is not
possible (yet?) within the framework in which Hobson is researching. Or perhaps he
has not seen that it should be done.
What is at the basis of social, affective engagement between infant and caregiver?
Hobson, like Gallagher, mentions – almost in passing – that timing is important
(Hobson 2002, p. 38), but, like Gallagher, does not explain this further. I have, in the
present work, provided a beginning of an explanation of the role of timing, not only in
connecting, but also in meaning-making.
Klin et al. survey the landscape of autistic disorders with the tools of enactivism
and find that different aspects of the environment are salient for people with autism
than for non-autistics. Hobson zooms in on the experience of interacting with people
with autism, both from the point of view of the person with autism (which is also what
Klin et al. are getting at: they deduce what the experience of the person with autism is
like from what is in their perceptual field of focus), and from the point of view of the
non-autistic interactor. What he finds is interesting, but again he circles around,
without really focusing on, the central issues: the interaction process and how
connecting works at the level of the interacting persons.
To remind ourselves again: the hypothesis regarding autism within the present
framework is that people with autism have difficulty connecting and, more
specifically, that there is a difference in participatory sense-making. Underlying this is
a problem with interacting and coordinating, and thus it is also hypothesised that the
rhythmic capacity of their interactions is hampered.
It is time to discuss some of the most direct evidence that can be found for this
hypothesis. If we were to take the interaction as central to social understanding, then
what would be wrong when social understanding is impeded, is the process of
interacting and coordinating. Is this the case in autism?
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9.4.3 Interaction rhythm and rhythmic capacity in interactions with individuals
with autism
One set of research that takes further the work of Hobson on integrating what
different partners do in interaction and the intersubjective experience of each other in
interactions, is the work done by Penny Stribling, John Rae and Paul Dickerson at
Roehampton University. They employ the methodology of Conversation Analysis,
already discussed in chapter six. This methodology allows them to assess aspects of the
behaviour and speech of children with autism in their interactional context. One of
their studies evaluated some instances of echolalia, produced by one and the same boy,
in one and the same session of play with a robot (Stribling, Rae, Dickerson et al. In
Press).104 Echolalia is the repetition of utterances (one’s own or an other’s), and is
often considered, from a therapeutical point of view, not to be communicative, and
therefore it is generally advised that it should be ignored. However, Stribling and her
colleagues demonstrate in this study that the repeated utterances of the boy could be
seen as having an interactional function. He repeated a phrase that seemed, because of
its content, inappropriate in the context. However, by taking a panoramic view of the
situation, i.e. by studying the utterance as integrated within the whole context of the
situation, Stribling et al. could put forward an explanation of the echoed utterance that
suggests something else. They found that the boy’s supposedly irrelevant utterances
were in effect a protest at losing solitary control over the robot, and an attempt to
regain this. Their reasons for suggesting this are, first, that all the instances of this
echoed utterance that they recorded happened when another person was starting to play
with the robot, and second, the way the utterances were made had strong prosodic
similarities to how a protest generally sounds (rising loudness and emphasis). This
research also, again, points to the usefulness of the method of conversation analysis,
which starts from the viewpoint of interactions as jointly construed events.
These findings can be taken as an indication that children with autism are at least
awkward in their coordination of interaction. They also show, however, that children
with autism do have some mastery over some of the very basics of interactional
capacity, perhaps more than we thought. Stribling argues for instance that persons with
autism do show an ability to temporally appropriately place their interventions in
relation to those of others in their social encounters. She has found this not only about
utterances, but also in relation to eye gaze.105 The fact that these utterances are often
repeated, sometimes in a regular rhythm, suggests that there is nevertheless something
strange about their timing. This may be because, in line with the proposal made in the
present work, the kinds of repetitions displayed by the children with autism are far less
usual in the speech of neurotypicals, and it is this that creates interactional problems.
The question of whether the findings of Stribling and her colleagues sit well with
the interaction rhythm part of the present story, i.e. with more particular issues of
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Penny Stribling, personal communications, between June 2005 and now.
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interactional timing that have been put forward in the present work, is an empirical
question. Stribling’s research suggests that there is awkwardness in timing, but that
some aspects of appropriate timing are present in interactions that children with autism
have. There is other research that suggests that people with autism have timing
differences. For instance, in a study in which participants were asked to tap in
synchrony with an auditory stimulus, Sheridan and McAuley (1997) found that the
autistic participants’ tapping was more variable than that of the non-autistic group.
Qua interaction, another set of investigations centres around the contingency
detection hypothesis (Watson 1979; Gergely and Watson 1999; Nadel, Carchon,
Kervella et al. 1999). For instance, Gergely (2001) has hypothesised that there is a
transition in normal development from an expectancy of perfect contingency to one of
less than perfect contingency. That is, before they are 3 months old, Gergely
conjectures, infants expect to perceive effects of their actions that immediately follow
those actions. These are found most in their own actions (what Piaget calls 'circular
reactions', see his 1936 monograph). Around 3 months of age, infants start to search
for ‘high-but-imperfect’ contingency, which is found in games with other people and
in effects of the infant’s own actions on the environment. With this shift, Gergely
argues, the infant starts to engage in interactions with the social world. With regard to
autism, Gergely reckons that this shift does not take place, or not fully. As a result, the
child with autism continues to seek perfect contingency throughout life, which results
in the diverse symptoms of autism, such as stereotypies, executive function problems,
aversion to social stimuli and lack of social responsiveness and understanding. Thus,
instead of Baron-Cohen’s suggestion that people with autism are mindblind, Gergely
proposes that they are ‘less-than-perfect-contingency’-blind. There is no direct
evidence for this theory yet however, even though it is an interesting hypothesis.
Jacqueline Nadel has also worked on contingency detection in children, both with and
without autism, and she has found that children with autism do not spontaneously
detect and expect social contingency (though they can learn to do it after an
experimental phase in which the adult experimenter has imitated them, see Nadel,
Croué, Mattlinger et al. 2000; Field, Field, Sanders et al. 2001).
More specifically regarding timing, Temple Grandin, a woman with autism whose
autobiographies were already mentioned above, has also reported that, while she has
no problems clapping a rhythm on her own, she has trouble with synchronising hand
clapping with another person (Grandin 2000a).
The research mentioned here suggests that there may be specific issues with
timing in autism, and even with interactional timing, though it is obviously a matter for
further research. The contribution of the present work in this area lies in suggesting
that if the timing is awkward in one of the interaction partners, and neither partner has
the flexibility to adapt to the other’s timing, the rhythmic capacity generated in the
interaction will be of a low quality, resulting in interactional problems. These can be
both the cause and the symptom of an incapability to connect. I suggest that this could
capture a range of the problems that people with autism face, and that it is a matter that
can be empirically investigated.
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If the capacities for engaging and coordinating in interaction are different enough
between those with autism and those without, this will lead to difficulties in
interactions between persons with and without autism. This is the simple version of the
prediction of the present work. But, of course, autism is a developmental disorder,
meaning that it changes over development, and that there are developmental delays in
some areas. Speech, for instance, develops later than in non-autistics. According to the
hypothesis put forward in the present work, this may have something to do with the
development (or lack thereof) of participatory sense-making in autism.
We have just seen several investigations that indicate that it might be the case that
coordinating in interaction, and therefore connecting, is not optimal in autism.
Moreover, it has been suggested that individuals with autism have “difficulties in
initiating and/or coordinating different actions and expressions” (Hobson and Lee
1998, p. 125). Possibly, there are mismatches in the optimal rhythms at which
individuals with and without autism operate, and therefore the interaction rhythm and
rhythmic capacity between them will be of such low quality that the capacity to
connect is very low too. Think again about the adaptive oscillators model by Port and
his colleagues that I described in section 7.2.6 as a possible inspiration for how
interaction rhythm works. This model suggested that each oscillator had a preferred
own rhythm and a range of rhythms within which it could achieve an adaptive
oscillation with another oscillator.106 If it is the case that people with autism have a
different temporal coordination in general and, moreover, a different timing style in
interactions to those of neurotypicals, then it is possible that interaction rhythm is very
difficult to achieve between them. Possible reasons for this could be: 1) the rhythmic
styles of each group in general are too divergent, 2) in one or both styles there is a lack
of flexibility to adapt to the other. Within that second option, however, something
complex is going on. In line with the idea that the interaction process is central, put
forward in the present work, a lack of flexibility to adapt to each other can have a very
complicated genealogy. Some of the research on autism described above could lead to
the conclusion that people on the spectrum are less flexible than non-autistics in
several areas of ability, among which intra- and interindividual coordination of actions,
behaviours, and expressions. However, if it is the case that non-autistics are more
flexible, then, possibly, their greater flexibility could make up for the lack of it in
people with autism in social encounters. That is, it could be that the non-autistic person
could adapt to the style of interaction of the person with autism, due to their greater
flexibility, and hence make the interaction work nevertheless. We do not often see this
happening though, and if it does, it is achieved with great effort. We could conclude
from this that non-autistics are not that flexible, i.e. not flexible enough to deal with
the rigid autistic temporal interactional coordination style. But if we do this, we are
back on individualistic terrain. We are back with the style of explanation in which
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social interaction depends solely on what individuals can do. And in this explanatory
realm, the issue of connecting stays out of our reach.
So what would this story sound like in properly interactional terms? If no high
level of rhythmic capacity can be reached in an interaction, i.e. if no interaction can
emerge between two people that fluently changes according to, and deals with, changes
in states of the individuals, factors in the context, and the progression of the interaction
itself, then this is due to the fact that neither interactors’ style can reach close enough
to the other in order to coordinate and interact. Hence, this is not a problem of the
person with autism alone or of the neurotypical person alone, but an interactional
problem. A fluent interaction cannot be brought about, or if it can be generated it is too
brittle for it to exist for a long time.
In other words, based on empirical and clinical research presented here, it may
have been tempting to conclude that people with autism cannot adapt to the
neurotypical range or flexibility of interaction/coordination capacities. But the present
proposal goes further and suggests that it is more likely that the problem goes both
ways. It could be the case that both neurotypicals and people with autism each have a
different range of preferred interactional timing (whether there is such a group
difference is an empirical matter), and that each group is outside of, or on the edge of,
the range of interaction rhythm that the other can deal with, or that the different ranges
do not overlap much. In practice, this leads to difficulty to coordinate and even to lack
of sustained interaction. What this is eventually due to, is difficult to know. Most
likely, it is rooted in a neurological or other kind of deficit in the autistic person.
However, according to the (not yet so developed) developmental instalment of the
proposal put forward here, this problem can be exacerbated or ameliorated by the
interaction histories that a person with autism accrues in his or her life-time.
So far, we have discussed issues of timing, but what about participatory sensemaking?
9.4.4 What is participatory sense-making like in autism?
If there are such difficulties with coordinating and interacting in autism, this will
lead to hampered participatory sense-making because, as we have seen, participatory
sense-making is the coordination of individual sense-making activities in different
ways. Thus, difficulties with coordinating in interaction imply difficulties with
coordinating individual sense-making activities. As regards the new domains of sensemaking that are generated in interaction, over and above individual ones (see section
8.2.4), it is clear to see that, if there are such difficulties in autistic interaction as I have
just described, the range of orientations, from very one-sided (or instructive)
coordination of a person in their individual cognitive domain to closely coupled mutual
orientation of sense-making, will be very difficult to achieve.
Additionally, because of negative affect, social interaction is not often sought after
by people with autism, which results in fewer opportunities to engage in participatory
sense-making on top of their difficulties. High-functioning individuals with autism like
Ros Blackburn, a British woman with autism who gives lectures about her autism,
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often acknowledge the tremendous extra effort made by parents or carers in orienting
their sense-making, even when, as she says, she wouldn’t spontaneously engage in that
herself.
One of Hobson’s main topics is that flexible thinking develops from affective
interpersonal engagement, and that, in autism, hampered interpersonal relating
throughout development leads to the cognitive problems of autism, which are
characterised by for instance inflexibility of thinking, lack of creativity and literal and
decontextualised understanding (Vermeulen 2001; Hobson 2002). On the present
proposal, if the developmental trajectory of participatory sense-making is hampered in
specific ways, namely in the area of interactional timing, this will lead to a lack of
flexibility in thinking. In order to specify in detail why this is the case, the present
work needs to be extended with a developmental strand. For now, we can conclude
that, if there is no flexibility in social interactional timing and coordination, the
creation of new domains of sense-making is impeded. It is likely that flexibility in both
of these areas is strongly related, especially if there is such a strong developmental
interaction between them. In order to find out what the precise relationship is between
interactional flexibility and flexibility in thinking, more research is needed.
9.4.5 Implications for remediation and diagnosis
People with autism have difficulty coordinating in interaction. Underlying this
could be neurological and/or sensorimotor differences, but such individual differences
do not suffice to explain where the specific autistic way of making-sense of the world
comes from. Social understanding is a constitutive aspect of cognition in general, and
it is truly interindividual. Therefore, the remediation of autism – of both the social
difficulties and those of cognition more generally – needs to pay special attention to
interactional coordination, rhythmic capacity and participatory sense-making.
Recently, a type of remediation was brought to my attention that seems to accord
well with the present proposal.107 It is called Relationship Development Intervention
(RDI) and the gist of it seems to be to gently introduce the child to flexible interactions
with both the social and the ‘non-social’ world in playful settings. At the heart of it sits
the idea that people with autism have problems with dynamic, but not with static
intelligence. This brings us back to our discussion of whether to view cognition as
scientific knowledge, or as experiential, constructive action. The suggestion has been
made before that people with autism are good at scientific-style cognition, but have
less adaptive, engaged, know-how intelligence (Kanner 1973; Baron-Cohen 2002;
Baron-Cohen 2003). The development of flexibility in interaction could aid the
development of flexibility and creativity in behaviour and thinking in general, as the
present work also predicts, in line with Hobson’s ideas (Hobson 2002).
These aspects of autism may be remediated by starting with very simple intraindividual coordination, progressing towards coordination between the individual and
107
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the non-social world, and eventually interpersonal coordination activities. It is possible
that music therapy would be useful in this, and the benefits of music therapy in autism
would be an interesting area of future research through which to assess and develop the
present ideas further.
The dialogue I have presented here between the IR & PSM proposal and several
issues in autism research predicts that it will be difficult for people with autism to
make music together with others, because that kind of activity characteristically
requires the emergence of a good rhythmic capacity in interaction. Many anecdotal
reports suggest that people with autism find it difficult to start and sustain
synchronised activity with others (think of the example of Temple Grandin’s hand
clapping given above). Nevertheless, some music groups exist that consist either
wholly of people with autism, or of one or a few persons with autism and
neurotypicals. There is research on social interaction and social understanding in music
performance generally (see for instance Moran 2005) and it would be interesting to
address issues in autism with this methodology.108
Concerning diagnosis, a question could be whether there are general
characteristics of autistic interaction rhythm. This is an empirical question, but if it can
be answered, it might lead to specifications with regard to both the methods and
criteria of diagnosis, and in remediation programs.

9.5 Summary and Conclusion
The present chapter has served as a testbed for the interaction rhythm and
participatory sense-making framework in one specific, relevant area. The notions and
concepts developed here were put in a dialogue with the developmental disorder of
autism, of which some of the most conspicuous handicaps are in the social domain.
This has allowed me to critically assess two main explanatory frameworks of
autism: the idea that people with autism have a damaged Theory of Mind and the idea
that they have Weak Central Coherence. I have argued that the trend towards more
embodied approaches signalled by some research within the WCC framework should
be taken to its natural conclusion. In the light of the present proposal for an embodied,
interactive approach to social cognition, I have suggested that what might be going
wrong in autism are the social interaction rhythm and the process of participatory
sense-making, including the role they play in development. This entailed a brief
overview of sensorimotor problems and difficulties with intra-individual coordination
in autism. If people with autism have a different embodiment, in the sense of different
sensory and perceptuo-motor skills, and difficulty coordinating in general, this may
lead to problems in interactional coordination. This, after all, is an interactional
process, and if the individuals partaking are too different, it will be difficult to achieve
a rhythmic capacity of a high enough quality to sustain the interaction. A review of a
range of evidence from recent research on autism supports this standpoint. If autism is
indeed an interactional problem, this also has implications for participatory sense108
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making processes involving people with autism. Participatory sense-making is hard to
achieve if there are difficulties connecting in the interaction. Problems with
participatory sense-making from very early on in development impact on the
interaction history that persons with autism can build up. If participatory sense-making
is continuously hampered throughout development, this has consequences for the
development of cognition in general, because social cognition is so basic to the
development of many fundamental cognitive capabilities.
In sum, the present proposal has allowed me to suggest that autism is not a purely
individual deficit, though it may have individual causes, but rather an interactional
problem. Moreover, the difficulty of connecting with a person with autism experienced
by both those with and those without autism is put in a new light by the present
proposal.
One question that it is worth giving some attention here is: if autism is a problem
with connecting interactionally, or with interactional coordination, then how come
some people with autism do develop the capacity to pass false belief tests? As has been
said before, maybe passing the false belief test is not a social matter. It is also possible
that people with autism are more socially adept than we think. Maybe passing a false
belief test requires some capacities that people with autism have, such as reasoning and
a capacity to draw inferences, and perhaps some aspects of sociality. What would be
required for passing a false belief test on the PSM framework? It certainly would not
necessarily require participatory sense-making, individual sense-making could suffice
for solving a ToM test, as has been shown in the criticisms of that account in previous
chapters. Perhaps people with autism develop capacities for inferential reasoning
through other means than direct engagement in interactions and coordinations. Being
able to solve the false belief test could eventually be based on the development of
interaction and coordination abilities and participatory sense-making in the case of
neurotypicals, and more on reasoning and inference drawing capacities in people with
autism.
How people develop a so-called capacity for ToM is a very difficult question to
answer. That is because it is the wrong question to ask. Let us suppose for a moment
that they do not develop a theory of mind. Could they still develop social
understanding? On the approach taken in the present work, but not only here, the
answer is yes, definitely.109 My position is not that connecting is necessary for
eventually possessing something like a ToM, rather that it is necessary for developing
the fluent, everyday interactional understanding that neurotypicals find fairly easy and
straightforward. It may be that what is needed to pass false belief tests is a combination
of good reasoning capacities, and some social insight (which many people with autism
do have, contrary to what is generally believed).
The exposition of the present chapter has allowed me to present in some more
depth the applied potential of the IR & PSM approach, and to clarify the concepts and
their implications further. It has also allowed me to indicate that it has potential in at
least one field of both practical and theoretical inquiry. A proper theory of how PSM is
109
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instrumental in the development of various cognitive abilities as well as how it itself
develops remains an open area for research.
I did not propose the IR & PSM approach as an alternative explanation of autism,
but merely as an exploration of, on the one hand, the issues at stake in this disorder and
interesting findings in recent research, and, on the other, the framework and concepts
developed here. The present discussion has also shed light on some questions that need
to be addressed in the future, such as the role of participatory sense-making in the
development of both social and general cognition.
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10
Conclusion

10.1 The present work
This dissertation aimed to redress the balance in social understanding research.
This was deemed necessary because, so far, social cognition has been seen as a
problem for an interactor, rather than a social problem.
Social cognition was seen as either a problem for the individual head or the
individual body, as I have demonstrated in chapters two and four. Cognitivist
approaches neglected the connection between interaction partners, and this led to the
problem of having to posit more clear-cut perspective-taking capacities than is
necessary or indeed realistic. Moreover, research suggests that some people with
autism can pass ToM tests, though even if they do, they still have problems with
everyday, naturally occurring social interactions. This suggests that cognitivist
accounts of social understanding do not touch on the essence of our social
understanding capacities.
Embodied alternatives, discussed here through a focus on the ‘embodied practice
of mind’ proposed by Gallagher, do not fare much better on this count, even though
they do place social cognition in the body. Investigators of embodied social
understanding tend to relegate the problem of the connection between the individuals
to innate or neurological mechanisms, thus in fact taking it for granted. Contra this, I
argued that the interaction process should be given centre stage in the investigation of
social understanding.
One of the main contributions of the present work was to propose a framework
that could capture the characteristics of the interaction process: we might call it the
interaction-coordination framework (I-C framework). I differentiated interaction from
coupling, reserving the use of the word ‘interaction’ for the social realm, and
established the difference between mere correlation of events and coordination
between events. Then I distinguished between different kinds and sources of
coordination in interaction, and illustrated each of them with examples. This
framework was put to use in the evaluation of research on social cognition presented in
previous chapters. Doing this, among other things, strengthened the criticism of current
embodied approaches by arguing that they rested on an assumption of pre-
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coordination, and that pre-coordination does not suffice to establish and maintain an
interaction. It was argued that coordination (the conceptualisation of the missing
‘connection’ in previous approaches) has to be brought about again and again during
each interaction as it unfolds. This was also illustrated with examples. I proposed that,
even though all the proposed roles and sources of coordination – pre-coordination,
external coordination, one-sided coordination, functional coordination and interactional
coordination – play a role in the interaction, the latter two are the most interesting
notions at present, because they capture the active generation of coordination and
interaction in social encounters, and the reciprocal role that each of them plays in the
other’s unfolding. In other words, the introduction of the notions of interactional
coordination and functional coordination gives us the opportunity to capture elements
and characteristics of the interaction process at its most active.
Then, I examined existing research on the social interaction process originating in
a diverse range of disciplines, again using the I-C framework to help with this
evaluation. I found that not much of this existing work was very devoted to
discovering principles and general characteristics of the interaction process – though,
as I argued, this is crucial if the aim is to get a grip on social understanding, not mere
interaction. Some of the research presented also made it clear that, even though the
interaction process should be at the centre of investigation, it is important not to lose
track of the individual partakers. One of the interesting findings of this review were the
results regarding one-sided coordination obtained in the still face and double TV
monitor paradigms and in the robotic turn-taker research, and the finding that onesided coordination is either frustrating or does not suffice to establish interaction. I
proposed that these findings can be taken further though, and conjectured that onesided coordination can play a role in the whole of an interaction. This was suggested to
be an interesting area for further research. Another interesting finding was the
usefulness of minimal cognitive systems research and the dynamical systems paradigm
for furthering our grasp of social interaction. Many of the investigations examined
pointed to the fact that coordination in interaction is a variable issue, i.e. that it is not a
continual and smooth affair. This strengthened the suggestion made in chapter five,
that the different aspects of coordination all play their part in the interactive
management of social encounters and its role in interpersonal understanding.
This leads us to the next main contribution of the present work: the proposal that
timing plays a crucial role in establishing, maintaining and closing social interactions.
This was fleshed out principally in chapters seven and eight, where the interaction
rhythm and participatory sense-making framework was outlined. First, for the
interaction rhythm approach. This is the proposal that coordinating in interaction
happens through interactional timing. First of all, I showed that temporal coordination
is no rarity in physical and biological systems, and that it is non-mysterious and can be
explained. Then, based on an investigation of several approaches to timing in social
interaction, enriched with a comparison with a model of auditory perception, I showed
that interaction rhythm is not a regular, but rather a variable phenomenon. In other
words, interactional timing, like interactional coordination, is elastic. The
characterisation of coordination as relative or adaptive, taken from the field of
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dynamical systems theory, already introduced in chapter six, proved useful to capture
this aspect of interactional timing. Moreover, in chapter seven, I expanded on the
relationship between interactional timing and the rapport aspect of interaction, which
we know so well from our everyday experiences of social situations.
Thus far, no mention was made of the more semantic aspects of meaning in the
interaction process. In order to complete the connection with social understanding,
another element needed to be brought into the mix. In chapter three, a general chapter
on embodied approaches to cognition, the enactive notion of cognition as sensemaking was discussed. The main contribution of chapter eight was the extension of this
notion into the social domain by characterising social cognition as participatory sensemaking.
This was done as follows: Individual sense-making is characterised as the
generation and transformation of meaning that an agent does in active and involved
engagement with a world that she, in a sense, continually constructs by this very
activity. The proposal regarding social cognition put forward here is that interpersonal
understanding consists of the coordination of the tools and expressions of individual
sense-making activities, expressed in movement, including utterances. In order to
explicate the role of the individuals in this process, I introduced the rhythmic capacity,
which allows a characterisation of social skill as a properly interindividual practice.
Furthermore, I have suggested that new domains of sense-making become available in
interpersonal interactions that are not available to individual sense-making.
I have elucidated the way in which the present proposal mends gaps in previous
approaches, first of all by finally connecting the individuals involved in interaction.
Furthermore, I have shown how the present proposal extends existing work in which
the connection is already taken very seriously. In particular, comparing the present
work with Trevarthen’s research on the musicality of interactions between infant and
primary caregiver, illustrated how the approach developed here provides a smooth
continuation between coordination in interaction and interpersonal understanding.
Finally, the embodied, interactional, temporal account of social understanding of
this dissertation was given a chance at showing its value by applying it in the domain
of autism, a developmental disorder in which the interpersonal difficulties are the most
obvious. Under this testbed aim, a tentative hypothesis was made with regard to
autism: that people with autism have a difficulty with connecting, and therefore that
the range of rhythmic capacities in which they can engage is severely limited,
particularly in its flexibility, and that participatory sense-making is hampered for them.
The presentation of several areas of relevant research in autism illustrated this
possibility, from showing that problems of embodiment and coordination exist in
individuals with autism to presenting evidence for interactional problems that people
with autism and those who interact with them encounter. Doing this also, once more,
illustrated the deeply interactional nature of social understanding. The need to take the
interaction process so seriously was borne out again in the argument that problems of
coordinating in interaction with people with autism are an interactional problem, even
if the root cause lies in some neurological or other biological deficit in the person with
autism. This was strengthened both by very recent research on autism within the
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conversational analysis tradition, and by reference to a new area of remediation that
aims at developing flexibility of thinking through developing interpersonal interaction.
Furthermore, it is in accordance with our everyday social experience that it is easier to
interact with some people than with others, and that even good (i.e. flexible) interactors
can find it difficult to interact, depending on their partner, the situation, and their own
current states.

10.2 Open issues and future directions
One of the open issues of the present work is that it could do with some more
comparison with existing approaches that investigate or have investigated interaction
rhythm. Some of those, like the research presented in Jaffe and Feldstein (1970), which
investigated the on-off sequence of speech, are not so interesting. Jaffe and Feldstein
made a machine that captured the alternating occurrence of speech versus non-speech
in conversations. This is a fairly arbitrary measurement though, in a phenomenon
where so much more than speech is going on. There is other, more interesting research
on interaction rhythm however, among which the work of Trevarthen, already
discussed above, and taking a closer look at this area could lead to interesting future
work. Another potentially fruitful avenue is related to a suggestion made to me by
Stephen Cowley (personal communication, July 2006). He prefers to use the notion of
‘rhythmicality’, arguing that it is more active then ‘rhythm’, which he calls a mere
analytic construct. A deeper engagement with his ideas will be useful. My view, for
now, is that the notion of interaction rhythm and the I-C framework are indeed tools
that permit us to analyse the interaction process. This is important because previous
approaches to social cognition did not even notice that this process was there (or took
it for granted). Cowley’s notion of rhythmicality is perhaps analogous in some way to
my notion of ‘rhythmic capacity’. His concerns, however, seems to lie in the field of
linguistics, so what he may be aiming to get out of those concepts is an advance in that
discipline, whereas my constraints are to diverge and move forward with regard to
approaches to social cognition in psychology, philosophy, and cognitive science.
Ultimately, findings on the aspects of rhythm and coordination in interaction
should be connected with participatory sense-making. After all, it was the aim of the
present work to further our understanding of social cognition. One elaboration that is
called for is a proper account of development, because general and social cognition are
so closely intertwined from very early on in ontogeny. Some pointers have already
been provided in the present work about the developmental interplay of sense-making
and participatory sense-making, and this is a promising but complex area for future
theoretical work.
The notion of participatory sense-making also itself generates a series of
theoretical open issues such as the differences between the different possible forms it
may adopt, from instruction to arguments, to finding out about each other, to codeveloping new meanings. There is also a lot of scope here for investigating the
relationship between subjectivity and intersubjectivity.
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A more practical outcome for developing the present work further would be more
circumscribed suggestions of further experiments. As was already suggested in
chapters six and eight, the still face and double TV monitor paradigms could be taken
as inspiration. One possibility would be to extend them with protocols that would
allow, besides looking into the effects of periods of one-sided coordination on an
interactor, investigating its role in an interaction as a whole. For instance, one-sided
coordination plays a role in teaching, but in order to get a better grip on how precisely
this works its embeddedness in an unfolding interaction process as a whole needs to be
given close attention. The same can be done for the other forms and sources of
coordination that were identified. Doing this should have both practical and theoretical
implications. At the theoretical level, such work will refine the interaction-coordination
framework. Practically, it could lead to significant extensions of existing experimental
paradigms and/or the development of new ones that could be used not only in the
investigation of interaction and social understanding, but also in the realm of social
disorders such as autism, and could eventually have an impact on diagnostic
techniques and remediation.
A very practical question is how to measure coordination without losing many of
its important properties as a continuous and time-extended dynamical process. Work
now needs to be done to determine which dynamical tools can be used for the analysis
and measurement of coordination in interaction. One way in which this can be done is
by fostering a mutual fertilisation between modelling work like that discussed in
section 6.2.1, and data and experimental strategies in the field of experimental
psychology. Very recently, some promising work in this vein has emerged at the
university of Compiègne in France, in which an experimental device is being
developed that allows to test whether people can recognise each other’s presence in a
one-dimensional environment (Auvray, Lenay and Stewart 2006). It is called the
‘perceptual crossing’ paradigm and it holds a lot of promise for investigating precisely
the different kinds of coordination in interaction. At the moment, attempts are
underway at the University of Sussex to replicate and further the experiments done by
Auvray et al. Moreover, the experimental work is augmented with evolutionary
robotics modelling in the style of the work described in section 6.2.1 (Di Paolo, Rohde
and Iizuka Submitted). This modelling work investigates what the most minimal
conditions are under which we can still observe interesting cognitive behaviour, as
explained in chapter six. This permits the teasing out of principles of the phenomenon
under examination. An interesting feedback loop should be able to develop between
this kind of work and experiments in which the interactional behaviour of humans is
tested. A project is currently underway at the University of Sussex in order to do pilot
studies of precisely this.
One area that also merits more attention is the experiential aspect of all that was
presented here. On the one hand, it would be interesting to engage with the
phenomenological tradition of Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty and others, in order
to find out whether, and if yes, how, they have thematised the interaction as such, and
the connection between the interaction partners. On the other, it would be fruitful to
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also directly probe the experience of interacting, connecting, and the activity of
participatory making-sense of each other and the world through our encounters.
Other possible future outcomes of the present work exist in the area of autism. If
the very tentative proposal regarding the disorder put forward here is found to bear
some truth, this would need ways of testing. These could be provided by the general
techniques developed for testing both the I-C and the IR & PSM framework. On the
other hand, the new light that was shed on autistic social phenomena could in turn
inform these tests in the more general area of social cognition. Another area for future
investigation is the issue of music in autism, especially music performance, and more
in particular, collective music performance in autism. One interesting domain is that of
music therapy and other therapies which focus on interactional activities, both from the
point of view of the opportunities they offer to study a special kind of interactions in
more depth, and from the perspective of establishing how and why they work, and
possibly ameliorating them further.

10.3 A final word, for now
In order to round up this work, it is perhaps helpful to return to Sheets-Johnstone’s
criticism of embodied approaches given in chapter one. Has the present proposal
surpassed the need to talk in terms of embodiment? I suggest that it has, in that it takes
the embodiment of social agents as a given, and moves on to the investigation of the
interaction process instead. However, the same criticism could be made of the
investigations of the interaction: speaking of the interaction process should eventually
be by-passed in order to get a proper grasp of social understanding. The present work
has proposed the notion of participatory sense-making as a first step in that direction.
Finally, a sceptic could ask whether all of the above is just a new gloss on the
phenomenon of social interaction and the many disciplines, methodologies and
theories that are devoted to its study, or whether it really represents a step forward. I
would like to suggest that there are good reasons to adopt the latter rather than the first
option. For instance, there is the fact that the connection between interactors was not a
well-established topic of research yet in cognitive science – and in those fields where it
was, such as some developmental psychology and work on the border between
linguistics and anthropology, it was generally not brought back into a relation with
social cognition. The present work, I suggest, has contributed to furthering
interaction’s ‘cause’ by delivering tools that can facilitate the dialogue between these
diverse disciplines. Moreover, if what has been set out here is taken on board in
cognitive science, the relatively new field of embodied, interactional, experiential,
temporal social cognition research should blossom. This could be promising not only
for the future of our grasp of social understanding, but also for that of embodied
cognition, or I should rather say: cognition, in general. This enterprise could, for
instance, direct its energies and resources to the fleshing out of the new domains of
sense-making that are generated in participatory sense-making and not available to
mere individual meaning-generation. Ultimately, however, only tangible future
achievements may be able to alleviate the worry of the sceptic.
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